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MEETING of the GOVERNING BODY
PART B - held in public
Wednesday 26 November 2014 at 2pm
Macclesfield Town Hall
Chair: Paul Bowen

AGENDA
1.45 pm
Time

2.00

Arrival and refreshments
Agenda
Title / Description
No.

Delivery &
Decision

1.

PRELIMINARY BUSINESS

1.1

Welcome & apologies for absence Paul Bowen

Verbal

1.2

Verbal

1.4

Declaration of any interests Paul Bowen
relevant to the agenda items
Notes from previous meeting held Paul Bowen
in public – September 2014
Public Speaking Time

2.

ITEMS FOR DISCUSSION

2.1

Chief Officer Report

1.3

2.20

Speaker

Alex Mitchell

Paper attached
For approval

Paper attached
For information

2.35
2.50

2.2
2.3

Update on CCG Quality &
Performance
Primary Care Co-Commissioning

Neil Evans

For decision

Matthew
Cunningham
Alex Mitchell

Paper attached

Paper attached

3.05

2.4

3.20

2.5

3.35
3.50

BREAK
2.6

4.00

3.

STANDING ITEMS

3.1

Caring Together Programme
update
Finance Report

Hadleigh
Stollar
Alex Mitchell

Governing Body Assurance
Framework

Alex Mitchell

4.15

3.2

Paper attached

For decision

Amendments to the Constitution
Paper attached
For ratification
of NHS Eastern Cheshire CCG
Providing best practice stroke Jacki Wilkes Paper attached
For approval
care in Eastern Cheshire
BREAK
BREAK
BREAK
Executive
Team
Terms
of Alex Mitchell Paper attached
For approval
Reference

For information

Paper attached
For information

4.25

3.3

Paper attached
For information
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Time
4.40

Agenda
Title / Description
No.
3.4
Sub Committee Minutes / reports
3.4.1 Governance and Audit Committee

Speaker

Delivery &
Decision

Gerry Gray

Paper attached
For information

3.4.2 Remuneration Committee

Gerry Gray

Verbal
For information

3.4.3 Clinical Quality and Performance
Committee
3.5
Advisory Committee reports
3.5.1 Locality Management Meeting

Neil Evans

Paper attached
For information

Paul Bowen

Paper attached
For information

3.5.2 Eastern Cheshire Community
HealthVoice

4.55

4. CLOSING REMARKS

Bill Swann

Paper attached
For information

Paul Bowen

Verbal

5.00 CLOSE OF MEETING
5.10-5.45: Informal Question and Answer Session
DATE AND TIME OF NEXT MEETING:
Wednesday 28th January 2015
Macclesfield Town Hall (t.b.c) 10.00–12.30
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APPENDIX A
Points raised during Public Speaking Time during
NHS Eastern Cheshire CCG Governing Body meeting
held in public on 24 September 2014 at Poynton Civic Hall
[Note: Below is not a transcription, but a summary of the questions and answers.
Where appropriate, further clarifying commentary has been added to the verbal
answer given at the meeting]
All questions raised by Mrs Charlotte Peters-Rock, representing Cheshire Area
for Cheshire Action

PROTECTING CHILDREN FROM ABUSE
Knowing that this very difficult area is to be discussed - With the many human
rights issues involved in child sexual exploitation; including that such as is known to
have happened - and be happening – in Oxford, Rochdale, Rotherham and now
Doncaster; including forced purdah and forced marriage; including genital mutilation;
whether by families or by strangers or by professionals; what is Eastern Cheshire
CCG doing – or lawfully capable of doing – to stem the complex tide of abuse of
children, whether indigenous or brought to this area from elsewhere?
As commissioner of health services, what lead can this Governing Body show?
What level of joint or individual organisational information collection and
dissemination is currently taking place? Is that enough?
What figures exist for Eastern Cheshire? Are they accurate?”
Response from the CCG –
Sally Rogers thanked Mrs Peters-Rock for raising the questions about Child Sexual
Exploitation and expressed the opinion that people need to start talking about the
unspeakable. Responding to the question about what the CCG is doing to
proactively protect children’s rights, she said that its duties are laid down in the
Children and Families Act.1
The CCG is a representative on the Cheshire East Local Safeguarding Children
Board2, (LSCB) a statutory multiagency body, whose aim is to make sure the needs
of children are met and that its multi-agency members hold each other to account.
1
2

http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2014/6/contents/enacted
http://www.cheshireeast.gov.uk/children_and_families/lscb_‐_safeguarding_children.aspx
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All NHS staff are trained to recognise signs of physical and emotional abuse and
those at risk of sexual exploitation. Estimated figures of those affected in Cheshire
East have been collected. The CCG’s lead on the area of child sexual exploitation
(CSE) is Moira McGrath, Safeguarding Manager (Designated Nurse) for
Safeguarding Children, and she is involved in a specific workstream on CSE. The
LSCB is linked to the national group, and kept informed of national issues, through
NHS England. There is a swift response if a child is recognised to be at risk of abuse
and multi-agency working means e.g. early identification of issues for children arising
out of domestic abuse. A watchful eye is kept on cared for children from out of the
area.
Moira McGrath commented that November is dedicated to children’s rights and the
CCG would be supporting this initiative.

KNUTSFORD PROGRAMME
Question – “Having heard at various meetings and from individuals that the silent
Knutsford Programme Board has long been completely stalled, in both planning and
financing, of any re-provision of services for the local Knutsford area, this is a
request to the Governing Body, to take a lead as commissioner - and within its role
as part of Caring Together – to insist that our intermediate and dementia services
should now be re-provided within the modern buildings from which East Cheshire
NHS Trust and Cheshire East Council removed them 4 years ago, and to ask for a
public statement of intent, time frame and action to ensure that this is swiftly
achieved, particularly to support family carers’ health and that of patients returning to
the local area to recuperate from general and specialist hospitals within or outwith
Eastern Cheshire.”
Response from the CCG –
Jerry Hawker agreed to respond to the question after the meeting as an appendix to
the minutes and ask East Cheshire NHS Trust and the Knutsford GP practices to
provide an update on the Knutsford Project.
As the lead commissioner for healthcare services across Eastern Cheshire the CCG
has a statutory responsibility to ensure all services are accessible equitably to the
whole 204,000 population based on evidenced based need.
The Caring Together programme has committed to developing more coordinated
services for its population, patients and carers over the next 5 years with the
programme aiming to provide these services wherever possible in people’s homes
and in community settings where appropriate. The investment in additional clinical
care in Care Homes and the development community neighbourhood teams is
evidence of progress already being made and will continue to be expanded in 2015.
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The CCG has already invested over £500K in additional mental health services in
2014 and together with many public and private sector organisations has committed
to make Cheshire East a dementia friendly community.
Whilst the CCG has no direct accountability for the development of existing or new
premises, it does work closely with its main providers to ensure that services are
available in appropriate buildings within available finances. Inevitably there is always
a challenge to meet the desires for services to be provided locally verses the
available resources across all localities.

Question – Since the transport problem for the old and ill continues apace, what
added facilities does the Governing Body see as capable of being provided locally on
the Knutsford Cottage Hospital site, to serve the needs of the local population of this
area, ie
i.
‘Consultants to the people’
ii.
Dementia whole person & situational health assessment and therapy
iii
Family training and support to enable the sick, the disabled and the demented
to live safely and well-supported at home rather than being ‘evicted from their lives’
into the expensive and collapsing care of strangers.
Response from the CCG Increased investment in communities is the ambition of the Caring Together
programme, and the CCG has stated in its 5-Year plan its commitment to investment
of £5 million in community services. It will work with partners to make better use of
assets in the community, which may be different to how they were used in the past.
Advancement in technology offers the opportunity to provide care for people in their
own homes and in the community rather than in institutional buildings.

For consideration by the Governing Body: A call for CCG support, to bring back
the funding and services for Family Carers’ health, and dementia health within
Eastern Cheshire, under the remit of the NHS –and into this CCG.
Response from the CCG:
The CCG is working in partnership with the local authority to ensure that there is a
clear strategy in place for carers. This year saw new national policy relating to carers
which is being included in our jointly developed strategy. The policy signals a new
approach to the support of people in caring roles, putting them on the same footing
as the people they care for in terms of care and support. Moving forward carers can
expect improved access to information and health and well being services.
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In relation to Dementia services the CCG has committed to work towards the
national ambition for the identification and support of people with dementia and their
carers. In the future there will be no more that a 4 week waiting time for assessment
and, once diagnosed, patients and cares will be referred to the Alzheimer’s Society
for ongoing support

RESPITE SERVICES AND NURSING HOME FACILITIES
In view of the poor performance of Commercial Nursing Homes particularly in the
Macclesfield area, I understand – and the removal or threatened removal of all
overnight and other respite by Cheshire East Council - leading to overburdening of
the system, this is a request for re-provisioning of services – whether by NHS
staffing or by future ownership, by Eastern Cheshire CCG of both respite and full
time Nursing Home facilities, so that adequate oversight is made and local, high
quality respite bed places are guaranteed to grossly overworked full time family
carers.
Response from the CCG:
It is not within the power of ECCCG to comment on respite services which are both
commissioned and provided by Cheshire East Council. The partnership working
through the Eastern Cheshire Caring Together programme does, however, create an
opportunity to redesign and develop services, including respite care, in accordance
with the standards which have been agreed jointly, providing patients and the people
caring for them a more holistic and tailored service.
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Fair version 2 – 24.10.14

APPENDIX B

Informal Question and Answer Session at the end of the
NHS Eastern Cheshire CCG Governing Body meeting
held in public on 24 September 2014 at Poynton Civic Centre
Questions and comments were responded to by members of the Governing Body.
[Note: Below is not a transcription, but a summary of the questions and answers.
The items have been re-grouped into similar themes and where appropriate, further
clarifying commentary has been added to the verbal answer given at the meeting]

CLOSURE OF HOLLINS VIEW
Question from Member of the Public: What is the CCG’s view of the closure of the
Local Authority facility Hollins View and the impact on intermediate care?
Response from the CCG – There are two elements; the respite service and the
intermediate care facility. Cheshire East Council is guaranteeing that the level of respite
service currently provided at Hollins View will be reprovided elsewhere.
Question – What will happen to people discharged from hospital because the bed is
needed?
Response from the CCG - People will not be discharged inappropriately early from hospital
and arrangements will be made prior to their return home. Because winter pressures money
came early this year the CCG has been able to commission a greater amount of services
from the Third Sector and is working to align these with acute and community services to
make sure everybody is on same page, supporting people to go home in a timely way. The
new service ‘STAIRRS’ (Short Term Assessment, Integrated Response and Recovery
Service), providing a package of care around an individual, is aimed at making sure people
get the care and support they need. This is ‘reablement’, feeding into the existing
intermediate care services such as the Acute Visiting Service where GPs not tied down to
clinical sessions are able to go out and support patients.
Comment from member of the public – The problem with sending people who live on their
own back into their own homes is that there is no adequate oversight. They need some form
of respite and proper intermediate care for assurance, and the encouragement factor of
being with other people that they would not get at home.
Response from the CCG – There is a huge range of people in Hollins View and there will
still be a need for nursing home and residential home facilities. The Third Sector can teach
us a lot, social factors have been identified that are equal to health factors.
Question from member of the public – Why not open up intermediate care facilities?
There is a need to help people suffering in isolation.
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Response from the CCG – Not every town has had a community hospital with intermediate
care facilities. There are people being cared for outside their town who are desperate to
return to their own home; we need to focus on getting people home from hospital.
Comment from member of the public – There is a social element to intermediate care
facilities.
Response from the CCG – It is easy to lose sight of the importance of social contact in
people’s recovery – being involved, seeing people and doing things. It is important that
resources are not removed until alternatives are in place but there is not one solution which
will fit all situations; the way forward is for care packages, with differing elements, for
individuals. All health systems in the UK are facing the same problems; the answer will not
come from health or social care, but a different approach to services in the community. The
CCG’s ambition is to be the first in the country to champion a new approach, making care in
the community the norm. This will be a challenge and requires a leap of faith, requiring
providers to lead and encourage their staff to follow the new culture and see the benefit. Individuals need to understand that hospital is not a good place to be long-term, and have
examples to reassure that alternatives will be better.
Comment from member of the public – There needs to be an infrastructure, where is it?
Response from the CCG – A number of meetings between health and social care have
taken place looking at how quickly we can get STAIRRS mobilised, with the impression that
staff have been wanting to do this for a long time. It does need to be joined up. Confidence
is high that the service will be up and for December. There will be no change to intermediate
beds until March. This gives time to monitor progress with the joined up response.
Comment from member of the public – It is horrifying that there are five care and nursing
homes that the CQC is taking action against, although none of the intermediate beds are
commissioned there. The system seems to be collapsing before something else can be put
in place – why?
Response from the CCG – Carers have challenges finding places for their relatives as the
£375 per week paid by the Council often does not cover the cost of a bed. The quality of
services provided in previously well regarded care homes can change over time so there
needs to be constant monitoring. Because we are being more vigilant we are finding things
which previously may have gone unreported and ultimately this is a good thing, lessons will
be learned and improvements made accordingly. Care home owners do meet as a group,
but care homes are individual and independent businesses. There are good care homes,
but we tend only to hear about those where there are problems.
Comment from member of the public – Quality in care homes is recorded on the CCG’s
assurance framework. How far has this been shared with Cheshire East Council as policy
and principle? If you go through the risks, draw them to the attention of the Local Authority,
can they justify the closure of Hollins view in the timeframe unless there are replacement
facilities? As part of the consultation process the Local Authority is asking individual users of
the service – there are future users.
Response from the CCG – In the NHS we are seeing closer working with the local
authority all the time. There is good cross-public health sector working going on looking at
care homes and how to improve them and some long-standing concerns are starting to be
addressed. There appear to be more problems now because we are starting to tackle things
that in the past nobody was prepared to be accountable for. Significant improvement has
been made, with a lot of work still to do. When a statutory body takes the decision to change
services, agreement must be sought from the local Scrutiny Committee. The consultation
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document on Hollins View has gone out, the CCG, as a health body and partner in care,
received a copy. We will be responding both formally and informally on our agreement and
disagreement on areas where we have concerns. We will make the CCG’s response publicly
available.
Comment from member of the public – At the Council, when the Hollins View question
came up it was said that uncertainty was created by health, who were refusing to pay for
intermediate care beds.
Response from CCG – That was a miscommunication which we have formally responded
to and corrected.
Comment from member of the public – I understand the overseeing agencies going into
care homes are CQC, the CCG, the Local Authority and Healthwatch. What streamlining
could be done?
Response from the CCG – The Francis Report1 cited a major failing in lack of cooperation
between public sector bodies and the first stage to streamline the process is to improve
communications. We are confident that some of ‘the Francis effect’ is starting to be seen
locally. In the past there was ‘silo working’ on inspection of care homes, but now the CCG
and the local authority are doing joint visits. CQC visits have to continue to be done
separately. There are regular meetings of CQC, the Local Authority and the CCG to share
intelligence. It is the first time that CQC has been so engaged with the CCG.
Question from member of the public – re the comment earlier about provider leaders –
what are GPs doing to bring themselves out as leaders in the community?
Response from the CCG – GPs are trained for, and are at their best, seeing patients,
assessing and diagnosing. Although GP practices are small businesses, GPs are not
trained as managers, leaders, politicians nor strategists. National policy has put them in a
position of leadership. Some Practices have allowed their GPs to do some do some training,
and they are learning as they go.
Question from member of the public – We are told that GP practices are overloaded, with
a lot of new homes about to be built, with a particularly high elderly population in Knutsford
why not have four GP practices, the fourth would relieve pressure, and start with new
facilities, would bring the other three up to standard.
Response from CCG – Meeting demand is not about having more GP practices, it is about
having fewer, cooperating, possibly federating. Demand on the GP as default place to sort
something out has increased. Recruitment is at worst, a lot of people are not staying – they
are retiring, emigrating, or don’t want the responsibility. GPs are being asked to lead from a
commissioning point of view, then asked to lead transformation of care whilst still working in
their practices, where expectations of politicians mean extended opening hours. Some
practices are taking on extra staff and are still unable to meet the demand for appointments,
and struggle with having time to look at transforming the care system and implementing
change. The CCG will work to transform the system, we have to, but we also have to keep
the system going in the meantime and allow GPs to do their day job.
The level of ambition in, and reputation of, Eastern Cheshire should not be underestimated.
We are seen as pioneering and with support we can cash it in – not overnight, but by
incremental change.

1

http://www.nhsconfed.org/health‐topics/quality/francis‐inquiry
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MEETING OF THE GOVERNING BODY held in public
Wednesday 24 September 2014 9.15–12.30
Poynton Civic Centre

Unconfirmed MINUTES
VOTING MEMBERS OF THE GOVERNING BODY
Dr Paul Bowen
Gill Boston
Dr Mike Clark
Gerry Gray
Jerry Hawker
Dr Jennifer Lawn
Joanne Morton
Alex Mitchell
Sally Rogers
Julie Sercombe
Dr Julie Sin
Bill Swann
Angela Wales
Duncan Matheson

Executive Chair,
GP McIlvride Medical Centre, Poynton
Lay Member, Patient and Public Involvement
General Practice Representative –
Macclesfield
Lay member, Governance
Chief Officer
General Practice Representative – Knutsford
General Practice Representative –
Alderley Edge, Chelford, Handforth, Wilmslow
Chief Finance Officer
Registered Nurse Member
General Practice Representative –
Congleton and Holmes Chapel
Senior Public Health Representative,
Associate Director of Public Health, Public
Health department, Cheshire East Council
Lay Member, Patient and Public Involvement
General Practice Representative –
Bollington, Disley, Poynton
Secondary Care Doctor Member

PRESENT
PRESENT
PRESENT
APOLOGIES
PRESENT
APOLOGIES
PRESENT
PRESENT
PRESENT
PRESENT
PRESENT
PRESENT
PRESENT

NON- VOTING MEMBERS OF THE GOVERNING BODY
Neil Evans

Commissioning Director

IN ATTENDANCE
Hazel Burgess
Matthew Cunningham
Margi Butler (for item 2.1)
Julia Curtis (for item 2.2)
Lindsay Ratapana (for item 2.5)
Moira McGrath (for item 2.5)
Jacki Wilkes (for item 2.6)
Members of the public

PRESENT

Note taker
Corporate Services Manager
Armed Forces Lead, Cheshire Warrington and Wirral CCGs
Service Delivery Manager
Designated Nurse for Safeguarding Adults
Designated Nurse for Safeguarding Children
Head of Clinical Development and Health Outcomes
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Draft Minutes 23.10.14

1.

PRELIMINARY BUSINESS

1.1

Welcome and apologies for absence
Dr Bowen welcomed all to the meeting and thanked the members of the
public for attending. He commented that the venue for today’s meeting,
Poynton Civic Centre, had also been the venue for the well-attended
second annual Poynton Health Forum running alongside influenza
vaccination clinics the previous Saturday. The health forum had offered
the local population learning about the care system and what is available
and had been an opportunity to highlight the network of community assets.
Apologies for absence had been received from Gerry Gray and
Dr Jenny Lawn.

1.2

Public Speaking Time
Mrs Charlotte Peters-Rock, representing Cheshire Area for Cheshire
Action raised issues for the Governing Body’s response and consideration.
The full text of the questions, and the response from the CCG, is noted in
Appendix A.

1.3

Declaration of any interests relevant to the agenda items
Agenda Item 2.3 ̶ GP access to non-obstetric ultrasound serviceDr Paul Bowen declared an interest as a partner in McIlvride Medical
Practice, which has expressed an interest in providing space and charging
rent to one of the ultrasound companies on its premises. Angela Wales as
Practice Manager at Priorslegh Medical Centre declared a similar interest.
No other interests were declared.

1.4

Notes from previous meeting held in public – 30 July 2014
Item 2.1.2.3 – “reduction of 2.3% in potential years’ life lost” – the figure
should be 3.2%.
Item 2.2.1 – Gill Boston requested the draft notes be amended to reflect
more proportionally the depth and complexity of the long discussion held
on Personal Health Budgets and the key issue of how this fits with the
Better Care Fund. The outcome measures tool referred to, the Personal
Budget Outcome Evaluation Tool (POET1) should be named. The notes
will be augmented to record that the Governing Body sought
assurance around evaluation of PHBs and the use of tools such as
POET, and an additional bullet point added to the conclusion of the
item noting that the importance of integrated health budgets were
discussed specifically in relation to how Caring Together and the
Better Care Fund provides the CCG with an opportunity in future to
align with national direction.
Item 5 – date of next meeting should be 24 September, not 30 July

1

http://www.in‐control.org.uk/what‐we‐do/children‐and‐young‐people/useful‐resources/the‐personal‐
budgets‐outcomes‐and‐evaluation‐tool‐(poet).aspx
NHS ECCCG Governing Body Meeting held in public 24 September 2014
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The above amendments will be made to the minutes and submitted for
approval.
A query was raised about the format of the notes of meetings, where only
names of officers are recorded and not the name of the Governing Body
member who has asked a question. Dr Paul Bowen responded that the
minutes of the meetings held in public have been produced to record how
the Governing Body, acting as a body, on behalf of the public holds the
responsible officers to account by challenging and seeking assurance on
papers presented at the meetings. The names of officers responding to the
queries raised are recorded in the minutes as they are accountable. A
summary of the points raised is noted in the minutes, rather than a
verbatim record being taken. At the end of a discussion, should there be a
disagreement and the need to take a vote, the outcome would be recorded
in the notes. Otherwise the section is concluded with the decision of the
Governing Body as a group.
Jerry Hawker supported Dr Bowen’s comments adding that the current
approach whilst normal practice, could be changed at the discretion of the
Governing Body, and members will be asked whether they would prefer to
be named in the minutes.
1.4.1

Matters arising from the Minutes
2.1.2.3 - Neil Evans informed the Governing Body that data received in the
last few days showed that in Year 1, ECCCG has achieved its 5-year
trajectory for reducing potential years life lost in Eastern Cheshire, making
it the best performing CCG in its peer group and second best in the
country behind Richmond CCG. As a result of this successful start the
CCG will now look to re-set the trajectory for future years.
Jerry Hawker informed the Governing Body that the attribution of a
community acquired infection case remains unresolved, but discussions
continue with NHS England and he will report back when a decision is
made.

1.5

Chief Officer Report
The report this month covered
 Caring Together 5-Year Strategic Plan
 Investment in Improving Access to Psychological Therapies (IAPT)
 Better Care Fund Plan
 NHS England Primary Care Assurance Meeting
 Care Homes
 Child Exploitation
 Consultations
 Cheshire East Health and Wellbeing Board July 2014

NHS ECCCG Governing Body Meeting held in public 24 September 2014
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Jerry Hawker highlighted some of the points from the briefing paper.
1.5.1

Governing Body meetings held in private – July and August
At the meeting held in July the Caring Together 5-Year Strategic Plan was
discussed, supported and formally endorsed. There was an extensive
review of the way the CCG considers business cases submitted against
the Local Delivery Improvement Plan during the year. Contingent on
agreement of a formal review of provision of psychological therapies, the
Governing Body agreed to accelerate short-term (12 month) investment
into psychological therapies.

1.5.2

At a recent quarterly assurance meeting with NHS England, ECCCG
received very positive feedback on NHS England’s appraisal of progress.

1.5.3

Noting that a significant proportion of the local population access
Manchester hospitals it was highlighted that the CCG co-hosted a lively
and energetic public meeting in Wilmslow on Tuesday 23 September to
discuss the Healthier Together consultation. Jerry Hawker gave thanks
to members of staff and the public who came along to support, and raise a
number of important questions for the Healthier Together consultation
group.
The Governing Body
 Noted the Chief Officer Report

2.

ITEMS FOR DISCUSSION

2.1

Military Veterans Health
Margi Butler, Armed Forces Health Lead for the Cheshire Warrington &
Wirral CCGs, attended the meeting to present an update on local work on
military veterans health services. She talked about the Single
Management Model, the requirements of the NHS Operating Framework
and Community Covenant, and described progress made locally and plans
for the future.

2.1.1

Margi Butler highlighted that CCGs have the responsibility for mental
health, secondary, elective and community healthcare for reservists
that are not mobilised, and veterans (defined as any person who has
served one day in the armed forces) and their families. Other healthcare is
the responsibility of NHS England and Defence Medical Services. ‘Priority
treatment’ for veterans, as mentioned in the report, means that they should
be prioritised if their injury or illness is as a result of their service.

2.1.2

Margi Butler described the agreement of the five Cheshire Warrington and
Wirral CCGs to a coordinated approach for military veterans’ health
using a Single Management Model, an approach well received nationally.
Any work related to military health in Cheshire Warrington and Wirral (e.g.
interpretation of policy, commissioning guidance, coordination, advice) is
coordinated by Margi Butler with Tori Bell as the named contact in Eastern
Cheshire CCG.
The approach has been endorsed by the Head of Service Leaver Support
in the North West, 42 (NW) Brigade approving the approach to

NHS ECCCG Governing Body Meeting held in public 24 September 2014
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commissioning of military veterans health in having a single point of
contact.
2.1.3

There are local armed forces networks in Warrington and Wirral; there is
currently no network in Cheshire East; establishment of networks is the
responsibility of local authorities.

2.1.4

There were questions about interactions with the voluntary sector e.g.
British Legion, Help for Heroes and Margi Butler confirmed that all the
major third sector organisations and agencies are represented at the North
West Armed Forces Network and they are also members of Local
Networks where they exist.

2.1.5

In answer to a query about a means of accrediting the quality of services
provided by emerging third sector organisations, Margi Butler said that
this is an example where the existence of a local forum would be of benefit
and value. All agencies including the third sector sit around the table and
have access to information on all the community grants and Armed Forces
Covenant Grant (Libor2). It is recognised that there can be poor outcomes
from some unregulated organisations providing support to vulnerable
people of the charity, and there is an intention to establish a directory for
veteran services.

2.1.6

Margi Butler summarised key commissioning considerations and
priorities on veterans’ health:
 working with the Community Covenant (priority treatment for
veterans) versus the NHS Constitution (health services free for all
with equal access)
 reprocurement of new specification Military Veterans IAPT services;
new service to begin in April 2015.
 Five-year plan increasing involvement of veterans; Warrington and
Wirral have established ‘hubs’
 Pressure on the Ministry of Defence to establish better figures
 Work with third sector organisations to assist them access available
funding / grants

2.1.7

Paul Bowen gave thanks to Margi Butler, stating that her involvement with
the CCG through Neil Evans and Tori Bell was valued.
He noted that there is a clear need to explore the establishing of a Local
Veterans Network and received support from the Governing Body
members to raise this as a priority with Cheshire East Council through the
Health and Wellbeing Board.
The Governing Body
 Noted the report, including recommendations made by the Armed
Forces Covenant, and content of the presentation on military
veterans’ health work in Eastern Cheshire
 Noted the progress being made on the re-tendering of the Military

2

https://www.gov.uk/government/collections/armed‐forces‐covenant‐supporting‐information
NHS ECCCG Governing Body Meeting held in public 24 September 2014
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2.2

Veterans IAPT service
Agreed that Dr Paul Bowen should raise through the Health and
Wellbeing Board, the benefit of and need for a Local Veterans
Network to be established in Cheshire East.
Requested that checks be made to ensure that organisations
seeking grants and funding provide quality services to veterans

Outcome of the Cheshire and Merseyside Commissioning
Policy Review
The paper provided an overview of the process undertaken to update the
CCG’s commissioning policies, including policy on a sub-fertility services.
A new Cheshire and Merseyside-wide commissioning policy has been
developed following a joint review carried out by all CCGs in the area with
the aim of providing a consistent approach to commissioning a range of
treatments across the region. Subject to approval by the Governing Body,
the new policy would replace the existing policy and local addendum.
Julia Curtis, Service Delivery Manager, attended the meeting to take
questions on the paper, highlighting to the Governing Body that once
adopted the CCG’s commissioning policies are subject to on-going review,
and exceptionalities are considered by the Individual Funding Requests
Panel.

2.2.1

In answer to a question about NICE (National Institute for Health and Care
Excellence) guidance, Julia Curtis said that there are different
applications of NICE guidance across the country. She confirmed that
there are differences between commissioning policies in Cheshire &
Merseyside and Greater Manchester or other neighbouring CCGs e.g. the
number of cycles of IVF treatment, the age criteria and definition of
childlessness.
There was a discussion about application of regional policies and the
implications for patients in variances in eligibility criteria. Observations
were made that patients living in Eastern Cheshire routinely access
hospitals in other areas outside Cheshire and Merseyside (e.g. Greater
Manchester, North Staffordshire), and also that new rules mean patients
can register with a GP practice in any part of the country regardless of
where they live.
Neil Evans said that regional variance in policy is a national risk, rather
than one associated with this particular policy and he did not believe it is
an issue which can be resolved locally. He underlined that fourteen CCGs
had worked jointly in the consultation process to achieve agreement on the
Cheshire and Merseyside policy, which is closer to those in neighbouring
areas, like Greater Manchester, than the one currently being operated.

2.2.2

Illustrating the difficulty in lining up policies with close neighbours, he used
the sub-fertility policy as an example, noting that neighbouring CCGs
have adopted different approaches to the constituent parts – number of
cycles, age criteria and definition of childlessness. He suggested that the
best situation for patients and CCGs is not policy criteria, but quality of
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provision and better outcomes for patients e.g. there are excellent IVF
success rates at Liverpool Women’s Hospital, meaning patients on
average require fewer cycles with lower associated costs. The direction of
travel is that NICE is moving towards recommending three cycles of IVF
and increasing access to age 42.
2.2.2.1

There was a query whether the age criteria set (3 cycles to women under
40, a single cycle to women 40–42) could be challenged under the
Equality Act. Julia Curtis said the ages set follow NICE guidelines and
are based on evidence about significant reduction in fertility after the age
of 42 and Neil Evans said a full equality impact analysis had been
undertaken on the decision-making process.

2.2.2.2

It was confirmed that the new policy would apply to anybody ‘in the
system’ who meets the new criteria.

2.2.2.3

A concern was raised regarding the limitation in the policy’s definition of
‘childnessness’ and the different interpretation in Greater Manchester.
Neil Evans said the policy had been written using the relevant NICE
guidance and with the focus of finding the most effective outcome for
patients; childlessness remains a contentious issue. Whilst further work to
align the policy more closely with Greater Manchester’s could be done this
would not eradicate differences in policies as we border a number of
different commissioning footprints. Where service users believe they have
an exceptional case they could still request their case for funding be
reviewed.

2.2.3

There was a query about the revised criteria for hip and knee joint
replacement meaning patients with a Body Mass Index of over 40 would
be refused. It was clarified that the patient would be offered support to
lose weight to come within the eligible range; the limit has been set for
practical purposes from a surgeon’s point of view and reablement
considerations.

2.2.4

On continuous glucose monitoring, in answer to a query Julia Curtis
said that it is anticipated that the uptake would be low as monitors are
used in conjunction with insulin pumps, there have been questions about
their accuracy and the sensors are difficult to use.

2.2.5

Regarding the policy on varicose veins, suggesting that taking early
action can avoid development of complications, it was queried why the
decision had been taken to defer applying NICE guidance.
Julia Curtis said that supplementary documentation is available and can be
shared; the policy had been deferred not for clinical reasons but pending
clarification on the way NICE had costed the impact of the policy; NICE
had estimated that the policy would be cost-neutral due to less surgical
and more ablation work however a review done by ChaMPS (Cheshire and
Merseyside Public Health Collaborative Service) found that some of the
codes were not used in NICE guidance and therefore further work was
needed to determine the cost implications.

2.2.6

Jerry Hawker commented that the ‘postcode lottery’ issue had been
discussed at the last HealthVoice meeting. He said that in forming CCGs,
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the Department of Health encouraged development of local decisions for
local populations; this gives opportunities to make sure the money
available is tailored to the needs of the local population. The alternative
would be for NHS England to commission all services on a national basis
which is contrary to the current trend of transferring greater commissioning
responsibility to CCGs.
2.2.7

He said that part of the responsibility of the Governing Body is to ensure
active public involvement in consultations and he was very impressed with
the level of public engagement and involvement in this instance, including
a number of well attended open meetings. He wanted to put on record his
thanks to the team for taking a very active approach to involving the public
in completing the work, and to members of the public who took part.
the Governing Body
 approved the replacement of both the existing regional
commissioning policy and local addendum for “procedures of
limited clinical value” with the new Cheshire and Merseysidewide policy reflecting the most current clinical evidence
Proposed by Jerry Hawker and seconded by Dr Mike Clark.
Accepting the assurances of closer working with neighbouring
commissioners where possible, the Governing Body
 approved the adoption of the Cheshire and Merseyside Policy
for Sub Fertility including the current access criteria for
‘childlessness’
 agreed that future infertility policies should be reviewed in line
with the Manchester CCG policies, in particular the
childlessness position
 approved the delaying of the implementation of the revised
NICE guidance for varicose veins pending further work
Proposed by Alex Mitchell and seconded by Julie Sercombe

2.3

GP Access to Community Non Obstetric Ultrasound
Service*
Neil Evans summarised the paper on the process and outcome of
tendering for the Non Obstetric Ultrasound Service (NOUS) in Eastern
Cheshire.

2.3.1

A decision was made to re-procure the service under the Any Qualified
Provider (AQP) Process, under which, subject to meeting the conditions
of the NHS Standard Contract, any provider who meets the quality
threshold is appointed. The process was operated in accordance with
European Union procurement law and NHS Procurement Guidance and
Regulations Twelve expressions of interest were received, seven full bids
were submitted.

2.3.2

A combination of national evaluation criteria and local criteria was used
(list provided for information as an appendix to the paper). A member of
HealthVoice was involved in developing the local criteria which were
finalised by CCG Clinicians. All organisations met the criteria, but in order
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to conclude the procurement a number of clarification questions were
posed and answered. Potential providers were then required to confirm
they could comply with the standard NHS contract and prove they have
premises from which to operate, and accredited and competent staff. East
Cheshire NHS Trust and Health Harmonie have signed contracts and it is
expected that another three will be completed by the end of October. One
of the bidders has withdrawn; at the end of the process there will be a
maximum of six, giving good coverage and offering patients choice,
operating from a number of locations in Eastern Cheshire.
2.3.3

Neil Evans agreed that capacity had been an issue in the past and said
that providing the service on an AQP basis avoids the problem of a single
supplier not being able to meet demand and affords the opportunity, which
was not available previously, to flex and encourage further providers to
come into the market should capacity become an issue in the future.

2.3.4

Regarding monitoring of quality of services, Neil Evans said that
included in the specification is a set of national best practice quality
standards to which all providers will be held to account.
The suggestion was raised that consultants may find it difficult to assess
and have confidence in reports received from multiple providers and there
is potential for duplicate scans being ordered for assurance. Neil Evans
said that the CCG will note anecdotal feedback from consultants and act
on any concerns, encouraging dialogue with providers. He added that
although there had been some quality issues with the previous provider,
the main issue had been capacity to meet the demand.

2.3.5

Failsafe measures – it was confirmed that the service specification details
what should happen regarding alerting the patient’s GP if e.g. a suspected
cancer is identified.

2.3.6

Regarding availability of information on choice of providers for
members of the public, the options will be shown on Choose and Book and
Neil Evans said information is already on the CCG’s website 3 and there
has been communication with GP practices regarding who the providers
are and where they will operate from.

2.3.7

Dr Paul Bowen asked whether there were measures available to monitor
potential conflict of interest issues in terms of referral patterns of GP
practices who are generating income from housing ultrasound services.
Neil Evans said that data on referrals made by Eastern Cheshire practices
is available and comparisons have been drawn between them and shared
with practices in the past. Assessing whether inappropriate clinical
referrals are being made is difficult to say however patterns can be
observed and further analysed if it appears necessary.
Regarding how much choice of provider patients will be offered if
ultrasound services are available at their own GP’s surgery, this will be
monitored through questions in the patient survey questionnaire. Other
options can be considered, such as CCG staff visiting waiting rooms to

3

https://www.easterncheshireccg.nhs.uk/Links/awarded‐contracts_3.htm
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gain soft intelligence.
2.3.8

It was confirmed that there will be one standard referral form for use by
practices.

2.3.9

The previous procurement process had been halted due to a challenge by
an unsuccessful bidder; Neil Evans responded to a query that the
unsuccessful bidder chose not take part in the subsequent AQP process.

2.3.10

Dr Paul Bowen said that the reprocurement process for non-obstetric
ultrasound services had engaged clinicians in considering the needs of
communities; the solution had been aligned to the CCG’s strategic plan
and taken account of potential conflicts of interests. It had been an
interesting learning process and the issues which went before (suspension
of the previous procurement process) had contributed to ensuring the
reprocurement was done in a fair way. The paper and presentation
offered the Governing Body assurance that the AQP process had been
conducted transparently, fairly and legally and had been aimed at
addressing the needs of patients.

2.3.11

Noting that the AQP process had been conducted in accordance with
EU procurement law and NHS Procurement Guidance and
Regulations, the Governing Body accepted the recommendation and
 Approved the award of contracts to the six bidders qualified as
providers, on completion of the contractual conditions
precedent.
Proposed by Alex Mitchell and seconded by Bill Swann.

2.4

Update on Commissioning Support Unit (CSU) services

2.4.1

Summarising the paper, Neil Evans said that the CCG commissions some
services from Cheshire and Merseyside Commissioning Support Unit,
originally Cheshire Warrington and Wirral CSU and now merging with
Greater Manchester CSU to become North West CSU.
After the first full contract year, in response to increasing levels of
concerns about challenges moving some issues forward, the CCG
commenced a value for money review which led to adopting a new
approach to some services. Table 1 in the report summarises the
approach taken.

2.4.2

Changes to four main services have already been completed or virtually
completed:
 Business Intelligence - as of 1 September bulk data management
and data handling remain with the CSU, but local analytical services
now provided by two staff TUPE’d (Transfer Under Protected
Employment) from the CSU
 Finance - TUPE of staff who had been embedded with the CCG
 Communications - a full time communications manager was
recruited in August 2014.
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2.4.3

Governance and compliance : it has been deemed preferable to
have management of Freedom of Information Requests, Complaints
and Serious Incidents done locally rather than provided via the
Chester-based CSU model, work on bringing these services inhouse in January 2015 is in progress.

The biggest financial implication is with NHS Funded Nursing Care,
Continuing Healthcare, Complex Care. A review including involvement
of Sally Rogers has been commenced for continuing healthcare services
including quality in nursing homes and domiciliary care. This review
features all five CCGs from across Cheshire and Wirral which have had
similar concerns around the current Commissioning Support Unit delivery.
It is believed that the existing service also needs to make progress in
delivering the growing agenda for personal health budgets, which is seen
as an opportunity and work is being done with other CCGs in Cheshire
Warrington and Wirral to develop a new more localised model.
It was confirmed that although personal health budgets had not been
specifically mentioned in the paper heading, it was implicit and included.

2.4.4

In answer to a question, Neil Evans said that the approach being taken is
consistent with the position of NHS South Cheshire CCG and other
neighbouring CCGs in Cheshire and Wirral who hold similar views about
delivery of services. Following a “due diligence” review of the continuing
healthcare service it was proposed to form a shared CCG-led service.
Staff in the new service would be hosted by NHS South Cheshire CCG but
managed locally. Account has been taken of NHS Guidance on ‘Do,
Share, Buy’. Nationally, articles in the Health Service Journal suggest the
situation is similar across the country: the original vision for commissioning
support units to offer centralised excellence has not been consistently
realised and a more localised approach, with CCGs taking services within
their own teams or working collaboratively, is viewed as the way forward.

2.4.5

It was confirmed that CSU staff affected so far have all been happy to
TUPE into the CCG and have already been based in the CCG’s offices for
some time.

2.4.6

Continuing Healthcare (CHC) staff used to work for the PCT and are
keen to see a return to local relationships and ways of working. Sally
Rogers commented that having the CHC team in the same offices as the
CCG facilitated close working during the recent closing of nursing homes.
It was queried whether the proposal for a joint CHC service hosted by NHS
South Cheshire CCG instead of the CSU would just mean a change of
management. Neil Evans explained that for relatively small teams, having
a shared service covering a broader footprint means staff cover is
available and there is the ability to work with the local authority in a more
integrated way. Management will be provided by a joint board of all five
Cheshire Warrington and Wirral CCGs, with more clinical input and the
opportunity to improve services more rapidly; this will be more consistent
with the ethos of local services for local people.
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2.4.7

Regarding cost implications, and the challenge and duty on CCGs to
reduce running costs next year, Alex Mitchell said that bringing the
Finance and Business Intelligence posts in-house has resulted in a
reduction in cost compared to the CSU-provided service. The cost of the
CHC service is yet to be evaluated; the need for some investment is likely
to be identified during the next stage of the review of service however it
has already been noted that investment in more administrative support
may release the time of trained nursing staff to work in a more efficient
way.

2.4.8

Dr Paul Bowen said that the Governing Body could be confident that the
actions taken were aligned to the CCG’s vision and values, will have
benefits for both patients and staff, and at the same time as providing
value for money, will provide a better service.
The Governing Body
 Noted and endorsed the approach being taken in relation to the
commissioning support provision
 confirmed support for the development of service improvement
plans in relation to Continuing Health Care and the services
included in the Governance and Compliance Service

2.5

Annual Report 2013-14 on Safeguarding Children, Cared for Children
and Adults at Risk
Safeguarding Managers Moira McGrath (children) and Lindsay Ratapana
(adults) attended the meeting with Sally Rogers to take questions on the
report.

2.5.1

Sally Rogers said The Care Act 20144 has put adult safeguarding on a
similar footing to arrangements for safeguarding children. Deprivation of
Liberty safeguards have been in place since 2005, but recently there has
been a significant increase in applications which is causing a lot of
pressure. New Chairs have been appointed to both the Adult and Child
Safeguarding Boards and much progress has been made in establishing
business plans, business management and an executive group. There
has been a huge amount of work, with an increasingly inclusive approach
and more open dialogue. Capacity has been an issue, but additional
resource found from within the CCG on safeguarding and quality in care
homes has been very valuable.

2.5.2

The CCG is committed to the multiagency framework and action plans
have been put in place to address issues raised by the recent Rotherham
Enquiry5.

2.5.3

The Designated Nurse for safeguarding children, Moira McGrath had
identified a trend and increase in the number of young people in Eastern
Cheshire taking their own life. She brought this to the attention of the
Chief Officer, and following a letter to the Local Safeguarding Children
Board, a thematic review took place. A number of recommendations and
an action plan for health and social care was produced. Sally Rogers said

4
5

http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2014/23/contents/enacted
http://www.rotherham.gov.uk/downloads/file/1407/independent_inquiry_cse_in_rotherham
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this is a demonstration of how the system is working better. More
capacity is still needed but she formally thanked Moira McGrath, Lindsay
Ratapana and Sheila Williams, Designated Nurse for Cared For Children
for the tremendous amount of work they have done in the past 12 months
to make services safer for everybody.
2.5.4

Moira McGrath said that there had been a concentration on safeguarding
standards and Provider audits, and she emphasised that every aspect of
child safeguarding requires a multiagency approach. 60% of child
protection plans are for neglect. Further to the recent Rotherham report,
the CCG had received a letter from the Leader of Cheshire East Council
seeking assurance on its commitment as a partner on the Local
Safeguarding Children Board and its work. Front line staff are trained to
recognise children at risk and there are operational group meetings
including police, school nursing services and Child and Adolescent Mental
Health.

2.5.5

The CCG’s uplift in provision for Looked After Children means additional
resources of a Designated Doctor and an expanded nursing service to
better meet the health needs demand of this group; there is now a nurse
with a specific role for the 16–18 age group.

2.5.6

Lindsay Ratapana said that progress has been made in ensuring adult
safeguarding is on the same footing as children’s, the Adult Safeguarding
Board has a constitution setting out what is expected of its members and
there are plans for a more formalised structuring of safeguarding services
with clarity on separation of Deprivation of Liberty and quality issues. The
6 ‘C’6s are part of the strategy. The Local Authority is keen to see how
outputs will be adopted in nursing home services. A learning development
subgroup is working on defining baseline standards so that each partner
has a clear idea of what is expected of their professionals. It is also
looking at making sure health and social care contracts specify
expectations. The work is all aimed at ensuring duty of care expectations
are robust.

2.5.7

Regarding training, Moira McGrath said that child safeguarding is part of
the mandatory training requirement for every person in the NHS. Sexual
exploitation training will be incorporated into this. Higher level training is
available for those who require it e.g. school nurses, health visitors and
she said that police provided an hour of dedicated training at a recent GP
training event. Responding to comments about the school nursing service
being very stretched already, Moira McGrath said that the responsibility for
commissioning of the service rests with Public Health and, particularly
considering the number of child protection orders, it will be necessary for it
to include safeguarding.

2.5.8

Lindsay Ratapana gave assurance that work has been done with other
local CCGs to ensure the referral system in Eastern Cheshire is
comparable, and protocols have been shared with bordering GP practices.

6

http://www.england.nhs.uk/nursingvision/
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2.5.9

The point was raised that young people aged 16–18 are no longer children
and are at risk of not getting support or services for their needs;
particularly vulnerable are those in transition from children to adult services
who may have mental health problems and end up sleeping rough.
Sally Rogers said that this gap is recognised in the work with Cared For
Children and Moira McGrath said that the Designated Doctor will be part of
a group looking at ‘Transition’ issues. Lindsay Ratapana added that it is
recognised that further work needs to be done on potential exploitation
issues for this group.

2.5.10

The hope was expressed that Caring Together and multiagency working
will start to pick up on services being integrated around the user; currently
GPs are often being seen as the natural default point of coordination for
e.g. patients with mental health problems and dementia.

2.5.11

There was a comment that it is good that adult safeguarding is now on the
same par as child safeguarding, and there was a query about training for
frontline staff. Lindsay Ratapana said that hospital providers and private
health providers have now made adult safeguarding part of mandatory
training for their staff. Bespoke training is provided to GP practices and
dentists. There is no statutory requirement for training of police, the local
authority and housing staff but training is available and is in development.

2.5.12

Jerry Hawker said that the first safeguarding annual report the CCG
received last year told about the setting up of arrangements to ensure
statutory responsibilities were being met, and that it is important to note
how much progress has been made in the last 12 months to enable the
CCG to meet the challenges of identifying, but also addressing, issues. He
highlighted where particular progress has been made
 Looked after children
 Suicide rates for young adults
 Investment in IAPT services

2.5.13

Dr Bowen thanked Sally Rogers for the excellent report, commenting that
from the evidence presented, he had no doubt that progress would
continue to be achieved.
The Governing Body
- Received the Annual Report for Safeguarding Children, cared
for Children and Adults at Risk – June 2014

2.6

Better Care Fund (BCF)

2.6.1

Alex Mitchell reported that the plan made and agreed with NHS South
Cheshire CCG and Cheshire East Council was submitted to NHS England,
as were all BCF plans nationally, on 19th September.

2.6.2

He and Jacki Wilkes, Head of Clinical Development and Health Outcomes,
made a presentation using Powerpoint, now uploaded to the CCG’s
website alongside the paper.
The Better Care Fund will be used to fund schemes to reduce avoidable
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emergency hospital admissions. The six areas for attention are:







3.5% Reduction in Non Elective Admissions
Residential Admissions
Reablement
Delayed Transfer of Care
Patient / Service User Experience
Injuries due to falls

2.6.3

Alex Mitchell reminded the Governing Body that an initial paper had been
brought for comment earlier in the year, and the draft plan had been
shared with them, and approved at the August meeting held in private. The
plan aligns with Caring Together and has been approved by the Health
and Wellbeing Board and Providers. NHS England will consider and
moderate the BCF plans between 19th September and the end of October.
Updates will be brought back to the Governing Body at relevant points.

2.6.4

Jacki Wilkes, Head of Clinical Development and Health Outcomes said
that seven schemes were identified as enablers to encourage cross
working between health and social care. They all align to Caring Together
work and the principle of person-centred care, one point of contact,
alignment of processes and a quicker response for patients, leading to
better outcomes. Work has already started and by April 2015 there will be
a new service for patients with complex needs requiring a rapid response,
‘STAIRRS’ (Short Term Assessment, Integrated Response and Recovery
Service (STAIRRS). Showing a Caring Together schematic of Community
Based coordinated care, she explained that there is a need to get better at
bringing community services together in a coordinated way after the rapid
response phase is past, enabling short-term goals to be set around what
the patient needs, not what the service determines they should have.

2.6.5

There was a query about difficulties arising from the Local Authority
intending to remove funding from intermediate care beds in two local
nursing homes, and how it can be ensured that services in hospital are not
withdrawn until services on the ground are available. Jacki Wilkes said
that the CCG is liaising with the council regarding the consultation and is
seeking assurances that they will ensure adequate and improved respite
services.

2.6.6

In answer to a question about the Council’s commitment to joined up care,
Jacki Wilkes said the concept for STAIRRS originated from work with the
Council and they have given their commitment to support people longer in
their own homes to help prevent premature admission to long-term
placements. She said there is an understanding that the CCG and the
Council, are jointly accountable for outcomes if a reduction in admissions
to hospital is not achieved.

2.6.7

Jerry Hawker reiterated that the CCG as a statutory body has a legal
responsibility to support the implementation of the BCF and the CCG and
the Local Authority will hold each other to account for working together to
invest money for the benefit of the local population. He reminded those
present that the BCF is not new money, it is money currently already being
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spent in the healthcare system. It should be noted that there is no
guarantee that money going from the NHS into the BCF will not be used to
support social care. The intention of the fund is to have a transparent
discussion about where social care investment can provide holistic benefit
to the individual. With a total care package for an individual the barriers
can start to be broken down between what is health and what is social
care.
Dr Paul Bowen further commented that the work being undertaken through
Caring Together reflected the wider system commitment to joined up care,
but highlighted that its success will require changes in the culture of
individuals, clinicians and organisations, both in how care is received and
where it is provided. This will include changing attitudes that hospitals
should not be the default place of care and that increased capacity in
staffing in the community is a first step towards more integrated journey.
The Governing Body
 Noted the contents of the paper on progress of plans for the
Better Care Fund, including national reporting requirements,
local priority schemes, risks and mitigations
3.

STANDING ITEMS

3.1

Caring Together Programme Update
The paper covered
 Caring Together 5 Year Strategic Plan
 Caring Together Phase 2 (Implementation planning)
 Communications and Engagement update
 Highest scoring risks
 South Sector Challenged Health Economy Programme
 Proactive Care 2014/15

3.1.1

Jerry Hawker said that the Caring Together Executive Board and all
statutory bodies who sit on the Board have formally signed off their
commitment for the 5 Year Strategic Caring Together Plan. An ‘easy read’
version for the public is being produced .

3.1.2

Risks – The Caring Together Executive Board discussed the challenges
and opportunities of primary care as part of the programme. The GP
Practices are key to the vision, and extra work is being undertaken with
GP Locality Leads to establish what support they need to help Practices
with the Caring Together programme.

3.1.3

The Governing Body
 Noted the progress of the Caring Together Programme and
Proactive Care projects against the agreed timelines and plans

3.2

Finance and Performance Report, Month 5 as at 31 August
2014
Alex Mitchell brought the main points of the report to the attention of the
Governing Body:
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3.2.1

Financial Summary
As at 31 August 2014, there is a cumulative surplus of £54,000.
An improved position of a reduced deficit of £1,850,000 is forecast for year
end.

3.2.2

Caring Together Programme costs have been realigned with the next
stage of the programme and reduced down from an estimated £2.3 million
to £1.3 million for this financial year.

3.2.3

Evaluation is being undertaken of the emerging financial pressure within
Continuing Healthcare costs. This includes the impact of individuals
whose care was funded previously by the former learning disabilities pool
(now ceased) and are now being referred to assess their eligibility under
continuing healthcare.

3.2.4

Quality Innovation Productivity and Prevention (QIPP) savings remain
consistent. Good progress has been made in managing elective and nonelective hospital activity as well as reductions in prescribing costs.

3.2.5

Work is being done via the Medicines Management team to keep
prescribing costs within a financial envelope of last year’s costs plus 3%.
A £1/2 million saving by the end of the year is possible.

3.2.6

The CCG has received additional funding of £1.8 million to meet the
demands of winter / systems resilience, this has been received earlier in
the year than usual.

3.2.7

It was queried what the scale of the impact might be on moving from
responding to requests for Personal Health Budgets to proactively offering
them. Alex Mitchell said that currently there are 20 PHBs in operation and
the potential financial impact of expansion is unknown, but that finance is
just one of the elements to be considered when comparing PHBs with
existing packages.

3.2.8

In answer to a question observing that QIPP (Quality Innovation
Prevention and Productivity) measures were only delivering 70% against
plan it was confirmed that this is due to time taken to launch the schemes
and that the full effect of schemes launched in e.g. July will be realised
next year.

3.2.9

Responding to a request for clarification, now that the pooled funding
arrangements with Cheshire East Council for learning disabilities has
ceased, what happens to people who are assessed, but do not meet the
criteria to receive Continuing Healthcare funding, Alex Mitchell said that
the Local Authority would continue to fund their care. Under the old
arrangement with the Local Authority, the pooled budget covered costs for
complex care needs, which meant avoiding assigning the cost to either
health or social care budgets.
It was queried whether it would be resumed under Caring Together;
Jerry Hawker said that it could not be discounted that it is an approach
which might be applied again in the future.

3.2.10

Neil Evans cautioned that some coding anomalies are the cause of the
apparent disparity between the 6% increase in GP referrals but reduction
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in costs. He pointed out that non-elective admissions, where the big cost
sits, have not increased.
The Governing Body
 Noted the financial report

3.3

Governing Body Assurance Framework

3.3.1

Alex Mitchell said that Mersey Internal Audit Agency7 has carried out
internal audit work to evaluate the effectiveness and consistency of the
assurance framework.

3.3.2

Following discussions on how risks would be highlighted to the Governing
Body, it had been agreed that the Governance and Audit Committee would
do in-depth examination of some key risks and then report to the
Governing Body. The first two issues will be quality assurance of care
homes, and mental health costs.

3.3.3

Following receipt of formal support from all partner organisations, the risk
score on Caring Together has reduced.

3.3.4

A Designated Doctor for Safeguarding has now been appointed and it was
agreed that this risk can be removed.

3.3.5

The mental health services capacity risk has been reduced but not
resolved as a result of additional investment in Child and Adult Mental
Health Services (CAMHS) through NHS and third sector providers. Further
action is being taken.
The Governing Body

 Noted the Risk Assurance Framework
 Approved the removal of the risk regarding Designated Doctor
for Safeguarding Children

3.4

Sub-committee Minutes / Reports

3.4.1

Governance and Audit Committee meetings
The draft Minutes of the Governance and Audit Committee meeting on
4th August were presented for information.
The Governing Body
 Noted the minutes of the meetings of the meeting on 4 August
2014

3.4.2

Remuneration Committee report
In Gerry Gray’s absence, Jerry Hawker commented that the Remuneration
Committee had recently reviewed its Terms of Reference, which will be
brought back to the Governing Body for approval.

3.4.3

Clinical Quality and Performance Committee Report

7

http://www.nwias.nhs.uk/
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3.4.3.1

Neil Evans highlighted that despite increased investment in Improving
Access to Psychological Therapies (IAPT) it is likely that the access target
will not be met this year, with the consequence of non-payment to the
CCG of the associated quality premium.

3.4.3.2

Neil Evans assured the Governing Body that the CCG is working with
Cheshire East Council and the Care Quality Commission to mitigate risk
following the recent closure of two care homes in Eastern Cheshire

3.4.3.3

He reminded the Governing Body that the CCG’s Constitution requires that
the Clinical Quality and Performance Committee must be chaired by a
Governing Body member and he repeated the request for expressions of
interest. Dr James Milligan is still chairing the Committee in the interim.

3.4.3.4

The Governing Body
 noted the summary and the minutes of the meetings of the
Quality and Performance Committee on 6 August 2014
 noted that a volunteer is sought from among the members of
the Governing Body to Chair the Clinical Quality and
Performance Committee

3.5

Advisory Committees – summary reports

3.5.1

ECCCG Locality Management Meeting Report – Notes of the
discussions at the meeting of representatives of the member practices
which took place on 5 September 2014 were presented for information.

3.5.1.1

Dr Paul Bowen said that the role of primary care in Caring Together had
been the focus of the discussions, recognising that one of the greatest
risks is primary care not having the capacity to transform its service model
from 23 separate organisations working independently into a model which
works across practices. It was commented that general practice gets 90%
of the work, but only 8% of the NHS budget and will struggle to provide
services over the winter period. Co-commissioning by CCGs of primary
care currently provided through NHS England is being explored, this would
put the CCG in a stronger position to work with the member practices on
Caring Together and maximising resources.
The Governing Body
 noted the minutes of the Locality Management meeting which
took place on 5 September 2014

3.5.2

Eastern Cheshire Community HealthVoice
Bill Swann reported that following appointment of the new Chair and Vice
Chair, a small sub group had met to discuss the evolution and future
direction of the group and proposals were discussed and approved at the
meeting on Friday 19th September. He said the group had now
established itself as a credible organisation, and is looking to increase its
ability to assist the CCG; quarterly meetings will become checkpoints
along the way as HealthVoice becomes a live body between meetings,
and aims to reach further into the community including involving ethnic
minorities. The first three meetings next year will be held at different times
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to give the opportunity for as many of the public as possible to attend.
Dr Bowen suggested that it would be beneficial if an opportunity would be
given to HealthVoice to present its future ideas to the Governing Body.
The Governing Body
 noted the minutes of the discussions at the Eastern Cheshire
Community HealthVoice meeting held on 8 August 2014
4.

ANY OTHER BUSINESS

4.1

Jerry Hawker told the Governing Body that the CCG is working with
providers seeking assurance of continuity of care during strike action on
13th October announced by UNISON.

4.2

Regarding the recent request for NHS staff to volunteer to go to Sierra
Leon, Jerry Hawker stated that he was unaware of any local staff
volunteering and did not expect any implications on continuity of care
locally.
Dr Bowen thanked members of the public for attending, and the meeting
closed, to be followed by an informal question and answer session.

5.

DATE OF NEXT MEETING HELD IN PUBLIC
Wednesday 26 November in the afternoon, Macclesfield Town Hall
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Report Title

Agenda Item 2.1

Chief Officer Report

Purpose of report
To provide the Governing Body with an update on national, regional and local developments
pertinent to the provision of care in Eastern Cheshire and to discharging the statutory duties
of the CCG.

Key points
Governing Body meeting (in private) – October 2014





NHS 111 Service – North West Procurement
Special Educational Needs and Disability (SEND) Reforms
Cheshire Mental Health Concordat

Executive Team Update
 Elective Care Any Qualified Provider process
 Independent Domestic Violence Advisor (IDVA)
 Age Related Macular Degeneration (AM) Procurement
 Approval of Tier 3 weight management services

Chief Officer briefing
 Industrial Action
 Cheshire East Health and Wellbeing Board - November 2014
 Better Care Fund plan approval

The Governing Body is asked to:
Approve
Ratify
Endorse

Decide
Note for information

Benefits / value to our population / communities
Improved accessible services for our patients and public

Report Author
Jerry Hawker
Chief Officer
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Chief Officer Report
1.

NHS Eastern Cheshire Clinical Commissioning Group (CCG)
Governing Body Meetings (held in private) – October 2014– report on
decisions made

1.1

The procurement of the NHS 111 service. The procurement of the NHS 111 service
(single telephone number for advice on urgent but not emergency medical issues) is a
nationally mandated process. CCGs have the choice of procuring the service at a local
level or over a larger footprint. All North West CCGs have been asked to commit to a
joint procurement, with emphasis on local options. Refinement of a Local Directory of
Services will be the means of directing patients to the most appropriate point of
assistance for their need.

1.2

On the basis that the CCG will continue to seek delivery of person-centred care through
local solutions for more coordinated integrated contact points, the Governing Body
ratified the CCG’s participation in the joint procurement process for NHS 111 Services
in the North West.

1.3

Transfer of Continuing Healthcare (CHC) Services to the CCG. The
Governing
Body received an update on progress withdrawing CHC services from the North West
Commissioning Support Unit, approved appointment of NHS South Cheshire CCG as
the host of the service across Cheshire, and agreed to delegate implementation of the
transfer of the service to the Chief Finance Officer.

1.4

Special Educational Needs and Disability (SEND) Reforms within the Children &
Families Act 2014. The Governing Body received a report on changes to legislation
aimed at ensuring greater involvement of those with special educational needs in
arrangements made for them and indicating new statutory duties imposed on CCGs
and Local Authorities in producing ‘a local offer’. The Governing Body approved for
publication the SEND strategy and Personal Budget Statement, developed with the
Local Authority.

1.5

Cheshire wide Mental Health Concordat. The CCG had received a request from the
Chair of the Pan Cheshire Strategic Mental Health Board seeking support for the
Cheshire wide Mental Health Concordat. This is part of a national initiative setting out
core principles and a country-wide plan to improve mental health care. Each region is
asked to sign a local declaration and develop an action plan as part of a national joint
statement published by the Government and signed by senior representatives from
organisations committed to improving mental health care. The Governing Body
approved the CCG’s commitment to the concordat, to improving outcomes for those
experiencing a mental health crisis, and to achieving parity of esteem for all citizens
who need access to mental health care. This commitment has been communicated to
the Chair of the Pan Cheshire Strategic Mental Health Board.
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2.

Executive Team Meetings - decisions made

2.1

Elective Services AQP Process. In June 2014 NHS Eastern Cheshire CCG, along
with seven peer CCGs from Cheshire and Merseyside, reopened an Any Qualified
Process (AQP) competition window in order to allow suitably qualified organisations to
apply to be registered as NHS registered providers of a number of Elective Services to
our population(s).

2.2

This AQP window related to a process which originated from North West PCTs three
years ago. In line with good procurement practice windows should be reopened at
regular intervals. By working with our peer CCGs the resources required to comply with
this best practice requirement to reopen competition windows was limited.

2.3

One bid submission was received for Eastern Cheshire CCG from an organisation
based in one of our neighbouring CCG localities. This same organisation also made
bids to a number of other CCGs. The bid was declined as they did not provide
sufficient evidence as to their ability to deliver the service as outlined in the specification
and achieve the outcomes required. The bidder has been notified of the CCG intention
not to award them an AQP contract.

2.4

Independent Domestic Violence Advisor (IDVA) –£16,000 non-recurrent pilot service
was approved for Macclesfield District General Hospital.

2.5

Age Related Macular Degeneration (AM) Procurement. Following a procurement
exercise, the Executive Team was asked to review a summary together with options for
award of contract. With the agreement of Procurement advice, it was agreed to award
contracts to four providers, who all provide AMD services to other areas. The four
providers are:
 East Cheshire NHS Trust
 Eyecare medical limited
 Mid Cheshire Hospitals NHS Foundation Trust
 BMI Healthcare (Alexandra Hospital)

2.6

As the Governing Body is aware there has been wide spread consultation in developing
the service specification, including with HealthVoice, clinicians and the local Macular
Society. The new specification is based around best practice guidance from NICE and
the Royal College of Opthamologists.

2.7

Contracts are expected to be finalized by the end of November 2014. With
implementation plans agreed with each provider. Decision to be ratified by the
Governing Body

2.8

Tier 3 intervention for patients who require weight management provision. The
Executive Team approved the commissioning of a fully complaint Tier 3 intervention
pre-surgical counselling service (adding psychology input and MDT assessment) for
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patients who require weight management intervention.
fully up and running early next year.

3.

We expect this service to be

Chief Officer Briefing

3.1

The Governing Body is asked to note that on the 24 th November 2014 Unions have
called members to take part in further industrial action in the form of a stoppage of work
from 7am to 11am. Whilst the CCG has reviewed and sought assurance from NHS
providers regarding their business continuity plans, it is inevitable that some disruption
may occur. Further industrial action is planned for the 27th to 30th November inclusive.

3.2

Agenda and papers from the Health & Wellbeing Board meeting on the 18 th November
2014
are
available
via:
http://www.cheshireeast.gov.uk/council_and_democracy/your_council/health_and_wellb
eing_board.aspx .

3.3

The board received presentations on the Director of Public Health’s Annual report which
this year has a specific focus on the health and wellbeing of Children and Young people
in Eastern Cheshire. On a related topic, Cheshire East Council presented its 2014-18
Children and young people’s plan.

3.4

An presentation was made by the Cheshire Constabulary on the Mental Health Street
Triage scheme. This scheme has been endorsed by the Cheshire Leadership forum
and recently successfully piloted in Warrington. The scheme is being rolled out in
Cheshire East from the 16th November 2014and provides a clinical triage aimed at
reducing the number of Section 136 referrals.

3.5

NHS England has advised that, following the Nationally Consistent Assurance Review
(NCAR) process, provided there is no material change in circumstance and the 2015/16
Mandate is published as expected, THE Cheshire East Better Care Fund (BCF) plan
will be classified as ‘Approved with Support’ once the 2015/16 Mandate has been
published. This category means that the BCF plan will be approved and the BCF
funding will be made available to Cheshire East subject to the following standard
conditions which apply to all BCF plans:
 That agreed actions from the NCAR are completed in the timescales agreed with
NHS England;
 The Fund being used in accordance with the final approved plan and through a
section 75 agreement;
 The full value of the element of the Fund linked to non-elective admissions reduction
target will be paid over to CCGs at the start of the financial year. However, CCGs
may only release the full value of this funding into the pool if the admissions
reduction target is met as detailed in the BCF Technical Guidance. If the target is not
met, the CCG(s) may only release into the pool a part of that funding proportionate to
the partial achievement of the target. Any part of this funding that is not released into
the pool due to the target not being met must be dealt with in accordance with NHS
England requirements.
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3.6

NHS England confirmed that there were no areas of high risk in the plan and as such
the partners should progress towards implementation. Although the areas of support
the review identified are essential to successful delivery in the medium term NHS
England did not consider them as material at this stage.

4.

Access to further information

4.1

For further information relating to this report contact:
Name
Designation
Date
Telephone
Email

Jerry Hawker
Chief Officer
18th November 2014
01625 663764
jerry.hawker@nhs.net
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Governance
Prior Committee Approval / Link to other Committees
Governing Body Meetings held in private – October 2014
Executive Team Meetings October and November

CCG Five Year Strategic Plan programme of work this report is linked to
Caring Together
Mental Health & Alcohol

Quality Improvement



Other



CCG Five Year Strategic Plan ambitions addressed by this report
Increase the number of our citizens 
Increase the proportion of older people 
having a positive experience of care
Reduce the inequalities in health
and social care across Eastern
Cheshire



Ensure our citizens access care to
the highest standard and are
protected from avoidable harm



Ensure that all those living in
Eastern
Cheshire
should
be
supported by new, better integrated
community services



living independently at home and who
feel supported to manage their condition
Improve the health-related quality of life
of our citizens with one or more long
term conditions, including mental health
conditions
Secure additional years of life for the
citizens of Eastern Cheshire with
treatable mental and physical health
conditions

Key Implications of this report – please indicate
Strategic
Consultation & Engagement

Finance
Equality

Quality & Patient Experience
Legal










Staff / Workforce

CCG Values supported by this report – please indicate
Valuing People
Innovation

Working Together
Quality

Investing Responsibly

NHS Constitution Values supported by this report – please indicate
Working together for patients
Compassion

Respect and dignity
Improving lives

Commitment to quality of care
Everyone counts
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Paper Title

Agenda Item 2.2

Update on CCG Quality & Performance - in
relation to the NHS Constitution, CCG Quality
Premium objectives and use of CQUIN
(Commissioning for Quality and Innovation)

Purpose of paper / report
To inform the Governing Body of the final performance, and corresponding payments
for the 2013/2014 Quality Premium.
In addition, to provide an overview to the Governing Body of current performance
against CCG Quality Premium and NHS Constitution Measures for 2014-15.

Key points
 Following release of the 2013-14 data from NHS England the CCG is expecting to receive
75% of the 2013/2014 Quality Premium with expected payment of £766k. This is subject
to confirmation from NHS England around the final assessment of the infection control
outcome.
 CCG performance against the 2014-15 Quality Premium
 The main area of underachievement against requirements for increasing access to IAPT
(Increasing Access to Psychological Therapies)
 The Constitutional target for North West Ambulance Service performance against key
indicators (emergency response in 8 minutes) is below required levels which would lead
to a 25% reduction in our Premium award.
 Provider delivery against 2014-15 CQUIN schemes is positive with good progress being
made in most schemes

The Governing Body is asked to:
Approve
Ratify
Endorse

Decide
Note for information



Benefits / value to our population / communities
This paper provides assurance that the CCG is both monitoring taking appropriate actions to
deliver the Quality Premium objectives and deliver consistently good standards of care in
relation to the NHS Constitutional Measures.

Report Author
Andrew Binnie
Quality and Performance Manager
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Contributors
Andrrew Wilso
on, Qualityy and Perfo
formance Analyst,
A
Neil E
Evans, C
Commission
ning Directtor

Part A
6 Mon
nth Qua
ality & P
Performa
ance Pa
aper
1.

Executive Summ
mary

1.1

This pape
er providess an updatte to the G
Governing Body
B
of the
e final perfformance o
of the
CCG aga
ainst the 2013/2014
4 Quality Premium as an u
update on
n current CCG
performan
nce again
nst the 2
2014/2015 Quality Premium and NHS Constittution
Measuress.

1.2

The CCG
G achieved
d 75% of the 2013//2014 Qua
ality Premiu
um achievving 5 of tthe 7
measuress. The two
o which we
ere failed w
were the m
measure on
n the Frien
nds and Family
Test and one of the
e locally se
elected me
easures on Readmisssions. The CCG achieved
of the Quality Prem
mium Gate
eway indica
ators and therefore there wa
as no
all four o
reduction of the 75%
% achieved
d. The expe
ected paym
ment stands at £766k
k

1.3

mains an o
outstanding
g query in relation
r
to the way NHS
N
Englan
nd is evalu
uating
There rem
performan
nce againsst the infecction contro
ol indicatorr. The CC
CG believess NHS Eng
gland
has misa
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easuring performanc
p
ce and ha
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review. Iff unsuccesssful in cha
allenging N
NHS England the valu
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w
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62.5% of the total Quality
Q
Prem
mium (redu
uction of £1
128k)

1.4

The CCG is
T
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g 3 of the 6 2014/2015 Quality P
Premium measures
m
w
with 2
c
currently
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ailing and a further 1 measure on which the CCG is awaiting the publiccation
o data. O
of
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ur Quality Premium Gatewayy indicatorss, the CC
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achieving
ttwo and failing two (a
although on
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1.5

The CCG is curren
T
ntly perform
ming well against th
he majoritty of NHS
S Constituttional
S
Standards,
, however performan
nce by Norrth West A
Ambulance Service (N
NWAS) rem
mains
b
below
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expected for
f emerge
encies. The CCG a
and NWAS
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T
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invested
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ny monies received through the
e Quality Premium.
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2.

Recomm
mendatio
on(s)

2.1

The Gove
erning Body is aske
ed to:


Note for inform
mation the
e content o
of this rep
port and th
he likely positions a
at the
o 2013-14
4 and 2014
4-15 in rela
ation to Qu
uality Prem
mium achiievement.
end of

3.

Reason
ns for rec
commend
dation(s))

3.1

To provide assurancce of CCG performan
nce against the NHS Constitutio
on and the
ayments the CCG willl receive fo
or the 2014
4/2015 Qua
ality Premiu
um.
current exxpected pa
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Part B - Key Implica
ations
4.

Peer Grroup Area / Town
n Area Afffected

4.1

All of Easstern Chesh
hire CCG

5.

Populattion affec
cted

5.1

All of Easstern Chesh
hire CCG

6.

Contextt

6.1

All CCGs nationally are eligible
e for paym
ment from N
NHS Englan
nd for as part
p of the
ovided thatt they achieve six Qu
uality Premium measu
ures and th
hen
Quality Premium pro
e four Gate
eway meassures. The payment is worth £5
5 for every rregistered
satisfy the
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CG.

6.2

ovember 2014 NHS E
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onfirms the
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During No
performan
nce againsst the previous years’ measuress.

6.3

The six Quality
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Prem
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g avoidable
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admission
Improved
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7.

2013/20
014 Qualiity Premiium Expe
ected Ac
chieveme
ent and P
Payment

7.1

The table
e below sum
mmaries th
he CCG performance against the Quality Premium
P
measuress for 2013/2
2014 and p
performancce against the Gatew
way measures.
Measure
e

Achiev
vement

Paym
ment

Achieve
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Premiium
12.5%
%
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Life Lostt
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%
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Cheshire an
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CCG
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7.2 N
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ce 2013-14
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Wait Perfo
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Ambulancce Waiting Times:
Performan
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2013/14 Perform
mance
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Target
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92%
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on
0%

95.25%

9
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97.67%

9
93%
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7
75%
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As the CCG
A
G met all th
he expecte
ed NHS Co
onstitution S
Standards no reductions were
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made
to th
he 2013-14 Quality Prremium and so the exxpected fin
nal paymen
nt is £766k

8.

2014/20
015 Qualiity Premiium Currrent Achiievement

8.1

The below
w details th
he current CCG
C
perfo
ormance ag
gainst the ssix Quality Premium
Measuress.
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IIn September 2014 tthe Health and Socia
al Care Info
ormation C
Centre (HS
SCIC) published
t
the
data fo
or the Pote
ential Yearrs of Life Lost
L
(PYLL
L) during th
he 2013 calendar ye
ear at
C
CCG
level. This de
emonstrate
ed a 20.7%
% reductio
on on the previous year’s directly
s
standardis
ed rate and as succh the CC
CG qualifie
ed for the
e 12.5% p
payment o
of the
2
2013/2014
4 Quality P
Premium. This reduction see Eastern Cheshire
C
C
CCG have
e the
s
second
low
west rate of
o PYLL o
of all CCGss in Engla
and (only N
NHS Richm
mond CCG
G has
l
lower)
and
d has the lowest ra
ate of its Peer CCGs, this m
makes furtther reducctions
c
challenging
g.
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From the 2
F
2013 calen
ndar year figure of 1332.3 the CCG will be require
ed to achie
eve a
f
further
3.2% reductio
on (equal tto 1289.6)) in the 2014 calenda
ar year. Th
his data w
will be
a
available
in
n Septemb
ber 2015.
The HSCIC
T
C publishe
es the overrall figure broken dow
wn into four disease
e areas at CCG
l
level
on a rolling tthree yearr period. These fou
ur disease
e areas a
are Neopla
asms,
C
Cerebrova
scular Disseases, Re
espiratory Diseases and Ischaemic Hearrt Diseases. All
f
four
areas show an improveme
i
ent from th
he 2011-20
013 period compared
d with the 2
20122
2014
perio
od.
The HSCIC
T
C was con
ntacted to enquire about
a
proviiding a bre
eakdown of
o the data
a into
d
disease
grroups and to constitu
uent practiices for the 2013 ca
alendar yea
ar to deterrmine
w
what
cond
dition or lo
ocality drovve the significant im
mprovement. Howeve
er due to small
n
numbers
in
n the refin
ned data H
HSCIC will not publissh at a low
wer level than it currrently
d
does.
The CCG is cu
urrently reg
gistering w
with the Priimary Care
e Mortality Dataset to
o use
t
this
source
e of data to
o determin
ne what dro
ove the improvementts. Unfortunately thiss may
t
take
some time to ga
ain access tto due to In
nformation Governan
nce Require
ements.
g Access to Psych
hological Therapies
s (IAPT): 15% of the 2014//2015
8.1.2 IImproving
Q
Quality
Pre
emium.
Requireme
R
ent:
T earn thiis portion o
To
of the quality premium
m, CCGs w
will need to::
a) a
achieve IAP
PT access levels of att least 15%
% by 31 Ma
arch 2015; and
b) iff the CCG
G's IAPT access leve
el was 13%
% or greatter by 31 March 2014 to
furth
her increasse access levels by 3
31 March 2015
2
to an additional amount ag
greed
by tthe CCG w
with the re
elevant He
ealth and Wellbeing
W
d with the NHS
Board and
Eng
gland area team which should b
be no less tthan an add
ditional 3%
%.
For a) and
F
d b), CCG''s plans to
o increase access levels during
g 2014/15 should incclude
p
plans
to increase the propo
ortion of individualss accessing IAPT services from
c
communitie
es where u
use of IAPT
T is known to be disp
proportionately low.
A
Achievem
ment as of Septembe
S
er 2014: No
ot Achieving
Eastern Ch
E
heshire CC
CG is requ
uired to ha
ave a level of in the adult popu
ulation from
m the
h
historic
Pssychiatric M
Morbidity Survey of w
which 15% should en
nter IAPT trreatments.. This
n
number
is defined ass 20493 pa
atients therrefore 3074 patients need to co
ommence IAPT
t
treatments
s in 2014/20
015.
By the end
B
d of Quartter 2 the C
CCG would need to have see
en 1412 pa
atients enttering
t
treatment,
however a
as of Septe
ember 2014
4 this figure
e is only 96
61. This pe
erformance
e was
d
despite
no
on-recurren
nt CCG funding from
m 2013-14
4 still contrributing to the volum
me of
p
patients
be
eing treate
ed. The CCG
C
has a
agreed invvestment o
of an addittional £135
5k to
r
reduce
the
e IAPT waitting times tto 4 weekss. This will not, howevver, achievve the addittional
n
number
of patients e
entering tre
eatment to achieve th
he year en
nd position of 15% acccess
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llevels. The
e financial investment required to do so iss far greate
er than the
e £154k tha
at the
C
CCG
could
d achieve ffrom the Qu
uality Prem
mium.

3000

A
Access tto Psych
hologicaal Therapies ‐ Se
eptemb
ber
20
014
Receivingg

2500

Therapiees

Number of Patients

3500

2000
Trajectorry

1500
1000
500

Trajectorry
for 15%

0
Q1 2014//15

Q2
2 2014/15

Q3 2014//15

Q4
4 2014/15

A
e Emergen
ncy Admissions: 25%
% of the 20
014/2015 Q
Quality Pre
emium.
8.1.3 Avoidable
Requireme
R
ent:
T earn thiis portion o
To
of the quality premium
m, there willl need to be
b either:
a) a reduction
n, or a zerro per centt change, in emergency admisssions for these
t
cond
ditions for a CCG pop
pulation be
etween 201
13/14 and 2
2014/15; or
o
b) th
he Indirecttly Standarrdised Rate
e of admisssions in 20
014/15 at less than 1
1,000
per 100,000 population.
T
This
is a co
omposite m
measure off:
a) unplanned
u
hospitalisa
ation for ch
hronic ambulatory carre sensitive
e condition
ns (all
ages);
b) u
unplanned hospitalisa
h
ation for astthma, diab
betes and e
epilepsy in children;
c) e
emergencyy admission
ns for acu
ute conditio
ons that should not usually re
equire
hospital admisssions (all a
ages);
d) e
emergency admission
ns for childrren with low
wer respira
atory tract infection.
i
A
Achievem
ment as of Septembe
S
er 2014: Ac
chieving
IIn 2013/20
014 there were 362
22 emerge
ency admissions to all providers of Ea
astern
C
Cheshire
C
CCG patie
ents, who had a diagnosis wh
hich met th
he criteria for one o
of the
a
above
fourr categorie
es. Therefo
ore the CC
CG needs tto see no increase o
on this figu
ure in
2
2014/2015
5. Between April a
and Septe
ember 2013 there were 1702 emerg
gency
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admissionss defined a
a
as avoidab
ble comparred with 15
591 admisssions in th
he same period
p
t
this
year. T
This repressents achie
evement ass there is a 6.52 % reduction in
n the numb
ber of
a
avoidable
a
admissions
s.
Most of th
M
hese admisssions fall into categ
gories a) a
and c) with categoryy a) showing a
s
significant
decrease in emerg
gency adm
missions. T
These patients are those who
o are
a
admitted
w
with Ambu
ulatory Carre Sensitivve Conditio
ons such as COPD, Diabetess and
A
Angina.
Th
here are sseveral posssible conttributing fa
actors to a reduction
n in emerg
gency
a
admissions
s for this cohort
c
of p
patients. Firstly
F
the use of Rissk Stratification and Care
P
Planning
A
Approache
es in Prima
ary Care, to identifyy at risk p
patients an
nd design Care
P
Plans,
with
h the intenttion of keep
ping these patients out of hospital. The se
econd is the
e use
o the Ambulatory Assessmen
of
A
AU) at Easst Cheshire
e Trust wh
hich would treat
t Unit (AA
m
many
of th
hese patien
nts and actts as a filte
er to stop tthese patie
ents attend
ding A&E w
where
t
they
are m
more likely to
t be admittted.

Number of Admissions

4000
3500
3000
2500
2000
1500
1000
500
0

Avoidable Admisssions
2014
4/
15

2013
3/
14

F
& Family Te
est (FFT): 15% of the
e 2014/2015 Quality P
Premium.
8.1.4 Friends
Requireme
R
ent:
T earn thiis portion o
To
of the Quality Premium
m, the CCG
G will need
d to:
a) a
agree a pla
an with the
eir local prroviders with specifie
ed actions and milesttones
for addressin
ng the isssues that are iden
ntified from
m 2013/14
4 FFT results,
here they h
highlight isssues whicch relate to
o poor care
e, and for these
t
partticularly wh
actio
ons to be achieved
a
in
n line with tthe milesto
ones.
b) o
obtain apprropriate asssurance a
and evidencce that pro
oviders havve taken a
action
in re
esponse to
o FFT feedb
back.
c) support loca
al providerss to co-ord
dinate the roll
r out of F
FFT by the end of 201
14/15
Appropriate
e evidence
e of advice
e and
and to addresss roll-out issues as required. A
n sought sh
hould be recorded
r
b
by the
support being provided where thiss has been
GP.
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And
d
The
ere is an im
mproved avverage score achieve
ed between
n 2013/14 a
and 2014/1
15 for
one of the patiient improvvement ind
dicators sett out in the CCG Outccomes Indiicator
pecific indiicator agre
eed by the CCG with the Health
h and Wellb
being
Set with the sp
ard,
the
NH
HS
Englan
nd
area
te
eam
and
t
the
relevan
nt
local
pr
roviders.
C
CCGs
Boa
should be asssured tha
at NHS prroviders ha
ave plans in place to reduce
e the
portion of people
p
rep
porting a poor experience of ca
are in line with the lo
ocally
prop
set level of am
mbition.
A
Achievem
ment as of August
A
20
014: Borde
erline
Analysis o
A
of East C
Cheshire T
Trust Frien
nds & Fa
amily Testt (FFT) frrom 2013//2014
d
demonstra
ated that w
whilst the ttrust had h
high respo
onse rates compared
d to the re
est of
E
England
th
he net prom
moter score
e for A&E was
w routine
ely in the th
hird quartile
e nationallyy and
a such thiis was iden
as
ntified as th
he area forr improvem
ment.
Whilst FFT
W
T scores fo
or the Aprril, May an
nd June all showed a reductio
on on the same
s
m
months
in 2013/2014
4 there hass been an im
mproveme
ent on the scores
s
in July and Au
ugust.
T
There
need
ds to be an
n improved
d average sscore from 54.5 in 20
013/2014 w
with the ave
erage
s
score
curre
ently at 51..6 howeverr this is on an upward
d trend.
The CCG has been supporting
T
g the trust with the ro
oll out of F
FFT to Outtpatients and to
S
Staff
with Staff FFT data being
g submitte
ed in Quartter 1 in line with nattional guida
ance.
T CCG has
The
h also supported P
Primary Ca
are disseminating guidance from
m NHS Eng
gland
t enable GP
to
G practice
es to roll ou
ut FFT in liine with 1stt Decembe
er target.
M
n Related Safety Inc
cidents: 15
5% of the 2
2014/2015
5 Quality Prremium.
8.1.5 Medicatio
R
Requireme
ent:
A CCG will earn this portion of the
t quality premium if:
a) Itt agrees a specified increased
d level of reporting o
of medicattion errors from
speccified local providerss for the pe
eriod between Q4, 2
2013/14 and Q4, 2014/15;
and
b) th
hese provid
ders achievve the specified incre
ease.
The local measure m
T
may includ
de improve
ed levels o
of reporting
g from prim
mary care.. The
m
measure
sshould be a
agreed by the CCG w
with its loccal Health and Wellbe
eing Board
d and
t NHS E
the
England are
ea team.
The agreed
T
d local measure is to
o increase reporting in primary ccare, since
e East Che
eshire
N
NHS
Trusst (ECT) is already amongst the highe
est reporte
ers of me
edication ssafety
i
incidents
uk/explorerrTool/defau
ult.aspx) Each
nationally (see htttps://reporrt.nrls.nhs.u
g
general
prractice hass been tassked to rep
port at least 1 mediccation safe
ety inciden
nt per
1000 patients on the practice lisst per annu
um via the Datix syste
em.
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A
Achievem
ment as of August
A
20
014: Achie
eving
There has been a do
T
ownward trend in the
e reporting
g of medica
ation relate
ed errors at
a the
t
trust
when looking ba
ack to the beginning of 2012/2
2013. ECT
T however remains a
as the
h
highest
rep
porter of medication rrelated safe
ety inciden
nts in our Area
A
Team footprint.
The CCG has deve
T
eloped a reporting
r
p
process
in
n Primary Care to e
ensure we
e are
c
consistentl
ly capturing incidentss and learrning from them. A
As this data
a starts flo
owing
t
through
the
e reporting
g will be updated to re
eflect the changing re
eporting rattes.
Combining
C
g the reporrting in Prim
mary and Secondary
S
y care the CCG overrall is seein
ng an
i
increase
in
n medicatiion related
d safety errrors abovve the basseline. Payyment is b
based
h
however
not over the
e whole ye
ear but on improvement betwee
en Q4 2013/2014 an
nd Q4
2
2014/2015
5.

Medication Related Errors ‐ ECT &
Primary Care

160
140

Mediication R
Related Errors ‐ Quarte
er 2

120
100

Baaseline

80

Primary

60

Seecondary

40
20
0
Q1

Q1

Q2

Q2

Q3

Q3

Q4

Q
Q4

R
sions (Loca
al Measurre): 15% off the 2014/2015 Quality Premium.
8.1.6 Readmiss
R
Requireme
ent:
The CCG has chose
T
en as its lo
ocal meassure to pro
oduce a re
eduction in the numb
ber of
r
readmissio
ons for pa
atients who
o were originally disscharged from
f
East Cheshire NHS
T
Trust
by 5%
% on the number of rreadmissions in 2013
3/14.
A
Achievem
ment as of August
A
20
014: Achie
eving
There were
T
e 2446 rea
admissionss of Easterrn Cheshire
e CCG patients who
o were originally
d
discharged
d from Easst Cheshire
e NHS Trusst in 2013//2014. To achieve th
he 5% redu
uction
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tthe CCG ccan have no
n more tha
an 2323 re
eadmission
ns from Ea
ast Cheshirre NHS Tru
ust in
2
2014/2015
5.
Between April
B
A
2013 a
and Augusst 2013 the
ere were 97
74 readmisssions com
mpared to 8
846 in
t
the
same period in 2014. Thiss represen
nts a curre
ent reductiion of 13.1
1% againsst the
t
target
of 5%
% which pu
uts the CC
CG in a com
mmanding p
position go
oing into the
e winter pe
eriod.

Number of Readmissions

The reducttion in readmissions can be pu
T
ut down to several in
nitiatives. F
Firstly as a
above
w avoida
with
able admisssions the use
u of Riskk Stratification Tools and develo
opment of Care
P
Plans
hass identified
d appropria
ate care to avoid u
unnecessarry admissiion to hosspital.
S
Secondly
t use of tthe risk stra
the
atification tools
t
at Ea
ast Cheshirre NHS Tru
ust (calcula
ates a
p
patients
riisk of rea
admission) and third
dly the co
ommencem
ment in post
p
of a care
a
administrat
tor role in a number o
of peer gro
oups.

250
0

Reeadmisssions ‐ East
E Cheeshire Trrust

200
0
150
0

2014/15
5

100
0

2013/14
4

50
0
0

Target
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9.

NHS Co
onstitutio
on Measu
ures

9.1

The below
w details tthe curren
nt CCG pe
erformance against th
he NHS C
Constitution
n and
Nationallyy Prioritised Measure
es during 2
2013-14. T
This perforrmance is monitored on a
monthly b
basis by the
e Quality and
a Perform
mance Com
mmittee.

9.2
Referral to
o Treatment waiting
Times

Target

CCG ‐
A
August

CCG ‐
C
YTD

Tren
nd

Admitted pattients to starrt
A
t
treatment
within a maxim
mum of 18
w
weeks
from referral
r

90%

86.2%

9
91.3%

Dow
wn

84.4%
%

87.4%
% Down

Non‐admitteed patients to
N
o start
t
treatment
within a maxim
mum of 18
w
weeks
from referral
r

95%

96.8%

9
96.7%

Sam
me

97.0%
%

96.6%
%

Up

Patients on incomplete n
P
non‐
e
emergency
p
pathways (yeet to start
t
treatment)
should have b
been
w
waiting
no m
more than 18 weeks
f
from
referral

92%

95.5%

9
95.3%

Up
p

96.5%
%

95.4%
%

Up

Diagnosticc Test Waiting Times
P
Patients waitting for a diagnostic
ttest should h
have been waaiting less
tthan 6 weekss from referrral

A
A&E Waits
P
Patients shou
uld be admittted,
ttransferred o
or discharged
d within 4
h
hours of theiir arrival at an A&E
d
department

Target
99%

CCG ‐
C ‐
CCG
September YTD
98.5%

9
99.0%

Tren
nd
Dow
wn

ECT ‐
ECT ‐
Trend
Septem
mber YTD
99.1%
%

99.3%
%

ECT ‐
ECT ‐
Septem
mber YTD

Target

95%

ECT ‐
ECT ‐
Trend
Septem
mber YTD

9
95.98%

9
95.05%

Up
p

95.92
2%

Up

Trend

95.37%
% Down
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Cancer W
Waits ‐ 2 Weeek Wait
Maximum tw
M
wo‐week wait for first
o
outpatient
appointment for
p
patients
refeerred urgently with
s
suspected
caancer
b a GP
by
M
Maximum
tw
wo‐week wait for first
o
outpatient
appointment for
p
patients
refeerred urgently with
b
breast
sympttoms (wheree cancer
w not initiaally suspecteed)
was

Cancer Waits ‐ 31
1 days
Maximum on
M
ne month (31
1‐day) wait
f
from
diagnossis to first deefinitive
t
treatment
fo
or all cancers
M
Maximum
31
1‐day wait fo
or
s
subsequent
t
treatment
w
where
that
t
treatment
is surgery
M
Maximum
31
1‐day wait fo
or
s
subsequent
t
treatment
w
where
that
t
treatment
is an anti‐canccer drug
r
regimen
M
Maximum
31
1‐day wait fo
or
s
subsequent
t
treatment
w
where
the
t
treatment
is a course of
r
radiotherapy
y

Cancerr Waits ‐ 62
2 days

CCG
G‐
YTD
D

Trend

93% 96
6.9%

97.6
6%

Down

98.5%

98.4%

Down

93% 93
3.9%

94.6
6%

Down

86.4%

92.6%

Down

CCG
G‐
YTD
D

Trend

ECT ‐
ECT ‐
September YTD

Trend

96% 97
7.7%

98.9
9%

Down

96.5%

98.6%

Up

94% 10
00.0%

97.5
5%

Same

100.0%

98.3%

Same

98% 10
00.0%

100.0
0%

Same

100.0%

100.0%

Same

94% 10
00.0%

100.0
0%

Same

N/A

N/A

N/A

Target

Target

Target

85%
All cancer tw
A
wo month urggent
r
referral
to firrst treatment wait
M
Maximum
62
2‐day wait fro
om referral
f
from
an NHSS screening seervice to
90%
f
first
definitivve treatment for all
c
cancers
M
Maximum
62
2‐day wait fo
or first
d
definitive
treeatment follo
owing a
N
No
c
consultant’s
decision to u
upgrade
sstandard
t priority o
the
of the patient (all
sset
c
cancers)

CCG ‐
Au
ugust

CCG ‐
Au
ugust

C
CCG –
A
August

ECT ‐
ECT ‐
September YTD

Trend

CCG ‐
ECT ‐
Trend
d
Y
YTD
Septemb
ber

ECT ‐
YTD

Trend

8
87.0%

89
9.7%

Down
n

92.0%

90.6%

Up

1
100.0%

97
7.5%

Up

100.0%
%

97.8%

Same

5
50.0%

86
6.7%

Down
n

N/A

N/A

N/A
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Categgory A Ambulance Callss

Target

CCG –
CCG ‐
NW
WAS ‐ NW
WAS ‐
TTrend
Trend
d
September YTD
September YTTD

Categoryy A calls resulting in an
emergen
ncy responsee arriving within
8 minutees ‐ Red 1

75%
%

63.0%

60.8%

SSame

71
1.5%

72
2.2%

Samee

Categoryy A calls resulting in an
emergen
ncy responsee arriving within
8 minutees ‐ Red 2

75%
%

63.8%

63.0%

Up

73
3.3%

73
3.1%

Up

95%
%

95.3%

94.7%

Up

95
5.1%

95
5.3%

Up

Categoryy A calls resulting in an
ambulan
nce arriving aat the scene
within 19
9 minutes

Mixe
ed Sex Accom
mmodation
n
Breach
hes

Target

Minimisee Breaches

CCG ‐
Septembe
er
0

Caancelled Op
perations

Target

CCG ‐ Julyy

All patients who havee operationss
cancelled
d, on or after the day of
admissio
on (including the day of
surgery),, for non‐clin
nical reasons to
be offereed another b
binding date
within 28
8 days, or the patient’s
treatmen
nt to be fund
ded at the tim
me
and hosp
pital of the patient’s
p
choice.

0

0

Mental Heealth

Target

Q2

Care Pro
ogramme App
proach (CPA)):
The prop
portion of peeople under
adult meental illness sspecialties on
n
CPA who
o were follow
wed up within 7
days of d
discharge fro
om psychiatriic
in‐patien
nt care during the period

95%

95.83%

YTD TTrend
0

SSame

YTD TTrend

0

SSame

YTD TTrend

95.54%

Up

EC
CT ‐
ECT ‐
Septeember YTD
D
0

0

EC
CT ‐
ECT ‐
Septeember YTD
D

0

0

Trend
Same

Trend

Same
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9.1.1 Referral
R
to
o Treatment Times:
R
Requireme
ent:
Patients who
P
w
receive
e treatmen
nt in an inp
patient settting should
d receive treatment w
within
18 weeks o
of being referred.
A
Achievem
ment as of Septembe
S
er 2014: Ac
chieving
IIn July 2014 NHS E
England an
nnounced additional
a
funding fo
or Acute Trrusts to re
educe
t
their
backlogs of pattients beyo
ond the 18
8 week targ
get who are still awa
aiting treattment
p
prior
to th
he onset of
o winter. As a ressult NHS England declared
d
a
an amnestty on
a
achieveme
ent of these
e targets to
o allow lon
ng wait patients to be
e treated in
n large num
mbers
w
without
it n
negatively impacting o
on Providers.
9.1.2 A&E
A
Waitiing Times:
R
Requireme
ent:
Patients sh
P
hould be a
admitted, trransferred or discharg
ged within 4 hours o
of their arrivval at
a A&E de
an
epartment. There is a national ta
arget of 95%.
A
Achievem
ment as of Septembe
S
er 2014: Bo
orderline
CCG perfo
C
ormance is determine
ed by the p
performancce of its ma
ain providers and so is
i not
d
dependent
t on A&E
E attendan
nces at providers
p
further affield. As a result CCG
p
performanc
ce is large
ely depend
dent on Ea
ast Cheshiire Trust (ECT) whicch accountts for
7
72.7%
of a
attendances with a further 7.08%
% at Unive
ersity Hosp
pitals of South Manch
hester
T
Trust
(UHS
SM) and 6.53% at Sto
ockport Foundation Trust
T
(SFT)).
Performance has improved in Quarter 2. ECT perfo
P
ormance w
was 95.37%
% at the end of
S
September
r. CCG ovverall achie
evement is 95.05% to
o the end off Quarter 2
2.
9.1.3 Cancer
C
Wa
aiting Tim
mes:
R
Requireme
ent:
There are a range of
T
o targets in relation
n to cance
er treatmen
nt. There are occasions
w
where,
due
e to the sm
mall numbers of patien
nts on speccific pathw
ways the pe
erformance
e for a
m
month
is b
below the e
expected sstandard. All breach
hes of a ca
ancer targe
et are revie
ewed
i
individually
y to identifyy lessons le
earnt and implement remedial improveme
ents.
A
Achievem
ment as of Septembe
S
er 2014: Ac
chieving
9.1.4 Ambulanc
A
ce Calls Ca
ategory A – Red 1:
R
Requireme
ent:
Category A and B ca
C
alls resulting in an e
emergency response arriving w
within 8 min
nutes
w
which
are classified as Red 1 and Red 2
2. There iss a 75% na
ational targ
get. Ambulance
t
targets
are
e measured
d at both CCG
C
perforrmance and the Amb
bulance Tru
ust (in this case
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North Wesst Ambulan
N
nce Service
e) performa
ance. For the
t Qualityy Premium deduction
ns are
b
based
arou
und NWAS
S performan
nce and no
ot CCG.
C
CCG
Achievement a
as of Septtember 201
14: Failing
g
N
NWAS
Achievement as of Sep
ptember 2
2014: Failin
ng
For Red 1 the CCG
F
G’s perforrmance forr Quarter 1 was 58
8.97% and
d although
h has
i
improved
sslightly to 60.39%
6
forr the curren
nt year to date
d
picture
e. NWAS p
performancce for
Q
Quarter
1w
was 73.52%
% and has declined sslightly in JJuly and Au
ugust to 72
2.29%.
For Red 2 the CCG
F
G’s perforrmance forr Quarter 1 was 62
2.54% and
d although
h has
i
improved
sslightly to 62.89%
6
forr the curren
nt year to date
d
picture
e. NWAS p
performancce for
Q
Quarter
1w
was 74.40%
% and has declined sslightly in JJuly and Au
ugust to 72
2.89%.
9.1.5 Ambulanc
A
ce Calls Ca
ategory A – All Reds
s:
R
Requireme
ent:
Category A calls resulting in an
C
n emergen
ncy respon
nse arriving
g within 19
9 minutes w
which
a classiffied as a R
are
Red call. There
T
is a 95% natio
onal target. Ambulan
nce targetss are
m
measured
at both CC
CG perform
mance and the Ambulance Trusst (in this ca
ase North West
A
Ambulance
e Service) performance.
C
CCG
Achievement a
as of Augu
ust 2014: F
Failing
N
NWAS
Achievement as of August 2014
4: Achievin
ng
The CCG achieved Quarter 1 performa
T
ance with 95.10%
9
ho
owever this has decclined
s
slightly
in July and as a ressult the ye
ear to datte perform
mance is 9
94.61%. NWAS
p
performanc
ce for Qua
arter 1 wass 95.74% and
a this ha
as declined
d slightly b
but is still a
above
t
target
at 95
5.35% for tthe year to
o date.
The CCG has now re
T
eceived fro
om NWAS ambulancce callout d
data at an individual level.
T
This
is so analysis of
o ambulan
nce perform
mance can
n be estab
blished at a postcode
e and
c
clinical
levvel. This will enable tto the CCG
G to deterrmine wherre the maiin issues w
which
n
need
to be
e addresse
ed to achievve the targ
get. NWAS
S has previously supp
plied some
e data
t the CCG
to
G but this was not suitable for analysis tthat was re
equired. A further req
quest
h been made
has
m
and the
t CCG iss currently awaiting N
NWAS to prrovide the information
n.
9.1.6 Mixed
M
Sex
x Accomm
modation B
Breaches:
R
Requireme
ent:
There is a requirement for Provviders to miinimise the
T
e numbers of mixed sex
s
a
accommod
dation brea
aches.
A
Achievem
ment as of August
A
20
014: Achie
eving
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As of Augu
A
ust 2014 th
here have been 0 mixxed sex acccommoda
ation breaches for Ea
astern
C
Cheshire
C
CCG.
9.1.7 Cancelled
C
d Operation
ns:
R
Requireme
ent:
All patientss who have
A
e surgery ccancelled, on or afterr the day o
of admission (includin
ng the
d of surg
day
gery), for non-clinical
n
ould be offfered anoth
her binding
g date
reasons ssurgery sho
w
within
28 d
days of the cancellatio
on.
A
Achievem
ment as of August
A
20
014: Achie
eving
As of Augu
A
ust 2014 th
here have been 0 cancelled op
perations on the day or after the
e day
o admissio
of
on where ssurgery hass not been offered within 28 dayys.
9.1.8 Mental
M
He
ealth – Carre Program
mme Apprroach (CPA
A):
R
Requireme
ent:
The proporrtion of peo
T
ople underr adult men
ntal health illness spe
ecialties on CPA who were
f
followed
up
p within 7 d
days of disscharge from psychiattric in-patie
ent care du
uring the pe
eriod.
T
There
is a national ta
arget of 95%
%.
A
Achievem
ment as of August
A
20
014: Achie
eving
The CCG performance for Qua
T
arter 1 of 2
2014/15 wa
as narrowlyy below the
e 95% targ
get at
9
94.12%
acchieved. Th
here has h
however been an im
mprovement in Quarte
er 2 with 1
100%
a
achieved
in
n August w
with perform
mance for tthe year to date stand
ding at 95.10%.
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10.

2014/20
015 Qualiity Premiium Paym
ment Bas
sed on C
Current A
Achievem
ment

10.1

Assuming
g current p
performance at the en
nd of the year the tab
ble below ssummarise
es the
expected payments for the Qu
uality Prem
mium.
Measure

Current
Performancce
Potential Years of Awaiting
Life Lost
Improvingg Access Failing
to
Psyychological
Therapies
Avoidablee
Achieving
Emergenccy
Admission
ns
Friends and Family Borderline
Test – A&E Scores
Improved
Achieving
of
Reporting
Medicatio
on Safety
Incidents
Readmissiion
Achieving
Reduction
n
(Local
Measure)

Peercentage
Prremium
15
5%

of Fin
nancial Valuee
£15
53,953.25

Expecteed
Payment
£0

15
5%

£15
53,953.25

£0

25
5%

£25
56,588.75

£256,58
88.75

15
5%

£15
53,953.25

£0

15
5%

£15
53,953.25

£153,95
53.25

15
5%

£15
53,953.25

£153,95
53.25

As Potential Years o
A
of Life Lost data will n
not be available until Septembe
er 2015 an
nd we
c
currently
d
do not havve a metho
od of monitoring perrformance before the
en we have
e not
i
included
itss value in tthe expecte
ed paymen
nt.
T curren
The
nt income w
would be £564k
10.2

This value
T
e is then scaled against perrformance against 4 key NH
HS Constittution
M
Measures
which are:





Referra
al to Treatm
ment Targe
et: Patients on Incomp
plete Pathw
way
A&E W
Waiting Time
es: Perform
mance against 4 hourr target
Cancerr Waiting T
Times: 2 We
eek Wait P
Performancce
Ambula
ance Waitin
ng Times: Performan
nce againsst Red 1 C
Calls (Meassured at NWAS
level an
nd not CCG
G).

The payme
T
ent that th
he CCG is eligible fo
or is then reduced by 25% for each mea
asure
a
above
thatt the CCG fails
f
to ach
hieve. Hencce if all 4 a
are failed th
hen the CC
CG would not
n be
p
paid
any off the Qualitty Premium
m that it qualified for.
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Measure
Referral to TTreatment
Target: Patients on
Incomplete Pathway
A&E Waiting Times:
Performancce against 4
hour target.
Cancer Waiting Times: 2
Week Wait Performancee
Ambulance Waiting Tim
mes:
Performancce against Reed 1
Calls

10.3

11.

Curren
nt Performan
nce
95.29%
%

Targget
92%
%

Deductio
on
0%

%AW tto insert on
Monday

95%
%

25%

97.60%
%

93%
%

0%

72.29%
%

75%
%

25%

Therefore based on ccurrent perrformance the above payment o
T
of £564,495
5.25 would
d be
s
scaled
dow
wn by 50% to £282k.

Provide
er CQUIN
N Perform
mance
CQUIN (C
C
Commission
ning for qu
uality and innovation)
i
) are natio
onally mandated ince
entive
s
schemes
w
which are included fo
or all provid
ders comm
missioned th
hrough the
e NHS Stan
ndard
C
Contract.
ows the pe
erformance
e, so far th
his year, fo
or the
This section of the report sho
t
three
large
est providerrs directly commissio
c
oned by the
e CCG.

11.1

E
East
Ches
shire Trustt:
The curren
T
nt achievem
ment of Ea
ast Cheshiire NHS Trrust with re
espect to its CQUINs are
s
summarise
ed below w
with currenttly achieved
d paymentts.
CQUIN Nam
me
Safety Thermometer –
Pressure Ulcers
Implementaation of Stafff
FFT
FFT: Early
Implementaation
FFT: Respon
nse Rates

FFT: Negativve Responses

Expecteed Financial
Value o
of CQUIN
£92,391
1.72

Current Acchievement
Partial – 10
0%

Currentt Achieved
Paymen
nt
£9,239..17

£29,565
5.25

Partial

TBC

£29,565
5.25

Partial

TBC

£21,434
4.88

Achieved Q
Quarter 1
Failed Quaarter 2
Current acchievement
50%
Failed Quaarter 1
Failing Quaarter 2
Current acchievement 0%
0

£10,717
7.44

£31,043
3.62

£0
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Dementia: FFAIR Test

£52,217
7.62

£13,304
4.41

£51,739
9.37

Achieved Q
Q1
Current acchievement
25%
Currently achieving
a

Dementia: C
Clinical
Leadership
Dementia: SSupporting
Carers
Avoiding Em
mergency
Admissions
Improving Care
C
of
Deterioratin
ng Patients
Implementaation of ANTTT
Training

£59,130
0.70

Awaiting EEvidence

TBC

£369,56
66.90

Awaiting EEvidence

TBC

£203,26
61.79

Awaiting EEvidence

TBC

£62,826
6.37

Achieved Q
Q1
Current acchievement
25%
Achieved Q
Q1
Current acchievement
25%
Achieved Q
Q1
Current acchievement
20%
Failed Q1
Current acchievement 0%
0
Achieved Q
Q1
Current acchievement
25%.
Achieved Q
Q1
Current acchievement
25%.
Failed Q1
Current acchievement 0%
0
Failed Q1
Current acchievement 0%
0
Achieved Q
Q1
Current acchievement
25%.
Achieved Q
Q1
Current acchievement
25%.
Achieved Q
Q1
Current acchievement
25%.
Awaiting P
Proactive Carre
Progress EEvent
Partial

£15,706
6.59

Antibiotic Prescribing
P
Bundle

£62,826
6.37

Always Even
nts

£184,78
83.45

AQ: AMI

£22,174
4.01

AQ: Heart FFailure

£14,782
2.68

AQ: Hip and
d Knee

£14,782
2.68

AQ: Pneumonia

£14,782
2.68

AQ: Stroke

£14,782
2.68

AQ: COPD

£7,931..34

AQ: Diabetees

£7,931..34

Home Care Medicine

£129,34
48.41

Proactive Caare

£262,39
92.50

Pressure Ulcer Reductio
on

£110,13
30.93

TBC

£15,706
6.59

£36,956
6.69

£0
£3,695..67

£3,695..67

£0
£0
£1847.8
84

£1847.8
84

£32,337
7.10

TBC
TBC
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11.2

E
East
Ches
shire NHS Trust - Co
ommunity:
The curren
T
nt achievem
ment of Ea
ast Cheshire NHS Trrust - Com
mmunity witth respect to its
C
CQUINs
arre summarrised below
w with curre
ently achieved payme
ents.
CQUIN Nam
me
Safety Thermometer –
Pressure Ulcers
Implementaation of
Staff FFT
Proactive Caare
Pressure Ulcer
Prevention

11.3

Expected Financial
Value of C
CQUIN
£24,672.14

Current Achievemen
A
nt
Failed Q1
1 and Q2

Currentt Achieved
Paymen
nt
£0

£24,672.14

Awaitingg Evidence

TBC

£273,508.32

Awaitingg Proactive
Care Progress Event
Achieved
d Q1
Current aachievementt
25%

TBC

£29,888.54

£7,472..14

C
Cheshire
& Wirral P
Partnership
p NHS Fou
undation T
Trust:
The curren
T
nt achievem
ment of Ch
heshire & W
Wirral Parttnership NH
HS Founda
ation Trustt with
r
respect
to its CQUINss are summ
marised be
elow with currently acchieved payyments.
CQUIN Nam
me
Physical Health Checks

11.4

Expected Financial
Value of C
CQUIN
£55,071.53

NHS Safety
Thermometter:
Pressure Ulcers
HEF

£23,506.14

FFT: Implem
mentation
Proactive Caare

£23,506.14
£134,320.80

Support witth
Challengingg Behaviour
and Mental Health in
Care Homess

£38,953.03

£60,444.36

Current Achievemen
A
nt
To be rep
ported March
2015
Failed Q1
1 & Q2
Current aachievementt
0%
Achieved
d Q1
Current aachievementt
50%
Awaitingg Evidence
Achieved
d Q1
Current aachievementt
40%
Achieved
d Q1
Current aachievementt
15%

Currentt Achieved
Paymen
nt
TBC
£0

£30,222
2.18

TBC
£53,728
8.32

£5842,9
95

S
Spire
Regency:
The curren
T
nt achievem
ment of Spiire Regenccy with resp
pect to its CQUINs
C
arre summarrised
b
below
with currently a
achieved p
payments.
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CQUIN Nam
me
NHS Safety
Thermometter:
Pressure Ulcers
FFT: Staff
Implementaation
FFT: Respon
nse Rates
and Negativve
Responses
Surgical Sitee Infections:
Laparoscopic General
Surgery
JAG Accrediitation

Expected Financial
Value of C
CQUIN
£2,965

£5,365
£2,965

£6,354

£17,649

Current Achievemen
A
nt
Achieved
d Q1 and Q2
Current aachievementt
50%
Awaitingg
Achieved
d Q1
Current aachievementt
50%
Achieved
d Q1
Current aachievementt
25%
Achieved
d Q1
Current aachievementt
30%

12.

Access to furthe
er inform
mation

12.1

For furthe
er informatiion relating
g to this rep
port contacct:

Name
e
Desig
gnation
Date
Telephone
Email

13.

Andy Wilsson
Quality & Performan
nce Analysst
15/10/201
14
01625 66
63461
andrew.w
wilson26@n
nhs.net

Glossarry of Term
ms
A – Adva
AQ
ancing Qua
ality
C
CPA
– Carre Program
mme Appro
oach
C
CWP
– Ch
heshire & W
Wirral Partn
nership NH
HS Foundattion Trust
C
CQUIN
–C
Commissio
oning for Qu
uality and Innovation
ns
E
ECT
– Easst Cheshire
e NHS Trusst
F
FFT

– Frriends and Family Test

H
HSCIC
–H
Health and Social Carre Informattion Centre
e
I
IAPT
– Imp
proving Access to Pssychologica
al Therapie
es
N
NWAS
–N
North West Ambulancce Service

Currentt Achieved
Paymen
nt
£1,482..55

TBC
£1,482..55

£1,588..45

£5,294..82
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S
SFT
– Stocckport Foundation Trust
P
PYLL
– Po
otential Yea
ars of Life L
Lost
R
RTT
– Refe
ferral To Trreatment
U
UHSM
–U
University H
Hospital of South Man
nchester

14.

Append
dices

Part C - Gov
vernance
e
Priorr Committtee Approval / Liink to oth
her Committees
Clinica
al Quality a
and Perform
mance Com
mmittee

CCG Health N
Needs Prriorities addresse
a
ed by this
s report – please
e indicate
e
To pro
otect our citizens from
m harm
To make care more
e integrate
ed & co- 

To pre
event alcoh
hol related harm

To
prevent
aturely
prema

people

dying



ordinated
To ensure
e high qu
uality and effective
mental health servicces are available to 
all
To addre
ess inequa
alities acrross our
ttowns and villages

CCG 2014/15
5 Annual Plan prrogramm
me of work this rreport is linked to
t –
pleas
se indica
ate
Proacttive and Urrgent Care
e
Q
Quality Imp
provement Programm
me


Menta
al Health & Substance
e Misuse
C
Children Yo
oung Peop
ple and Tra
ansition

Caring
g Togetherr

O
Other

Key IImplications of th
his reporrt – pleas
se indicate
Strategic
C
Consultatio
on & Engag
gement

Financce
E
Equality

Qualityy & Patientt Experiencce
L
Legal




Staff / Workforce
e

CCG Values s
supporte
ed by this
s report – please indicate
e
Valuin
ng People

IInnovation
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Workin
ng Togethe
er
Investting Responsibly

Q
Quality

NHS Constitu
ution Values supp
ported by
y this rep
port – ple
ease indicate
Workin
ng togethe
er for patien
nts
Compassio
on

Respe
ect and dignity
Improving lives

Comm
mitment to q
quality of ccare
Everyone counts
c
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Paper Title
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Update on co-commissioning of primary care
services

Purpose of paper
This paper updates the Governing Body on the options for the CCG with regards
co-commissioning of primary care, specifically primary medical care services, for 2015/16
and 2016/17

Key points
 The CCG has been asked to indicate to NHS England by January 2015 which option it
wishes to proceed with in regards to the model of co-commissioning of primary medical
care (general practice) services in 2015/16
 Depending on the co-commissioning model option chosen by the CCG, submission of the
CCGs preference for co-commissioning of primary medical care services for 2015/16 will
be either on the 9th January 2015 (delegated responsibility) or the 30th January 2014 (joint
commissioning).

The Governing Body is asked to:
Approve
Ratify
Endorse

Report Author
Matthew Cunningham
Corporate Services Manager

Contributors

Decide
Note for information
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U
Update o
on the c
co-comm
mission
ning of primary
p
y care se
ervices
1.

E
Executiv
ve Summ
mary

1.1

T
The Cliniccal Commissioning Group (CC
CG) has been in rreceipt of more dettailed
g
guidance iin relation to the co
o-commisssioning of primary care
c
servicces, speciffically
p
primary me
edical care
e (General Practice) sservices.

1.2

T
The CCG has
h been a
asked to in
ndicate to N
NHS Engla
and by Jan
nuary 2015
5 which opttion it
w
wishes to p
proceed wiith in regarrds to the m
model of co
o-commisssioning of p
primary me
edical
ccare servicces in 2015
5/16. The th
hree mode
els which CCGs
C
could
d take forw
ward are:
 Model A
A: greater in
nvolvemen
nt in primarry care deccision making
 Model B
B: joint com
mmissioning
g arrangem
ments
 Model C
C: delegate
ed commisssioning arra
angementss

1.3

T
This paperr provides additional detail arou
und these models off co-comm
missioning w
which
w
will help to
o inform the
e CCG GP
P Practice membersh
hip and CC
CG Govern
ning Body as to
w
which mod
del they wissh to adoptt in 2015/16
6.

1.4

T
The CCG has written
n to each member p
practice and
d provided
d a detailed
d update of
o the
m
model optiions availa
able to CC
CGs with rregards co
o-commissioning of p
primary me
edical
ccare servicces. The le
etter to ou
ur practicess has provvided two recommen
ndations fo
or the
p
practices to
o consider:
 Recomm
mendation
n One: that the CCG proceeds with co-commissionin
ng
 Recomm
mendation
n Two: tha
at the mem
mber practicces delega
ate to the CCG
C
Gove
erning
Body the
e authority to make th
he decision
n on which co-commiissioning m
model optio
on the
CCG should proce
eed with forr 2015/16

1.5

D
Due to the
e timing o
of receiving
g additional detail a
about co-ccommission
ning of priimary
m
medical ca
are service
es and the sending out
o the lettter to pracctices, the CCG has been
u
unable to o
obtain conffirmation o
of delegated
d authorityy from the member practices prrior to
tthe publica
ation of th
his paper. The resu
ults of thiss request will be co
onfirmed at
a the
th
G
Governing Body mee
eting on the
e 26 Nove
ember 2014
4.

1.6

U
Upon clariffication of the mode
el option fo
or co-comm
missioning that the C
CCG wishes to
ffollow for 2
2015/16 the
e CCG will be in a po
osition to submit
s
to N
NHS Engla
and the req
quired
p
proforma o
outlining itts proposa
al. Depend
ding on th
he co-com
mmissioning
g model o
option
th
cchosen, su
ubmission w
will be eith
her on the 9 Januarry 2015 (de
elegated re
esponsibilitty) or
tthe 30th January 2014
4 (joint com
mmissionin
ng).

1.7

A
At this poin
nt, CCGs a
are not bein
ng asked tto express an interesst in the co--commissio
oning
o
of other p
primary care service
es, which include de
entistry, op
ptometry a
and comm
munity
p
pharmacy services. CCGs still have the opportunity to discu
uss these areas
a
with their
N
NHS Engla
and area te
eam but ha
ave no form
mal decision
n making rrole.

.
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2.

R
Recomm
mendation
n(s)

2.1

T Goverrning Body is asked to
The
o:
 conside
er the model options for co-com
mmissioning
g of primarry medical care servicces
 note and conside
er the oppo
ortunities an
nd risks ide
entified within the rep
port
 note tha
at additiona
al guidance
e around co
onflict of in
nterest is due in Dece
ember 2014
4
 note tha
at additiona
al detail arround the p
primary me
edical care
e budget byy CCG are
ea for
2015/16
6 is due at tthe end of Novemberr 2014
 subject to receivin
ng delegate
ed authoritty from the
e GP Pracctice memb
bership, de
ecide
m
optio
on for co-co
ommissioning for 201
15/16
on the model
 supportt the CCG in its application of itts proforma
a to NHS E
England

3.

R
Reasons
s for Recommend
dation(s)

3.1

T
To raise a
awarenesss of the im
mplicationss and nextt steps re
equired in relation to
o the
cco-commisssioning of primary medical care
e services.

4.

P
Peer Gro
oup Area / Town A
Area Affe
ected

4.1

A
All.

5.

P
Populatio
on Affected

5.1

A Eastern
All
n Cheshire patients

6.

C
Context

6.1

C
Co-commisssioning iss seen as a
an essentiial step tow
wards expa
anding and
d strengthe
ening
p
primary me
edical care
e. It is reccognition th
hat CCGs are harne
essing cliniical insightt and
e
energy to drive chan
nges in the
eir local he
ealth syste
ems that have
h
not been achievvable
b
before now
w, and thatt it providess further o
opportunity to unlock the full pottential of C
CCGs
tto meet the
eir statutoryy duty to help improvve the qualiity of general practice
e for patien
nts.

6.2

Co-commisssioning is seen as:
C
 being a key ena
abler in de
eveloping seamless, integrated
d out-of-ho
ospital serrvices
e diverse n
needs of loccal populattions
based around the
 providing CCGs with the o
option to have
h
more
e control o
of the wide
er NHS bu
udget,
ng a shift frrom acute to primary and comm
munity services
enablin
 providing the op
pportunity tto develop
p more affo
ordable se
ervices thrrough efficiency
gains
 leading
g to a rang
ge of beneffits to the p
public and patients in
ncluding im
mproved acccess
to prim
mary care a
and wider high qualitty out-of-ho
ospital serrvices and care, imprroved
health outcomess, equity of access, reduce
ed inequallities and better pa
atient
ence
experie
 leading
g to greater consisten
ncy betwee
en outcome
e measuress and incentives
 enablin
ng the devvelopment of a morre collaborative app
proach to designing local
solutions for workforce, prremises and informa
ation mana
agement a
and techno
ology
nges.
challen
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6.3

N
NHS Engla
and will sup
pport a CC
CG to move
e towards co-commis
c
ssioning arrrangementts if it
ccan demon
nstrate that is has ap
ppropriate levels of sound finan
ncial contro
ol and mee
ets all
sstatutory and businesss planning
g requireme
ents.

6.4

N
NHS Engla
and will nott support a CCG to m
move towarrds co-com
mmissioning
g arrangem
ments
iif the CCG has seriou
us governa
ance issuess or is in a state akin to ‘special measuress’.

7.

F
Finance

7.1

N
None speccific to the
e submisssion of the
e proforma
a. There w
will howeve
er be reso
ource
iimplications for the C
CCG depending on w
which mod
del of co-co
ommission
ning it adop
pts in
2
2015/16 – specificallyy joint commissioning
g or delega
ated commissioning re
esponsibility.

7.2

F
Further wo
ork will be
e required to understtand furthe
er the fina
ancial implications fo
or the
C
CCG of either model option.

8.

Q
Quality
a
and Patie
ent Experience

8.1

N
None speccific to the
e submisssion of the
e proforma
a. Co-com
mmissioning
g local priimary
m
medical ca
are servicces provide
es further opportuniity to imp
prove quality and pa
atient
e
experience
e for Easte
ern Chesh
hire residen
nts throug
gh improvin
ng the qua
ality of ge
eneral
p
practice forr patients.

9.

E
Equality

9.1

N
None
speccific to the ssubmission
n of the pro
oforma.

10.

L
Legal

10.1

M
Model worrding to alllow CCGs to form jo
oint committees has been inclu
uded within the
C
CCG Consstitution.

10.2

F
Further le
egal advicce will be
e sought//and or rreceived before
b
ad
doption off coccommissioning respo
onsibilities.

10.3

T
There is a legal requirement ffor CCGs tto have arrrangemen
nts in place
e for mana
aging
cconflicts off interest and the C
CCG follow
ws formal guidance on Manag
ging confliccts of
iinterests a
and a Cod
de of cond
duct in place for CCGs
C
and General Practitione
ers in
ccommissioning roles..

10.4

A nationa
al framew
work for conflicts
c
o interesst manage
of
ement in primary care
cco-commisssioning is being devveloped in partnership with NHS
S Clinical Commissio
oners
a
and with fo
formal engagement o
of Monitor and Healthwatch E
England. Th
his guidan
nce is
b
being devveloped to further strengthe
en existin
ng guidan
nce in re
ecognition that
cco-commisssioning is likely to in
ncrease the range and frequen
ncy of reall and perce
eived
cconflicts off interest, e
especially ffor delegate
ed arrange
ements. The new guid
dance will:
 build on existing guidance
 have reg
gard to anyy statutory guidance issued
i
by M
Monitor
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 continue
e to facilittate clinica
ally-led decision-makking as fa
ar as posssible within
n the
importan
nt constrain
nt of the efffective ma
anagement of conflictss of interessts
 have a sstrengthene
ed approacch to the m
make-up of the decisio
on-making committee
e
 have a sstrengthen
ned approa
ach to natio
onal trainin
ng for CCG
G lay members to support
and stre
engthen the
eir role
 have a sstrengthene
ed approacch to exterrnal involve
ement of local stakeholders
 have a sstrengthene
ed approacch to registter of intere
est
 have a sstrengthene
ed approacch to registter of decissions.
10.5

T
The guidan
nce will be published in Decem
mber 2014 a
as statutoryy guidance
e in accord
dance
w
with section 14Z8 of the NHS Act
A 2006 (a
as amended by the Health and Social Carre Act
2
2012). The
e guidance
e will be sp
pecifically aimed
a
at C
CCGs exerccising dele
egated auth
hority
b
but all CCG
Gs will be rrequired to have rega
ard to the principles
p
set out in th
he guidance
e.

10.6

T
The CCG’ss audit co
ommittee cchair and C
CCG Acco
ountable O
Officer will be require
ed to
p
provide dirrect formal attestation
n that the CCG
C
has ccomplied w
with the co
onflict of intterest
g
guidance.

11.

C
Commun
nication

11.1

A comm
munication outlining
g further detail and reccommenda
ations arround
tthe decisio
on for co--commissio
oning mod
del optionss was sub
bmitted to the CCG
G GP
th
p
practice me
embership
p on Wedne
esday 19 Novemberr 2014 (Appendix A).

11.2

T
The CCG is require
ed to subm
mit a profo
orma to NH
HS Englan
nd indicatin
ng its proposal
a
around co--commissio
oning. Dep
pending on
n the chossen co-com
mmissioning model o
option
ffor 2015/16
6 the profo
orma will be
e either on the 9th Jan
nuary 2015
5 (delegate
ed responssibility
p
proforma) or
o the 30th January 2015 (joint ccommissioning proforrma).

12.

B
Background

12.1

O
On 1st M
May 2014 Simon S
Stevens att the Ann
nual NHS Clinical Commissio
oners
C
Conference
e in London anno
ounced that CCGs would h
have the opportunitty to
cco-commisssion prima
ary care. T
The CCG rreceived on
n the 9th M
May 2014 correspond
c
dence
ffrom NHS England ou
utlining the
e detail beh
hind this op
pportunity.

12.2

C
CCGs werre asked to
o submit expressionss of interesst to develop new arrrangements for
cco-commisssioning of primary ca
are service
es to NHS E
England byy the 20th JJune 2014.

12.3

W
With regards to the nature
n
of cco-commisssioning tha
at a CCG w
was asked to indicate
e, the
sspectrum o
of potential forms or ‘Models’ tha
at co-comm
missioning could take
e included:
 greater CCG invo
olvement in influencing commissioning d
decisions made by NHS
England
d area team
ms (Model O
One)
 joint com
mmissionin
ng arrangements, wh
hereby CCG
Gs and are
ea teams make
m
decisions
togetherr, potentiallly supporte
ed by poole
ed funding arrangeme
ents (Mode
el Two)
 delegate
ed commisssioning arrrangementts, whereb
by CCGs carry out de
efined funcctions
on beha
alf of NHS England and area teams hold CCGs
C
to account
a
for how effecctively
they carrry out thesse functionss (Model T
Three)
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12.4

N
NHS Eastern Chesh
hire CCG, following consultation with itss memberr practicess and
G
Governing Body, sub
bmitted its response to
t the Hea
ad of Prima
ary Care fo
or NHS Eng
gland
C
Cheshire, Warrington
W
n and Wirra
al. The ressponse exp
pressed the
e commitm
ment of the CCG
tto continue
e to explore
e the opportunity to co-commiss
c
sion primary care serrvices with NHS
E
England bu
ut that, unttil further cllarity and a
assurance on a numb
ber of areass was rece
eived,
iincluding d
delegation of budgetss, financial risks, GP
P performa
ance and rrevalidation
n and
sstaff resource, that th
he level of involvement by the C
CCG in term
ms of model two or m
model
tthree would
d not be de
etermined.

12.5

A
Across Ch
heshire an
nd Merseysside, the majority o
of CCG’s expressed
e
an intere
est to
m
model two for co-com
mmissioning
g.

12.6

F
Further corresponden
nce was re
eceived byy NHS Eng
gland on th
he 27th Jun
ne 2014 an
nd on
st
1 Septem
mber 2014 providing an
a update on co-com
mmissionin
ng. 196 CC
CGs expre
essed
a
an interestt in co-com
mmissioning
g. Notificattion was also given about
a
the establishme
e
ent of
a national primary
p
ca
are co-commissioning
g oversight group to ta
ake the co--commissio
oning
a
agenda forreword and
d which wa
as to be co
o-chaired b
by Ian Dod
dge – natio
onal Directo
or for
C
Commissio
oning Strategy, and Dr Aman
nda Doyle – Chief Clinical O
Officer for NHS
B
Blackpool CCG. This group h
has been tasked to
o oversee co-commiissioning p
policy
d
developme
ent and the
e publication of guid
dance setting out the
e next steps towards coccommissioning.

12.7

O
On the 29
9th Septem
mber 2014
4 CCGs received
r
ffurther corrresponden
nce from NHS
E
England w
which prese
ented for co
omment an
nd review tthe slide de
eck, ‘Propo
osed next ssteps
ttowards prrimary care
e co-comm
missioning: an overview’, which
h provided
d for discussion
ffurther dettail around
d the proposed mod
dels for co
o-commissioning and key quesstions
rrelated to tthe implem
mentation off these mo
odels.

12.8

t
O
On the 10th
November 2014 CCGs
C
receiived final g
guidance a
around co-commissio
oning.
T
The docum
ment entitle
ed ‘Next Steps
S
towa
ards primarry care co-commissiioning’ provvided
a
additional detail to C
CCGs with
h regards the mode
els of co-ccommission
ning, the ssteps
rrequired to
o submit th
he preferre
ed approacch and detail around conflicts o
of interest. This
d
document was accom
mpanied b
by a suite of supportting docum
ments provviding toolss and
rresources tto support CCGs in th
proposals, namely:
he processs of submittting their p
 submisssion proform
ma for jointt commissiioning or delegated ccommission
ning
 model w
wording forr amendments to CC
CG Constittutions. Th
his is required due to
o the
passing of the Leg
gislative Re
eform Orde
er (LRO) in
n Parliame
ent allowing
g CCGs to form
mmittees with
w
one o
or more C
CCG and tto form joiint committtees with NHS
joint com
England
d. Further detail hass been prrovided in a briefing
g letter to CCG’s. It is
importan
nt to note that the LRO does n
not allow CCGs
C
to fo
orm joint ccommitteess with
Local A
Authorities. It is not the intenttion that joint comm
mittees will replace other
importan
nt strategicc decision
n making fora
f
such as Health
h and Wellbeing Bo
oards.
Amendm
ments to th
he CCG Co
onstitution have been made to
o reflect the
e guidance
e and
th
the subm
mission of the revised
d Constituttion is due on 9 Janu
uary 2015
 model Terms
T
of Reference for joint commissio
oning arran
ngements and deleg
gated
commisssioning arrrangementss.
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13.

O
Options

13.1

O
Out of scope. For 2
2015/16 th
he commisssioning off primary ccare servicces that incclude
d
dentistry, o
optometry and
a comm
munity pharrmacy servvices will re
emain the rresponsibility of
N
NHS Engla
and. CCG
Gs still have
e the oppo
ortunity to discuss these areas with their NHS
E
England arrea team b
but have no
o formal de
ecision makking role.

13.2

F
For all form
ms of prim
mary care co-commis
c
ssioning, th
here has b
been clear feedback from
C
CCGs thatt it would not be appropriate ffor CCGs to take on
n certain specific pse
eudoe
employer responsibilities around co-com
mmissioning of prima
ary mediccal care. W
Whilst
C
CCGs musst assist an
nd support NHS England in disscharging itts duty und
der section
n 13E
o
of the NHS
S Act 2006
6 (as amen
nded by the Health a
and Social Care Act 2
2012) so ffar as
rrelating to securing ccontinuous improvem
ment in the quality of primary medical servvices,
iit has been
n agreed th
hat NHS En
ngland will retain the following responsibil
r
lities regarrdless
o
of what mo
odel option is chosen by a CCG:
 functions relating
g to individ
dual GP pe
erformance
e managem
ment (medical perform
mers’
n)
list for GPs, appraisal and rrevalidation
 the adm
ministration
n of payme
ents and lisst managem
ment
 setting the termss of Genera
al Medical Service (G
GMS) contrracts – and
d any natio
onally
determ
mined elem
ments of Prrimary Medical Servvices (PMS
S) and Add
ditional Priimary
Medica
al Servicess (APMS) ccontracts. These term
ms will con
ntinue to be set out in the
respecctive regula
ations and
d direction
ns and ca
annot be vvaried by CCGs or joint
committees. Forr the avoid
dance of doubt, CC
CGs will b
be required
d to adop
pt the
n
PM
MS and Minimum
M
P
Practice Income Gua
arantee (M
MPIG)
findings of the national
mes will ne
eed to refle
ect the changes agree
ed as
reviewss, and anyy locally agreed schem
part of the review
ws.

13.3

W
With the frreedoms o
of co-comm
missioning arises the need for mitigation of the pote
ential
rrisks of in
nconsistenccy of approach in a
areas whe
ere national consiste
ency is clearly
d
desirable. There
T
is already an a
ability to se
et out core national re
equirementts in GMS, PMS
a
and APMS
S contractss through regulations
r
s. In line with
w this, NHS Englan
nd reserve
es the
rright to sett national sstanding ru
ules, as ne
eeded, to b
be reviewed annuallyy. NHS Eng
gland
w
will work w
with CCGs to agree rrules for arreas such a
as the colle
ection of d
data for nattional
d
data sets and
a
IT intrra-operability. The sttanding rules would become
b
pa
art of a bin
nding
a
agreementt underpinn
ning the de
elegation of
o functionss and budg
gets from N
NHS Engla
and to
C
CCGs.

13.4

C
Consistentt with the NHS Five
e Year Fo
orward Vie
ew and w
working witth CCGs, NHS
E
England rreserves the right tto establissh new national ap
pproaches and rules on
e
expanding primary ccare provission – forr example to tackle health ine
equalities. This
a
applies to jjoint and de
elegated a
arrangemen
nts.

13.5

IIn-scope. There are
e three m
model optio
ons for CC
CGs to co
onsider fo
or 2015/16
6 and
2
2016/17.
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13.6

M
Model Opttion A: Gre
eater invo
olvement in primary care deciision makiing. This m
model
o
option is ssimply an invitation to CCGs to collabo
orate more
e closely w
with their NHS
E
England area team in discusssions abou
ut all areass of prima
ary care a
and ensure
e that
d
decisions a
about hea
althcare se
ervices are strategica
ally aligned
d across tthe local h
health
e
economy

13.7

R
Risk/beneffit: - choo
osing this option wiill not req
quire the CCG to h
have any new
g
governance arrangem
ments and it is unlike
ely that it w
will encoun
nter an inccreased number
o
of conflictss of interesst, as the CCG would not havve formal a
accountability for deccision
m
making. Th
he CCG - if choosing
g this optio
on - would
d still have the opporrtunity (which is
a
already ava
ailable to itt) to invest in primaryy medical care service
es.

13.8

T
This option
n does nott change th
he existing relationship and resp
ponsibilitiess of the CC
CG.

13.9

M
Model Op
ption B: Jo
oint comm
missioning
g arrangements. Th
his model option ena
ables
o
one or morre CCGs to
o assume responsibility in 2015
5/16 for joint commisssioning priimary
m
medical ca
are (generral practice
e) servicess with their area tea
am, either through a joint
ccommittee or ‘committees in co
ommon’. NHS
N
Engla
and’s schem
me of dele
egation is being
b
rreviewed a
and will be revised ass appropria
ate to enab
ble the form
mation of jo
oint committees
b
between N
NHS Englan
nd and CC
CGs i.e., where NHS England in
nvites one or more C
CCGs
tto form a jo
oint committee.

The functio
ons that the
ese joint co
ommittees could cove
er are:
13.10 T
 GMS, P
PMS and APMS co
ontracts (including the design of PM
MS and A
APMS
taking co
contrac
cts, monito
oring of contracts,
c
ontractual action su
uch as iss
suing
branch//remedial notices, and removing a conttract)
 newly d
designed enhanced
d services
s (“Local Enhance
ed Service
es (LES)” and
“Directe
ed Enhanc
ced Servic
ces (DES)””)
 design of local incentive
e scheme
es as an alternativ
ve to the
e Quality and
mes Frame
ework (QO
OF):
Outcom
 this would be
e without prejudice
e to the rights of practices to their GMS
which are n
negotiated and agree
ed nationa
ally. Any migration
m
from a
entittlements w
natio
onal standa
ard contracct could on
nly be affeccted throug
gh voluntaryy action.
 therre will be no
n formal a
approvals process
p
forr a CCG w
which wishe
es to deve
elop a
al QOF sccheme or DES. How
wever, anyy proposed
d new inccentive sch
heme
loca
shou
uld be sub
bject to con
nsultation w
with the Lo
ocal Mediccal Committtee (LMC)), and
be a
able to dem
monstrate improved outcomes,, reduced inequalitiess and valu
ue for
mon
ney. On-go
oing assurrance of n
new schem
mes would
d form pa
art of the CCG
assu
urance pro
ocess.
 the ability to esta
ablish new
w GP practices in an area.
 this decision w
would be ta
aken by th
he CCG an
nd the NHS
S England area team
m and
uld need to
o comply w
with publicc procurem
ment regulations and
d with stattutory
wou
guid
dance on conflicts of interest. Th
he CCG with NHS En
ngland wou
uld also be
e able
to vvary or ren
new existin
ng contraccts for prim
mary care provision, or award new
oness, depending on loca
al circumsta
ances.
 approviing practic
ce mergerrs
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 making decisions
s on ‘discrretionary’ payments
s (e.g., retu
urner/retainer schem
mes)
 pooling
g of funding for inv
vestment in primarry medica
al care se
ervices, ass per
section 13V of Ch
hapter A1 of the NH
HS Act 200
06 (as ame
ended by the Health
h and
Care Act 20
012):
Social C
 the funding of
o core priimary med
dical services is an NHS England stattutory
funcction. Altho
ough NHS England can create
e a pooled
d fund which a CCG
G can
conttribute to, tthe CCGs contributio
c
n must rela
ate to its ow
wn function
ns and so ccould
not relate to co
ore primaryy medical services.
s
H
However, C
CCGs are a
able to inve
est in
ay that is ccalculated to facilitate
e or is con
nducive or incidental to the provvision
a wa
of primary medical care and provid
ded that no
o other bod
dy has a sstatutory du
uty to
provvide that funding.
13.11 A model te
erms of refe
missioning arrangements, including schem
me of
erence for joint comm
d
delegation, has been
n provided
d to the CCG and itt is encouraged to be
b used as the
fframework for a loca
al terms of reference,, adapted to
t reflect lo
ocal arrang
gements and to
e
ensure con
nsistency w
with the CC
CGs particu
ular govern
nance strucctures.
The joint committee
e structure
e is the re
ecommend
ded governance stru
ucture for joint
13.12 T
ccommissioning arran
ngements as this allows a m
more efficie
ent and efffective wa
ay of
w
working tog
gether than
n a committees-in-co
ommon app
proach. A jjoint comm
mittee is a single
s
ccommittee to which m
multiple bod
dies delega
ate decisio
on-making on particullar matterss. The
jjoint comm
mittee then considers the issuess in questiion and ma
akes a single decisio
on. In
ccontrast, under a com
mmittees-in
n-common approach,, each com
mmittee mu
ust still make its
o
own decision on the iissues in question.
ommissioning arrang
gements, individual CCGs an
nd NHS E
England always
13.13 IIn joint co
rremain acccountable for meetin
ng their ow
wn statutorry duties, ffor instancce in relatio
on to
q
quality, financial reso
ources, eq
quality, hea
alth inequa
alities and public participation. This
m
means thatt in this arrrangement, NHS Eng
gland retain
ns accounttability for tthe discharrge of
iits statutorry duties in
n relation to
o primary ccare comm
missioning. CCGs and
d NHS Eng
gland
m
must ensure that anyy governan
nce arrange
ement theyy put in pla
ace does not
n compro
omise
ttheir respe
ective abilitty to fulfil ttheir dutiess, and enssures they are able to meaningfully
e
engage pa
atients and the publicc in decisio
on making. Arrangem
ments shou
uld also co
omply
w
with confliccts of intere
est guidancce.
13.14 M
Membership of joint committee
es. It is forr the area teams and CCGs to
o agree th
he full
m
membership, but in the intere
ests of tra
ansparencyy and the mitigation of confliccts of
iinterest, a Healthwa
atch Chesh
hire East representa
ative and a Cheshire
e East Co
ouncil
rrepresenta
ative from the Cheshirre East He
ealth and W
Wellbeing Board
B
will h
have the rig
ght to
jjoin the join
nt committtee as non-voting atte
endees. When
W
consid
dering the membersh
hip of
ttheir comm
mittees it wiill be imporrtant to reta
ain clinical leadership
p for comm
missioning.
Resourcess and suppo
ort. Under joint comm
missioning arrangeme
ents there w
will be no direct
d
13.15 R
ttransfer of dedicated staff reso
ources from
m the area teams prim
mary care commissio
oning
sstaff, and tthere is no
o possibility of additional admin
nistrative resources
r
being deployed
o
on these sservices at this time due
d to running cost rrestraints. Therefore a converssation
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w
with the arrea team is
i required
d – and ha
as been ongoing – w
with regard
ds identifying a
p
pragmatic and flexiblle local solution to acccessing ssupport through the e
existing priimary
ccare team.. Equally cconversatio
ons with likke-minded neighbourring CCGs who may wish
tto collaborrate aroun
nd joint co
ommissioning and p
pooling ressources/sta
aff are in their
iinfancy and
d will need to advancce if this mo
odel option
n is chosen
n.
13.16 IIt has been
n recognissed by NHS
S England
d that it willl be challe
enging for some CCG
Gs to
iimplement co-commissioning arrangemen
nts without an increasse in runnin
ng costs. W
Whilst
N
NHS Engla
and has indicated tha
at an incre
ease is nott possible in
i 2015/16
6, they will keep
tthis situatio
on under re
eview.
13.17 A
Approval process.
p
If the CCG choose
es joint co
ommissioniing arrang
gements a
as its
p
preferred m
model optiion for 201
15/16, the proforma will need to be sub
bmitted to NHS
E
England b
by 30th Jan
nuary 2015
5. The pro
oposal willl be agree
ed by the area team
m via
rregional moderation panels tha
at will conve
ene in Feb
bruary 2015
5, and if th
hey are asssured
tthat arrangements comply
c
wiith the leg
gal govern
nance fram
mework a
and constittution
a
amendmen
nts have be
een approvved. Once approved,, the CCG and NHS England w
will be
rrequired to
o sign a le
egally bindiing agreem
ment to co
onfirm how
w both parties will op
perate
u
under jointt arrangem
ments, with
h a view tto arrange
ements being implem
mented by April
2
2015. In th
he event the CCG pro
oposal in n
not recomm
mended forr approval, regional te
eams
w
will work with the CCG
C
and the area team to support tthe develo
opment of joint
a
arrangeme
ents.
13.18 IIt is anticip
pated that m
many CCG
Gs intend to
o enter into
o joint com
mmissioning
g arrangem
ments
ffor 2015/16 to see h
how the agenda devvelops, before deciding to take
e on deleg
gated
rresponsibillities from 2016/17. Should the
e CCG – ifi choosing
g the joint commissio
oning
m
model for 2015/16 – choose
e during 2015/16 tto termina
ate its co--commissio
oning
a
arrangeme
ent, this wo
ould need to be by mutual ag
greement w
with NHS England. If the
C
CCG chose to move
e towards d
delegated commissio
oning respo
onsibility, tthe CCG would
w
n
need to disscuss the proposal w
with the are
ea team and regiona
al team. Th
he timetable for
a
application
ns is curren
ntly being d
developed.
Assurance. The on-g
going assu
urance of p
primary ca
are co-com
mmissioning
g arrangem
ments
13.19 A
w
would be managed as part off the widerr CCG qua
arterly asssurance pro
ocess, ada
apted
a
according to the com
mmissioning
g function that the CCG is undertaking. N
NHS Engla
and is
ccurrently w
working witth CCGs tto co-deve
elop a revised appro
oach to the current CCG
a
assurance frameworkk for 2015/16.
13.20 B
Benefits/rissk. The be
enefits of jo
oint commissioning have
h
been articulated
d in 13.10. Key
rrisks of cho
oosing thiss option will be the ca
apacity and capabilitty demand on the CC
CG to
m
meet the additional
a
re
esponsibilities. The C
CCG, like a
all public bodies, hass had to pla
an for
a 10% red
duction in running ccosts from
m 2015/16 and curre
ently - in compariso
on to
n
neighbouring CCGs - has liittle resou
urce in te
erms of sstaff experrienced in
n the
ccommissioning of prrimary care
e. There iss also the
e risk – wh
hich is a cconcern sh
hared
a
across the country – that the e
existing prim
mary care commissio
oning supp
port resourrce at
a
area team level will begin to rreduce if o
other CCG
Gs progresss any plan
ns to recru
uit in-
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h
house – therefore lea
aving a gap
p in capacity and cap
pability at a
area team level as well as
ssupport to CCGs. The
ere are alsso reputatio
onal risks for
f the CCG
G to consid
der with reg
gards
tto failure to
o have ade
equate govvernance arrangeme
a
nts in placce to mitiga
ate the con
nflicts
o
of interest tthat co-com
mmissionin
ng presentss.
13.21 M
Model Option
O
C
C: Deleg
gated co
ommission
ning arra
angementts. Deleg
gated
ccommissioning offerrs an opp
portunity for
f
CCGs to assum
me full re
esponsibilityy for
ccommissioning general practice servicess. Howeverr, legally, NHS Engla
and retains the
rresidual lia
ability for th
he performa
ance of primary medical care co
ommissioning.
dised mod
del of delegated com
mmissioning
g responsibilities ha
as been ag
greed
13.22 A standard
a
and include
es:
 GMS, PMS and APMS contracts (inclluding the
e design off PMS and
d APMS
cts, monito
oring of co
ontracts, taking con
ntractual action, suc
ch as issuiing
contrac
branch//remedial notices, and removing a conttract)
 newly designed
d
e
enhanced services ((“Local En
nhanced S
Services (L
LES)” and
“Directe
ed Enhanc
ced Servic
ces (DES)””)
 design of local in
ncentive sc
chemes as
s an altern
native to th
he Quality
y and
Outcom
mes Frame
ework (QO
OF). Under delegated arrangeme
ents CCGss would havve
the abilitty to offer G
GP Practicces the opp
portunity to participate
e in a locally designed
contractt, sensitive to the dive
erse needss of their pa
articular co
ommunitiess
 this w
would be w
without preju
udice to th
he rights off practices to their GM
MS entitlem
ments
which
h are neg
gotiated an
nd agreed
d nationallyy. Any m
migration frrom a nattional
stand
dard contra
act could on
nly be affeccted throug
gh voluntarry action.
 there will be no
o formal ap
pprovals process for a CCG w
which wishe
es to deve
elop a
QOF
sche
eme
or
DES
S.
Howeve
er,
any
prop
posed
new
w
incentive
scheme
sh
hould
local
ubject to co
onsultation with the Lo
ocal Mediccal Committtee (LMC), and be ab
ble to
be su
demo
onstrate im
mproved ou
utcomes, re
educed ine
equalities and
a value for money. Ongoing
g assurance
e of new scchemes wo
ould form p
part of the CCG assurance proccess.
 the ability to esta
ablish new
w GP practices in an area
 this d
decision wo
ould be taken by the
e CCG and
d would ne
eed to com
mply with public
p
procu
urement regulations a
and with statutory gu
uidance on
n conflicts of interest. The
CCG would alsso be able
e to vary or renew existing co
ontracts fo
or primary care
ward new ones, depen
nding on lo
ocal circum
mstances.
provission, or aw
 approviing practic
ce mergerrs
 making decisions
s on ‘discrretionary’ payments
s (e.g., retu
urner/retainer
es).
scheme
 pooling
g of fundin
ng for inve
estment in primary m
medical ca
are service
es
ed arrange
ements, wh
here a CC
CG fails to secure an adequate
e supply off high
13.23 IIn delegate
q
quality prim
mary mediccal care, NHS Englan
nd may dire
ect a CCG to act. In delegated
d
- and
jjoint arrang
gements - where a CCG or a CCG an
nd NHS En
ngland are
e found to have
b
breached public pro
ocurement regulation
ns and/or statutory guidance on confliccts of
iinterest, Monitor mayy direct a C
CCG or a CCG and NHS Englland to actt. NHS Eng
gland
m
may, ultima
ately, revokke a CCG’s delegatio
on.
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13.24 IIn delegate
ed arrange
ements, wh
here a CC
CG fails to secure an adequate
e supply off high
q
quality prim
mary mediccal care, NHS Englan
nd may dire
ect a CCG to act. In delegated
d
- and
jjoint arrang
gements - where a CCG or a CCG and
d NHS En
ngland are found to have
b
breached public pro
ocurement regulation
ns and/or statutory guidance on confliccts of
iinterest, Monitor mayy direct a C
CCG or a CCG and NHS Englland to actt. NHS Eng
gland
m
may, ultima
ately, revokke a CCG’s delegatio
on.
ed commisssioning arrrangements, CCGs w
will remain
n accounta
able for me
eeting
13.25 IIn delegate
ttheir own pre-existin
ng statutoryy functionss, for insta
ance in relation to q
quality, fina
ancial
rresources and pub
blic particcipation. C
CCGs must ensure
e that an
ny govern
nance
a
arrangeme
ent they put in place d
does not co
ompromise
e their ability to fulfil their
t
dutiess, and
e
ensures th
hey are ab
ble to meaningfully engage p
patients an
nd the pub
blic in deccision
m
making.
NHS Eng
gland has develope
ed a mo
odel governance frramework for deleg
gated
13.26 N
ccommissioning arrangements in
n order to avoid the n
need for C
CCGs to de
evelop theirr own
m
model. The
e recomme
endation iss that CCG
Gs establissh a prima
ary care commissio
c
oning
c
committee
e to overssee the exxercise of the deleg
gated funcctions. A model
m
term
ms of
rreference ffor delegated commissioning a
arrangeme
ents includiing scheme of deleg
gation
h
has been supplied
s
to
o CCGs. Iff the CCG intends to
o assume d
delegated responsibilities,
w
we are en
ncouraged to use th
his framew
work which
h could be
e adapted to reflect local
a
arrangeme
ents and to ensure
e consisten
ncy with the CCGss’ particular govern
nance
sstructures.
NHS Engla
and has alsso provided
d a draft delegation, which is th
he formal d
document w
which
13.27 N
rrecords the
e delegatio
on of autho
ority by NHS
S England to CCGs. NHS England will isssue a
fformal dele
egation agrreement on
nce the app
provals pro
ocess is co
ompleted.
13.28 IIt is for C
CCGs to a
agree the full memb
bership of their prim
mary care commissio
oning
ccommittee, however CCGs will be require
ed to ensurre that it is chaired byy a lay me
ember
a
and has a lay and exxecutive ma
ajority. In th
he interestts of transp
parency an
nd the mitig
gation
o
of conflictss of interestt, a Healthw
watch Che
eshire East representa
ative and a Cheshire
e East
C
Council representativve from the Cheshire
e East Health and Wellbeing
W
B
Board will have
tthe right to
o join the joint committee as non-voting
g attendee
es. When considering
c
g the
m
membership of theirr committe
ees it will be importa
ant to reta
ain clinicall leadershiip for
ccommissioning
13.29 R
Resourcess and supp
port. Curre
ently there
e is no posssibility off additional administrrative
rresources being deployed, to CCGs,
C
for these servvices due to
t running cost restra
aints.
H
However u
under deleg
gated arrangements CCGs will have acccess to a fa
air share of
o the
a
area team
ms primary care com
mmissioning
Given the limited sizze of
g staff ressources. G
e
existing prrimary care
e teams, p
potentially o
only part-tiime capacity would b
be available for
iindividual C
CCGs.
Staffing models for tthese arrangements will vary a
across the
e country a
and will re
equire
13.30 S
ccareful discussion to
o ensure th
hat the pra
actical, lega
al and stafff engagem
ment issues are

Governin
ng Body 26
2 November 2014
Agenda Item 2.3
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APPEND
DIX A
REF: 14
41119 – Pracctices – Constitution ame
ends
1st Floor West Wing
New Alderrley Building
Macclesfield
M
D
District Gene
eral Hospital
Victoria Road
Macclesfield
M
Cheshire
e SK10 3BL

19 Novvember 2014

To
GP Lea
ads
Membe
er Practice
es of NHS Eastern
E
Ch
heshire CC
CG

Tel: 016
625 663746
Emaiil: jerry.hawke
er@nhs.net
www.eassterncheshire
eccg.nhs.uk



Dear C
Colleagues
Re: Co
o-commiss
sioning off primary m
medical care
c
servic
ces
Append
ded to thiss letter is a Governiing Body paper
p
whic
ch will be going to the
t
CCG
Govern
ning Bodyy meeting on the 2
26th Novem
mber 2014
4. This paaper descrribes the
optionss facing the
e CCG witth regards to the co-commissio
oning of prrimary med
dical care
service
es from 20
015/16 and
d 2016/17.. It builds
s on the in
nformation that was available
during the recentt workbook
k exercise tthat was undertaken across all peer grou
ups.
The pa
aper has be
een inform
med by the recent guidance from
m NHS Enggland entittled ‘Next
Steps towards primary
p
ca
are commiissioning’ which was releasedd on Mon
nday 11th
Novem
mber 2014 and whic
ch providess further clarity
c
regarding thee detail be
ehind the
three m
model optio
ons around
d co-comm
missioning, and the necessary aamendmen
nts to the
Constittution of the CCG
G which would allow
a
the CCG to enter in
nto joint
agreem
ments/committees with either another CCG
C
and/o
or NHS Enngland to exercise
its/theirr commissioning func
ctions.
It is th
he strong view and recommen
ndation off both Pau
ul and myyself that the
t
CCG
should
d proceed
d with co-c
commission
ning, amen
nding the Constitutio
C
on accordin
ngly. Our
view iss based on
o two sim
mple eme rging facts
s that hav
ve becom e apparen
nt in our
discusssions with practices, other CC Gs and NH
HS Englan
nd, and refflected in the
t latest
guidance:
 give
en the strong support of m
member practices
p
to progreess Prima
ary Care
transsformation
n, the only workable method to
o achieve this
t
is if thhe CCG takes local
ownership thro
ough co-co
ommission ing.
 the latest guid
dance does
s suggest an element of inevitability to this process and if
the CCG doess not prog
gress now , it may well
w find it mandatedd within the next 2
yearrs anyway..

Dr Paul Bo
owen BMBS MRCGP Cliinical Chair
Jerryy Hawker Chief Officer
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Our second recommendation is that the Governing Body be given delegated
authority by the member practices to consider the relative merits of all model options
and to debate and agree whether to progress, for 2015/16, with either:
a) greater involvement in primary care decision-making
b) joint commissioning arrangements
c) delegated commissioning arrangements
Whilst our personal view is that there is little practical difference between model option
b) and c) we do think it appropriate to have the debate and record the decision as
transparently as possible given the inevitable public scrutiny in co-commissioning.
We hope and trust that you will support our recommendations, but recognise that any
decision must have the majority backing of the member practices. If you are not
supportive of the above recommendations, please can you contact your peer group
representative by Tuesday 25th November 2014 and they will ensure that your views
are considered before any final decision is taken.
Following the Governing Body meeting on the 26th November 2014, further work will
continue to understand the implications of co-commissioning, assess and implement
any additional guidance and information that is due to come out and identify the
resources needed and process required to ensure the CCG is in a position to enact its
duties from the 1st April 2015.

Yours sincerely

Jerry Hawker
Chief Officer

Dr Paul Bowen BMBS MRCGP
General Practitioner
Chair, NHS Eastern Cheshire
CCG

CC: GP Peer Group leads:
Angela Wales – Bollington, Disley, Poynton
Dr Mike Clark – Macclesfield
Dr Jennifer Lawn – Knutsford
Joanne Morton – Alderley Edge, Chelford, Handforth, Wilmslow
Julie Sercombe – Congleton and Holmes Chapel

Page 2 of 2
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GOVERNING BODY MEETING
26th November 2014
Paper Title

Agenda Item 2.4

Amendments to the Constitution of NHS Eastern
Cheshire Clinical Commissioning Group

Purpose of paper
This paper outlines amendments to the Constitution of the Clinical Commissioning Group
(CCG) which will need to be approved by the GP Practice membership of the CCG and for
ratification by the Governing Body, prior to submission to NHS England.

Key points
 The amended Constitution needs to be submitted to NHS England by 9th January 2015.
Amendments include:
 The Scheme of Reservation and Delegation is now a separate document to allow for the
necessary process of revision to take place without the statutory constraints on
submission dates. Any changes will continue to be subject to the approval of the
membership and Governing Body.
 All statutory committee Terms of Reference have an assurance statement relating to the
management of risk, and revised statements aligning the committee roles and
responsibilities with the aims and objectives of the CCG, as recommended by the MIAA –
Committee effectiveness review 2013/14.
 Full revision of the Terms of Reference for the Remuneration Committee
 Significant revision of the Terms of reference for the Clinical Quality and Performance
Committee, including the membership of the committee.
 Minor amendments to the Governance and Audit Committee, including the responsibility
of reviewing and approving the Annual Accounts on behalf of the Governing Body.
 Minor typo corrections and alterations to reflect new governance structures and other
changes.
 Amendments to joint arrangements and inclusion of model wording for joint
commissioning arrangement with other CCGs and with NHS England

The Governing Body is asked to:
Approve
Ratify
Endorse



Decide
Note for information

Report Author
Matthew Cunningham
Corporate Services Manager

Contributors
Mike Purdie
Corporate Programmes and Governance Manager
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A
Amendm
ments to
o the Co
onstitutiion of N
NHS Eas
stern Ch
heshire
Clinical Commis
C
ssioning
g Group
p
1.

E
Executiv
ve Summ
mary

1.1

E
Every Clin
nical Comm
missioning Group (C
CCG) musst have a Constitutio
on and it must
ccomply with the particcular requirements off the NHS Act 2006 as
a amende
ed by the H
Health
a
and Social Care Act 2
2012 (‘the Act’).

1.2

T
The CCG Constitutio
on is a keyy documen
nt for each CCG thatt sets out vvarious ma
atters
iincluding th
he arrange
ements tha
at it has ma
ade to disccharge its functions a
and those of its
G
Governing Body; its key proce
esses for decision
d
m
making, (including arrangementts for
e
ensuring openness and tran
nsparency in the decision making o
of the clinical
ccommissioning group
p and its go
overning body) and a
arrangements for managing con
nflicts
o
of interest.

1.3

U
Under secction 14E of the Acct, the CC
CG may a
apply to N
NHS Engla
and to varry its
cconstitution
n (including doing so
s by varyying its are
ea or its list of mem
mbers). If NHS
E
England grrants the application, the variation to the C
Constitution
n will come
e into effectt.

1.4

T
The CCG has
h review
wed the guiidance aro
ound amending the Constitution
C
n and has m
made
tthe necesssary amen
ndments to
o the Con
nstitution in
n line with
h ‘Procedu
ures for clinical
ccommissioning group
p constitutio
on change, merger or dissolutio
on’.

1.5

D
Due to the
e timing off receiving additionall guidance
e with resp
pect to model wordin
ng for
C
CCG consstitutions in
n relation tto co-comm
missioning arrangem
ments, the CCG has been
u
unable to seek approval of the
e amendm
ments to the
e Constitution from its membe
ership
p
prior to the
e publicatio
on of this pa
aper.

1.6

T
The CCG has submiitted the proposed re
evisions to the CCG GP practicce membe
ership
rrequesting approval of the revvisions from
m the GP Practice m
membership ahead o
of the
th
G
Governing Body mee
eting on the
e 26 Nove
ember 2014
4. (Append
dix A).

1.7

S
Subject to confirmattion of the
e receipt o
of endorse
ement with
h regards to Constittution
a
amendmen
nts from att least 60%
% of the me
ember pracctices, the Governing
g Body is a
asked
tto ratify the
e revised C
CCG Consttitution (Ve
ersion 1.3). The revisions are cle
early outlin
ned in
tthe amend
dments log (Appendixx B) and h
highlighted within the
e full docum
ment (Appe
endix
C
C).

1.8

U
Upon ratifiication by the Goverrning Bodyy the CCG
G will be in a positio
on to makke an
a
application
n to NHS E
England th
hrough the
e regional CCG Assu
urance and Develop
pment
T
Team, Reg
gional Dire
ector of Op
perations and
a Deliverry by Frida
ay 9th Janu
uary 2015. The
C
CCG will a
also be sh
haring the revised Constitution
C
n with the
e area team’s Directtor of
O
Operationss and Delivvery before
e formally submitting
s
tthe applica
ation.
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1.9

N
NHS Engla
and will accknowledg
ge all applications within two w
weeks of rreceipt and
d will
n
notify the C
CCG in writting of the outcome o
of its decision within 8 weeks.

2.

R
Recomm
mendation
n(s)

2.1

The Goverrning Body is asked to
T
o:
 ratify the
e revised Constitution
C
n
 support the submiission of th
he applicattion to NHS England
d to make changes to the
onstitution
CCG Co

3.

R
Reasons
s for Recommend
dation(s)

3.1

A
Ahead of ssubmission
n to NHS E
England, Governing B
Body ratificcation is req
quired follo
owing
tthe approvval by a min
nimum of 6
60% the CC
CG GP Pra
actice mem
mbership.

4.

P
Peer Gro
oup Area / Town A
Area Affe
ected

4.1

A
All.

5.

P
Populatio
on Affected

5.1

A Eastern
All
n Cheshire patients

6.

F
Finance

6.1

N
None speccific to the
e submissio
on of the amendmen
nt constitu
ution. Amen
ndments to
o the
C
Constitution with resp
pects to co
o-commissioning arra
angementss, the development off joint
ccommitteess and pooled budgetss do have ffinancial im
mplications.

7.

Q
Quality
a
and Patie
ent Experience

7.1

N
None
speccific to the ssubmission
n of the am
mended con
nstitution.

8.

E
Equality

8.1

N
None
speccific to the ssubmission
n of the am
mended con
nstitution.

9.

L
Legal

9.1

The processs for seeking appro
T
oval followiing statuto
ory processses as outtlined within the
C
Constitutio
on.

10.

C
Commun
nication

10.1

P
Proposed revisions tto the CCG
G Constitu
ution were submitted to the CC
CG GP pra
actice
m
membership on Wed
dnesday 19th Novem
mber 2014, seeking approval
a
by Tuesdayy 25th
2
2014.

11.

B
Background and Options
s

11.1

IIn May 20
013 NHS England issued ‘P
Proceduress for cliniccal commiissioning g
group
cconstitution
n change, merger or dissolu
ution’ whicch set outt the proccedures in
n the
ccircumstan
nces where
e a CCG would
w
want to apply to
o NHS Eng
gland to make chang
ges to
iits constitution.
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11.2

A
Amendmen
nts to the CCG
C
Constitution covvers the folllowing are
eas:
 the Sche
eme of Re
eservation a
and Delegation is no
ow a separrate docum
ment to allo
ow for
the nece
essary pro
ocess of re
evision to ta
ake place without the
e statutoryy constraints on
submisssion dates.. Any chan
nges will continue
c
to
o be subje
ect to the approval
a
o
of the
memberrship and G
Governing Body
 all statuttory comm
mittee Term
ms of Referrence have
e an assura
ance statem
ment relating to
the man
nagement of risk, an
nd revised statementts aligning the comm
mittee roless and
responssibilities witth the aims and obje
ectives of the CCG, as recommended by the
MIAA – Committee
e effectiven
ness review
w 2013/14
 full revission of the Terms of R
Reference for the Rem
muneration
n Committe
ee
 significa
ant revision
n of the Terrms of refe
erence for the
t Clinicall Quality an
nd Perform
mance
Committtee, including the me
embership of
o the committee
 minor a
amendmen
nts to the
e Governa
ance and Audit C
Committee, including
g the
responssibility of rreviewing and
a
appro
oving the Annual
A
Acccounts on
n behalf of
o the
Governing Body
 minor tyypo corrections and a
alterations tto reflect new governance strucctures and other
changess
 amendm
ments around petitioning
 GP Peer Group ap
ppointmentts to the Go
overning Body
B
 voting rights on the
e Governin
ng Body
 amendm
ments to joint arran
ngements and inclu
usion of model wo
ording for joint
commisssioning arrrangement with otherr CCGs and
d with NHS
S England

11.3

T
There
are usually two
o opportunities a year to apply, in June an
nd Novemb
ber. Due to the
cchanges th
hat came into effect from 1st October
O
20
014 as a rresult of th
he passing
g of a
1
llegislative reform order (LRO) through Parliament a
and the ressulting chan
nges that would
w
b
be required
d in CCG C
Constitution
ns that wou
uld allow C
CCGs and N
NHS Engla
and to form
m joint
ccommitteess to exerccise their ffunctions, the
t
submisssion date
e for amen
ndment to CCG
tth
C
Constitutions was mo
oved from N
November 2014 to 9 January 2
2014.

11.4

The application will in
T
nclude:
 a copy o
of the ‘Change Log’, cclearly sign
nposting th
he amendm
ments (App
pendix B);
 a copy o
of the revissed CCG Constitution
C
n Version 1.3 (Appen
ndix C)
 a letter from the C
Chair and Chief
C
Officcer (serving
g as the re
equired se
elf-certificattion –
assurance that the co
onstitution continues to meet th
he requirem
ments
‘checklisst’) giving a
of the A
Act, and tthat the member
m
prractice pra
actices havve agreed
d the prop
posed
changess. This will be drafted
d post app
proval from the memb
bership and ratificatio
on by
the Governing Bod
dy
 a complleted ‘impa
act assessm
ment’ of th
he changess, which co
overs the ffactors req
quired
to be co
onsidered b
by NHS England set o
out with the
e guidance
e (Appendiix D).

1

http://w
www.legislatio
on.gov.uk/uksii/2014/2436/p
pdfs/uksi_201
142436_en.pdf
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12.

A
Access to
t furtherr informa
ation

12.1

F furtherr informatio
For
on relating tto this repo
ort contact:

Name
e
Desig
gnation
Date
Telephone
Email

13.

Matthew Cunningha
am
Corporate
e Services Manager
18/11/14
01625 66
63339
matthew.cunningha
am@nhs.ne
et

Append
dices

ndix A
Appen
Appen
ndix B
Appen
ndix C
Appen
ndix D

Letter to C
CCG GP Practice
P
Me
embership
Amendme
ents Log
CCG Con
nstitution V
V1.3
NHS Easstern Chesh
hire CCG Constitution
C
n Changess – Impact Assessme
ent
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Gove
ernance
e
Priorr Committtee Approval / Liink to oth
her Committees
Prior approval
a
re
equired from
m the GP P
Practice membership
p of the CC
CG

CCG Five Yea
ar Strategic Plan program
mme of w
work this report is
s linked tto
Caring
g Togetherr

Q
Quality Imp
provement

Menta
al Health & Alcohol

O
Other



CCG Five Yea
ar Strategic Plan ambition
ns addre
essed by this repo
ort
Increa
ase the num
mber of ou
ur citizens 
IIncrease th
he proportion of olde
er people 
having
g a positive
e experiencce of care
Reducce the ine
equalities in health
and ssocial carre acrosss Eastern
Chesh
hire



Ensure our citizzens accesss care to
h
s
standard
the highest
and are
proteccted from a
avoidable h
harm



Ensure that a
all those living in
Chesshire
sho
ould
be
Easterrn
suppo
orted by ne
ew, better integrated
comm
munity services



living independently at home and who
ffeel supporrted to man
nage their condition
IImprove th
he health-re
elated qua
ality of life
o
of our citizzens with one or m
more long
tterm conditions, inclu
uding mental health
cconditions
S
Secure ad
dditional ye
ears of life
e for the
ccitizens o
of Easterrn Chesh
hire with
ttreatable m
mental an
nd physica
al health
cconditions





Key IImplications of th
his reporrt – pleas
se indicate
Strategic
C
Consultatio
on & Engag
gement

Financce
E
Equality

Qualityy & Patientt Experiencce
L
Legal

Staff / Workforce
e






CCG Values s
supporte
ed by this
s report – please indicate
e
Valuin
ng People
IInnovation

Workin
ng Togethe
er
Q
Quality

Investting Responsibly





NHS Constitu
ution Values supp
ported by
y this rep
port – ple
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Jerryy Hawker Chief Officer
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The changes to the Constitution were scheduled and are not contingent on any
decisions around co-commissioning of primary medical care services, but in respect of
joint commissioning arrangements they reflect the requirement to amend the
Constitution as a result of the passing in Parliament of the Legislative Reform Order.
As outlined within the CCG Constitution, variations to the Constitution of the CCG
require the approval of the GP Practice membership. As such we are seeking from
each member practice of the CCG approval of the identified variations/amendments to
the CCG Constitution.
Please can confirmation of your approval of the amendments, or any additional
comments, be submitted by Tuesday 25th November 2014, to:
Matthew Cunningham, Corporate Services Manager, matthew.cunningham@nhs.net
01625 663339 or via your Peer Group Lead.
We appreciate that the timing to consider and return to the CCG this information is
quite tight but it is necessary so as to inform and allow the Governing Body to ratify the
decision of the membership.
Yours sincerely

Dr Paul Bowen BMBS MRCGP
General Practitioner
Chair, NHS Eastern Cheshire CCG

Jerry Hawker
Chief Officer

CC: GP Peer Group leads:
Dr Mike Clark – Macclesfield
Dr Jennifer Lawn – Knutsford
Joanne Morton – Alderley Edge, Chelford, Handforth, Wilmslow
Julie Sercombe – Congleton and Holmes Chapel

Enc: Paper for Governing Body

Page 2 of 2
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Appendix B

NHS Eastern Cheshire CCG Constitution Changes

LOG OF AMENDMENTS TO THE CONSTITUTION – 2014
Amendments to the constitution included in Version 1.3
Page and paragraph numbers refer to Version 1.3 of the constitution.
Deletions are formatted as follows: deletion
Insertions are formatted as follows: Insertion
Ref.
All
3.1.1
Page
10

Page
17
Page
32

Change
Changed incorrect title from Quality and Performance Committee to Clinical
Quality and Performance Committee
Changed incorrect address for Priorisleigh to:
Priorsleigh Medical Centre,
Civic Centre
Poynton
Stockport
SK12 1GP
5.1.2 Removal of bullet point (C)
Chairing the East Cheshire Partnership Board
Amendments to Joint Arrangements
6.6
Joint arrangements
6.6.1 Employment and delivery. The group has entered into joint employment
and delivery arrangements with the following clinical commissioning group(s)
and or other bodies:
a) Joint arrangements for the Provision of Medicines Management with
NHS Vale Royal and NHS South Cheshire CCGs
b) Joint arrangements for the Provision of Continuing Healthcare and
Complex Care with NHS Vale Royal CCG, NHS South Cheshire
CCG, NHS Western Cheshire CCG and NHS Wirral CCG.
6.6.2 Joint Commissioning with other Clinical Commissioning Groups.
The clinical commissioning group may wish to work together with other
CCGs in the exercise of its commissioning functions
6.6.2.1 The CCG may make arrangements with one or more CCG in respect of:
a) delegating any of the CCG’s commissioning functions to another
CCG;
b) exercising any of the commissioning functions of another CCG; or
c) exercising jointly the commissioning functions of the CCG and
another CCG
6.6.2.2 For the purposes of the arrangements described at paragraph 6.6.2.1,
the CCG may:

make payments to another CCG;
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receive payments from another CCG;
make the services of its employees or any other resources
available to another CCG; or
receive the services of the employees or the resources available to
another CCG.

6.6.2.3 Where the CCG makes arrangements which involve all the CCGs
exercising any of their commissioning functions jointly, a joint committee
may be established to exercise those functions.
6.6.2.4 For the purposes of the arrangements described at paragraph 6.6.2.1,
the CCG may establish and maintain a pooled fund made up of
contributions by any of the CCGs working together pursuant to paragraph
6.6.2.1 (c). Any such pooled fund may be used to make payments
towards expenditure incurred in the discharge of any of the
commissioning functions in respect of which the arrangements are made.
6.6.2.5 Where the CCG makes arrangements with another CCG as described at
paragraph 6.6.2.1, the CCG shall develop and agree with that CCG an
agreement setting out the arrangements for joint working, including
details of:






how the parties will work together to carry out their commissioning
functions;
the duties and responsibilities of the parties;
how risk will be managed and apportioned between the parties;
financial arrangements, including, if applicable, payments towards a
pooled fund and management of that fund;
contributions from the parties, including details around assets,
employees and equipment to be used under the joint working
arrangements.

6.6.2.6 The liability of the CCG to carry out its functions will not be affected
where the CCG enters into arrangements pursuant to paragraph 6.6.2.1.
6.6.2.7 The CCG will act in accordance with any further guidance issued by
NHS England on co-commissioning.
6.6.2.8 Only arrangements that are safe and in the interests of patients
registered with member practices will be approved by the governing body.
6.6.2.9 The governing body of the CCG shall require, in all joint commissioning
arrangements, that the lead clinician and lead manager of the lead CCG
make a quarterly written report to the governing body and hold at least
annual engagement events to review aims, objectives, strategy and
progress and publish an annual report on progress made against
objectives.
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6.6.2.10 Should a joint commissioning arrangement prove to be unsatisfactory
the governing body of the CCG can decide to withdraw from the
arrangement, but has to give six months’ notice to partners, with new
arrangements starting from the beginning of the next new financial year.
6.6.3 Joint commissioning arrangements with NHS England for the
exercise of CCG functions
6.6.3.1 The CCG may wish to work together with NHS England in the exercise
of its commissioning functions.
6.6.3.2 The CCG and NHS England may make arrangements to exercise any of
the CCG’s commissioning functions jointly.
6.6.3.3 The arrangements referred to in paragraph 6.6.3.2 may include other
CCGs.
6.6.3.4 Where joint commissioning arrangements pursuant to 6.6.3.2 are
entered into, the parties may establish a joint committee to exercise the
commissioning functions in question.
6.6.3.5 Arrangements made pursuant to 6.6.3.2 may be on such terms and
conditions (including terms as to payment) as may be agreed between
NHS England and the CCG.
6.6.3.6 Where the CCG makes arrangements with NHS England (and another
CCG if relevant) as described at paragraph 6.6.3.2, the CCG shall
develop and agree with NHS England a framework setting out the
arrangements for joint working, including details of:
 How the parties will work together to carry out their commissioning
functions;
 The duties and responsibilities of the parties;
 How risk will be managed and apportioned between the parties;
 Financial arrangements, including, if applicable, payments towards a
pooled fund and management of that fund;
 Contributions from the parties, including details around assets,
employees and equipment to be used under the joint working
arrangements; and
6.6.3.7 The liability of the CCG to carry out its functions will not be affected
where the CCG enters into arrangements pursuant to paragraph 6.6.3.2.
6.6.3.8 The CCG will act in accordance with any further guidance issued by
NHS England on co-commissioning.
6.6.3.9 Only arrangements that are safe and in the interests of patients
registered with member practices will be approved by the governing body.
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6.6.3.10 The governing body of the CCG shall require, in all joint commissioning
arrangements that Accountable Officer of the CCG make a quarterly
written report to the governing body and hold at least annual engagement
events to review aims, objectives, strategy and progress and publish an
annual report on progress made against objectives.
6.6.3.11 Should a joint commissioning arrangement prove to be unsatisfactory
the governing body of the CCG can decide to withdraw from the
arrangement, but has to give six months’ notice to partners, with new
arrangements starting from the beginning of the next new financial year
after the expiration of the six months’ notice period.
6.6.4 Joint commissioning arrangements with NHS England for the
exercise of NHS England’s functions
6.6.4.1 The CCG may wish to work with NHS England and, where applicable,
other CCGs, to exercise specified NHS England functions.
6.6.4.2 The CCG may enter into arrangements with NHS England and, where
applicable, other CCGs to:
 Exercise such functions as specified by NHS England under
delegated arrangements;
 Jointly exercise such functions as specified with NHS England.
6.6.4.3 Where arrangements are made for the CCG and, where applicable,
other CCGs to exercise functions jointly with NHS England a joint
committee may be established to exercise the functions in question.
6.6.4.4 Arrangements made between NHS England and the CCG may be on
such terms and conditions (including terms as to payment) as may be
agreed between the parties.
6.6.4.5 For the purposes of the arrangements described at paragraph 6.6.4.2,
NHS England and the CCG may establish and maintain a pooled fund
made up of contributions by the parties working together. Any such
pooled fund may be used to make payments towards expenditure
incurred in the discharge of any of the commissioning functions in respect
of which the arrangements are made.
6.6.4.6 Where the CCG enters into arrangements with NHS England as
described at paragraph 6.6.4.2, the parties will develop and agree a
framework setting out the arrangements for joint working, including details
of:
 How the parties will work together to carry out their commissioning
functions;
 The duties and responsibilities of the parties;
 How risk will be managed and apportioned between the parties;
 Financial arrangements, including payments towards a pooled fund
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and management of that fund;
Contributions from the parties, including details around assets,
employees and equipment to be used under the joint working
arrangements.

6.6.4.7 The liability of NHS England to carry out its functions will not be affected
where it and the CCG enter into arrangements pursuant to paragraph
6.6.4.2.
6.6.4.8 The CCG will act in accordance with any further guidance issued by
NHS England on co-commissioning.
6.6.4.9 Only arrangements that are safe and in the interests of patients
registered with member practices will be approved by the governing body.
6.6.4.10The governing body of the CCG shall require, in all joint commissioning
arrangements that the Accountable Officer of the CCG make a quarterly
written report to the governing body and hold at least annual engagement
events to review aims, objectives, strategy and progress and publish an
annual report on progress made against objectives.
6.6.4.11 Should a joint commissioning arrangement prove to be unsatisfactory
the governing body of the CCG can decide to withdraw from the
arrangement, but has to give six months’ notice to partners, with new
arrangements starting from the beginning of the next new financial year
after the expiration of the six months’ notice period.
Page
37

6.7.2 Removed bullet point (c)
c) General Practice Representative (Leadership Role). A maximum of two
additional General Practice representatives working in a leadership capacity
for the CCG can be asked to sit on the Governing
and reordered the remaining bullet points in 6.7.3
Added
6.7.2.1

6.7.2.2

The Governing Body may invite such other person(s) to attend all or
any of its meetings, or part(s) of a meeting, in order to assist it in its
decision-making and in its discharge of its functions as it sees fit. Any
such person may speak and participate in debate, but may not vote.
The Governing Body will invite the following individuals to attend any or
all of its meetings and participate in the way described in paragraph
6.7.2.1:
a) One Senior Public Health representative from Cheshire East
Council
a) General Practice Representative (Leadership Role). A
maximum of two additional General Practice representatives
working in a leadership capacity for the CCG can be asked to
sit on the Governing Body
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b) Executive Directors. A maximum of two additional CCG Executive
Directors can be asked to sit on the Governing Body

Page
55

The Scheme of Reservation and Delegation requires a complete review and
update. In order to facilitiate this, it has been removed from the constitution and
held as a separate document, which can be ratified by the governing body and
membership without submitting it as a constitutional change.
10.2

Standing Orders

10.2.1 This constitution is also informed by a number of documents which
provide further details on how the group will operate. These are
ratified by the Governing Body and published on the NHS Eastern
Cheshire CCG public facing website. They are the group’s:
a) Standing orders (Appendix E)(Appendix F) – which sets out the
arrangements for meetings and the appointment processes to
elect the group’s representatives and appoint to the group’s
committees, including the Governing Body
b) Scheme of reservation and delegation (published on the CCG
website) (Appendix E) – which sets out those decisions that are
reserved for the membership as a whole and those decisions that
are the responsibilities of the group’s Governing Body, the
Governing Body’s committees and sub-committees, the group’s
committees and sub-committees, individual members and
employees
c) Prime financial policies (Appendix I) (Appendix I)(Appendix J)
– which sets out the arrangements for managing the group’s
financial affairs
Page
67
Page
77

Page

Appendix C: Revised the Seven Key Principles of the NHS Constitution to reflect
the updated 2013 NHS Constitution
Inserted new bullet point
2.2.14 T)
In exceptional circumstances where a peer group area is unable to identify a
candidate who is able/willing to take up a three year tenure, and/or where a
candidate from one of the other peer groups areas has also not been identified
and/or approved to take on the role of Peer Group Lead for the area in question,
the Chair of the Governing Body can authorise the Accountable Officer to
investigate and offer alternative arrangements to secure Locality Peer Group
representation on the Governing Body. This could include, but not limited to,
reducing the tenure of appointment, increasing number of candidates appointed
on a rotating/role share arrangement for the three year tenure or other such
arrangement as identified. Candidates would still be subject to the terms
outlined in 2.2.14 paragraphs r) and s)
Inserted
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83

The Senior Public Health Representative as listed in paragraph 6.7.2 of the
group’s constitution, is subject to the following appointment process:

Page
84

Inserted
2.2.23 The roles and responsibilities of each of these key roles are set out either
in paragraph 6.7.2 or 6.7.2.2 or Chapter 7 of the group’s constitution.

Page
84

3.3
Petitions
Removed
3.3.1 Where a petition has been received by the group, the Chair of the
Governing Body shall include the petition as an item for the agenda of the
next meeting of the Governing Body.
Inserted
3.3.1 NHS Eastern Cheshire CCG welcomes petitions and recognises that
petitions are one way in which the citizens of Eastern Cheshire can let us know
of their concerns.
3.3.2 The CCG will treat as a petition any communication which is signed by or
sent to us on behalf of a number of people. For practical purposes, the
CCG sets the following requirements before considering a petition:
Category

Brief Description

Ordinary petition
Petition requiring
response

A petition requesting action by the CCG
Any petition above a set threshold which
requests an action or response by the
Executive Team of the CCG
Any petition above a set threshold which
will require the petition to be considered
as an agenda item at the next meeting
of the Governing Body

Petition requiring
debate

3.3.3

Pages
91,99
and 105
Pages:
97,104
and 108

Signatory
Threshold
Minimum of 10
1,000

2,000

Written petitions can be sent to the Corporate Services Manager,
Corporate Services, NHS Eastern Cheshire CCG, Floor 1, West Wing,
New Alderley House, Victoria Road, Macclesfield, Cheshire, SK10 3BL
or email ecccg.easterncheshirecommunications@nhs.net

Inserted new ECCCG structure diagram as at September 2014 and updated
individual committee diagrams.
Added 3 paragraphs re Assurance framework , to Terms of Reference for
Clinical Quality & Performance, Remuneration and Governance and Audit
Committees
Assurance Framework
The Governing Body gains assurance that the organisation is operating within its
defined parameters through the Governing Body Assurance Framework. This
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provides information on significant strategic risks that may affect the
organisation and information on how those risks are being managed..
In order to facilitate this process, the “Risk Register” will be a standing item on
the committee agenda, where risks are identified within the committee and
evaluated and where appropriate, recorded or amended on the committees risk
register.
An updated copy of the risk register will be sent to the PMO or equivalent within
10 working days of a committee meeting having been held. This will then be
added to the “Corporate Risk Register” and form part of the Governing Body
Assurance Framework

Page
93

Governance & Audit Committee
Added in the following:
2.1 Remit and Responsibilities. The duties of the Governance and Audit
Committee will be driven by the priorities, strategic aims and objectives
identified by the NHS Eastern Cheshire Clinical Commissioning Group
Governing Body.

Page
95

2.11 Annual Accounts. The committee will review and approve the annual
accounts on behalf of the Governing Body.

Page
96

Amended 4.3 as agreed at the 10th September 2014 Governance and Audit
meeting:
4.3 A quorum necessary for the Governance and Audit Committee to undertake
its business is defined as:
Chair (or nominated Deputy Chair)
 One of the following in addition to the Chair/Deputy Chair
 Lay Member or General Practice Representative from the Governing
Body

Page
97

Amended paragraph title from Meeting Frequency to 5.0 Meeting Frequency &
Reporting Arrangements
Added in
5.4 The minutes of each meeting will go to the NHS Eastern Cheshire Clinical
Commissioning Group Governing Body.

Page
99

Remuneration Committee: Note these changes to the Remuneration
Committee Terms of Reference were ratified by the Remuneration Committee
on 4th August 2014
Introduction
1.1

The Remuneration Committee (the committee Committee) is
established in accordance with NHS Eastern Cheshire Clinical
Commissioning Group’s(CCG) constitution.
These terms of
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reference set out the membership, remit, responsibilities and
reporting arrangements of the committee and shall have effect as if
incorporated upon incorporation into the constitution. CCGs
Constitution and Standing Orders.
The Committee is a Non-Executive formal Sub Committee of the
Clinical Commissioning Group CCG Governing Body and has no
delegated
executive powers other than those specifically
delegated in as specified within these Terms of Reference.
The purpose/role of the Committee will be to make have the
responsibility of reviewing and monitoring those risks within the
Governing Body Assurance Framework appropriate to the remit of
Committee, ensuring that any identified risks allocated to the
Committee are actioned appropriately and that assurances are
sought. It will also be responsible for providing assurance to the
Governing Body that all corporate duties in relation to this agenda are
compliant and in line with corporate aims and objectives.

The Remuneration Committee will also be responsible for making
recommendations to the Clinical Commissioning Group Governing
Body on determinations about the remuneration matters and
determinations about pay, fees, other allowances and terms
remuneration of service for CCG employees of the Clinical
Commissioning Group and people who provide services to the
Clinical Commissioning Group and determination about
allowances under any pension scheme it might establish as an
alternative to the NHS pension scheme. These recommendations
on Agenda for Change (AFC) and non AFC contracts This will
include:




All aspects of salary (including any performance-related
elements/ bonuses)
Provisions for other benefits, including pensions and cars
Arrangements for termination of employment and other
contractual arrangements

2.0 Remit and Responsibilities of the Committee
2.1

In order to fulfil its role effectively, the Committee will:




Ensure that its staff are fairly rewarded having proper regard to
the organisation’s circumstances and performance and to the
provisions of any national arrangements or guidance where
appropriate.
Determine the remuneration packages of each governing body
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member including, where appropriate, bonuses and incentive
payments; having regard as required to any national policy or
guidance.
Determine the policy for and scope of termination/redundancy
payments whilst ensuring they are in accordance with national
guidelines.
Determine any major changes in remuneration structures within
the Clinical Commissioning Group.
Determine policy on Clinical Commissioning Group specific
terms and conditions of service.
Determine expenses policy for the Clinical Commissioning
Group.
Determine relocation policy for the Clinical Commissioning
Group.

2.0 Membership
2.1

The committee Committee shall be appointed by NHS Eastern
Cheshire Clinical Commissioning Group as set out in its
constitution and may include individuals who are not on the
governing body, but must exclude the Chair of the Clinical
Commissioning Group.

2.2

The membership will be made up of the following the CCG from
amongst its Governing Body members of the governing body, plus
any other representatives that are required to attend as
determined by the committee Committee. The Committee
membership will consist of:

Member
Lay Member (Governance & Audit)Representative – Chair
Lay MembersMember Representatives
General Practice Locality Peer Group Representatives (Max of 2)
Registered Nurse on the Governing Body
Secondary Care Doctor on the Governing Body
By Standing Invitation
Chief Officer (CCG Accountable Officer (Chief Officer))
Director of Finance & Governance CCG Corporate Services
Manager
Human Resources HR Advisor
CCG Administrative (Secreterial) Support

Voting
Right
Yes
Yes

No
No
No

Appropriate HR advice will be invited as required.
Other senior managers No voting member will hold a contract of employment
with the CCG other than that for their duties and commitments as a member of
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the Governing Body.
2.2

The total number of voting members cannot exceed 50% of the voting
members of the Governing Body membership
2.3 Relevant Managers / Officers and external advisers will be invited to
attend when they have papers to present. External advisers may be
invited to attend for all or part of any meeting in line with agenda items as
and when appropriate.
2.5 No committee attendee shall participate in any discussion or decision on
their own remuneration without having first submitted a Declaration of
Interest.
2.6 Members of the Committee will be listed in the CCG annual report and
accounts
3.0 Remit and Responsibililities of the Committee
3.1

In order to fulfil its role effectively, the Committee will:
 review and approve the application of national guidance related to
remuneration and conditions of service for the CCG workforce
under AfC and non-AfC terms and conditions (T&C’s)
 to ratify any amendments or variations to the CCG Governing
Body recruitment and appointment policy as set out in the CCG
Constitution
 to ratify the appointment process for any CCG employees onto the
Governing Body, including job description, remuneration and
T&Cs, where not covered in the CCG Constitution
 determine allowances under any pension scheme the CCG might
establish as an alternative to the NHS pension scheme
 review and consider evidence collected regarding the performance
of the Accountable Officer and other senior team members on
VSM or other non AfC Contracts when determining annual salary
awards
 approve the severance payments of the GP Chair, Accountable
Officer, Chief Finance Officer and of other senior staff on VSM or
other non AfC Contracts
 have the responsibility of reviewing and monitoring those risks
within the Governing Body Assurance Framework appropriate to
the remit of Committee, and to ensure that any identified risks
allocated to the Committee are actioned appropriately and that
assurances are sought.
 Receive for information the minutes of the CCG Workforce
Committee

3.2 In making its recommendations and decsisions the Committee will take into
account:
 provisions of any national guidance arrangements
 relevant legislation (in particular anti-discrimination and equal pay
legislation)
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4.0

best practice and affordability
employee relations and relevant staffing matters within the CCG
remuneration levels elsewhere in the NHS and other relevant
labour markets
trends and developments in non-pay benefits and terms and
conditions
organisational performance
auditor requirements
existing terms and conditions of service
statutory health and safety legislation and best practice
CCG values and principals.

Meeting Arrangements
4.1

The position of Chair of the Remuneration Committee will be held
by an appointed Lay Member of the NHS Eastern Cheshire Clinical
Commissioning Group CCG Governing Body and will can only be
deputised by another lay member. Both Lay Member of the NHS
Eastern Cheshire CCG Governing Body. In the position of Chair,
the postholder will:
 Encourage
encourage
contributions
from
all
members/attendees
 Promote promote a culture of openness, transparency,
constructive challenge and honesty
 Facilitate facilitate discussion to ensure the outcomes are
concise and focused and that the meetings run to time.

4.2

An appointed secretary will be responsible for supporting the Chair
in the preparation and circulation of agendas, papers and minutes.
The secretary will take minutes

4.3

Quorate: A quorum necessary for the Remuneration Committee to
undertake its business is defined as:




4.4

CommitteeChair ( or nominated Deputy Chair )
At least One Lay Member
One other Committee members, one of which must either be a:
o Lay Member
o General Practice Locality Peer Group Representative
o Registered Nurse on the following: Governing Body
 Lay Member
 Secondary Care Doctor on the Governing Body

The Remuneration Committee should (at least annually) review its
own performance, membership and Terms of Reference to ensure
it has discharged its functions as intended. Any changes to the
Terms of Reference should be approved by the Governing Body.
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4.5

The minutes of the Committee shall be formally recorded by the
Committee Secretary and submitted to the Governing Body. The
Chair of the Committee shall draw to the attention of the Governing
Body any issues that require disclosure or require executive
action.

4.5

The Committee is authorised by the Governing Body to investigate
any activity within its terms of reference. It is authorised to seek
any information it requires from any employee.

4.6

The Committee is authorised by the Governing Body to obtain
outside legal or other independent professional advice and to
secure the attendance of advisers with relevant experience and
expertise if it considers this necessary.

4.7

Matters for consideration by the Committee may be nominated by
any member of the Committee or the Chief Officer (Accountable
Officer) or appropriate Human Resource HR representative.

4.8

The committee Committee shall have the delegated authority to
commission, review and authorise policies that are linked to its key
duties and where specifically delegated by the Governing Body.

4.9

Reporting. Following a Committee meeting the draft minutes will
be sent to all Committee members within ten working days of the
meeting and ratified by a quorate number of Committee members
within five working days of the draft minutes being sent out. No
decisions or actions will be enacted until the Chair signals
approval of the ratified minutes to the Accountable Officer and HR
Advisor.
 Ratified copies of the minutes will be submitted to the
Governing Body.

Meeting Frequency
5.1

The meeting frequency Committee shall be held meet as a
minimum on four occasions during the financial year. When as
required but not less than twice a year. Additional additional
meetings may be called if required. All meetings will set a date
which will enable the collection and production of reports in a
timely manner. by the Chair of the Committee and Accountable
Officer.

5.2

All agenda items will be subject to the approval by the
Remuneration Committee Chair and Accountable Officer and will
be required at least ten working days prior to the meeting date.

5.3

Agenda: Members shall be notified at least ten working days in
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advance that a meeting is due to take place.
5.4 Agendas and papers will be issued electronically one week
prior to reports shall be distributed to members five working days
in advance of the meeting (paper copies will be date. However, in
exceptional circumstances, to ensure confidentiality of
proceedings, it may be necessary for reports to only be made
available by request) on the day of the meeting. This will be at the
determination of the Committee Chair.
6.0

Declarations of Interest Conduct

6.1

Individuals contracted to work with or appointed to the group’s
committees will comply with the group’s standard of business
conduct policy including the requirements for declaring conflicts of
interest. All members are required to make open and honest
declarations of the interest at the commencement of each meeting
or to notify the Committee Chair of any actual, potential or
perceived conflict of interest in advance of the meeting.

6.2

In order to facilitate this process, “Declaration of interests” will be a
standing item on all agendas and copies of the ratified minutes will
be sent to the Governance Manager for the purposes of
maintaining the register of interests.

6.3

All new declarations of interest must be notified to the
“Accountable Officer” within 28 days of a member taking office of
any interests requiring registrations, or within 28 days of a change
to a member’s registered interests. Copies of these notifications
should be sent to the Corporate Programmes & Governance
Manager. All members are required to uphold the Nolan Principles
and all other relevant NHS Code of Conduct requirements.
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Page
105

Clinical Quality and Performance Committee – the changes are outlined in
this section

Member

Voting Right

GP Lead for Clinical Quality

Yes

GP Member fo Clinical Leadership Team

Yes

Executive GP for Business Management Team

Yes

Executive GP for Clinical Leadership Team

Yes

Quality & Performance Manager or Commissioning
Director Head of Business Management as deputy

Yes

Registered Nurse Governing Body Member

Yes

Secondary Care Doctor Governing Body Member

Yes

Lay Member (s) of Governing Body

Yes

Head of Clinical Developments and Health Outcomes

Yes

Relevant members of the Executive Team Governing
Body, Commissioning Managers and other personnel will
be invited to attend meetings as appropriate

No

Corporate Risk Manager CWW CSS NWCSUr

No

Quality and Perfomance Analysts

No

3. Chair & Secretary





The role of Chair of the Clinical Quality and Performance Committee will be
undertaken by a clinically qualified member of the CCG Governing Body
Executive GP/Registered Nurse
The role of deputy Chair of the Clinical Quality and Performance Committee
will be undertaken by a clinically qualified member of the CCG Governing
Body Executive GP/Registered Nurse
The Quality and Performance Manager will be responsible for providing the
meeting with relevant reports and documentation
The administration of the meeting will be by the CCG Corporate
Administration team, who will be responsible for supporting the Chair in the
preparation and circulation of agendas, papers and minutes.

7. Remit and responsibilities of the committee
7.1To assure the NHS Eastern Cheshire Clinical Commissioning Group Board
Governing Body (CCG) that there is effective scrutiny relating to areas of
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concern and achievement that affect patient safety by reviewing the following
areas by provider directly commissioned by NHS Eastern Cheshire Clinical
Commissioning Group:









patient experience
patient safety incidents or serious untoward incidents
complaints, PALs and professional concerns trends
mortality and morbidity data
progress against CQUIN
key national targets
Adult and Children’s Safeguarding
other issues will be raised as necessary

7.2
To approve the annual quality improvement priorities, and objectives,
contained within the Operational Plan and to agree the key information
requirements to monitor progress to meet these objectives.
8

Relationship with the Governing Body

8.1 The minutes of each meeting will go to the NHS Eastern Cheshire Clinical
Commissioning Group Governing Body. This will include a summary
performance against the agreed objectives in the CCG operational plan.
9

Policy and Best Practice
9.1 The members of the Committee will make their contributions
concisely and keep focused on the desired outcomes applying best
practice in their decision making.
9.2 The Committee will request any reports or surveys they deem
necessary to fulfil their obligations.
9.3 The committee shall have the delegated authority to commission,
review and authorise policies that are linked to its key duties and where
specifically delegated by the Governing Body.
9.3 Individuals contracted to work with the groups committees will
comply with the group’ standard of business conduct policy including
the requirements for declaring conflicts of interest. In order to
facilitate this process, “Declaration of interests” will be a standing
item on all committee and sub-committee agendas

Date Agreed – 1 October 2014 25th April 2012. Reviewed 27th June in line
with National Template.

End
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FOREWORD
We are proud to introduce the Con
nstitution for
f the NHS
S Eastern Cheshire Clinical
Com
mmissionin
ng Group. The consttitution builds on a lon
ng and succcessful history of
workking togeth
her across
s the 23 G
General Pra
actices in Eastern C
Cheshire, with
w our
stakkeholders and
a most im
mportantlyy our local people and
d their com
mmunities.
Thiss constitution sets out
o the arrrangemen
nts made by NHS E
Eastern Cheshire
Clinical Comm
missioning Group to m
meet its re
esponsibilitties for com
mmissionin
ng care
for tthe people
e in Easterrn Cheshirre. It describes the governingg principles
s, rules
and procedures that the grou
up has established
e
d to ensuure probity and
acco
ountability in the day to day rrunning of the clinica
al commisssioning grroup; to
ensu
ure that decisions
d
are
a taken in an ope
en and transparent w
way and that
t
the
interrests of pa
atients and the publicc remain ce
entral to the
e goals of the group..
As a new org
ganisation we are cclear that we need to embraace new ways
w
of
h
made
e engagem
ment with patients, public,
p
cliniicians and
d staff a
workking. We have
high
h priority. Our
O vision and value
es are alre
eady becom
ming embeedded in the
t way
we w
work and our
o philoso
ophy of “on
ne team, working
w
together” to ssupport a clinically
c
led ccommissio
oning organ
nisation is taking sha
ape.
Insp
piring bette
er health is
s not just our vision; it is a co
ommitmentt to empow
wer our
patie
ents, comm
munities, clinicians
c
a
and stakeho
olders to jo
oin a journ ey to imprrove the
health and wellbeing
w
of
o our co
ommunities
s through influence,, ownersh
hip and
perssonal involvement.
We have set out
o three cllear aims a
as an organisation:
 to supp
port our pop
pulation to
o stay healtthy
 to help patients access integ
grated serv
vices first time,
t
everyy time
 to ensu
ure our se
ervices are
e safe, high quality and
a
providde the bes
st value
care
Thro
ough our Governing Body m
meetings in public, annual reports, member
m
pracctices, patient enga
agement events an
nd media communnications we
w are
com
mmitted to keeping our patien
nts, comm
munities and partneers informe
ed and
invo
olved in our progress in meeting
g our aims and in dellivering on our plans.
Ourr constitutio
on applies to all of o
our membe
ers; to ourr employeees and to anyone
o is a mem
mber of the group’s G
Governing Body,
B
its committeess, sub-com
mmittees
who
or a
anyone else
e acting on
n behalf of the group.
We are proud of our achievementts so far and look forward to a future wh
here we
will see real and
a
substa
antive prog
gress in providing th
he best quuality care for the
population of Eastern
E
Ch
heshire.

Dr P
Paul Bowe
en

Jerry Hawker
H

NHS Easstern Cheshire
e Clinical Com
mmissioning Grroup - Constitution
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Executive Chair

Chief Officer

1.

INTRODUCTION AND COMMENCEMENT

1.1.

Name

1.1.1. The name of this clinical commissioning group is NHS Eastern Cheshire
Clinical Commissioning Group.
1.2.

Statutory Framework

1.2.1. Clinical commissioning groups are established under the Health and
Social Care Act 2012 (“the 2012 Act”).1 They are statutory bodies which
have the function of commissioning services for the purposes of the health
service in England and are treated as NHS bodies for the purposes of the
National Health Service Act 2006 (“the 2006 Act”).2 The duties of clinical
commissioning groups to commission certain health services are set out
in section 3 of the 2006 Act, as amended by section 13 of the 2012 Act,
and the regulations made under that provision.3
1.2.2. The NHS Commissioning Board (hereafter referred to as NHS England) is
responsible for determining applications from prospective groups to be
established as clinical commissioning groups4 and undertakes an annual
assessment of each established group.5 It has powers to intervene in a
clinical commissioning group where it is satisfied that a group is failing or
has failed to discharge any of its functions or that there is a significant risk
that it will fail to do so.6
1.2.3. Clinical commissioning groups are clinically led membership organisations
made up of general practices. The members of the clinical commissioning
group are responsible for determining the governing arrangements for
their organisations, which they are required to set out in a constitution.7

1
2

3

4
5
6
7

See section 1I of the 2006 Act, inserted by section 10 of the 2012 Act
See section 275 of the 2006 Act, as amended by paragraph 140(2)(c) of Schedule 4 of the
2012 Act
Duties of clinical commissioning groups to commission certain health services are set out in
section 3 of the 2006 Act, as amended by section 13 of the 2012 Act
See section 14C of the 2006 Act, inserted by section 25 of the 2012 Act
See section 14Z16 of the 2006 Act, inserted by section 26 of the 2012 Act
See sections 14Z21 and 14Z22 of the 2006 Act, inserted by section 26 of the 2012 Act
See in particular sections 14L, 14M, 14N and 14O of the 2006 Act, inserted by section 25 of
the 2012 Act and Part 1 of Schedule 1A to the 2006 Act, inserted by Schedule 2 to the 2012
Act and any regulations issued
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1.3.

Status of this Constitution

1.3.1. This constitution is made between the members of NHS Eastern Cheshire
Clinical Commissioning Group and has effect from 1st April 2013 when
NHS England established the group8

8
9

1.3.2.

The constitution will be published on the group’s website. Hard copies can
be obtained by contacting NHS Eastern Cheshire Clinical Commissioning
Group.
.

1.4.

Amendment and Variation of this Constitution

1.4.1.

This constitution can only be varied in the following circumstances:9

a)

where the Governing Body, applies to NHS England and that application
is granted. An application can only be made by the Governing Body, when
a minimum of 60% of the member practices have endorsed the variation.

b)

where in the circumstances set out in legislation NHS England varies the
group’s constitution other than on application by the group.

See section 14D of the 2006 Act, inserted by section 25 of the 2012 Act
See sections 14E and 14F of the 2006 Act, inserted by section 25 of the 2012 Act and any
regulations issued

NHS Eastern Cheshire Clinical Commissioning Group - Constitution
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2.

AREA COVERED

2.1.

The geographical area covered by NHS Eastern Cheshire Clinical
Commissioning Group is contiguous and within the boundaries of
Cheshire East Council. The clinical commissioning group incorporates the
major urban centres of Alderley Edge, Bollington, Chelford,
Congleton,
Disley, Handforth, Holmes Chapel, Knutsford, Macclesfield, Poynton and
Wilmslow.

2.2.

The extent of coverage for this Clinical Commissioning Group within
Cheshire East Council is defined in the 122 Lower Super Output Areas
shown in Appendix A.

NHS Eastern Cheshire Clinical Commissioning Group - Constitution
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3.

MEMBERSHIP

3.1.

Membership of the Clinical Commissioning Group

3.1.1. The following practices comprise the members of NHS Eastern Cheshire
Clinical Commissioning Group.
#
1

Practice Name
Alderley Edge Medical
Practice

2

Annandale Medical Centre

3

Bollington Medical Centre

4

Broken Cross Surgery

5

Chelford Surgery

6

Cumberland House

7

Handforth Health Centre

8

High Street Surgery

9

Holmes Chapel Health Centre

10 Kenmore Medical Centre

11 Lawton House Surgery

12 Manchester Road Medical
Centre

Address
16 George Street
Alderley Edge
Cheshire
SK9 7EP
Mobberley Road
Knutsford
Cheshire
WA16 8HR
The Waterhouse
Bollington
Macclesfield
Cheshire
SK11 5JH
Waters Green Medical Centre
Sunderland Street
Macclesfield
Cheshire
SK11 6JL
Elmstead Road
Chelford
Macclesfield
Cheshire
SK11 9BS
Waters Green Medical Centre
Sunderland Street
Macclesfield
Cheshire
SK11 6JL
Wilmslow Road
Handforth
Cheshire
SK9 3HL
Waters Green Medical Centre
Sunderland Street
Macclesfield
Cheshire
SK11 6JL
London Road
Holmes Chapel
Cheshire
CW4 7BB
60 – 62 Alderley Road
Wilmslow
Cheshire
SK9 1PA
Bromley Road
Congleton
Cheshire
CW12 1QG
27 – 29 Manchester Road
Knutsford
Cheshire
WA16 0LY
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# Practice Name
13 Meadowside Medical Centre

14 McIlvride Medical Practice

15 Park Green Surgery

16 Park Lane Surgery

17 Priorsleigh Medical Centre

18 Readesmoor Medical Group
Practice
19 Schoolhouse Surgery

20 South Park Surgery

21 Toft Road Surgery

22 Vernova Healthcare
Community Interest Company
23 Wilmslow Health Centre

Address
Meadowside
Mountbatton Way
Congleton
Cheshire
CW12 1DY
The Chestnuts
5 Chester road
Poynton
Cheshire
SK12 1EU
Waters Green Medical Centre
Sunderland Street
Macclesfield
Cheshire
SK11 6JL
Waters Green Medical Centre
Sunderland Street
Macclesfield
Cheshire
SK11 6JL
Priorsleigh Medical Centre,
Civic Centre
Poynton
Stockport
SK12 1GP
29/29a/31 West Street
Congleton
Cheshire
CW12 1JP
Buxton Old Road
Disley
Cheshire
SK12 2BB
Waters Green Medical Centre
Sunderland Street
Macclesfield
Cheshire
SK11 6JL
Toft Road
Knutsford
Cheshire
WA16 9DY
Waters Green Medical Centre
Sunderland Street
Macclesfield
Cheshire
SK11 6JL
Chapel Lane
Wilmslow
Cheshire
SK9 5HX

3.1.2. Members agreement to this constitution is confirmed in Appendix B
3.2.

Eligibility
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3.2.1. All of the members are providers of primary medical services to a
registered list of patients. Either under a general medical services
contract, a personal medical services contract or an alternative provider
medical services contract10.
3.2.2. All of the members must be within the boundary of Cheshire East Council
and either contiguous with the existing boundary of the clinical
commissioning group or the location of their practice to the majority of
practices in the group is not restrictive to commissioning arrangements or
partnership
working.
3.3.

Applications for Membership

3.3.1. No practice shall become a member of the CCG unless that practice:
a) is eligible to become a member
b) has completed an application for membership in a form required by the
Governing Body
c) has executed and delivered to the Governing Body a signed copy of the
constitution
d) had its application reviewed and recommended to the membership by
the Governing Body
e) has had its application approved by two thirds of the member practices
f) has

been

entered

into

the

Register

of

Members

3.3.2. Paragraph 3.3.1 is without prejudice to the general power of NHS England
to add practices as members of the CCG in accordance with the Bill
(including in particular under Section 14F of the Act as amended by
Section 21(1) of the Bill) and any such practice shall be admitted as a
member
when
so
directed
by
NHS
England.
3.3.3. Membership of the group is not transferable.
3.4.

Termination of Membership

3.4.1. A member ceases to be a member if:
a) that member resigns as a member by giving at least three months
prior written notice of their resignation to the Governing Body and that

10

See section 14A(4) of the 2006 Act, inserted by section 25 of the 2012. Regulations to be

made
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the written notice includes prior consent from NHS England
b) that member is a sole practitioner GP and he or she:
 dies
 is declared bankrupt
 ceases to be registered as a medical practitioner
 enters into partnership with any other medical practitioner and
existing contracts are merged
c) that member is two or more individuals practising in partnership and:
 the conditions in Section 86(2) of the Act are no longer satisfied
 or the partnership is dissolved
d) that member is a company limited by shares and:
 the conditions in Section 86(3) of the Act are no longer satisfied
 in respect of that company any one of the following occurs:
 a resolution is passed for voluntary winding up by reason of
insolvency
 a winding up order is granted
 any instances of fraud or malpractice
 a resolution by its directors or members is passed to apply for
an administration order
 an administrator is appointed under the Insolvency Act 1986
 a receiver or an administrative receiver is appointed over any
of its assets or income
 a statutory demand is issued under the Insolvency Act 1986
which is not discharged before it is advertised
 it is unable to pay its debts as they fall due as determined by
section 123 of the Insolvency Act 1986
 if the member operates under an alternative provider medical
services contract and any of the relevant termination provisions
apply:
 NHS England removes a member of the CCG in accordance
with the Act
 that practice merges with any other practice, unless that other
practice is an existing member
 a special resolution of the membership is passed, resolving to
expel
that
practice
from
membership
3.5.

Re-Joining

3.5.1. If a practice leaves the group and then wishes to re-join, it will go through
the application process set out in paragraph 3.3.1 of the constitution as if
it were a practice that had no previous relationship with the group.
NHS Eastern Cheshire Clinical Commissioning Group - Constitution
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3.6.

Expulsion

3.6.1. A member practice may be expelled from the group in extreme
circumstances if it fails to abide by this constitution or engages in activities
that make its membership untenable. A decision to expel may only be
made after the following process has been followed:
 the Governing Body receives a written request to expel a member
practice
 the Governing Body discusses evidence with identified practice
giving at least four weeks’ notice of discussion
 the Governing Body may then dismiss the request, agree a
remedial action plan with the practice or recommend expulsion
 if an expulsion recommendation is made it shall be put to vote of all
practices with expulsion requiring approval by two thirds of all
practices The practice recommended for expulsion may vote in this
exercise
 any decision to expel a practice will be subject to ratification and
approval of NHS England
 any expelled practice has the right of appeal and will be given three
months written notice of the memberships decision to expel the
practice
3.6.2.

A member practice will cease to be a member of the group, with
immediate effect, if it ceases to provide primary medical services under a
general medical services, personal medical services or alternative
provider medical services contract or any subsequent primary care
contract.

NHS Eastern Cheshire Clinical Commissioning Group - Constitution
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4.

VISION, VALUES AND AIMS

4.1.

Vision

4.1.1.

Our vision “Inspiring better health and wellbeing” reflects the CCGs
desire to bring a new approach to commissioning healthcare in Eastern
Cheshire, working with our communities, stakeholders and patients.
The vision is supported by a set of values that CCG believes embody
the culture and style of working that will enable the CCG to become a
CCG that the communities of Eastern Cheshire, member practices and
staff can be proud of.

4.2.

Values

4.2.1.

The values that lie at the heart of the group’s work are:
1. Valuing people - listening to and respecting the public, patients,
communities and staff
2. Working Together - to deliver the right care, in the right place at
the right time
3. Innovative - creating the culture and environment that inspires
,supports and shares good ideas
4. Quality - striving for the best possible care to achieve the best
outcomes
5. Investing Responsibly - making the right evidence-based
decisions for best value affordable healthcare

4.3.

Aims

4.3.1.

The Group’s aims are:




4.4.

Supporting and encouraging our population to stay healthy
Ensuring access to integrated services first time, every time.
Ensuring our services are safe, of high quality and provide the best
value care and experience.

Principles of Good Governance

NHS Eastern Cheshire Clinical Commissioning Group - Constitution
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4.4.1.

In accordance with section 14L(2)(b) of the 2006 Act,11 the group will at
all times observe “such generally accepted principles of good
governance” in the way it conducts its business. These include:
a)

the highest standards of propriety involving impartiality, integrity
and objectivity in relation to the stewardship of public funds, the
management of the organisation and the conduct of its business

b) The Good Governance Standard for Public Services12
c)

the standards of behaviour published by the Committee on
Standards in Public Life (1995) known as the ‘Nolan Principles’13

d)

the seven key principles of the NHS Constitution14

e) the Equality Act 201015
f)

Standards for Members of NHS Boards and Governing Bodies in
England

4.4.2.

The group will promote good governance and proper stewardship of
public resources in pursuance of its goals and in meeting its statutory
duties.

4.5.

Accountability

4.5.1.

The group will demonstrate its accountability to its members, local
people, stakeholders and NHS England in a number of ways, including
by:
a)

publishing its constitution

b) appointing independent lay members/persons and non GP
clinicians to its Governing Body
c)

holding meetings of its Governing Body in public (except where the
group considers that it would not be in the public interest in relation
to all or part of a meeting)

d) publishing annually a commissioning plan

11
12

13
14
15

Inserted by section 25 of the 2012 Act
The Good Governance Standard for Public Services, The Independent Commission on Good
Governance in Public Services, Office of Public Management (OPM) and The Chartered
Institute of Public Finance & Accountability (CIPFA), 2004
See Appendix C
See Appendix D
See http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2010/15/contents
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e) complying with local authority health and wellbeing overview and
scrutiny requirements
f)

meeting annually in public to publish and present its annual report
(which must be published)

g) producing annual accounts in respect of each financial year which
must be externally audited
h) having a published and clear complaints process

4.5.2.

i)

complying with the Freedom of Information Act 2000

j)

providing information to NHS England as required

k)

by being a member of the Cheshire East Health & Wellbeing Board

In addition to these statutory requirements, the group will demonstrate
its accountability by establishing four advisory committees to the
Governing
Body.
These
will
comprise
of:





4.5.3.

Eastern Cheshire Community Health Voice
A Clinical Forum
Eastern Cheshire Partnership Board
five locality based peer groups enabling a line of accountability
between the General Practice representatives on the Governing
Body and their local member practices

The Governing Body of the group will throughout each year have an
on-going role in reviewing the group’s governance arrangements to
ensure that the group continues to reflect the principles of good
governance.

NHS Eastern Cheshire Clinical Commissioning Group - Constitution
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5.

FUNCTIONS AND GENERAL DUTIES

5.1.

Functions

5.1.1.

The functions that the group is responsible for exercising are largely
set out in the 2006 Act, as amended by the 2012 Act. An outline of
these appears in the Department of Health’s Functions of clinical
commissioning groups: a working document. They relate to:
a) commissioning certain health services (where NHS England is not
under a duty to do so) that meet the reasonable needs of:

all people registered with member GP practices, and

people who are usually resident within the area and are not
registered with a member of any clinical commissioning group
b)

commissioning emergency care for anyone present in the group’s
area

c)

paying its employees’ remuneration, fees and allowances in
accordance with the determinations made by its Governing Body
and determining any other terms and conditions of service of the
group’s employees

d) determining the remuneration and travelling or other allowances of
members of its Governing Body
5.1.2.

In discharging its functions the group will:
a)

act16 when exercising its functions to commission health services,
consistently with the discharge by the Secretary of State and NHS
England of their duty to promote a comprehensive health
service17 and with the objectives and requirements placed on NHS
England through the mandate18 published by the Secretary of
State before the start of each financial year by:



16
17
18

establishing a Governing Body and sub committees of the
Governing Body
drawing up a scheme of delegation and standing financial
instructions allowing clear delegated accountability to the
Governing Body, sub-committees and senior officers

See section 3(1F) of the 2006 Act, inserted by section 13 of the 2012 Act
See section 1 of the 2006 Act, as amended by section 1 of the 2012 Act
See section 13A of the 2006 Act, inserted by section 23 of the 2012 Act
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b)

meet the public sector equality duty19 by:










c)

19

20

21

developing a commissioning plan for the start of each financial
year in accordance with the act, NHS England mandate, the
Cheshire East Joint Health and Wellbeing strategy and any
other relevant guidance
publishing the commission plan, which will be made publicly
available via the CCG web site
monitoring delivery through our governance and performance
reporting arrangements

delegating responsibility to its Governing Body or to its
Accountable/Chief officer, or a Governing Body member with
lead responsibility for discharging the public sector equality
duty
ensuring that Equality and Diversity is embedded into the
developing CCG culture and that it is incorporated in its values,
processes and behaviours
developing and implementing
a comprehensive equality
strategy that sets out how the CCG will ensure that:
 unlawful discrimination, harassment, victimisation and any
other conduct prohibited by the Act will be eliminated
 equality of opportunity between people who share a
protected characteristic and people who do not share it is
advanced
 good relations between people who share a protected
characteristic and people who do not share it are fostered
publishing information to demonstrate compliance with the
Equality Duty, at least annually
setting equality objectives at least every four years
ensuring appropriate providers complete the Equality Delivery
System (EDS) and that EDS is written into contracts
completing Equality analysis (Equality Impact Assessments)
ensuring the CCG website includes Equality and Diversity

work in partnership with Cheshire East Council to develop joint
strategic needs assessments20 and joint health and wellbeing
strategies21 by:

See section 149 of the Equality Act 2010, as amended by paragraphs 184 and 186 of
Schedule 5 of the 2012 Act
See section 116 of the Local Government and Public Involvement in Health Act 2007, as
amended by section 192 of the 2012 Act
See section 116A of the Local Government and Public Involvement in Health Act 2007, as
inserted by section 191 of the 2012 Act
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being active members of the Cheshire East Health & Wellbeing
Board
being a committed partner of the Cheshire East Health &
Wellbeing Board in collectively addressing the health and
wellbeing needs of our communities.
basing our commissioning plans on the priorities identified in the
Cheshire East joint strategic needs assessment and in the
Cheshire East joint health and wellbeing strategy
jointly commissioning public services that are more responsive to
people’s needs

5.2.

General Duties - in discharging its functions the group will:

5.2.1.

Make arrangements to secure public involvement in the planning,
development and consideration of proposals for changes and decisions
affecting the operation of commissioning arrangements22 by:
a)

appointing a Lay member(s) with Governing Body level
accountability to ensure effective public and patient involvement

b)

publishing and implementing a communications and engagement
strategy and work plan in partnership with Eastern Cheshire
Community HealthVoice

c)

establishing Eastern Cheshire Community Health Voice as an
advisory committee to the CCG Governing Body on changes and
decisions affecting the operation of commissioning arrangements

d)

publishing information on how members of the public can
contribute to the group’s plans and development of services and
reflecting their views in our commissioning plans

e) ensuring effective governance arrangements, through regular
reporting by Eastern Cheshire Community HealthVoice to the
Governing Body

22

f)

maximising the opportunities to use practice participation groups to
inform the CCG about patient experience and feedback patient
opinion

g)

establishing
Healthwatch

strong

working

relationships

with

our

local

See section 14Z2 of the 2006 Act, inserted by section 26 of the 2012 Act
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5.2.2.

Promote awareness of, and act with a view to securing that health
services are provided in a way that promotes awareness of, and
have regard to the NHS Constitution23 by:
a)

reflecting the principles upheld in the NHS constitution in the
group’s values and in its commissioning and operational plans

b) actively promoting the NHS Constitution via the group’s web site
and in our engagement with patients , the public, providers of
services and other key stakeholders
c)

5.2.3.

monitoring of progress for delivery of this duty through the CCG’s
performance management and reporting mechanisms

Act effectively, efficiently and economically24 by:
a)

ensuring that the group operates within the corporate governance
framework (i.e. its standing orders, schemes of delegation and
standing financial instructions)

b)

establishing an audit committee to assist the Governing Body in
delivering its responsibilities for the conduct of public business and
the stewardship of funds under its control. In particular, providing
assurance to the Governing Body that an appropriate system of
internal controls is in place to ensure that:
 business is conducted in accordance with the law and proper
standards
 public money is safeguarded and properly accounted for
 affairs are managed in a secure economic, efficient and effective
use of resources
 reasonable steps are taken to detect and prevent fraud
 the assets of the organisation are safeguarded and all risks
including non-financial are adequately monitored and controlled.

c)

establishing a leadership team to provide proactive management
of the CCG’s financial, performance and quality innovation
productivity and prevention (QIPP) agenda

d) procuring high quality commissioning support services to maximise
economies of scale and to access specialist capability and
resources

23

24

See section 14P of the 2006 Act, inserted by section 26 of the 2012 Act and section 2 of the
Health Act 2009 (as amended by 2012 Act)
See section 14Q of the 2006 Act, inserted by section 26 of the 2012 Act
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e)

establishment of a transparent and robust business planning
process aligned to our annual budget allocation and long term
financial plans

f)

operating effectively within our Running Cost Allowance

g) work openly and transparently with our stakeholders to identify and
mitigate wider health and social care financial risks.
5.2.4.

Act with a view to securing continuous improvement to the quality
of services25 by:
a) establishing robust governance arrangements including a quality
and performance subcommittee of the Governing Body, that places
emphasis on assuring the group of the quality and safety of the
services that it commissions
b) the Clinical Quality and Performance Committee will seek
assurance from providers regarding on-going and continuous
improvement in their quality of services and will escalate significant
concerns to the CCG’s Governing Body where appropriate
c)

leveraging quality and patient experience systems (e.g. CQUIN,
Advancing Quality, PROMS) to ensure maximum patient benefit, in
an integrated cross health economy approach

d) placing emphasis on appropriate quality leadership through the
appointment of a Governing Body member with a lead for quality
and a senior quality manager
e) ensuring measures of quality are incorporated into all
commissioning specifications and where appropriate applying
penalties for significant breaches
f)

putting in place performance management systems that assess
quality; patient safety processes; patient complaints; trends and
acting on information

g) using the commissioning outcomes framework to reward providers
for quality improvements
h)

25

working jointly with other commissioning organisations to ensure
continuous improvement in the quality of system wide services

See section 14R of the 2006 Act, inserted by section 26 of the 2012 Act
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5.2.5.

Assist and support NHS England in relation to the Board’s duty to
improve the quality of primary medical services26 by:
a) exploring and implementing, where appropriate incentive schemes
that support innovation and quality improvement schemes
b) supporting the practices with access to data and information tools
to assist them in identifying areas for quality improvement
c) encouraging member practices to use their peer groups to share
clinical best practice
d) using the Clinical Quality and Performance Committee to assure
the Governing Body of the continuous improvement of primary
medical services

5.2.6.

Have regard to the need to reduce inequalities27 by:
a) appointing a member with Governing Body level accountability to
be responsible for ensuring the CCG has regard to the need to
reduce health inequalities.
b) active membership of the Cheshire East Health and Wellbeing
Board
c) active engagement in the Cheshire East Health and wellbeing
strategy development
d) the inclusion of ‘impact on health inequalities’ as one of the key
criteria for weighting commissioning decisions
e) seeking to ensure that the CCGs Commissioning Plan reflects the
health and wellbeing agenda and addresses inequalities
f)

the introduction of a Memorandum of Understanding between the
CCG and the Public Health Team within Cheshire East Council
which includes action to tackle inequalities

g) ensuring the group has robust governance arrangements that place
an emphasis on working with our patients, public, and partners to
reduce inequalities
5.2.7.

26
27

Promote the involvement of patients, their carers
representatives in decisions about their healthcare28 by:

and

See section 14S of the 2006 Act, inserted by section 26 of the 2012 Act
See section 14T of the 2006 Act, inserted by section 26 of the 2012 Act
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a) ensuring that the NHS Constitution is widely and freely available to
the public, communities, patients and carers through the CCG web
site, member practices and practice patient participation groups
b) complying with NHS England guidance on involving patients their
carers and representatives in decisions about their health care
c)

working in partnership with the CCG’s patient reference groups –
Eastern Cheshire Community HealthVoice

d)

offering and publishing details of the support available to patients
their carers and representatives to enable them to participate in
shared decision making

e) publishing information on our web site and in our annual plans
identifying how the group has acted as a result of patient, carer
and public feedback
f)

5.2.8.

to promote opportunities for patients their carers and
representatives to access new individual funding request
processes

Act with a view to enabling patients to make choices29 by:
a) ensuring that the NHS Constitution is widely and freely available to
the public, communities, patients and carers through the CCG web
site, member practices and practice patient participation groups

5.2.9.

b)

using our website to promote links to services such as NHS
Choices

c)

working with member practices to ensure that patients and their
carers are provided with relevant information so that they are able
to make informed choices with the support of those practices.

Obtain appropriate advice30 from persons who, taken together, have
a broad range of professional expertise in healthcare and public health
by:
a) ensuring that the Governing Body includes a mix of clinical and
non-clinical expertise, including but not limited to GPs, secondary
care

28
29
30

See section 14U of the 2006 Act, inserted by section 26 of the 2012 Act
See section 14V of the 2006 Act, inserted by section 26 of the 2012 Act
See section 14W of the 2006 Act, inserted by section 26 of the 2012 Act
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b) involving clinicians, nurses, public health consultants, experienced
and capable officers and independent lay members with a range
of skills and expertise
c)

working collaboratively with clinical senates and strategic clinical
networks , as they become established

d)

establishing a local Eastern Cheshire clinical forum as an advisory
committee of the Governing Body which will have a membership
from all clinical disciplines across physical and mental health
services

e) agreeing a memorandum of understanding between the local
authority and the CCG on the public health, health care offer
5.2.10.

Promote innovation, research and the use of research31 by:
a)

delegating responsibility to the Governing Body to ensure that the
group has properly constituted plans and policies that promote
research and innovation

b) appointing a senior manager to work with clinicians and to advise
the CCG on promoting innovative clinical practice and the use of
research in its commissioning plans

5.2.11.

c)

becoming an active member of academic scientific research
networks, to ensure that the local population has access to new
and innovative research projects

d)

embedding innovation as a core value

e)

encouraging new ideas from member practices.

Have regard to the need to promote education and training32 for
persons who are employed, or who are considering becoming
employed, in an activity which involves or is connected with the
provision of services as part of the health service in England so as to
assist the Secretary of State for Health in the discharge of his related
duty33 by:
a) delegating responsibility to the Leadership Team to develop and
implement a CCG organisational development plan, which will be

31
32
33

See section 14Y of the 2006 Act, inserted by section 26 of the 2012 Act
See section 14Z of the 2006 Act, inserted by section 26 of the 2012 Act
See section 1F(1) of the 2006 Act, inserted by section 7 of the 2012 Act
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monitored by the Governing Body, with regular updates reported to
the group

b) working with the new local education and training boards

5.2.12.

c)

commissioning services from providers who can demonstrate due
regard to workforce planning, education and training and are
members of their local education and training board

d)

working with an appropriate commissioning support service to
provide relevant expertise in education and training

e)

recognising our role and responsibilities to promote health
education for our patients and public

f)

incorporating where appropriate, best practice from the wider
public, private and voluntary sectors.

Act with a view to promoting integration of both health services with
other health services and health services with health-related and social
care services where the group considers that this would improve the
quality of services or reduce inequalities34 by:
a) establishing the arrangement outlined in this constitution, robust
governance arrangements that place emphasis on integrated
working through:
 membership of the local health & wellbeing board
 joint commissioning arrangements with the local authority
 active promotion of integrated clinical pathways through the
clinical forum
 embedding working together to deliver the right care, in the right
place at the right time as a core value of the group
 establishing a memorandum of understanding with the local
authority’s public health team to promote integrated working and
target a reduction in inequalities

34
35

5.3.

General Financial Duties – the group will perform its functions so as
to:

5.3.1.

Ensure its expenditure does not exceed the aggregate of its
allotments for the financial year35 by:

See section 14Z1 of the 2006 Act, inserted by section 26 of the 2012 Act
See section 223H(1) of the 2006 Act, inserted by section 27 of the 2012 Act
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a) through its Governing Body and governance structure discharge
this responsibility by:
 maintaining a medium to long term financial plan which reflects
the CCGs strategic aims and commissioning intentions.
 at the commencement of each year developing a detailed
financial plan.
 ensuring compliance with the CCGs Standing Orders and
Scheme of Reservation and Delegation
 monitoring compliance of Standing Orders and Scheme of
Reservation and Delegation via the Governance and Audit
committee.
 agreeing annually Internal Audit plan to provide external
assurance via Governance and Audit Committee
 preparing monthly reports that details the CCG performance
against its financial duties to include, year to date performance,
forecast outturn, QIPP, risks
 benchmarking against best practice from other CCGs
 establish KPIs to monitor the above.
5.3.2.

Ensure its use of resources (both its capital resource use and
revenue resource use) does not exceed the amount specified by
NHS England for the financial year36 by
a) through its Governing Body and governance structure will discharge
this responsibility by:
 maintaining a medium to long term financial plan which reflects
the CCGs strategic aims and commissioning intentions.
 at the commencement of each year develop a detailed financial
plan.
 ensure compliance with the CCGs Standing Orders and Scheme
of Reservation and Delegation
 monitor compliance of Standing Orders and Scheme of
Reservation and Delegation via the Governance and Audit
committee.
 agree annually Internal Audit plan to provide external assurance
via Governance & Audit Committee
 prepare monthly reports that details the CCG performance
against its financial duties to include, year to date performance,
forecast outturn, QIPP, risks.

5.3.3.

36

Take account of any directions issued by NHS England, in respect
of specified types of resource use in a financial year, to ensure

See sections 223I(2) and 223I(3) of the 2006 Act, inserted by section 27 of the 2012 Act
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the group does not exceed an amount specified by NHS England
37
by:
a) through its Governing Body and governance structure will
discharge this responsibility by:
 maintaining a medium to long term financial plan which reflects
the CCGs strategic aims and commissioning intentions
 at the commencement of each year develop a detailed financial
plan
 ensure compliance with the CCGs Standing Orders and Scheme
of Reservation and Delegation
 monitor compliance of Standing Orders and Scheme of
Reservation and Delegation via the Governance and Audit
committee
 agree annually Internal Audit plan to provide external assurance
via Governance & Audit Committee
 prepare monthly reports that details the CCG performance
against its financial duties to include, year to date performance,
forecast outturn, QIPP, risks

5.3.4.

Publish an explanation of how the group spent any payment in
respect of quality made to it by NHS England38 by
a) through its Governing Body and governance structure will
discharge this responsibility by:
 ensure compliance with the CCGs Standing Orders and Scheme
of Reservation and Delegation
 monitor compliance of Standing Orders and Scheme of
Reservation and Delegation via the Governance and Audit
committee
 prepare monthly reports that details the CCG performance
against its financial duties to include payments associated with
quality

5.4.

Other Relevant Regulations, Directions and Documents

5.4.1.

The group will
a) comply with all relevant regulations
b) comply with directions issued by the Secretary of State for Health
or NHS England

37
38

See section 223J of the 2006 Act, inserted by section 27 of the 2012 Act
See section 223K(7) of the 2006 Act, inserted by section 27 of the 2012 Act
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c)

5.4.2.

take account, as appropriate, of documents issued by NHS
England

The group will develop and implement the necessary systems and
processes to comply with these regulations and directions,
documenting them as necessary in this constitution, its scheme of
reservation and delegation and other relevant group policies and
procedures.
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6.

DECISION MAKING: THE GOVERNING STRUCTURE

6.1.

Authority to act

6.1.1.

The clinical commissioning group is accountable for exercising the
statutory functions of the group. It may grant authority to act on its
behalf to:
a)

any of its members

b) its Governing Body
c)

employees

d) a committee or sub-committee of the group

6.1.2.

The extent of the authority to act of the respective bodies and
individuals depends on the powers delegated to them by the group as
expressed through:
a) the group’s scheme of reservation and delegation
b)

through the Governing Body, sub committees, the leadership team
and joint committees through their terms of reference

6.2.

Scheme of Reservation and Delegation39

6.2.1.

The group’s scheme of reservation and delegation sets out:
a) those decisions that are reserved for the membership as a whole
b) those decisions that are the responsibilities of its Governing Body
(and its committees), the group’s committees and sub-committees
c)

6.2.2.

39

those decisions that are the responsibilities of its individual
members and employees

The clinical commissioning group remains accountable for all of its
functions, including those that it has delegated.

See Appendix E
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6.3.

General

6.3.1.

In discharging functions of the clinical commissioning group that have
been delegated to its Governing Body and its committees, joint
committees, sub committees and individuals must:
a) comply with the group’s principles of good governance40
b) operate in accordance with the group’s scheme of reservation and
delegation41
c)

comply with the group’s standing orders42

d)

comply with the group’s arrangements for discharging its statutory
duties43

e)

where appropriate, ensure that member practices have had the
opportunity to contribute to the group’s decision making process

6.3.2.

When discharging their delegated functions, sub-committees and joint
committees must also operate in accordance with their approved terms
of reference.

6.3.3.

Where delegated responsibilities are being discharged collaboratively,
they will be underpinned by a memorandum of understanding which
set out how the group will work with others, including:
a)

identifying the roles and responsibilities of
commissioning groups who are working together

those

clinical

b)

identifying any pooled budgets and how these will be managed
and reported in annual accounts

c)

specifying under which clinical commissioning group’s scheme of
reservation and delegation and supporting policies the
collaborative working arrangements will operate

d) specifying how the risks associated with the collaborative working
arrangement will be managed between the respective parties
e) identifying how disputes will be resolved and the steps required to
terminate the working arrangements

40
41
42
43

See section 4.4 on Principles of Good Governance above
See Appendix E
See Appendix F
See chapter 5 above
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f)

specifying how decisions are communicated to the collaborative
partners

6.4.

Locality Peer Groups and Governing Body Membership

6.4.1.

The group promotes and actively encourages practices to work
together in small groups to provide peer support and a focus on their
local community. These groups will be known as Locality Peer Groups.

6.4.2.

The Locality Peer Groups cover the following geographic town areas
and consist of the current member practices within:
Locality Peer
Group
Alderley Edge,
Chelford,
Handforth,
Wilmslow
Bollington, Disley,
Poynton

Congleton, Holmes
Chapel

Knutsford

Macclesfield

Member Practices
























Alderley Edge Medical Practice
Chelford Surgery
Handforth Health Centre
Kenmore Medical Centre
Wilmslow Health Centre
Bollington Medical Centre,
Mcllvride Medical Practice
Priorslegh Medical Centre,
The School House Surgery
Holmes Chapel Health Centre
Lawton House Surgery
Meadowside Medical Centre
Readesmoor Group Practice
Annandale Medical Centre
Manchester Road Medical Centre
Toft Road Surgery
Broken Cross Surgery
Cumberland House
High Street Surgery
Park Green Surgery
Park Lane Surgery
South Park Surgery
Vernova Healthcare CIC

6.4.3.

Member practices can elect to change peer groups without reference to
the Governing Body or requiring a change in the constitution, providing
agreement has been reached between the locality peer groups affected
by the change.

6.4.4.

Locality structures and Governing Body membership - the group
promotes the development of community focused practice locality peer
groups. Each locality peer group will have one Governing Body
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representative, who will represent the members of that locality peer
group and its constituent community. The minimum number of member
practices required to form a locality peer group shall be three.
6.4.5.

Locality members will vote on who will be the Governing Body
representatives (section 7.1), which shall not be the Executive Chair of
the
CCG.

6.4.6.

Any practice or group of practices wishing to establish a new locality or
to merge localities will need to demonstrate to the Governing Body how
they will fulfil the requirements for localities as determined by the
Governing Body. An approach should be made in the first instance to
the Governing Body representatives likely to be affected should the
change
be
agreed.

6.4.7.

It should be noted that the members of the clinical commissioning
group are the individual practices, not the localities peer groups.

6.5.

Committees of the Clinical Commissioning Group

6.5.1.

The following committees (which are accountable to the Governing
Body) have been established by the group:
a) Governance and Audit Committee
b) Remuneration Committee
c) Clinical Quality and Performance Committee

6.5.2.

Committees will only be able to establish their own sub-committees, to
assist them in discharging their respective responsibilities, if this
responsibility has been delegated to them by the group or the
committee they are accountable to.

6.6.
6.6.1

Joint Arrangements
Employment and delivery. The group has entered into joint
employment and delivery arrangements with the following clinical
commissioning group(s) and or other bodies:

6.6.2

a)

Joint arrangements for the Provision of Medicines Management
with NHS Vale Royal and NHS South Cheshire CCGs

b)

Joint arrangements for the Provision of Continuing Healthcare and
Complex Care with NHS Vale Royal CCG, NHS South Cheshire
CCG, NHS Western Cheshire CCG and NHS Wirral CCG.

Joint Commissioning with other Clinical Commissioning Groups.
The clinical commissioning group may wish to work together with other
CCGs in the exercise of its commissioning functions
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6.6.2.1

The CCG may make arrangements with one or more CCG in respect
of:
a) delegating any of the CCG’s commissioning functions to another
CCG;
b) exercising any of the commissioning functions of another CCG; or
c) exercising jointly the commissioning functions of the CCG and
another CCG

6.6.2.2

For the purposes of the arrangements described at paragraph 6.6.2.1,
the CCG may:
 make payments to another CCG;
 receive payments from another CCG;
 make the services of its employees or any other resources
available to another CCG; or
 receive the services of the employees or the resources available to
another CCG.

6.6.2.3

Where the CCG makes arrangements which involve all the CCGs
exercising any of their commissioning functions jointly, a joint
committee may be established to exercise those functions.

6.6.2.4

For the purposes of the arrangements described at paragraph 6.6.2.1,
the CCG may establish and maintain a pooled fund made up of
contributions by any of the CCGs working together pursuant to
paragraph 6.6.2.1 (c). Any such pooled fund may be used to make
payments towards expenditure incurred in the discharge of any of the
commissioning functions in respect of which the arrangements are
made.

6.6.2.5

Where the CCG makes arrangements with another CCG as described
at paragraph 6.6.2.1, the CCG shall develop and agree with that CCG
an agreement setting out the arrangements for joint working, including
details of:
 how the parties will work together to carry out their commissioning
functions;
 the duties and responsibilities of the parties;
 how risk will be managed and apportioned between the parties;
 financial arrangements, including, if applicable, payments towards a
pooled fund and management of that fund;
 contributions from the parties, including details around assets,
employees and equipment to be used under the joint working
arrangements.

6.6.2.6

The liability of the CCG to carry out its functions will not be affected
where the CCG enters into arrangements pursuant to paragraph
6.6.2.1.
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6.6.2.7

The CCG will act in accordance with any further guidance issued by
NHS England on co-commissioning.

6.6.2.8

Only arrangements that are safe and in the interests of patients
registered with member practices will be approved by the governing
body.

6.6.2.9

The governing body of the CCG shall require, in all joint commissioning
arrangements, that the lead clinician and lead manager of the lead
CCG make a quarterly written report to the governing body and hold at
least annual engagement events to review aims, objectives, strategy
and progress and publish an annual report on progress made against
objectives.

6.6.2.10

Should a joint commissioning arrangement prove to be unsatisfactory
the governing body of the CCG can decide to withdraw from the
arrangement, but has to give six months’ notice to partners, with new
arrangements starting from the beginning of the next new financial
year.

6.6.3

Joint commissioning arrangements with NHS England for the
exercise of CCG functions

6.6.3.1

The CCG may wish to work together with NHS England in the exercise
of its commissioning functions.

6.6.3.2

The CCG and NHS England may make arrangements to exercise any
of the CCG’s commissioning functions jointly.

6.6.3.3

The arrangements referred to in paragraph 6.6.3.2 may include other
CCGs.

6.6.3.4

Where joint commissioning arrangements pursuant to 6.6.3.2 are
entered into, the parties may establish a joint committee to exercise the
commissioning functions in question.

6.6.3.5

Arrangements made pursuant to 6.6.3.2 may be on such terms and
conditions (including terms as to payment) as may be agreed between
NHS England and the CCG.

6.6.3.6

Where the CCG makes arrangements with NHS England (and another
CCG if relevant) as described at paragraph 6.6.3.2, the CCG shall
develop and agree with NHS England a framework setting out the
arrangements for joint working, including details of:
 How the parties will work together to carry out their commissioning
functions;
 The duties and responsibilities of the parties;
 How risk will be managed and apportioned between the parties;
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 Financial arrangements, including, if applicable, payments towards a
pooled fund and management of that fund;
 Contributions from the parties, including details around assets,
employees and equipment to be used under the joint working
arrangements; and
6.6.3.7

The liability of the CCG to carry out its functions will not be affected
where the CCG enters into arrangements pursuant to paragraph
6.6.3.2.

6.6.3.8

The CCG will act in accordance with any further guidance issued by
NHS England on co-commissioning.

6.6.3.9

Only arrangements that are safe and in the interests of patients
registered with member practices will be approved by the governing
body.

6.6.3.10

The governing body of the CCG shall require, in all joint commissioning
arrangements that Accountable Officer of the CCG make a quarterly
written report to the governing body and hold at least annual
engagement events to review aims, objectives, strategy and progress
and publish an annual report on progress made against objectives.

6.6.3.11

Should a joint commissioning arrangement prove to be unsatisfactory
the governing body of the CCG can decide to withdraw from the
arrangement, but has to give six months’ notice to partners, with new
arrangements starting from the beginning of the next new financial year
after the expiration of the six months’ notice period.

6.6.4

Joint commissioning arrangements with NHS England for the
exercise of NHS England’s functions

6.6.4.1

The CCG may wish to work with NHS England and, where applicable,
other CCGs, to exercise specified NHS England functions.

6.6.4.2

The CCG may enter into arrangements with NHS England and, where
applicable, other CCGs to:
 Exercise such functions as specified by NHS England under
delegated arrangements;
 Jointly exercise such functions as specified with NHS England.

6.6.4.3

Where arrangements are made for the CCG and, where applicable,
other CCGs to exercise functions jointly with NHS England a joint
committee may be established to exercise the functions in question.

6.6.4.4

Arrangements made between NHS England and the CCG may be on
such terms and conditions (including terms as to payment) as may be
agreed between the parties.
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6.6.4.5

For the purposes of the arrangements described at paragraph 6.6.4.2,
NHS England and the CCG may establish and maintain a pooled fund
made up of contributions by the parties working together. Any such
pooled fund may be used to make payments towards expenditure
incurred in the discharge of any of the commissioning functions in
respect of which the arrangements are made.

6.6.4.6

Where the CCG enters into arrangements with NHS England as
described at paragraph 6.6.4.2, the parties will develop and agree a
framework setting out the arrangements for joint working, including
details of:
 How the parties will work together to carry out their commissioning
functions;
 The duties and responsibilities of the parties;
 How risk will be managed and apportioned between the parties;
 Financial arrangements, including payments towards a pooled fund
and management of that fund;
 Contributions from the parties, including details around assets,
employees and equipment to be used under the joint working
arrangements.

6.6.4.7

The liability of NHS England to carry out its functions will not be
affected where it and the CCG enter into arrangements pursuant to
paragraph 6.6.4.2.

6.6.4.8

The CCG will act in accordance with any further guidance issued by
NHS England on co-commissioning.

6.6.4.9

Only arrangements that are safe and in the interests of patients
registered with member practices will be approved by the governing
body.

6.6.4.10

The governing body of the CCG shall require, in all joint commissioning
arrangements that the Accountable Officer of the CCG make a
quarterly written report to the governing body and hold at least annual
engagement events to review aims, objectives, strategy and progress
and publish an annual report on progress made against objectives.

6.6.4.11

Should a joint commissioning arrangement prove to be unsatisfactory
the governing body of the CCG can decide to withdraw from the
arrangement, but has to give six months’ notice to partners, with new
arrangements starting from the beginning of the next new financial year
after the expiration of the six months’ notice period.

6.7.

The Governing Body

6.7.1.

Functions: the Governing Body has the following functions set out in
paragraph 6.6.1 a and b, as conferred on it by sections 14L(2) and (3)
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of the 2006 Act, inserted by section 25 of the 2012 Act. The clinical
commissioning group has also delegated the functions delegated in
paragraph 6.6.1 (d) to the Governing Body, for it to discharge on behalf
of the group. The Governing Body overall responsibilities are to:
a) ensure that the group has appropriate arrangements in place to
exercise its functions effectively, efficiently and economically and
in accordance with the groups principles of good governance44 (its
main function);

6.7.2.

44
45

b)

determine the remuneration, fees and other allowances payable to
employees or other persons providing services to the group and
the allowances payable under any pension scheme it may
establish under paragraph 11(4) of Schedule 1A of the 2006 Act,
inserted by Schedule 2 of the 2012 Act;

c)

approve any functions of the group that are specified in
regulations;45

d)

all other statutory functions including but not limited to:
 leading and approving the group’s vision and values and its
annual commissioning and financial plans
 publishing the group’s annual report and annual accounts
 securing the commissioning and procurement of services in line
with the annual plan and or discharging responsibilities set by
NHS England mandate
 ensuring effective financial management and reporting within the
CCG allocated budget, including any appropriate risk sharing
arrangements
 responsibility for organisational development, including
appointment of permanent staff ,clinical expertise and Governing
Body members
 developing a framework for assurance of service quality
provided by member practices and the approach to ensure
continuous improvement
 lead stakeholder engagement (public, communities, patients,
carers and partners)
Composition of the Governing Body - the Governing Body shall
not be less than the minimum 6 statutory mandated positions as
identified in The National Health Service (Clinical Commissioning
Groups) Regulations 2012. The Governing Body of NHS Eastern
Cheshire CCG will be comprised of:

See section 4.4 on Principles of Good Governance above
See section 14L(5) of the 2006 Act, inserted by section 25 of the 2012 Act
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a) an elected clinical (GP) Chair – known as the Executive Chair
b) General Practice Representative (Locality Peer Group). At least
five elected representatives of member practices, who each
have a responsibility to represent a locality peer group and who
may also have additional leadership responsibilities
c) A minimum of two lay members/persons, one to lead on audit,
remuneration, conflict of interest, effective whistleblowing and
counter fraud procedures, and one to lead on patient and public
participation/involvement
matters
d) One registered nurse
e) One secondary care specialist doctor
f) The Accountable Officer – known as the Chief Officer
g) Chief Finance Officer
h) One Senior Public Health representative
The Governing Body will be responsible for engaging with all
member practices to produce a Governing Body appointment policy
which will stipulate the appointment process and tenure for all
Governing Body posts. The policy will be published on the CCG’s
website.
6.7.2.1

The Governing Body may invite such other person(s) to attend all or
any of its meetings, or part(s) of a meeting, in order to assist it in its
decision-making and in its discharge of its functions as it sees fit. Any
such person may speak and participate in debate, but may not vote.

6.7.2.2

The Governing Body will invite the following individuals to attend any or
all of its meetings and participate in the way described in paragraph
6.7.2.1:
a) General Practice Representative (Leadership Role). A maximum of
two additional General Practice representatives working in a
leadership capacity for the CCG can be asked to sit on the
Governing Body
b) Executive Directors. A maximum of two additional CCG Executive
Directors can be asked to sit on the Governing Body

6.7.3.

Committees of the Governing Body - the Governing Body has
appointed the following committees and sub-committees:
a)

Audit Committee – the audit committee, which is accountable to
the group’s Governing Body, provides the Governing Body with
an independent and objective view of the group’s financial
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systems, financial information and compliance with laws,
regulations and directions governing the group in so far as they
relate to finance and overall internal controls. The Governing
Body has approved and keeps under review the terms of
reference for the audit committee, which includes information on
the membership of the audit committee.46
In addition the group or the Governing Body has conferred or
delegated the following functions, connected with the Governing
Body’s main function,47 to its audit committee:
 effective Internal Audit arrangement, based on risk
assessment
 review findings and implement recommendations from
External Audit
 effective Counter Fraud arrangements
 accurate and effective reporting of financial information
 request information and assurance from CCG around
governance, risk management and internal control in all
aspects of the business
As stated in the National Health Service (Clinical Commissioning
Groups) Regulation 2012 the audit committee of a CCGs
Governing Body must have a Chair and the Chair must be a lay
person who has qualifications, expertise or experience such as
to enable the person to express informed views about financial
management and audit matters.
b)

Remuneration Committee – the remuneration committee,
which is accountable to the group’s Governing Body makes
recommendations to the Governing Body on determinations
about the remuneration, fees and other allowances for
employees and for people who provide services to the group and
on determinations about allowances under any pension scheme
that the group may establish as an alternative to the NHS
pension scheme. The Governing Body has approved and keeps
under review the terms of reference for the remuneration
committee, which includes information on the membership of the
remuneration committee.48
As stated in the National Health Service (Clinical Commissioning
Groups) Regulation 2012 the remuneration committee of a
CCGs Governing Body must have a Chair and that all members

46
47
48

See Appendix G for the terms of reference of the Audit Committee
See section 14L(2) of the 2006 Act, inserted by section 25 of the 2012 Act
See Appendix H for the terms of reference of the Remuneration Committee
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of the Governing Body other than lay persons are disqualified
from being Chair.
c)

49

Clinical Quality & Performance Committee. Which is
accountable to the group’s Governing Body, provides the
Governing Body with an independent and objective view of the
group’s quality, performance and patient safety systems and to
provide assurance on the quality and performance of services
commissioned and to promote a culture of continuous
improvement and innovation with respect to safety of services,
clinical effectiveness and patient experience. The Governing
Body has approved and keeps under review the terms of
reference for the Quality & Performance committee, which
includes information on the membership of the Quality &
Performance committee.49

7.

ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES

7.1.

Nominated Practice Representatives – GP Leads and Practice
Managers

7.1.1.

Nominated Practice representatives represent their practice’s views and
act on behalf of the practice in matters relating to the group. The role of
each of the groups nominated practice representatives is to act for their
practice at their locality peer group meetings and the CCG wide Locality
Management Meetings. Through their membership of the locality peer
group nominated practice representatives contribute to developing an
organisational culture which ensures that the voice of their member
practice is heard in discussions and in matters concerning the group’s
responsibilities. It is the responsibility of the nominated practice
representative(s) to seek contributions to the work of the group from their
practice colleagues; to actively contribute to meetings; to ensure that their
practice colleagues are aware of the outcomes of discussions and their
responsibilities in helping to deliver the groups goals.

7.2.

Other GP and Primary Care Health Professionals

7.2.1.

Clinical leadership of the CCG is paramount. All General Practitioners
(Partner or salaried), Practice Nurses and Practice Managers working in
one of the 23 member practices of the CCG will have the opportunity to
indicate whether they would like to undertake additional duties and
responsibilities in a leadership role within the CCG.

See Appendix I for the terms of reference of the Clinical Quality and Performance Committee
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7.2.2.

Leadership roles will be offered in a wide variety of ways that will give
flexibility to practice representatives to undertake work for the CCG while
balancing their commitments to General Practice

7.2.3.

Leadership roles will fall into three categories depending on the scope of
the role and associated time commitments. These are
 full time member of the Leadership Team
providing expert
professional advice to the CCG in one of the following themed areas
 general clinical leadership
 quality & performance
 provider development & clinical relations
 corporate responsibilities
 clinical or professional leadership of a programme or project
 subject expertise (e.g. Clinical lead for Cancer, Medicines
Management)

7.2.4.

Individuals who undertake a leadership role within the CCG are not
automatically elected to the Governing Body unless they have also been
elected as a General Practice Locality Peer Group representative.
However the Executive Chair and the Accountable Officer can
recommend to the Governing Body up to two General Practice
Representatives with a leadership role to be appointed to the Governing
Body, with appointment requiring the approval of the Governing Body

7.3.

All Members of the Group’s Governing Body

7.3.1.

National guidance on the roles and expected duties of members of the
group’s Governing Body is set out in a separate document50 and the
information in this section should be read in conjunction with the relevant
national guidance. In summary, each member of the Governing Body
should share responsibility as part of a team to ensure that the group
exercises its functions effectively, efficiently and economically, with good
governance and in accordance with the terms of this constitution. Each
brings their unique perspective, informed by their expertise and
experience.

7.4.

The Chair of the Clinical Commissioning Group and Governing Body

7.4.1.

The Chair of the Governing Body will be the Chair of the CCG, will be the
most senior clinical voice of the CCG and will be known as the Executive
Chair.

.

50

Draft clinical commissioning group Governing Body Members – Roles Attributes and Skills,
NHS Commissioning Board Authority, March 2012
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7.4.2.

As the senior clinical voice of the group the Executive Chair will take the
lead in interactions with stakeholders, including NHS England, Cheshire
East Health and Wellbeing Board and NHS Commissioning Assembly

7.4.3.

The Executive Chair of NHS Eastern Cheshire Clinical Commissioning
Group will be a qualified General Practitioner currently employed by a
member practice

7.4.4.

The Executive Chair of the CCG cannot act as a representative of the
member practices for a particular locality peer group area

7.4.5.

The Chair of the Governing Body is responsible for:
a)

Leadership of the Governing Body, ensuring it remains continuously
able to discharge its duties and responsibilities as set out in this
constitution

b) building and developing the group’s Governing Body and its individual
members
c)

ensuring that the group has proper constitutional and governance
arrangements in place

d) ensuring that, through the appropriate support, information and
evidence, the Governing Body is able to discharge its duties
e) supporting the Accountable Officer in discharging the responsibilities
of the organisation
f)

contributing to building a shared vision of the aims, values and culture
of the organisation

g) leading and influencing to achieve clinical and organisational change
to enable the group to deliver its commissioning responsibilities
h) overseeing governance and particularly ensuring that the Governing
Body and the wider group behaves with the utmost transparency and
responsiveness at all times
i)

ensuring that public and patients’ views are heard and their
expectations understood and, where appropriate as far as possible,
met

j)

ensuring that the organisation is able to account to its local patients,
stakeholders and NHS England

k)

ensuring that the group builds and maintains effective relationships,
particularly with the individuals involved in overview and scrutiny from
the relevant local authority(ies)
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l)

being the lead for all Governing Body member appointments and
Chair the Governing Body appointment panels

m) will appoint the Deputy Chair of the Governing Body and is authorised
to nominate a Clinical Deputy to act on his/her behalf when
representing the CCG and its member practices
7.5.

The Deputy Chair of the Governing Body

7.5.1.

The Deputy Chair of the Governing Body deputises for the Chair of the
Governing Body where he or she has a conflict of interest or is otherwise
unable to act.

7.5.2.

As stated in the National Health Service (Clinical Commissioning Groups)
Regulation 2012 where the Chair of the Governing Body is a health care
professional within the meaning of section 14N of the 2006 Act, all
members of the Governing Body other than lay persons are disqualified
from being deputy Chair of the Governing Body.

7.6.

Role of the Accountable Officer

7.6.1.

The Accountable Officer may be either a qualified general practitioner
currently employed by a member practice or a very senior NHS manager
(Chief Officer)

7.6.2.

The Accountable Officer of the group is a member of the Governing Body.

7.6.3.

The accountable officer is responsible for:51
a) ensuring that the clinical commissioning group fulfils its duties to
exercise its functions effectively, efficiently and economically
b) ensuring improvement in the quality of services and the health of the
local population whilst maintaining value for money
c) at all times ensuring that the regularity and propriety of expenditure is
discharged, and that arrangements are put in place to ensure that
good practice (as identified through such agencies as the Audit
Commission and the National Audit Office) is embodied and that
safeguarding of funds is ensured through effective financial and
management systems

51

See the latest version of NHS England Authority’s Clinical commissioning group governing
body members: Role outlines, attributes and skills
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d) working closely with the Chair of the Governing Body, the
Accountable Officer will ensure that proper constitutional, governance
and development arrangements are put in place to assure the
members (through the Governing Body) of the organisation’s on-going
capability and capacity to meet its duties and responsibilities. This will
include arrangements for the on-going developments of its members
and staff.
7.6.4.

The Accountable Officer is accountable to the Executive Chair and the
Governing Body and, through them both, to all CCG Member practices.

7.6.5.

The Accountable Officer may not be the Chair of the Governing Body.

7.6.6.

NHS England will formally appoint the individual nominated by the CCG to
undertake the Accountable Officer role.

7.7.

Role of the Chief Finance Officer

7.7.1.

The Chief Finance Officer will act in the capacity of the CCG Chief
Finance Officer.

7.7.2.

The Chief Finance Officer is a member of the Governing Body and:








will be the Governing Body‘s professional expert on finance and
ensure through robust systems and processes the regularity and
propriety of expenditure is fully discharged
will make appropriate arrangements to support, monitor and report on
the CCG‘s finances
will oversee robust audit and governance arrangements leading to
propriety in the use of CCG resources
will advise the Governing Body on the effective, efficient and
economic use of its allocation to remain within that allocation and
deliver required financial targets and duties
will produce the financial statements for audit and publication in
accordance with statutory requirements to demonstrate effective
stewardship of public money and accountability to tax payers
advises the Governing Body on the groups governance and risk
management arrangements
is the groups senior information risk owner

7.7.3

The Chief Finance Officer is responsible for ensuring that the CCG
achieves national performance targets including associated risks and
corrective actions.

7.7.4

The Chief Finance Officer may not be the Chair of the Governing Body
nor undertake the Accountable Officer role.
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7.7.5

NHS England will formally appoint the individual nominated by the CCG to
undertake the role and duties of the Chief Finance Officer.

7.8.

General Practice Representatives

7.8.1

Individuals in the role of General Practice Representative (Locality Peer
Group) are elected individuals who represent each of the five locality peer
groups on the Governing Body.

7.8.2

The healthcare professional elected by the membership of those practices
within each of the individual five locality peer groups will be employed in
one of the 23 member practices of the CCG and could be a General
Practitioner (Partner or salaried), Practice Nurse, Practice Manager or
other suitable candidate.

7.8.3

These roles are pivotal leadership roles in the CGG with specific
responsibility for ensuring effective links and accountability between the
member practices that are within each of the locality peer groups and the
Governing Body

7.8.4

These roles will provide clinical and strategic leadership to locality
member practices, share local priorities, feed back to the locality after
Governing Body meetings, receive comments and views from the member
practices to feed into executive team decision making, work with member
practices, the CCG Management Support Team, the PCT cluster and
service providers to develop and deliver strategies and plans that ensure
effective commissioning and utilisation of services, and lead on specific
objectives on behalf of the consortium

7.8.5

Individuals in the role of General Practice Representative (Leadership) are
selected individuals who have an expressed an interest in and have
undergone an interview for a leadership role within the CCG. Individuals
eligible for this role will be a healthcare professional working in one of the
23 member practices of the CCG and could be a General Practitioner
(Partner or salaried), Practice Nurse, Practice Manager or other suitable
candidate.

7.8.6

Leadership roles fall largely into three categories, depending on the scope
of the role and associated time commitments, namely:
 full time member of the Leadership Team providing expert professional
advice to the CCG in one of the following themed areas
 general clinical leadership
 quality and performance
 provider development and clinical relations
 corporate responsibilities
 clinical or professional leadership of a programme or project
 subject expertise (e.g. Clinical lead for Cancer, Medicines Management
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7.9.

Lay members

7.9.1

Lay member for Patient and Public Involvement. As well as sharing
responsibility with the other members for all aspects of the CCG
Governing Body business, as the lay member on the Governing Body
whose role is to champion patient and public involvement they will bring
specific expertise and experience as well as their knowledge as a member
of the local community to the work of the Governing Body.

7.9.2

This Lay Member will help to ensure that in all aspects of the CCG’s
business the public voice of the local population is heard and that
opportunities are created and protected for patient and public
empowerment in the work of the CCG. In particular, they will ensure that:
• the public and patients’ views are heard and their expectations
understood and met as appropriate
• the CCG builds and maintains an effective relationship with Local
Healthwatch and draws on existing patient and public engagement and
involvement expertise
• the CCG has appropriate arrangements in place to secure public and
patient involvement and responds in an effective and timely way to
feedback and recommendations from patients, carers and the public
• the work undertaken by and informed views expressed by Eastern
Cheshire Community HealthVoice are fed into the work and decision
making processes of the Governing Body

7.9.3

Lay Member for Governance. As well as sharing responsibility with the
other members for all aspects of the CCG Governing Body business, this
lay member on the Governing Body will oversee key elements of
governance including audit, remuneration and managing conflicts of
interest. This Lay Member must have qualifications, expertise or
experience such as to enable the person to express informed views about
financial management and audit matters.

7.9.4

This Lay member will Chair the Audit Committee. As Chair of the Audit
Committee, this lay member would be precluded from being the Chair of
the Governing Body, although they could be the Deputy Chair.

7.9.5

This person will have a lead role in ensuring that the Governing Body and
the wider CCG behaves with the utmost probity at all times.

7.9.6

The focus of all Lay Members on the CCG Governing Body will be
strategic and impartial, providing an independent view of the work of the
CCG that is external to the day-to-day running of the organisation.

7.9.7

A Lay Member will be asked to fulfil the role of Deputy Chair of the
Governing Body.

7.10.

Secondary Care Doctor
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7.10.1 As well as sharing responsibility with the other members for all aspects of
the CCGs Governing Body business, the secondary care doctor will bring
a broader view from their perspective as a secondary care doctor on
health and care issues to underpin the work of the CCG. In particular they
will bring to the Governing Body an understanding of patient care in the
hospital setting.
7.11.

Registered Nurse

7.11.1 As well as sharing responsibility with the other members for all aspects of
the CCG Governing Body business, as a registered nurse on the
Governing Body, this person will bring a broader view from their
perspective as a registered nurse on health and care issues to underpin
the work of the CCG, especially the contribution of nursing to patient care,
quality and safety.
7.12.

Senior Public Health Representative

7.12.1 As well as sharing responsibility with the other members for all aspects of
the CCG Governing Body business, as Public Health Representative on
the Governing Body, this person will bring a broader view, from their
perspective as a Public Health professional, on health and care issues to
underpin the work of the CCG especially the contribution of public health
healthcare to the CCGs commissioning intentions.
7.13.

Joint Appointments with other Organisations

7.13.1. The CCG may make joint appointment with other organisations.
7.13.2. Any such joint appointments will be supported by a Memorandum of
Understanding between the organisations who are party to these joint
appointments.
7.14

Indemnity

7.14.1 Guidance issued by the NHS52 outlines the extent to which people not
employed by an NHS body but taking an active role in decision making
may be personally liable for their decisions and action. In accordance with
this guidance the group confers the following indemnity upon nominated
practice representatives, elected clinical leaders, lay members, the
registered nurse and the secondary care doctor (as defined in this
constitution) who are undertaking duties on behalf of the group as part of
its governance arrangements.

52

See Health Service Circulars 1998/010 and 1999/104
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7.14.2 Indemnity statement – “such individuals, as specified in paragraph 7.14.1
above who have acted honestly and in good faith will not have to meet out
of his or her own personal resources any personal civil liability which is
incurred in the execution of his or her governance functions, save where
the person has acted recklessly”.
7.14.3 Such individuals need to ensure they act in accordance with the groups
constitution (including the standing orders, prime financial policies and
scheme of reservation and delegation), the groups policies and
procedure, guidance issued by appropriately regulatory bodies, together
with any appropriate statute or regulations.
7.14.4 The position of employees of the group is different to the individuals listed
above, as the group, as statutory body, is always liable for the actions of
its employees in the course of their employment.

8.

STANDARDS OF BUSINESS CONDUCT AND MANAGING
CONFLICTS OF INTEREST

8.1

Standards of Business Conduct

8.1.1

Employees, members, committee and sub-committee members of the
group and members of the Governing Body (and its committees) will at all
times comply with this constitution and the Group’s policy on business
conduct and be aware of their responsibilities as outlined in it. They
should act in good faith and in the interests of the group and should follow
the Seven Principles of Public Life, set out by the Committee on
Standards in Public Life (the Nolan Principles). The Nolan Principles are
incorporated into this constitution at Appendix C.

8.1.2

They must comply with the Group’s policy on business conduct, including
the requirements set out in the policy for managing conflicts of interest.
This policy will be available on the group’s website.

8.1.3

Individuals contracted to work on behalf of the group or otherwise
providing services or facilities to the group will be made aware of their
obligation with regard to declaring conflicts or potential conflicts of
interest. This requirement will be written into their contract for services.

8.2

Conflicts of Interest

8.2.1

As required by section 14O of the 2006 Act, as inserted by section 25 of
the 2012 Act, the clinical commissioning group will make arrangements to
manage conflicts and potential conflicts of interest to ensure that
decisions made by the group will be taken and seen to be taken without
any possibility of the influence of external or private interest.
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8.2.2

Where an individual, i.e. an employee, group member, member of the
Governing Body, or a member of a committee or a sub-committee of the
group or its Governing Body has an interest, or becomes aware of an
interest which could lead to a conflict of interests in the event of the group
considering an action or decision in relation to that interest, that must be
considered as a potential conflict, and is subject to the provisions of this
constitution.

8.2.3

If in doubt, the individual concerned should assume that a potential
conflict of interest exists.

8.3

Declaring and Registering Interests

8.3.1

The group will maintain one or more registers of the interests of:
a)

the members of the group

b) the members of its Governing Body
c)

the members of its committees or sub-committees and the
committees or sub-committees of its Governing Body

d) its employees
8.3.2

The registers will be published on the group’s website.

8.3.3

Individuals will declare any interest that they have, in relation to a decision
to be made in the exercise of the commissioning functions of the group, in
writing to the Governing Body, as soon as they are aware of it and in any
event no later than 28 days after becoming aware.

8.3.4

Where an individual is unable to provide a declaration in writing, for
example, if a conflict becomes apparent in the course of a meeting, they
will make an oral declaration before witnesses, and provide a written
declaration as soon as possible thereafter.

8.3.5

The Accountable Officer will ensure that the registers of interest is
reviewed regularly, and updated as necessary.

8.4

Managing Conflicts of Interest: general

8.4.1

Individual members of the group, the Governing Body, committees or subcommittees, the committees or sub-committees of its Governing Body and
employees will comply with the arrangements determined by the group for
managing conflicts or potential conflicts of interest.

8.4.2

The Accountable Officer will ensure that for every interest declared, either
in writing or by oral declaration, arrangements are in place to manage the
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conflict of interests or potential conflict of interests, to ensure the integrity
of the group’s decision making processes.
8.4.3

Arrangements for the management of conflicts of interest are to be
determined by the Accountable Officer and will include the requirement to
put in writing to the relevant individual arrangements for managing the
conflict of interests or potential conflicts of interests, within a week of
declaration. The arrangements will confirm the following:
a) when an individual should withdraw from a specified activity, on a
temporary or permanent basis
b) monitoring of the specified activity undertaken by the individual, either
by a line manager, colleague or other designated individual

8.4.4

Where an interest has been declared, either in writing or by oral
declaration, the declarer will ensure that before participating in any activity
connected with the group’s exercise of its commissioning functions, they
have received confirmation of the arrangements to manage the conflict of
interest or potential conflict of interest from the Accountable Officer and
Chair.

8.4.5

Where an individual member, employee or person providing services to
the group is aware of an interest which:
a) has not been declared, either in the register or orally, they will declare
this at the start of the meeting
b) has previously been declared, in relation to the scheduled or likely
business of the meeting, the individual concerned will bring this to the
attention of the Chair of the meeting, together with details of
arrangements which have been confirmed for the management of the
conflict of interests or potential conflict of interests

8.4.6

The Chair of the meeting will then determine how this should be managed
and inform the member of their decision. Where no arrangements have
been confirmed, the Chair of the meeting may require the individual to
withdraw from the meeting or part of it. The individual will then comply
with these arrangements, which must be recorded in the minutes of the
meeting.

8.4.7

Where the Chair of any meeting of the group, including committees, subcommittees, or the Governing Body and the Governing Body’s committees
and sub-committees, has a personal interest, previously declared or
otherwise, in relation to the scheduled or likely business of the meeting,
they must make a declaration and the deputy Chair will act as Chair for
the relevant part of the meeting. Where arrangements have been
confirmed for the management of the conflict of interests or potential
conflicts of interests in relation to the Chair, the meeting must ensure
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these are followed. Where no arrangements have been confirmed, the
deputy Chair may require the Chair to withdraw from the meeting or part
of it. Where there is no deputy Chair, the members of the meeting will
select one.
8.4.8

Any declarations of interests, and arrangements agreed in any meeting of
the clinical commissioning group, committees or sub-committees, or the
Governing Body, the Governing Body’s committees or sub-committees,
will be recorded in the minutes.

8.4.9

Where more than 50% of the members of a meeting are required to
withdraw from a meeting or part of it, owing to the arrangements agreed
for the management of conflicts of interests or potential conflicts of
interests, the Chair (or deputy) will determine whether or not the
discussion can proceed.

8.4.10 In making this decision the Chair will consider whether the meeting is
quorate, in accordance with the number and balance of membership set
out in the group’s standing orders. Where the meeting is not quorate,
owing to the absence of certain members, the discussion will be deferred
until such time as a quorum can be convened. Where a quorum cannot
be convened from the membership of the meeting, owing to the
arrangements for managing conflicts of interest or potential conflicts of
interests, the Chair of the meeting shall consult with the Accountable
Officer in the action to be taken.
8.4.11 This may include:
a) requiring another of the group’s committees or sub-committees, the
group’s Governing Body or the Governing Body’s committees or subcommittees (as appropriate) which can be quorate to progress the
item of business, or if this is not possible
b) inviting on a temporary basis one or more of the following to make up
the quorum (where these are permitted members of the Governing
Body or committee / sub-committee in question) so that the group can
progress the item of business
c) a member of the clinical commissioning group who is an individual
d) an individual appointed by a member to act on its behalf in the
dealings between it and the clinical commissioning group
e) a member of a relevant Health and Wellbeing Board
f)

a member of a Governing Body of another clinical commissioning
group

8.4.12 These arrangements must be recorded in the minutes.
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8.4.13 In any transaction undertaken in support of the clinical commissioning
group’s exercise of its commissioning functions (including conversations
between two or more individuals, e-mails, correspondence and other
communications), individuals must ensure, where they are aware of an
interest, that they conform to the arrangements confirmed for the
management of that interest.
Where an individual has not had
confirmation of arrangements for managing the interest, they must declare
their interest at the earliest possible opportunity in the course of that
transaction, and declare that interest as soon as possible thereafter. The
individual must also inform either their line manager (in the case of
employees), or the Accountable Officer of the transaction.
8.4.14 The Accountable Officer will take such steps as deemed appropriate, and
request information deemed appropriate from individuals, to ensure that
all conflicts of interest and potential conflicts of interest are declared
8.4.15 Managing Conflicts of Interest: contractors and people who provide
services to the group;
a) Anyone seeking information in relation to procurement, or participating
in procurement, or otherwise engaging with the clinical commissioning
group in relation to the potential provision of services or facilities to the
group, will be required to make a declaration of any relevant conflict /
potential conflict of interest.
b) Anyone contracted to provide services or facilities directly to the clinical
commissioning group will be subject to the same provisions of this
constitution in relation to managing conflicts of interests.
This
requirement will be set out in the contract for their services.
8.5

Transparency in Procuring Services

8.5.1

The group recognises the importance in making decisions about the
services it procures in a way that does not call into question the motives
behind the procurement decision that has been made. The group will
procure services in a manner that is open, transparent, non-discriminatory
and fair to all potential providers and compliant in accordance with
prevailing guidance.

8.5.2

The group will publish a Procurement Strategy approved by its Governing
Body which will ensure that:
a)

all relevant clinicians (not just members of the CCG) and potential
providers, together with local members of the public, are engaged in
the decision-making processes used to procure services

b)

service redesign and procurement processes are conducted in an
open, transparent, non-discriminatory and fair way
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c)
8.5.3

policies and procedures are clearly defined and maintained

Copies of this Procurement Strategy will be available on the CCG’s
website.
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9

THE GROUP AS EMPLOYER

9.1

The group recognises through its ‘One Team, Working Together’ ethos
that its most valuable asset is its people. It will seek to enhance their
skills and experience and is committed to their development. It will seek to
set an example of best practice as an employer and is committed to
offering all staff equality of opportunity. It will ensure that its employment
practices are designed to promote diversity and to treat all individuals
equally.

9.2

All staff will be made aware of this constitution, the commissioning
strategy and the relevant internal management and control systems which
relate to their field of work.

9.3

The group will also maintain and publish policies on all aspects of human
resources management, including grievance and disciplinary matters.

9.4

The group will ensure that employees' behaviour reflects the values, aims
and principles set out above.

9.5

The group will ensure that it complies with all aspects of employment law.

9.6

The group will ensure that it complies with all aspects of the NHS
Constitution with respect to its staff and will ensure that all staff pay due
regard to the NHS Constitution.

9.7

The group recognises and confirms that nothing in or referred to in this
constitution (including in relation to the issue of any press release or other
public statement or disclosure) will prevent or inhibit the making of any
protected disclosure (as defined in the Employment Rights Act 1996, as
amended by the Public Interest Disclosure Act 1998) by any member of
the group, any member of its governing body, any member of any of its
committees or sub-committees or the committees or sub-committees of its
governing body, or any employee of the group or any of its members, nor
will it affect the rights of any worker (as defined in that Act) under that Act.
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10.

TRANSPARENCY, WAYS OF WORKING AND STANDING
ORDERS

10.1

General

10.1.1 The group will publish annually a commissioning plan and an annual
report, presenting the group’s annual report to a public meeting.
10.1.2 Key communications issued by the group, including the notices of
procurements, public consultations, Governing Body meeting dates,
times, venues, and certain papers will be published on the group’s
website.
10.1.3 The group may use other means of communication, including circulating
information by post, or making information available in venues or services
accessible to the public.
10.2

Standing Orders

10.2.1 This constitution is also informed by a number of documents which
provide further details on how the group will operate. These are ratified by
the Governing Body and published on the NHS Eastern Cheshire CCG
public facing website. They are the group’s:
a) Standing orders (Appendix E)– which sets out the arrangements for
meetings and the appointment processes to elect the group’s
representatives and appoint to the group’s committees, including the
Governing Body
b) Scheme of reservation and delegation (published on the CCG
website) – which sets out those decisions that are reserved for the
membership as a whole and those decisions that are the
responsibilities of the group’s Governing Body, the Governing Body’s
committees and sub-committees, the group’s committees and subcommittees, individual members and employees
c) Prime financial policies (Appendix I) – which sets out the
arrangements for managing the group’s financial affairs
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APPENDIX A
LIST OF LOWER SUPER OUTPUT AREAS FOR NHS EASTERN CHESHIRE CLINICAL COMMISSIONING
GROUP
Super output areas. A geographic hierarchy designed to improve the collection, analysis and reporting of small area statistics in
England and Wales.
LSOA – lower super output area. LSOAs have an average population of 1,500
MSOA – middle super output area. MSOAs contain around three to five LSOAs and have an average population of 7,200
CCG Name
NHS Eastern Cheshire
CCG
NHS Eastern Cheshire
CCG
NHS Eastern Cheshire
CCG
NHS Eastern Cheshire
CCG
NHS Eastern Cheshire
CCG
NHS Eastern Cheshire
CCG
NHS Eastern Cheshire
CCG
NHS Eastern Cheshire
CCG
NHS Eastern Cheshire
CCG
NHS Eastern Cheshire
CCG
NHS Eastern Cheshire
CCG

LSOA

LSOA Name

MSOA

MSOA Name

Locality Peer Group

Congleton and Holmes Chapel Rural
E01018393

Congleton 001A

E02003811

Congleton & Holmes Chapel
Congleton & Holmes Chapel

E01018395

Congleton 005A

E02003815

Congleton East

E01018396

Congleton 005B

E02003815

Congleton East
Congleton West

E01018397

Congleton 007A

E02003817

E01018398

Congleton 006A

E02003816

Congleton Central

E01018399

Congleton 006B

E02003816

Congleton Central

E01018400

Congleton 005C

E02003815

Congleton East

E01018401

Congleton 005D

E02003815

Congleton East

E01018402

Congleton 006C

E02003816

Congleton Central

E01018403

Congleton 006D

E02003816

Congleton Central

E01018404

Congleton 008A

E02003818

Congleton South

Congleton & Holmes Chapel
Congleton & Holmes Chapel
Congleton & Holmes Chapel
Congleton & Holmes Chapel
Congleton & Holmes Chapel
Congleton & Holmes Chapel
Congleton & Holmes Chapel
Congleton & Holmes Chapel
Congleton & Holmes Chapel
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CCG Name
NHS Eastern Cheshire
CCG
NHS Eastern Cheshire
CCG
NHS Eastern Cheshire
CCG
NHS Eastern Cheshire
CCG
NHS Eastern Cheshire
CCG
NHS Eastern Cheshire
CCG
NHS Eastern Cheshire
CCG
NHS Eastern Cheshire
CCG
NHS Eastern Cheshire
CCG
NHS Eastern Cheshire
CCG
NHS Eastern Cheshire
CCG
NHS Eastern Cheshire
CCG
NHS Eastern Cheshire
CCG
NHS Eastern Cheshire
CCG
NHS Eastern Cheshire
CCG
NHS Eastern Cheshire
CCG
NHS Eastern Cheshire
CCG
NHS Eastern Cheshire
CCG

LSOA

LSOA Name

MSOA

MSOA Name

Locality Peer Group
Congleton & Holmes Chapel

E01018405

Congleton 008B

E02003818

Congleton South

E01018406

Congleton 008C

E02003818

Congleton South

E01018407

Congleton 008D

E02003818

Congleton South

E01018408

Congleton 007B

E02003817

Congleton West

E01018409

Congleton 007C

E02003817

Congleton West

E01018410

Congleton 007D

E02003817

Congleton West
Congleton and Holmes Chapel Rural

Congleton & Holmes Chapel

E01018411

Congleton 001B

E02003811
Congleton and Holmes Chapel Rural

Congleton & Holmes Chapel

E01018412

Congleton 001C

E02003811

E01018413

Congleton 002A

E02003812

Holmes Chapel

E01018414

Congleton 002B

E02003812

Holmes Chapel

E01018415

Congleton 002C

E02003812

Holmes Chapel

E01018416

Congleton 002D

E02003812

Holmes Chapel
Chelford & Alderley Edge

E01018572

Macclesfield 012A

E02003864

E01018573

Macclesfield 012B

E02003864

E01018574

Macclesfield 012C

E02003864

E01018575

Macclesfield 013A

E02003865

Bollington Town

E01018576

Macclesfield 013B

E02003865

Bollington Town

E01018577

Macclesfield 013C

E02003865

Bollington Town

Congleton & Holmes Chapel
Congleton & Holmes Chapel
Congleton & Holmes Chapel
Congleton & Holmes Chapel
Congleton & Holmes Chapel

Congleton & Holmes Chapel
Congleton & Holmes Chapel
Congleton & Holmes Chapel
Congleton & Holmes Chapel

Chelford & Alderley Edge
Chelford & Alderley Edge

Alderley Edge, Chelford, Handforth &
Wilmslow
Alderley Edge, Chelford, Handforth &
Wilmslow
Alderley Edge, Chelford, Handforth &
Wilmslow
Bollington, Disley & Poynton
Bollington, Disley & Poynton
Bollington, Disley & Poynton
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CCG Name
NHS Eastern Cheshire
CCG
NHS Eastern Cheshire
CCG
NHS Eastern Cheshire
CCG
NHS Eastern Cheshire
CCG
NHS Eastern Cheshire
CCG
NHS Eastern Cheshire
CCG
NHS Eastern Cheshire
CCG
NHS Eastern Cheshire
CCG
NHS Eastern Cheshire
CCG
NHS Eastern Cheshire
CCG
NHS Eastern Cheshire
CCG
NHS Eastern Cheshire
CCG
NHS Eastern Cheshire
CCG
NHS Eastern Cheshire
CCG
NHS Eastern Cheshire
CCG
NHS Eastern Cheshire
CCG
NHS Eastern Cheshire
CCG
NHS Eastern Cheshire
CCG

LSOA

LSOA Name

MSOA

MSOA Name

Locality Peer Group
Bollington, Disley & Poynton

E01018578

Macclesfield 013D

E02003865

Bollington Town

E01018579

Macclesfield 013E

E02003865

Bollington Town
Chelford & Alderley Edge

E01018580

Macclesfield 012D

E02003864

E01018581

Macclesfield 012E

E02003864

E01018582

Macclesfield 004A

E02003856

Wilmslow Town Dean Row &
Handforth

E01018583

Macclesfield 005A

E02003857

Wilmslow Town North West

E01018584

Macclesfield 005B

E02003857

Wilmslow Town North West

E01018585

Macclesfield 001A

E02003853

Disley Rural

E01018586

Macclesfield 001B

E02003853

Disley Rural

E01018587

Macclesfield 001C

E02003853

Disley Rural

E01018588

Macclesfield 008A

E02003860

Wilmslow Town South West

E01018589

Macclesfield 008B

E02003860

Wilmslow Town South West

E01018590

Macclesfield 008C

E02003860

Wilmslow Town South West
Macclesfield Rural

E01018591

Macclesfield 020A

E02003872

Bollington, Disley & Poynton

Chelford & Alderley Edge

Alderley Edge, Chelford, Handforth &
Wilmslow
Alderley Edge, Chelford, Handforth &
Wilmslow
Alderley Edge, Chelford, Handforth &
Wilmslow
Alderley Edge, Chelford, Handforth &
Wilmslow
Alderley Edge, Chelford, Handforth &
Wilmslow
Bollington, Disley & Poynton
Bollington, Disley & Poynton
Bollington, Disley & Poynton

E01018592

Macclesfield 004B

E02003856

E01018593

Macclesfield 004C

E02003856

E01018594

Macclesfield 004D

E02003856

E01018595

Macclesfield 004E

E02003856
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Alderley Edge, Chelford, Handforth &
Wilmslow
Alderley Edge, Chelford, Handforth &
Wilmslow
Alderley Edge, Chelford, Handforth &
Wilmslow
Macclesfield
Alderley Edge, Chelford, Handforth &
Wilmslow
Alderley Edge, Chelford, Handforth &
Wilmslow
Alderley Edge, Chelford, Handforth &
Wilmslow
Alderley Edge, Chelford, Handforth &
Wilmslow
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CCG Name
NHS Eastern Cheshire
CCG
NHS Eastern Cheshire
CCG
NHS Eastern Cheshire
CCG
NHS Eastern Cheshire
CCG
NHS Eastern Cheshire
CCG
NHS Eastern Cheshire
CCG
NHS Eastern Cheshire
CCG
NHS Eastern Cheshire
CCG
NHS Eastern Cheshire
CCG
NHS Eastern Cheshire
CCG
NHS Eastern Cheshire
CCG
NHS Eastern Cheshire
CCG
NHS Eastern Cheshire
CCG
NHS Eastern Cheshire
CCG
NHS Eastern Cheshire
CCG
NHS Eastern Cheshire
CCG
NHS Eastern Cheshire
CCG
NHS Eastern Cheshire
CCG

LSOA

LSOA Name

MSOA

MSOA Name

Locality Peer Group

Wilmslow Town Dean Row &
Handforth
Macclesfield Rural

Alderley Edge, Chelford, Handforth &
Wilmslow

E01018596

Macclesfield 004F

E02003856

E01018597

Macclesfield 020B

E02003872

E01018598

Macclesfield 007A

E02003859

Knutsford Rural

Knutsford

E01018599

Macclesfield 007B

E02003859

Knutsford Rural
Wilmslow Town South East

E01018600

Macclesfield 006A

E02003858

E01018601

Macclesfield 006B

E02003858

Wilmslow Town South East

E01018602

Macclesfield 006C

E02003858

Wilmslow Town South East

Knutsford
Alderley Edge, Chelford, Handforth &
Wilmslow
Alderley Edge, Chelford, Handforth &
Wilmslow
Alderley Edge, Chelford, Handforth &
Wilmslow
Knutsford

E01018603

Macclesfield 011A

E02003863

Knutsford Town South

E01018604

Macclesfield 011B

E02003863

Knutsford Town South
Knutsford Town North

E01018605

Macclesfield 009A

E02003861

E01018606

Macclesfield 011C

E02003863

Knutsford Town South

E01018607

Macclesfield 011D

E02003863

Knutsford Town South

E01018608

Macclesfield 011E

E02003863

Knutsford Town South

E01018609

Macclesfield 009B

E02003861

Knutsford Town North

E01018610

Macclesfield 009C

E02003861

Knutsford Town North

E01018611

Macclesfield 009D

E02003861

Knutsford Town North

E01018612

Macclesfield 005C

E02003857

Wilmslow Town North West

E01018613

Macclesfield 005D

E02003857

Wilmslow Town North West

Macclesfield

Knutsford
Knutsford
Knutsford
Knutsford
Knutsford
Knutsford
Knutsford
Knutsford
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CCG Name
NHS Eastern Cheshire
CCG
NHS Eastern Cheshire
CCG
NHS Eastern Cheshire
CCG
NHS Eastern Cheshire
CCG
NHS Eastern Cheshire
CCG
NHS Eastern Cheshire
CCG
NHS Eastern Cheshire
CCG
NHS Eastern Cheshire
CCG
NHS Eastern Cheshire
CCG
NHS Eastern Cheshire
CCG
NHS Eastern Cheshire
CCG
NHS Eastern Cheshire
CCG
NHS Eastern Cheshire
CCG
NHS Eastern Cheshire
CCG
NHS Eastern Cheshire
CCG
NHS Eastern Cheshire
CCG
NHS Eastern Cheshire
CCG
NHS Eastern Cheshire
CCG

LSOA

LSOA Name

MSOA

MSOA Name

Locality Peer Group

Macclesfield Town Broken Cross

Macclesfield

E01018614

Macclesfield 015A

E02003867

E01018615

Macclesfield 017A

E02003869

Macclesfield Town Bollinbrook & Ivy

E01018616

Macclesfield 017B

E02003869

Macclesfield Town Bollinbrook & Ivy

E01018617

Macclesfield 017C

E02003869

Macclesfield Town Bollinbrook & Ivy

E01018618

Macclesfield 015B

E02003867

Macclesfield Town Broken Cross

E01018619

Macclesfield 015C

E02003867

Macclesfield Town Broken Cross

E01018620

Macclesfield 015D

E02003867

Macclesfield Town Broken Cross

E01018621

Macclesfield 015E

E02003867

Macclesfield Town Broken Cross

E01018622

Macclesfield 018A

E02003870

Macclesfield Town Centre

E01018623

Macclesfield 018B

E02003870

Macclesfield Town Centre

E01018624

Macclesfield 018C

E02003870

Macclesfield Town Centre

E01018625

Macclesfield 018D

E02003870

Macclesfield Town Centre
Macclesfield Town East

Macclesfield

E01018626

Macclesfield 016A

E02003868
Macclesfield Town Centre

Macclesfield

E01018627

Macclesfield 018E

E02003870

E01018628

Macclesfield 016B

E02003868

Macclesfield Town East

E01018629

Macclesfield 016C

E02003868

Macclesfield Town East

E01018630

Macclesfield 016D

E02003868

Macclesfield Town East

E01018631

Macclesfield 016E

E02003868

Macclesfield Town East

Macclesfield
Macclesfield
Macclesfield
Macclesfield
Macclesfield
Macclesfield
Macclesfield
Macclesfield
Macclesfield
Macclesfield
Macclesfield

Macclesfield
Macclesfield
Macclesfield
Macclesfield
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CCG Name
NHS Eastern Cheshire
CCG
NHS Eastern Cheshire
CCG
NHS Eastern Cheshire
CCG
NHS Eastern Cheshire
CCG
NHS Eastern Cheshire
CCG
NHS Eastern Cheshire
CCG
NHS Eastern Cheshire
CCG
NHS Eastern Cheshire
CCG
NHS Eastern Cheshire
CCG
NHS Eastern Cheshire
CCG
NHS Eastern Cheshire
CCG
NHS Eastern Cheshire
CCG
NHS Eastern Cheshire
CCG
NHS Eastern Cheshire
CCG
NHS Eastern Cheshire
CCG
NHS Eastern Cheshire
CCG
NHS Eastern Cheshire
CCG
NHS Eastern Cheshire
CCG

LSOA

LSOA Name

MSOA

MSOA Name

Locality Peer Group
Macclesfield

E01018632

Macclesfield 017D

E02003869

Macclesfield Town Bollinbrook & Ivy

E01018633

Macclesfield 017E

E02003869

Macclesfield Town Bollinbrook & Ivy
Macclesfield Town Weston

E01018634

Macclesfield 019A

E02003871

E01018635

Macclesfield 018F

E02003870

Macclesfield Town Centre

E01018636

Macclesfield 018G

E02003870

Macclesfield Town Centre

E01018637

Macclesfield 021A

E02003873

Macclesfield Town South

E01018638

Macclesfield 021B

E02003873

Macclesfield Town South

E01018639

Macclesfield 021C

E02003873

Macclesfield Town South

E01018640

Macclesfield 021D

E02003873

Macclesfield Town South

E01018641

Macclesfield 014A

E02003866

Macclesfield Town Tytherington

E01018642

Macclesfield 014B

E02003866

Macclesfield Town Tytherington

E01018643

Macclesfield 014C

E02003866

Macclesfield Town Tytherington

E01018644

Macclesfield 014D

E02003866

Macclesfield Town Tytherington

E01018645

Macclesfield 019B

E02003871

Macclesfield Town Weston

E01018646

Macclesfield 019C

E02003871

Macclesfield Town Weston

E01018647

Macclesfield 019D

E02003871

Macclesfield Town Weston

E01018648

Macclesfield 007C

E02003859

Knutsford Rural

E01018649

Macclesfield 007D

E02003859

Knutsford Rural

Macclesfield
Macclesfield
Macclesfield
Macclesfield
Macclesfield
Macclesfield
Macclesfield
Macclesfield
Macclesfield
Macclesfield
Macclesfield
Macclesfield
Macclesfield
Macclesfield
Macclesfield
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CCG Name
NHS Eastern Cheshire
CCG
NHS Eastern Cheshire
CCG
NHS Eastern Cheshire
CCG
NHS Eastern Cheshire
CCG
NHS Eastern Cheshire
CCG
NHS Eastern Cheshire
CCG
NHS Eastern Cheshire
CCG
NHS Eastern Cheshire
CCG
NHS Eastern Cheshire
CCG
NHS Eastern Cheshire
CCG
NHS Eastern Cheshire
CCG
NHS Eastern Cheshire
CCG
NHS Eastern Cheshire
CCG
NHS Eastern Cheshire
CCG
NHS Eastern Cheshire
CCG
NHS Eastern Cheshire
CCG
NHS Eastern Cheshire
CCG
NHS Eastern Cheshire
CCG

LSOA

LSOA Name

MSOA

MSOA Name

Locality Peer Group
Knutsford

E01018650

Macclesfield 007E

E02003859

Knutsford Rural

E01018651

Macclesfield 007F

E02003859

Knutsford Rural
Wilmslow Town South East

E01018652

Macclesfield 006D

E02003858

E01018653

Macclesfield 008D

E02003860

E01018654

Macclesfield 007G

E02003859

E01018655

Macclesfield 003A

E02003855

Poynton Parish East

E01018656

Macclesfield 003B

E02003855

Poynton Parish East
Poynton Parish West

E01018657

Macclesfield 002A

E02003854

E01018658

Macclesfield 003C

E02003855

Poynton Parish East

E01018659

Macclesfield 003D

E02003855

Poynton Parish East

E01018660

Macclesfield 003E

E02003855

Poynton Parish East
Disley Rural

E01018661

Macclesfield 001D

E02003853

E01018662

Macclesfield 002B

E02003854

Poynton Parish West

E01018663

Macclesfield 002C

E02003854

Poynton Parish West

E01018664

Macclesfield 002D

E02003854

Poynton Parish West

E01018665

Macclesfield 002E

E02003854

Poynton Parish West

E01018666

Macclesfield 010A

E02003862

Adlington & Prestbury

E01018667

Macclesfield 010B

E02003862

Adlington & Prestbury

Knutsford

Wilmslow Town South West

Alderley Edge, Chelford, Handforth &
Wilmslow
Alderley Edge, Chelford, Handforth &
Wilmslow

Knutsford Rural
Knutsford
Bollington, Disley & Poynton
Bollington, Disley & Poynton
Bollington, Disley & Poynton
Bollington, Disley & Poynton
Bollington, Disley & Poynton
Bollington, Disley & Poynton
Bollington, Disley & Poynton
Bollington, Disley & Poynton
Bollington, Disley & Poynton
Bollington, Disley & Poynton
Bollington, Disley & Poynton
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CCG Name
NHS Eastern Cheshire
CCG
NHS Eastern Cheshire
CCG
NHS Eastern Cheshire
CCG

LSOA

LSOA Name

MSOA

MSOA Name

Locality Peer Group
Alderley Edge, Chelford, Handforth &
Wilmslow
Macclesfield

E01018668

Macclesfield 010C

E02003862

Adlington & Prestbury

E01018669

Macclesfield 020C

E02003872

Macclesfield Rural

E01018670

Macclesfield 020D

E02003872

Macclesfield Rural

Macclesfield
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APPENDIX B
LIST OF MEMBER PRACTICES
#

Practice Name

Locality

Address

1

Alderley Edge
Medical Practice

Alderley
Edge,
Chelford,
Handforth,
Wilmslow

16 George Street
Alderley Edge
Cheshire
SK9 7EP

2

Annandale
Medical Centre

3

Bollington
Medical Centre

4

Broken Cross
Surgery

Knutsford
Bollington,
Disley,
Poynton

Macclesfield

5

Chelford Surgery

6

Cumberland
House

Alderley
Edge,
Chelford,
Handforth,
Wilmslow

Macclesfield

7

Handforth Health
Centre

8

High Street
Surgery

Alderley
Edge,
Chelford,
Handforth,
Wilmslow

Macclesfield

9

Holmes Chapel
Health Centre

10 Kenmore Medical

Congleton,
Holmes
Chapel
Alderley

Practice
Representative
signatory name

Practice
Representative’s
Signature & Date
Signed

Mobberley Road
Knutsford
Cheshire
WA16 8HR
The Waterhouse
Bollington
Macclesfield
Cheshire
SK11 5JH
Waters Green
Medical Centre
Sunderland
Street
Macclesfield
Cheshire
SK11 6JL
Elmstead Road
Chelford
Macclesfield
Cheshire
SK11 9BS
Waters Green
Medical Centre
Sunderland
Street
Macclesfield
Cheshire
SK11 6JL
Wilmslow Road
Handforth
Cheshire
SK9 3HL

Waters Green
Medical Centre
Sunderland
Street
Macclesfield
Cheshire
SK11 6JL
London Road
Holmes Chapel
Cheshire
CW4 7BB
60 – 62 Alderley
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#

Practice Name

Locality

Address

Centre

Edge,
Chelford,
Handforth,
Wilmslow
Congleton,
Holmes
Chapel

Road
Wilmslow
Cheshire
SK9 1PA

11 Lawton House
Surgery

12 Manchester Road
Medical Centre
Knutsford
13 Meadowside
Medical Centre

14 McIlvride Medical
Practice

Congleton,
Holmes
Chapel
Bollington,
Disley,
Poynton

15 Park Green
Surgery
Macclesfield

16 Park Lane
Surgery
Macclesfield

17 Priorsleigh
Medical Centre

Bollington,
Disley,
Poynton

18 Readesmoor
Medical Group
Practice

Congleton,
Holmes
Chapel

19 Schoolhouse
Surgery

Bollington,
Disley,
Poynton

20 South Park
Surgery
Macclesfield

Practice
Representative
signatory name

Practice
Representative’s
Signature & Date
Signed

Bromley Road
Congleton
Cheshire
CW12 1QG
27 – 29
Manchester Road
Knutsford
Cheshire
WA16 0LY
Meadowside
Mountbatton
Way
Congleton
Cheshire
CW1512 1DY
The Chestnuts
5 Chester road
Poynton
Cheshire
SK12 1EU
Waters Green
Medical Centre
Sunderland
Street
Macclesfield
Cheshire
SK11 6JL
Waters Green
Medical Centre
Sunderland
Street
Macclesfield
Cheshire
SK11 6JL
Civic Centre
Poynton
Stockport
SK12 1GP
29/29a/31 West
Street
Congleton
Cheshire
CW12 1JP
Buxton Old Road
Disley
Cheshire
SK12 2BB
Waters Green
Medical Centre
Sunderland
Street
Macclesfield
Cheshire
SK11 6JL
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#

Practice Name

21 Toft Road
Surgery

Locality

Knutsford

22 Vernova
Healthcare
Community
Macclesfield
Interest Company
23 Wilmslow Health
Centre

Alderley
Edge,
Chelford,
Handforth,
Wilmslow

Address

Practice
Representative
signatory name

Practice
Representative’s
Signature & Date
Signed

Toft Road
Knutsford
Cheshire
WA16 9DY
Waters Green
Medical Centre
Sunderland
Street
Macclesfield
Cheshire
SK11 6JL
Chapel Lane
Wilmslow
Cheshire
SK9 5HX
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APPENDIX C
NOLAN PRINCIPLES
The ‘Nolan Principles’ set out the ways in which holders of public office should
behave in discharging their duties. The seven principles are:
a) Selflessness – Holders of public office should act solely in terms of the public
interest. They should not do so in order to gain financial or other benefits for
themselves, their family or their friends.
b) Integrity – Holders of public office should not place themselves under any
financial or other obligation to outside individuals or organisations that might
seek to influence them in the performance of their official duties.
c) Objectivity – In carrying out public business, including making public
appointments, awarding contracts, or recommending individuals for rewards
and benefits, holders of public office should make choices on merit.
d) Accountability – Holders of public office are accountable for their decisions
and actions to the public and must submit themselves to whatever scrutiny is
appropriate to their office.
e) Openness – Holders of public office should be as open as possible about all
the decisions and actions they take. They should give reasons for their
decisions and restrict information only when the wider public interest clearly
demands.
f) Honesty – Holders of public office have a duty to declare any private interests
relating to their public duties and to take steps to resolve any conflicts arising in
a way that protects the public interest.
g) Leadership – Holders of public office should promote and support these
principles by leadership and example.
Source: The First Report of the Committee on Standards in Public Life (1995)53

53

Available at http://www.public-standards.gov.uk/
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APPENDIX D
SEVEN KEY PRICIPLES OF THE NHS CONSTITUTION
The NHS Constitution sets out seven key principles that guide the NHS in all it
does:
1. The NHS provides a comprehensive service, available to all irrespective
of gender, race, disability, age, sexual orientation, religion, belief, gender
reassignment, pregnancy and maternity or marital or civil partnership status.
The service is designed to diagnose, treat and improve both physical and
mental health. It has a duty to each and every individual that it serves and
must respect their human rights. At the same time, it has a wider social duty
to promote equality through the services it provides and to pay particular
attention to groups or sections of society where improvements in health and
life expectancy are not keeping pace with the rest of the population.
2. Access to NHS services is based on clinical need, not an individual’s
ability to pay. NHS services are free of charge, except in limited
circumstances sanctioned by Parliament.
3. The NHS aspires to the highest standards of excellence and
professionalism – in the provision of high quality care that is safe, effective
and focused on patient experience; in the people it employs, and in the
support, education, training and development they receive; in the leadership
and management of its organisations; and through its commitment to
innovation and to the promotion, conduct and use of research to improve the
current and future health and care of the population. Respect, dignity,
compassion and care should be at the core of how patients and staff are
treated not only because that is the right thing to do but because patient
safety, experience and outcomes are all improved when staff are valued,
empowered and supported.
4. The NHS aspires to put patients at the heart of everything it does. It
should support individuals to promote and manage their own health. NHS
services must reflect, and should be coordinated around and tailored to, the
needs and preferences of patients, their families and their carers. Patients,
with their families and carers, where appropriate, will be involved in and
consulted on all decisions about their care and treatment. The NHS will
actively encourage feedback from the public, patients and staff, welcome it
and use it to improve its services. Encourage feedback from the public,
patients and staff, welcome it and use it to improve its services.
5. The NHS works across organisational boundaries and in partnership
with other organisations in the interest of patients, local communities
and the wider population. The NHS is an integrated system of organisations
and services bound together by the principles and values reflected in the
Constitution. The NHS is committed to working jointly with other local
authority services, other public sector organisations and a wide range of
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private and voluntary sector organisations
improvements in health and wellbeing.

to

provide

and

deliver

6. The NHS is committed to providing best value for taxpayers’ money and
the most effective, fair and sustainable use of finite resources. Public
funds for healthcare will be devoted solely to the benefit of the people that the
NHS serves.
7. The NHS is accountable to the public, communities and patients that it
serves. The NHS is a national service funded through national taxation, and
it is the Government which sets the framework for the NHS and which is
accountable to Parliament for its operation. However, most decisions in the
NHS, especially those about the treatment of individuals and the detailed
organisation of services, are rightly taken by the local NHS and by patients
with their clinicians. The system of responsibility and accountability for taking
decisions in the NHS should be transparent and clear to the public, patients
and staff. The Government will ensure that there is always a clear and up-todate statement of NHS accountability for this purpose.
Source: The NHS Constitution: (March 2013)54

54

https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/170656/NHS_Constitution.pdf
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APPENDIX E
STANDING ORDERS
1.

STATUTORY FRAMEWORK AND STATUS

1.1.

Introduction

1.1.1.

These standing orders have been drawn up to regulate the proceedings of
the NHS Eastern Cheshire Clinical Commissioning Group so that group
can fulfil its obligations, as set out largely in the 2006 Act, as amended by
the 2012 Act and related regulations. They are effective from the date the
group is established.

1.1.2.

The standing orders, together with the group’s scheme of reservation and
delegation55 and the group’s prime financial policies56, provide a
procedural framework within which the group discharges its business.
They set out:
a) the arrangements for conducting the business of the group
b)

the appointment of member practice representatives

c)

the procedure to be followed at meetings of the group, the Governing
Body and any committees or sub-committees of the group or the
Governing Body

d) the process to delegate powers
e)

55
56
57

the declaration of interests and standards of conduct

1.1.3

These arrangements must comply, and be consistent where applicable,
with requirements set out in the 2006 Act (as amended by the 2012 Act)
and related regulations and take account as appropriate57 of any relevant
guidance.

1.1.4

The standing orders, scheme of reservation and delegation and prime
financial policies have effect as if incorporated into the group’s
constitution. Group members, employees, members of the Governing
Body, members of the Governing Body’s committees and subcommittees, members of the group’s committees and sub-committees and
persons working on behalf of the group should be aware of the existence

See Appendix E
See Appendix J
Under some legislative provisions the group is obliged to have regard to particular guidance
but under other circumstances guidance is issued as best practice guidance.
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of these documents and, where necessary, be familiar with their detailed
provisions. Failure to comply with the standing orders, scheme of
reservation and delegation and prime financial policies may be regarded
as a disciplinary matter that could result in dismissal.

1.2.

Schedule of matters reserved to the clinical commissioning group
and the scheme of reservation and delegation

1.2.1.

The 2006 Act (as amended by the 2012 Act) provides the group with
powers to delegate the group’s functions and those of the Governing Body
to certain bodies (such as committees) and certain persons. The group
has decided that certain decisions may only be exercised by the group in
formal session. These decisions and also those delegated are contained
in the group’s scheme of reservation and delegation (see Appendix E).

2.

THE CLINICAL COMMISSIONING GROUP: COMPOSITION
OF MEMBERSHIP, KEY ROLES AND APPOINTMENT
PROCESS

2.1

Composition of membership

2.1.1.

Chapter Three of the group’s constitution provides details of the
membership of the group (also see Appendix B).

2.1.2.

Chapter Six of the group’s constitution provides details of the governing
structure used in the group’s decision-making processes, whilst Chapter 7
of the constitution outlines certain key roles and responsibilities within the
group and it’s Governing Body, including the role of practice
representatives (section 7.1 of the constitution).

2.2.

Key Roles

2.2.1.

Paragraph 6.7.2 of the group’s constitution sets out the composition of the
group’s Governing Body whilst Chapter 7 of the group’s constitution
identifies certain key roles and responsibilities within the group and it’s
Governing Body. These standing orders set out how the group appoints
individuals to these key roles.

2.2.2.

The appointment process for all members of the Governing Body of the
CCG will follow a transparent and fair approach and will be available for
public scrutiny. The appointment process will be specific to each post
depending on statutory guidance and consideration whether the post is a
permanent position or fixed term appointment.

2.2.3.

Appointment may be through:
a) a standard NHS recruitment and selection process
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b) through a nomination and selection process
c) an election and selection process.
2.2.4.

A Governing Body member appointment panel will be established to
oversee all the appointment processes and advise on individual
appointment mechanisms. The panel will include (where appropriate) the
Executive Chair, Accountable Officer, Corporate Services Manager and a
HR professional to ensure equality of opportunity.

2.2.5.

Where appropriate, the CCG will seek advice from the Local Medical
Committee (LMC) and in the case of nominations / elections for practice
representatives, the LMC will be invited to act as ‘returning officer’.

2.2.6.

Interviewing panels for all posts (except the Executive Chair) will include
as a minimum:
a) the incumbent Executive Chair
b) a minimum of one General Practice Representative for the locality
peer groups
c) external assessor(s)
d) a HR representative

2.2.7.

Standing Down / Point of Recall. Where a decision to stand down from
serving as a member of the Governing Body - by any member of the
Governing Body - before the end of tenure is at the choosing of the
individual concerned, a three-month notice period is expected. Where this
is not possible, the notice period will need to be agreed with the Executive
Chair.

2.2.8.

Where the reason(s) to stand down as a member of the Governing Body
is due to reasons other than the incumbents individual choice then the
expected period of notice will be determined to reflect the
situation/reasons in consultation with the Executive Chair.

2.2.9.

Reasons other than incumbent individual’s choice for standing down as a
serving member of the Governing Body include:
a) Whilst serving as a member of the Governing Body, the
circumstances of the individual changes such that they meet any of
the ineligibility or disqualification criteria as outlined in Schedule 4
(Regulation 12(5) and/or Schedule 5 (Regulation 12(6) of the National
Health Service (Clinical Commissioning Groups) Regulations 2012

2.2.10. Vote of No Confidence:
a) Executive Chair - an extraordinary meeting of the Governing Body
can be requested when a minimum of two thirds of all eligible member
practices call for a vote of no confidence to be held to remove the
Executive Chair and where there is at least one alternative candidate
for the post who is both suitably qualified and willing to be nominated
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b)

General Practice Representative (Locality Peer Group) – at a locality
peer group meeting a vote of no confidence can be called to remove
a locality peer group representative when a minimum of two thirds of
all eligible locality peer group practices request this and where there
is at least one alternative candidate for the post who is both suitably
qualified and willing to be nominated

c)

A vote of no confidence in a member of the Governing Body who is
employed by the CCG would require a majority vote from the
Governing Body and be subject to their respective Terms and
Conditions of Employment

2.2.11. Failure or inability to discharge their duties as set out in the incumbents’
job description.
2.2.12. Failure or inability to attend a minimum of 75% of the Governing Body
meetings
2.2.13. The Executive Chair as listed in paragraph 6.7.2 of the group’s
constitution, is subject to the following appointment process:
a)

Six months prior to the cessation of the incumbent Executive Chairs
four year tenure, the appointment process for the election of a GP to
be the Executive Chair of the CCG for the subsequent four year
tenure will be initiated by the incumbent Executive Chair

b) The incumbent Executive Chair will authorise the circulation of an
invitation to all General Practitioners employed by member practices
(salaried GPs and GP Partners) asking for expressions of Interest in
being appointed as Executive Chair of the CCG.
c)

All expressions of Interest will be submitted in confidence to the
Accountable Officer together with a covering letter stating evidence of
suitability and competence against the requirements and attributes for
the Executive Chair

d) A selection panel comprising the Accountable Officer, a Lay Member
from the Remuneration Committee and a General Practice
Representative on the Governing Body who has not expressed an
interest in the Executive Chair position will review and shortlist all
candidates who demonstrate the competencies, roles and
responsibilities and essential criteria as described in the Executive
Chair Job Description. The panel will also consider any potential
Conflicts of Interest issues. In the scenario where all existing General
Practice Representatives on the Governing Body have submitted an
expression of interest, a non-Governing Body GP will be asked to sit
on the selection panel for shortlisting.
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e)

The Accountable Officer will publish a list of all shortlisted candidates
to be circulated to all 23 practices. Candidates will be allowed one
month canvassing time to engage with practices (if necessary) to
seek nomination support.

f)

Each practice will have the freedom to decide how they, as a practice,
will come to their decision on their preferred candidate.

g)

After this one month’s canvassing time, and at a date set by the
Accountable Officer, all member practices will be mandated to
nominate their preferred candidate. The lead GP (or nominated
deputy) of that practice will submit their casting vote on behalf of their
practice nomination in confidence to the returning officer (Local
Medical Committee or appointed independent adjudicator). The
nomination of the preferred candidate will be based on a one vote per
member practice principle.

h) Voting will be by the Alternative Voting System, whereby the lead GP
(or nominated deputy) of each individual member practice within each
locality peer group will submit their choice of preferred candidate on a
standard nomination form ranking the shortlisted candidates in order
of preference (i.e. 1' by their first choice a '2' by their second choice,
and so on until they no longer wish to express any further preferences
or run out of candidates). Each member practice can only do this
once.
i)

Candidates are elected outright if they gain more than half of the first
preference votes. If not, the candidate who lost (the one with least first
preferences) is eliminated and their votes are redistributed according
to the second (or next available) preference marked on the ballot
paper. This process continues until one candidate has half of the
votes and is elected.

j)

The preferred candidate will be formally nominated by the CCG
Governing Body to NHS England for assessment (if necessary) and
confirmation of suitability for appointment.

k)

The appointed individual will serve a term of four years from the date
of appointment.

l)

There is no restriction as to the number of times in total the same GP
from a member practice can be elected and serve as the Executive
Chair, however the incumbent Executive Chair must also take part in
the election process each time there is one by submitting an
expression of interest and supporting information.

m) The Executive Chair will be employed by the CCG on a minimum of
four sessions per week subject to agreement with the appointed
candidate and employing practice.
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n) A standard contract will be agreed between the CCG and the
executive Chairs employing practice, releasing the individual for the
agreed time and tenure. The contract will provide a protected
guarantee for the Executive Chair regarding return to their substantive
post following the end of their tenure.
2.2.14 The General Practice Representatives (Locality Peer Group) as listed
in paragraph 6.7.2 of the group’s constitution, are subject to the following
appointment process:
a) Four months prior to the cessation of each of the five incumbent
Locality Peer group representatives three year tenure, the
appointment process for the selection of the Locality Peer group
representatives for the subsequent three year tenure will be initiated
by the incumbent Executive Chair.
b) The incumbent Chair will authorise the circulation of an invitation to
all health professionals employed by the 23 member practices
(General Practitioner (Partner or salaried), Practice Nurse and
Practice Manager) asking for expressions of interest in being elected
as a locality peer group representative. Candidates will be asked to
confirm which locality peer group area they wish to represent and
indicate a second locality peer group area preference (optional) on a
standard expression of interest form.
c)

All expressions of Interest will be submitted in confidence to the
Accountable Officer together with a covering letter stating evidence of
suitability and competence against the requirements and attributes for
the locality peer group representative role.

d)

A selection panel comprising the Executive Chair, Accountable Officer
and a Lay Member from the Remuneration Committee will review and
shortlist all candidates who demonstrate the competences, roles and
responsibilities and essential criteria as described in the General
Practice Representatives (Locality Peer Group) Job Description and
Person specification. The panel will also consider any potential
Conflicts of Interest issues.

e)

The Accountable Officer will circulate to each member practice of the
five locality peer groups a list of all the shortlisted candidates who
have indicated an expression of interest to be considered for election
for their first choice locality peer group area.

f)

Shortlisted candidates will be allowed one month canvassing time to
engage with the relevant member practices within their preferred
locality peer group area (if necessary) to seek nomination support.
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g) Each practice will have the freedom to decide on the process as to
how they as a practice will come to their decision on their preferred
candidate.
h)

After this one month’s canvassing time, and at a date set by the
Executive Chair, all member practices will be mandated to nominate
their preferred candidate to be the locality peer group representative.

i)

Voting will be by the Alternative Voting System, whereby the lead GP
(or nominated deputy) of each individual member practice within each
locality peer group will submit their choice of preferred candidate on a
standard nomination form ranking the shortlisted candidates in order
of preference (i.e. 1' by their first choice a '2' by their second choice,
and so on until they no longer wish to express any further preferences
or run out of candidates). Each member practice can only do this
once.

j)

The nomination form will be submitted in confidence to the returning
officer (Local Medical Committee or appointed independent
adjudicator).

k)

Candidates are elected outright if they gain more than half of the first
preference votes. If not, the candidate who lost (the one with least
first preferences) is eliminated and their votes are redistributed
according to the second (or next available) preference marked on the
ballot paper. This process continues until one candidate has half of
the votes and is elected.

l)

The preferred candidate of each locality peer group will be formally
ratified by the CCG Governing Body.

m) No candidate for a local peer group representative. If in the
situation where a locality peer group had no expressions of interest
from any eligible healthcare staff employed by member practices
within that locality peer group area then those individuals from outside
of the locality peer group in question who had indicated a preference
for that area as a second preference – and who had not been elected
as a represented for their first choice - will be considered for election.
The process of electing the candidate will be exactly the same as
described previously.
n)

The Constitution allows the possibility of a healthcare professional to
represent on the Governing Body a locality in which the healthcare
professionals employing member practice is not a member of that
locality peer group – i.e. a healthcare professional employed by a
member practice that is in the Macclesfield locality peer group could
represent the Congleton locality. This option is to mitigate the
possibility of a locality not being represented on the Governing Body if
an occasion arises where there are no suitable candidates being
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nominated from within a locality peer group to represent that locality.
The skills and ability of the individual representing a locality will be
more important than their professional role and the geographic
coverage of their member practice.
o)

If this situation was to occur it would only do so with the confidence
and support of the healthcare professionals employing member
practice and the member practices within the relevant locality peer
group.

p)

Locality peer group representatives will serve a term of three years
from date of appointment. Time commitment will be a minimum of four
sessions per month.

q)

There is no restriction as to the number of times in total the same
representative from a member practice can be elected to represent
the locality peer group area and serve on the Governing Body.
However at the end of each individual’s tenure, to be considered for
re-election for a further three year tenure they will need to submit an
expression of interest to be elected again.

r)

The representative(s) will continue to be employed by the member
practice and serve additional sessions per month on CCG duties,
subject to agreement with the appointed candidate and employing
practice.

s)

A standard contract will be agreed between the CCG and the
representative(s) employing practice, confirming the remuneration /
backfill rate, time and tenure. The contract will also provide a
protected guarantee for the representative(s) regarding return to their
substantive post following the end of their tenure.

t)

In exceptional circumstances where a peer group area is unable to
identify a candidate who is able/willing to take up a three year tenure,
and/or where a candidate from one of the other peer groups areas
has also not been identified and/or approved to take on the role of
Peer Group Lead for the area in question, the Chair of the Governing
Body can authorise the Accountable Officer to investigate and offer
alternative arrangements to secure Locality Peer Group
representation on the Governing Body. This could include, but not
limited to, reducing the tenure of appointment, increasing number of
candidates appointed on a rotating/role share arrangement for the
three year tenure or other such arrangement as identified. Candidates
would still be subject to the terms outlined in 2.2.14 paragraphs r) and
s)

2.2.15 The General Practice Representatives (Leadership) as listed in
paragraph 6.7.2 of the group’s constitution, are subject to the following
appointment process:
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a) The Executive Chair, Accountable Officer or nominated deputy will
authorise the circulation of an invitation to all health professionals
employed by the 23 member practices (General Practitioner (Partner
or salaried), Practice Nurse and Practice Manager) asking for
expressions of interest in a full time Leadership role. The invitation will
be supported by a detailed job description setting out the role and
responsibilities and required time commitments.
b) All expressions of interest will be submitted in confidence to the
Accountable Officer together with a covering letter stating evidence of
suitability and competence against the requirements and attributes for
the leadership role.
c) For the full time leadership posts, a selection panel comprising the
Executive Chair, Accountable Officer and appropriate representative of
the Leadership
will review and shortlist all candidates who
demonstrate the required competences, roles and responsibilities and
essential criteria. The panel will also consider any potential Conflicts of
Interest issues. Where appropriate, shortlisted candidates will then be
interviewed by the selection panel where successful candidates will be
identified.
d) General Practice Representatives in a leadership role who are
appointed to the Governing Body will serve a term of between one and
three years from the date of appointment, subject to the
recommendation of the Executive Chair and Accountable Officer. Full
Time membership of the Leadership Team will require a minimum of
eight sessions per month.
e) Individuals who undertake a leadership role within the CCG are not
automatically appointed to the Governing Body, unless they have been
elected as a General Practice Locality Peer group representative.
However the Executive Chair and Accountable Officer can recommend
to the Governing Body up to two General Practice Representatives
with a leadership role to be appointed to the Governing Body.
Appointment requires the approval of the Governing Body
f) There is no restriction as to the number of times in total the same
representative from a member practice can be appointed to the
Leadership team. However at the end of each individual’s tenure, to be
considered for re-election for a further tenure they will need to submit
an expression of interest to be appointed again.
g) The individual will continue to be employed by the member practice
and serve additional sessions per month on CCG duties, subject to
agreement with the appointed candidate and employing practice.
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h) A standard contract will be agreed between the CCG and the
candidates(s) employing practice, confirming the remuneration /
backfill rate, time and tenure. The contract will also provide a protected
guarantee for the representative(s) regarding return to their
substantive post following the end of their tenure.
2.2.16 The Accountable Officer as listed in paragraph 6.7.2 of the group’s
constitution, is subject to the following appointment process:
a) Advertisement for the role will be done in all appropriate media
(newspapers, internet) and via relevant professional networks.
Applications for the role will be done via submission of a covering
letter, Curriculum Vitae and NHS leadership assessment report.
b) A selection panel comprising of the Executive Chair and a Senior
Human Resources representative will review and shortlist all
candidates who demonstrate the competences, roles and
responsibilities and essential criteria as described in the Job
Description and Person specification for the Accountable Officer role.
Any potential Conflicts of Interests and ineligibility criteria will also be
assessed. Shortlisted candidates will then be interviewed by a
selection panel comprising as a minimum:
 Executive Chair
 HR professional
 General Practice Representative
 External assessor with relevant experience (i.e. LMC
representative, external Chief Executive)
where a successful candidate will be identified.
c) The initial appointment will be as Designate Accountable Officer with
the appointment becoming substantive when the CCG becomes a
statutory organisation in April 2013.
d) The Accountable Officer will be a full time employee of the CCG
employed under NHS Agenda for Change Conditions.
e) The Accountable Officer remuneration will be subject to agreement by
the Remuneration Committee and in-line with NHS England guidance
f) NHS England will formally appoint the individual nominated by the
CCG to undertake the Accountable Officer role and duties as part of
the CCG‘s application to NHS England to be established.
2.2.17 The Chief Finance Officer as listed in paragraph 6.7.2 of the group’s
constitution, is subject to the following appointment process:
a)

Advertisement for the role will be done in all appropriate media
(newspapers, internet) and via relevant professional networks.
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Applications for the role will be done via submission of a covering
letter, Curriculum Vitae and NHS Senior Financial Leadership report.
b)

A selection panel comprising of the Executive Chair and Accountable
Officer will review and shortlist all candidates who demonstrate the
competences, roles and responsibilities and essential criteria as
described in the Job Description and Person specification for the
Chief Finance Officer role. Any potential Conflicts of Interests and
ineligibility criteria will also be assessed. Shortlisted candidates will
then be interviewed by a selection panel comprising as a minimum:
 Executive Chair
 Accountable/Chief Officer
 HR professional
 General Practice Representative
 External assessor with relevant experience (i.e. external Director of
Finance)
where successful candidates will be identified.

c)

The initial appointment will be as Designate Chief Finance Officer
with the appointment becoming substantive when the CCG becomes
a statutory organisation in April 2013.

d)

The Chief Finance Officer will be a full time employee of the CCG
employed under NHS Agenda for Change Conditions.

e)

The Chief Finance Officer remuneration will be subject to agreement
by the Remuneration Committee and in-line with NHS England
guidance.

2.2.18 The Lay Persons as listed in paragraph 6.7.2 of the group’s constitution,
are subject to the following appointment process:
a) Advertisement for the role(s) will be done in all local media
(newspapers, internet) with applications for the role to be done via
www.jobs.nhs.uk.
b) A selection panel comprising of the Executive Chair and Accountable
Officer will review and shortlist all candidates who demonstrate the
competences, roles and responsibilities and essential criteria as
described in the Job Description and Person specification for each Lay
Member position. Any potential Conflicts of Interests and ineligibility
criteria will also be assessed. Shortlisted candidates will then be
interviewed by a selection panel comprising as a minimum:
 Executive Chair
 Accountable/Chief Officer
 HR professional
 General Practice Representative
where successful candidates will be identified.
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c) A minimum of four months before the end of the incumbent Lay
members four year tenure, the Executive Chair will initiate the readvertisement of the Lay member position(s) in local media and will
follow the appointment process as outlined above.
d) The initial appointment will be as an Interim Designate Lay Member of
the Governing Body, with the appointment becoming substantive when
the CCG becomes a statutory organisation in April 2013.
e) The time commitment expected for this role is a minimum of 2.5 days
per month. Appointment is for the period of four years.
f) There is no restriction as to the number of times an individual can
serve on the Governing Body in a Lay Member role, however at the
end of each individuals tenure so as to be considered for appointment
for a further four year tenure the incumbent individual will need to
submit an application as part of the re-advertisement process of the
role.
g) Lay members will be appointed as a designate members of the
Governing Body and will become substantive when the CCG becomes
a statutory body. The role of a Lay Member is an appointment and not
a job and therefore not subject to the provisions of employment law
except where discrimination is alleged.
2.2.19 The Registered Nurse as listed in paragraph 6.7.2 of the group’s
constitution, is subject to the following appointment process:
a) Advertisement for the role(s) will be done in all appropriate media
(newspapers, internet) and via relevant professional networks.
Applications for the role will be done via www.jobs.nhs.uk.
b) A selection panel comprising of the Executive Chair and Accountable
Officer will review and shortlist all candidates who demonstrate the
competences, roles and responsibilities and essential criteria as
described in the Job Description and Person specification for the
Registered Nurse role. Any potential Conflicts of Interests and
ineligibility criteria will also be assessed. Shortlisted candidates will
then be interviewed by a selection panel comprising as a minimum:
 Executive Chair
 Accountable/Chief Officer
 HR professional
 General Practice Representative
 External assessor with relevant experience (i.e. Director of
Nursing)
where successful candidates will be identified.
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c) A minimum of four months before the end of the incumbent
Registered Nurses tenure, the Executive Chair will initiate the readvertisment of the position and will follow the appointment process as
outlined above.
d) The initial appointment will be as an Interim Designate Clinical
member on the Governing Body – Registered Nurse with the
appointment becoming substantive when the CCG becomes a
statutory organisation in April 2013.
e) The time commitment expected for this role is a minimum of 2.5 days
per month. Appointment is for the period of four years.
f)

Where currently employed the remuneration to the individuals
employer will be at a rate commensurate with current salary or as
needed for replacements costs.

g) Where currently not working, the remuneration to the individual will be
commensurate with the average rate for the profession and level of
seniority.
h) There is no restriction as to the number of times an individual can
serve on the Governing Body in the Registered Nurse role (ineligibility
criteria permitting), however at the end of each individuals tenure so as
to be considered for appointment for a further four year tenure the
incumbent individual will need to submit an application as part of the
re-advertisement process of the role.
i)

The Registered Nurse will be appointed as a designate members of
the Governing Body and will become substantive when the CCG
becomes a statutory body. The role of a the Registered Nurse is an
appointment and not a job and therefore not subject to the provisions
of employment law except where discrimination is alleged

2.2.20 The Secondary Care Doctor as listed in paragraph 6.7.2 of the group’s
constitution, is subject to the following appointment process:
a) Advertisement for the role(s) will be done in all appropriate media
(newspapers, internet) and via relevant professional networks.
Applications for the role will be done via www.jobs.nhs.uk.
b) A selection panel comprising of the Executive Chair and Accountable
Officer will review and shortlist all candidates who demonstrate the
competences, roles and responsibilities and essential criteria as
described in the Job Description and Person specification for
Secondary Care Doctor role. Any potential Conflicts of Interests and
ineligibility criteria will also be assessed. Shortlisted candidates will
then be interviewed by a selection panel comprising as a minimum:
 Executive Chair
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 Accountable/Chief Officer
 HR professional
 General Practice Representative
 External assessor with relevant experience (i.e. Medical Director)
where successful candidates will be identified.
c) A minimum of four months before the end of the incumbent
Secondary Care Doctors tenure, the Executive Chair will initiate the readvertisment of the position and will follow the appointment process as
outlined above.
d) The initial appointment will be as an Interim Designate Clinical
member on the Governing Body – Secondary Care Doctor with the
appointment becoming substantive when the CCG becomes a
statutory organisation in April 2013.
e) The time commitment expected for this role is a minimum of four
sessions per month. Appointment is for the period of four years.
f)

Where currently employed the remuneration to the individuals
employer will be at a rate commensurate with current salary or as
needed for replacements costs.

g) Where currently not working, the remuneration to the individual will be
commensurate with the average rate for the profession and level of
seniority.
h) There is no restriction as to the number of times an individual can
serve on the Governing Body in the Secondary Care Doctor role
(ineligibility criteria permitting), however at the end of each individuals
tenure so as to be considered for appointment for a further four year
tenure the incumbent individual will need to submit an application as
part of the re-advertisement process of the role.
i)

The Secondary Care Doctor will be appointed as a designate member
of the Governing Body and will become substantive when the CCG
becomes a statutory body. The role of a the Secondary Care Doctor is
an appointment and not a job and therefore not subject to the
provisions of employment law except where discrimination is alleged

2.2.21 The Senior Public Health Representative as listed in paragraph 6.7.2 of
the group’s constitution, is subject to the following appointment process:
a) The appointment of the Public Health representative to the Governing
Body will follow the nomination of a suitable candidate by the local
Director of Public Health and following a tripartite agreement between
the Director of Public Health, Executive Chair and Accountable Officer.
The Executive Chair will recommend the appointment of the identified
Public Health Representative to the Governing Body for approval.
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b) The time commitment expected for this role is a minimum of 2.5 days
per month. Appointment is for the period of four years.
c) There is no restriction as to the number of times an individual can
serve on the Governing Body acting in the capacity of the Public
Health representative; however at the end of the incumbent individuals
four year tenure the suitability and availability of the incumbent will be
considered by the Local Director of Public Health, Executive Chair and
Accountable Officer.
d) An agreement will be made between the CCG and the employing
organisation of the Public Health representative confirming the time
commitment and tenure.
2.2.22

The roles and responsibilities of each of these key roles are set out either
in paragraph 6.7.2 or 6.7.2.2 or Chapter 7 of the group’s constitution.

3.

MEETINGS OF THE CLINICAL COMMISSIONING GROUP

3.1.

Calling meetings

3.1.1.

Ordinary meetings of the group shall be held at regular intervals at such
times and places as the group may determine.

3.2.

Agenda, supporting papers and business to be transacted

3.2.1.

Items of business to be transacted for inclusion on the agenda of a
meeting need to be notified to the Governing Body Secretary at least ten
working days (i.e. excluding weekends and bank holidays) before the
meeting takes place. Supporting papers for such items need to be
submitted at least ten working days before the meeting takes place. The
agenda and supporting papers will be circulated to all members of a
meeting at least five working days before the date the meeting will take
place.

3.2.2.

Agendas and certain papers for the group’s Governing Body – including
details about meeting dates, times and venues - will be published on the
group’s website.

3.3.

Petitions

3.3.1

NHS Eastern Cheshire CCG welcomes petitions and recognises that
petitions are one way in which the citizens of Eastern Cheshire can let us
know of their concerns.
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3.3.2

The CCG will treat as a petition any communication which is signed by or
sent to us on behalf of a number of people. For practical purposes, the
CCG sets the following requirements before considering a petition:

Category
Ordinary petition
Petition requiring
response
Petition requiring
debate

Brief Description
A petition requesting action by the
CCG
Any petition above a set threshold
which requests an action or response
by the Executive Team of the CCG
Any petition above a set threshold
which will require the petition to be
considered as an agenda item at the
next meeting of the Governing Body

Signatory Threshold
Minimum of 10
1,000

2,000

3.3.3

Written petitions can be sent to the Corporate Services Manager,
Corporate Services, NHS Eastern Cheshire CCG, Floor 1, West Wing,
New Alderley House, Victoria Road, Macclesfield, Cheshire, SK10 3BL or
email ecccg.easterncheshirecommunications@nhs.net

3.4.

Chair of a meeting

3.4.1.

At any meeting of the group or its Governing Body or of a committee or
sub-committee, the Chair of the group, Governing Body, committee or
sub-committee, if any and if present, shall preside. If the Chair is absent
from the meeting, the deputy Chair, if any and if present, shall preside.

3.4.2.

If the Chair is absent temporarily on the grounds of a declared conflict of
interest the deputy Chair, if present, shall preside. If both the Chair and
deputy Chair are absent, or are disqualified from participating, or there is
neither a Chair or deputy a member of the group, Governing Body,
committee or sub-committee respectively shall be chosen by the members
present, or by a majority of them, and shall preside.

3.5.

Chair's ruling

3.5.1.

The decision of the Chair of the Governing Body on questions of order,
relevancy and regularity and their interpretation of the constitution,
standing orders, scheme of reservation and delegation and prime financial
policies at the meeting, shall be final.

3.6.

Quorum

3.6.1.

No business shall be transacted at the meeting of the Governing Body,
unless all of the following are represented:
a) 60% of voting practice member representatives;
b) at least one lay member;
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c) the Chair or Deputy Chair;
d) the
Accountable
Officer

or

Chief

Finance

Officer.

3.6.2.

Deputies for any board post, can be agreed with prior notice, but will have
no voting rights.

3.6.3.

For all other of the group’s committees and sub-committees, including the
Governing Body’s committees and sub-committees, the details of the
quorum for these meetings and status of representatives are set out in the
appropriate terms of reference.

3.7.

Decision making

3.7.1.

Chapter 6 of the group’s constitution, together with the scheme of
reservation and delegation, sets out the governing structure for the
exercise of the group’s statutory functions. Generally it is expected that at
the group’s Governing Body meetings decisions will be reached by
consensus. Should this not be possible then a vote of members will be
required, the process for which is set out below:
a)

Eligibility – all members of the Governing Body have a vote;

b)

Majority necessary to confirm a decision - simple majority is
required;

c)

Casting vote - Executive Chair;

d)

Dissenting views - members taking a dissenting view but losing a
vote will have their dissent recorded in the minutes;

e)

Voting in Absence – members may vote in absence by a formal
letter to the Chair or Deputy Chair.

3.7.2.

Should a vote be taken the outcome of the vote, and any dissenting
views, must be recorded in the minutes of the meeting.

3.7.3.

For all other of the group’s committees and sub-committees, including the
Governing Body’s committees and sub-committee, the details of the
process for holding a vote are set out in the appropriate terms of
reference.

3.8.

Emergency powers and urgent decisions

3.8.1.

With agreement of the Chair and the Accountable Officer an emergency
meeting of the Governing Body may be called at any time.
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3.8.2.

Once fully authorised the powers which the CCG has reserved to itself
may in an emergency authorise an urgent decision to be exercised by the
Chair and/or the Accountable Officer after having consulted at least two
other Governing Body members.

3.8.3.

The exercise of such powers by the Chair and /or the Accountable Officer
shall be reported to the next formal meeting of the CCG in public session,
for
ratification.

3.8.4.

An emergency meeting maybe called by the members if submitted in
writing to the Chair and supported by a minimum of 60% of the member
practices.

3.9.

Suspension of Standing Orders

3.9.1.

Except where it would contravene any statutory provision or any direction
made by the Secretary of State for Health or NHS England, any part of
these standing orders may be suspended at any meeting, provided the
majority of Governing Body members are in agreement.

3.9.2.

A decision to suspend standing orders together with the reasons for doing
so shall be recorded in the minutes of the meeting.

3.9.3.

A separate record of matters discussed during the suspension shall be
kept. These records shall be made available to the Governing Body’s
audit committee for review of the reasonableness of the decision to
suspend standing orders.

3.10.

Record of Attendance/Minutes

3.10.1.

All Governing Body members in attendance will have their names and
titles recorded in the minutes of the Governing Body meetings.

3.10.2.

Governing Body members representing the five locality peer groups will
have the name of the locality peer group that they represent noted in the
minutes of the Governing Body meetings.

3.10.3.

Minutes will be taken and drafted by the Governing Body admin support,
checked by the Governing Body Secretary (Corporate Services Manager)
and formally signed off by the Executive Chair of the Governing Body.

3.10.4.

Minutes of the Governing Body meetings will be made available to
Governing Body members within 10 working days of the meeting.

3.10.5.

Minutes of the Governing Body meetings will be made available to
members of the public via the CCG website.

3.11.

Admission of public and the press
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3.11.1.

Meetings of the Governing Body will be held in public unless the group
considers that it is not in the public’s interest to permit members of the
public to attend a meeting or part of a meeting.

3.11.2.

Members of the public and press will be able to attend all Governing Body
meetings held in public with the exception of in those circumstances it is
deemed necessary to prevent disruption or where publicity on a matter
would be prejudicial to the public interest. On the rare occasion where
press or public are excluded, Governing Body members, and employees
in attendance will be required not to disclose confidential contents of
papers or minutes, or content of any discussion at the meeting on these
topics outside the clinical commissioning group without the express
permission of the group or its Governing Body.

4.

APPOINTMENT OF COMMITTEES AND SUB-COMMITTEES

4.1.

Appointment of committees and sub-committees

4.1.1.

The group may appoint committees and sub-committees of the group,
subject to any regulations made by the Secretary of State58, and make
provision for the appointment of committees and sub-committees of its
Governing Body. Where such committees and sub-committees of the
group, or committees and sub-committees of its Governing Body, are
appointed they are included in Chapter 6 of the group’s constitution.

4.1.2.

Other than where there are statutory requirements, such as in relation to
the Governing Body’s audit committee or remuneration committee, the
group shall determine the membership and terms of reference of
committees and sub-committees and shall, if it requires, receive and
consider reports of such committees at the next appropriate meeting of
the group.

4.1.3.

The provisions of these standing orders shall apply where relevant to the
operation of the Governing Body, the Governing Body’s committees and
sub-committee and all committees and sub-committees unless stated
otherwise in the committee or sub-committee’s terms of reference.

4.2.

Terms of Reference

4.2.1.

Terms of reference shall have effect as if incorporated into the constitution
and shall be added to this document as an appendix.

58

See section 14N of the 2006 Act, inserted by section 25 of the 2012 Act
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4.3.

Delegation of Powers by Committees to Sub-committees

4.3.1.

Where committees are authorised to establish sub-committees they may
not delegate executive powers to the sub-committee unless expressly
authorised by the group.

4.4.

Approval of Appointments to Committees and Sub-Committees

4.4.1.

The group shall approve the appointments to each of the committees and
sub-committees which it has formally constituted including those the
Governing Body. The group shall agree such travelling or other
allowances as it considers appropriate.

5.

DUTY TO REPORT NON-COMPLIANCE WITH STANDING
ORDERS AND PRIME FINANCIAL POLICIES

5.1.

If for any reason these standing orders are not complied with, full details
of the non-compliance and any justification for non-compliance and the
circumstances around the non-compliance, shall be reported to the next
formal meeting of the Governing Body for action or ratification. All
members of the group and staff have a duty to disclose any noncompliance with these standing orders to the Accountable Officer as soon
as possible.

6.

USE OF SEAL AND AUTHORISATION OF DOCUMENTS

6.1.

Clinical Commissioning Group’s seal

6.1.1.

The group may have a seal for executing documents where necessary.
The following individuals or officers are authorised to authenticate its use
by their signature:
a)

the Accountable Officer

b) the Chair of the Governing Body
c)

the Chief Finance Officer

6.2.

Execution of a document by signature

6.2.1.

The following individuals are authorised to execute a document on behalf
of the group by their signature.
a)

the Accountable Officer

b) the Chair of the Governing Body
c)

the Chief Finance Officer
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7.

OVERLAP WITH OTHER CLINICAL COMMISSIONING
GROUP POLICY STATEMENTS / PROCEDURES AND
REGULATIONS

7.1.

Policy statements: general principles

7.1.1.

The group will from time to time agree and approve policy statements /
procedures which will apply to all or specific groups of staff employed by
NHS Eastern Cheshire Clinical Commissioning Group. The decisions to
approve such policies and procedures will be recorded in an appropriate
group minute and will be deemed where appropriate to be an integral part
of the group’s standing orders.
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APPENDIX F
TERMS OF REFERENCE FOR GOVERNANCE AND AUDIT
COMMITTEE
NHS Eastern Cheshire Clinical Commissioning Group
Governance & Audit Committee Terms of Reference
1.

Introduction

1.1

The Governance and Audit Committee (the committee) is established in
accordance with NHS Eastern Cheshire Clinical Commissioning Group’s
constitution standing orders and scheme of delegation. These terms of
reference set out the membership, remit, responsibilities and reporting
arrangements of the committee and shall have effect as if incorporated
into the constitution and standing orders.

Internal Directorate

ECCCG Member Practices

Statutory Committee
Advisory Committee
Advisory Committee

Constitution
NHS England

Statutory

CCG Governing
Body

Democratic

Health &
Wellbeing Board

Executive Team

Finance
Committee

Programme
Management
Office

Clinical
Outcomes
Committee

Commissioning
Directorate

Clinical Quality
& performance
Committee

Caring Together
Executive Board

Joint
Commissioning

Transformation
Direcotrate

Governance &
Audit
Committee

Health Voice

Workforce
Committee

Corporate
Directorate

Remuneration
Committee

Locality group
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ECCCG Governing Body

Clinical Quality &
Performance Committee

Governance & Audit
Committee

Integrated
Governance

Internal Control

Risk
Management

Audit

Assurance
framework

Counter Fraud

Management

Financial
reporting

Remuneration Committee

1.2

The Committee’s key role is to ensure that NHS Eastern Cheshire Clinical
Commissioning Group has appropriate arrangements in place to ensure it
exercises its functions effectively, efficiently and economically and in
accordance with any generally accepted principles of good governance
that are relevant to it.

1.3

It will undertake this role in accordance with national guidance, and
relevant codes of practice including Nolan’s seven principles of public life.
In accordance with the Terms of Reference the committee will have
delegated authority to commission any reports or surveys it deems
necessary to help it fulfil its obligations and apply best practice in its
decision making.

1.4

The committee will operate under the direction of the Chair with the
assistance of the Chief Finance Officer and will report to the NHS Eastern
Cheshire Clinical Commissioning Group Governing Body.

2.

Integrated Governance, Risk Management and Internal Control
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2.1

Remit and Responsibilities. The duties of the Governance and Audit
Committee will be driven by the priorities, strategic aims and objectives
identified by the NHS Eastern Cheshire Clinical Commissioning Group
Governing Body. The Governing Body may call upon the Committee to
undertake investigations on its behalf relating to governance and audit
issues.

2.2

Internal Audit. The committee shall ensure that there is an effective
internal audit function that meets mandatory NHS Internal Audit Standards
and provides appropriate independent assurance to the audit committee,
Accountable Officer and clinical commissioning group. This will be
achieved by:
 consideration of the provision of the internal audit service, the cost of
the audit and any questions of resignation and dismissal
 review and approval of the internal audit strategy, operational plan and
more detailed programme of work, ensuring that this is consistent with
the audit needs of the organisation, as identified in the assurance
framework
 considering the major findings of internal audit work (and
management’s response) and ensuring co-ordination between the
internal and external auditors to optimise audit resources
 ensuring that the internal audit function is adequately resourced and
has appropriate standing within the clinical commissioning group
 an annual review of the effectiveness of internal audit

2.3

External Audit. The Committee shall review the work and findings of the
external auditors and consider the implications and management
responses to their work. This will be achieved by:
 Consideration of the appointment and performance of the external
auditors, as far as the rules governing the appointment permit.
 Discussion and agreement with the external auditors, before the audit
commences, of the nature and scope of the audit as set out in the
annual plan and ensuring coordination as appropriate, with other
external auditors in the local health economy.
 Discussion with the external auditors of their local evaluation of audit
risks and assessment of the CCG and associated impact on the audit
fee.
 Review of all external audit reports, including the report to those
charged with governance, agreement of the annual audit letter before
submission to the Governing Body and any work undertaken outside of
the annual audit plan, together with the appropriateness of
management responses.

2.4

Non-Audit Services. The committee will make recommendations to the
Governing Body on the acceptance or rejection of the supply of non-audit
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services by the statutory auditor, taking into account any relevant ethical
or professional guidance on the matter
2.5

Counter Fraud. The committee shall satisfy itself that the clinical
commissioning group has adequate arrangements in place for counter
fraud and shall review the outcomes of counter fraud work. It shall also
approve the counter fraud work programme.

2.6

Management. The committee shall request and review reports and
positive assurances from directors and managers for clinical / non clinical
arrangements for governance, risk management and internal control. The
committee may also request specific reports from individual functions
within the clinical commissioning group as they may be appropriate to the
overall arrangements. These will include, but are not limited to, the
following:
 Regular Information Governance Reports, Toolkit compliance updates,
Policy reviews and updates.
 Regular Risk reports and updates to the Assurance Framework
 Quality and Performance reports for clinical and non-clinical functions

2.7

Policies:
a) The committee shall satisfy itself that key ECCCG policies are in place
and that they are reviewed and updated as per the policy schedule and
recommended practice.
b) The committee shall have the delegated authority to commission,
review and authorise policies that are linked to its key duties and where
specifically delegated by the Governing Body.

2.8

Financial Reporting. The audit committee shall monitor the integrity of
the financial statements of the clinical commissioning group and any
formal announcements relating to the clinical commissioning group’s
financial performance.
The committee shall provide assurance that the systems and processes
for preparing internal financial statements to the Governing Body,
including those of budgetary control are robust and follow appropriate
legislation.
The audit committee shall review the external financial statements and
annual report before submission to the Governing Body and the clinical
commissioning group, focusing particularly on:
 the wording in the governance statement and other disclosures relevant
to the terms of reference of the committee
 changes in, and compliance with, accounting policies, practices and
estimation techniques
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unadjusted mis-statements in the financial statements
significant judgements in preparing of the financial statements
significant adjustments resulting from the audit
letter of representation
qualitative aspects of financial reporting
self-certification by the executives

2.9

Quality, Innovation, Productivity and prevention (QIPP). The
committee will provide assurance to the Governing Body that an
appropriate governance structure is in place to deliver QIPP initiatives.

2.10

Third Party Responsibilities. The committee will provide assurance that
processes are in place with the Clinical Commissioning Group to monitor
third parties compliance against both local and national determined
measures

2.11

Annual Accounts. The committee will review and approve the annual
accounts on behalf of the Governing Body

3.

Membership

3.1

The committee shall be appointed by NHS Eastern Cheshire Clinical
Commissioning Group as set out in its constitution and may include
individuals who are not on the Governing Body, but must exclude the
Chair of the Clinical Commissioning Group59.

3.2

The membership will be made up of the following members, plus any
other representatives that are required to attend as determined by the
committee.
Members
Lay Member (Governance & Audit) – Chair
Lay Member
Lay Member
General Practice Representative
Clinical Representative
Regular Attendees
Chief Finance Officer
Governance Manager

Voting Right
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No

59

The Chair of the committee should not also be the Chair of the governing body and at
least one member should have a financial background (The King’s Fund, KPMG, 2011).
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Internal Professional Audit Representative
External Professional Audit Representative
Professional External Counter Fraud Representative
Committee Administrator
Attendees By Invitation
Information Governance Representative
Safeguarding (Children & Adults) Representative(s)
Corporate Team Representative(s)
Business Management Team Representative(s)
Clinical Leadership Team Representative(s)
Commissioning Support Service Representative(s)
Chief Officer (Accountable Officer)
Leadership Team Representative(s)
Members of the Governing Body

No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No

3.3

Members of the Governance and Audit Committee will be required to
comply with provisions as set out in regulations with regard to:

qualification and disqualification for membership and appointment
of Chair

how members are appointed

tenure of members

eligibility for reappointment

4.0

Meeting Arrangements

4.1

The Chair of the Governance and Audit Committee will be held by an
appointed Lay Member of the NHS Eastern Cheshire Clinical
Commissioning Group Governing Board and will be deputised by another
lay member. Both will:
 encourage contributions from all members/attendees
 promote a culture of openness, transparency, constructive
challenge and honesty
 facilitate discussion to ensure the outcomes are concise and
focused and that the meetings run to time.

4.2

An appointed secretary will be responsible for supporting the Chair in the
preparation and circulation of agendas, papers and minutes.

4.3

A quorum necessary for the Governance and Audit Committee to
undertake its business is defined as:
Chair (or nominated Deputy Chair)
 One of the following in addition to the Chair/Deputy Chair
o Lay Member or General Practice Representative from the
Governing Body
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4.4

The Governance and Audit Committee should (at least annually) review
its own performance, membership and terms of reference to ensure it has
discharged its functions as intended. Any changes to the Terms of
Reference should be approved by the Governing Body.

5.0

Meeting Frequency & Reporting Arrangements

5.1

The meeting frequency will be bi monthly basis (or as determined by the
Committee) and will set a date which will enable the collection and
production of reports in a timely manner.

5.2

All agenda items will be subject to approval by the Governance and Audit
Committee Chair and will be required at least ten working days prior to the
meeting date.

5.3

Agenda and papers will be issued electronically one week prior to the
meeting (paper copies will be available by request).

5.4

The minutes of each meeting will go to the NHS Eastern Cheshire Clinical
Commissioning Group Governing Body.

5.5

The Chief Officer (Accountable Officer) will be invited at least annually by
the Committee to discuss with the Governing Body the assurance process
that supports the Annual Governance Statement, Draft Internal Audit
Plans and Final Accounts.

5.6

The terms of reference may be amended by approval of the Governing
Body

6.0

Declarations of Interest

6.1

Individuals contracted to work with or appointed to the group’s committees
will comply with the group’s standard of business conduct policy including
the requirements for declaring conflicts of interest.

6.2

In order to facilitate this process, “Declaration of interests” will be a
standing item on all agendas and copies of the minutes will be sent to the
Governance Manager for the purposes of maintaining the register of
interests.

6.3

All new declarations of interest must be notified to the “Accountable
Officer” within 28 days of a member taking office of any interests requiring
registrations, or within 28 days of a change to a member’s registered
interests. Copies of these notifications should be sent to the Governance
Manager.

7.0

Assurance Framework
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7.1

The Governing Body gains assurance that the organisation is operating
within its defined parameters through the Governing Body Assurance
Framework. This provides information on significant strategic risks that
may affect the organisation and information on how those risks are being
managed..

7.2

In order to facilitate this process, the “Risk Register” will be a standing
item on the committee agenda, where risks are identified within the
committee and evaluated and where appropriate, recorded or amended
on the committees risk register.

7.3

An updated copy of the risk register will be sent to the PMO or equivalent
within 10 working days of a committee meeting having been held. This will
then be added to the “Corporate Risk Register” and form part of the
Governing Body Assurance Framework
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APPENDIX G
TERMS OF REFERENCE FOR THE REMUNERATION COMMITTEE
NHS Eastern Cheshire Clinical Commissioning Group
Remuneration Committee
Terms of Reference
1.0

Introduction

1.1

The Remuneration Committee (the Committee) is established in
accordance with NHS Eastern Cheshire Clinical Commissioning Group’s
(CCG) constitution. These terms of reference set out the membership,
remit, responsibilities and reporting arrangements of the committee and
shall have effect upon incorporation into the CCGs Constitution and
Standing Orders.

1.2

The Committee is a formal Sub-Committee of the CCG Governing Body
and has delegated executive powers as specified within these Terms of
Reference.
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ECCCG Governing Body

Clinical Quality &
Performance Committee

Remuneration Committee

Staff Fairly
Rewarded

Remuneration
Packages

Termination /
Redundancy

Terms &
Conditions

Expenses

Relocation

Governance & Audit
Committee

1.3

The purpose/role of the Committee will be to have the responsibility of
reviewing and monitoring those risks within the Governing Body
Assurance Framework appropriate to the remit of Committee, ensuring
that any identified risks allocated to the Committee are actioned
appropriately and that assurances are sought. It will also be responsible
for providing assurance to the Governing Body that all corporate duties in
relation to this agenda are compliant and in line with corporate aims and
objectives.

1.4

The Remuneration Committee will also be responsible for making
recommendations to the Governing Body on determinations about:
 matters and determinations about pay, fees, other allowances and
remuneration of CCG employees on Agenda for Change (AfC) and
non-AfC contracts. This will include:
 all aspects of salary (including any performance-related elements/
bonuses)
 provisions for other benefits, including pensions and cars
 arrangements for termination of employment and other contractual
arrangements.

2.0

Membership

2.1

The Committee shall be appointed by the CCG from amongst its
Governing Body members plus any other representatives that are
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required to attend as determined by the Committee. The Committee
membership will consist of:
Member

Voting Right

Lay Member Representative – Chair
Lay Member Representative
General
Practice
Locality
Peer
Group
Representatives (Max of 2)
Registered Nurse on the Governing Body
Secondary Care Doctor on the Governing Body
Standing Invitation
CCG Accountable Officer (Chief Officer)
CCG Corporate Services Manager
HR Advisor
CCG Administrative (Secretarial) Support

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
No
No

2.2

No voting member will hold a contract of employment with the CCG other
than that for their duties and commitments as a member of the Governing
Body.

2.3

The total number of voting members cannot exceed 50% of the voting
members of the Governing Body membership

2.4

Relevant Managers / Officers and external advisers will be invited to
attend in line with agenda items as and when appropriate.

2.5

No committee attendee shall participate in any discussion or decision on
their own remuneration without having first submitted a Declaration of
Interest.

2.6

Members of the Committee will be listed in the CCG annual report and
accounts.

3.0

Remit and Responsibilities of the Committee

3.1

In order to fulfil its role effectively, the Committee will:
 review and approve the application of national guidance related to
remuneration and conditions of service for the CCG workforce under
AfC and non-AfC terms and conditions (T&C’s)
 to ratify any amendments or variations to the CCG Governing Body
recruitment and appointment policy as set out in the CCG Constitution
 to ratify the appointment process for any CCG employees onto the
Governing Body, including job description, remuneration and T&Cs,
where not covered in the CCG Constitution
 determine allowances under any pension scheme the CCG might
establish as an alternative to the NHS pension scheme
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review and consider evidence collected regarding the performance of
the Accountable Officer and other senior team members on VSM or
other non AfC Contracts when determining annual salary awards
approve the severance payments of the GP Chair, Accountable Officer,
Chief Finance Officer and of other senior staff on VSM or other non
AfC Contracts
have the responsibility of reviewing and monitoring those risks within
the Governing Body Assurance Framework appropriate to the remit of
Committee, and to ensure that any identified risks allocated to the
Committee are actioned appropriately and that assurances are sought.
Receive for information the minutes of the CCG Workforce Committee

3.2

In making its recommendations and decisions the Committee will take into
account:
 provisions of any national guidance arrangements
 relevant legislation (in particular anti-discrimination and equal pay
legislation)
 best practice and affordability
 employee relations and relevant staffing matters within the CCG
 remuneration levels elsewhere in the NHS and other relevant labour
markets
 trends and developments in non-pay benefits and terms and conditions
 organisational performance
 auditor requirements
 existing terms and conditions of service
 statutory health and safety legislation and best practice
 CCG values and principals

4.0

Meeting Arrangements

4.1

The position of Chair of the Remuneration Committee will be held by an
appointed Lay Member of the NHS Eastern Cheshire CCG Governing
Body and can only be deputised by another Lay Member of the NHS
Eastern Cheshire CCG Governing Body. In the position of Chair, the
postholder will:
 encourage contributions from all members/attendees
 promote a culture of openness, transparency, constructive challenge
and honesty
 facilitate discussion to ensure the outcomes are concise and focused
and that the meetings run to time.

4.2

An appointed secretary will be responsible for supporting the Chair in the
preparation and circulation of agendas, papers and minutes. The
Secretary will take minutes.

4.3

Quorate. A quorum necessary for the Remuneration Committee to
undertake its business is defined as:
 Committee Chair (or nominated Deputy Chair)
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One Lay Member
One other Committee members, one of which must either be a:
 Lay Member
 General Practice Locality Peer Group Representative
 Registered Nurse on the Governing Body
 Secondary Care Doctor on the Governing Body

4.4

The Remuneration Committee should (at least annually) review its own
performance, membership and Terms of Reference to ensure it has
discharged its functions as intended. Any changes to the Terms of
Reference should be approved by the Governing Body.

4.5

The Committee is authorised by the Governing Body to investigate any
activity within its terms of reference. It is authorised to seek any
information it requires from any employee.

4.6

The Committee is authorised by the Governing Body to obtain outside
legal or other independent professional advice and to secure the
attendance of advisers with relevant experience and expertise if it
considers this necessary.

4.7

Matters for consideration by the Committee may be nominated by any
member of the Committee or the Chief Officer (Accountable Officer) or
appropriate HR representative.

4.8

The Committee shall have the delegated authority to commission, review
and authorise policies that are linked to its key duties and where
specifically delegated by the Governing Body

4.9

Reporting. Following a Committee meeting the draft minutes will be sent
to all Committee members within ten working days of the meeting and
ratified by a quorate number of Committee members within five working
days of the draft minutes being sent out. No decisions or actions will be
enacted until the Chair signals approval of the ratified minutes to the
Accountable Officer and HR Advisor.
 Ratified copies of the minutes will be submitted to the Governing Body.

5.0

Meeting Frequency

5.1

The Committee shall meet as a minimum on four occassions during the
financial year. When required, additional meetings may be called by the
Chair of the Committee and Accountable Officer.

5.2

All agenda items will be subject to the approval by the Committee Chair
and Accountable Officer and will be required at least ten working days
prior to the meeting date.
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5.3

Members shall be notified at least ten working days in advance that a
meeting is due to take place.

5.4

Agendas and reports shall be distributed to members five working days in
advance of the meeting date. However, in exceptional circumstances, to
ensure confidentiality of proceedings, it may be necessary for reports to
only be made available on the day of the meeting. This will be at the
determination of the Committee Chair.

6.0

Conduct

6.1

Individuals contracted to work with or appointed to the group’s committees
will comply with the group’s standard of business conduct policy including
the requirements for declaring conflicts of interest. All members are
required to make open and honest declarations of the interest at the
commencement of each meeting or to notify the Committee Chair of any
actual, potential or perceived conflict of interest in advance of the meeting.

6.2

In order to facilitate this process, “Declaration of interests” will be a
standing item on all agendas and copies of the ratified minutes will be
sent to the Corporate Programmes and Governance Manager for the
purposes
of
maintaining
the
register
of
interests.

6.3

All members are required to uphold the Nolan Principles and all other
relevant NHS Code of Conduct requirements.

7.0

Assurance Framework

7.1

The Governing Body gains assurance that the organisation is operating
within its defined parameters through the Governing Body Assurance
Framework. This provides information on significant strategic risks that
may affect the organisation and information on how those risks are being
managed..

7.2

In order to facilitate this process, the “Risk Register” will be a standing
item on the committee agenda, where risks are identified within the
committee and evaluated and where appropriate, recorded or amended
on the committees risk register.

7.3

An updated copy of the risk register will be sent to the PMO or equivalent
within 10 working days of a committee meeting having been held. This will
then be added to the “Corporate Risk Register” and form part of the
Governing Body Assurance Framework

.
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APPENDIX H
TERMS OF REFERENCE FOR THE CLINICAL QUALITY AND
PERFORMANCE COMMITTEE
NHS Eastern Cheshire Clinical Commissioning Group
Clinical Quality & Performance Committee
Terms of Reference
1.

Introduction

1.1

The Clinical Quality and Performance Committee (the Committee) is
established in accordance with NHS Eastern Cheshire Clinical
Commissioning Group’s constitution, standing orders and scheme of
delegation. These terms of reference set out the membership, remit
responsibilities and reporting arrangements of the Committee and shall
have effect as if incorporated into the clinical commissioning groups
constitution and standing orders.

1.2

NHS Eastern Cheshire CCG Committee Structure
Internal Directorate

ECCCG Member Practices

Statutory Committee
Advisory Committee
Advisory Committee

Constitution
NHS England

Statutory

CCG Governing
Body

Democratic

Health &
Wellbeing Board

Executive Team

Finance
Committee

Programme
Management
Office

Clinical
Outcomes
Committee

Commissioning
Directorate

Clinical Quality
& Performance
Committee

Caring Together
Executive Board

Joint
Commissioning

Transformation
Direcotrate

Governance &
Audit
Committee

Health Voice

Workforce
Committee

Corporate
Directorate

Remuneration
Committee

Locality group
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ECCCG Governing Body

Remuneration Committee

Clinical Quality &
Performance Committee

Key National
Targets

Complaints, PALS
and Professional
Concern Trends

Progress against
CQIN

Patient
Experience

Mortality &
Morbidity Data

Patient Safety
Incidents or Serious
Untoward Incidents

Governance & Audit
Committee

2.

Membership

2.1.

The committee shall be appointed by NHS Eastern Cheshire CCG, as set
out in its constitution and may include individuals who are not on the
Governing Body.

2.2.

The membership of the committee will be made up of the following
members, plus any other representatives that are required to attend as
determined by the committee.

Member

Voting Right

GP Lead for Clinical Quality

Yes

GP Member for Clinical Leadership Team

Yes

Quality & Performance Manager or Commissionin
Director

Yes

Registered Nurse Governing Body Member

Yes

Secondary Care Doctor Governing Body Member

Yes

Lay Member (s) of Governing Body

Yes
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Head of Clinical
Outcomes

Developments

and

Health

Yes

Relevant members of the Executive Team,
Commissioning Managers and other personnel will
be invited to attend meetings as appropriate

No

Corporate Risk Manager NW CSU

No

Quality and Perfomance Analysts

No

Chair & Secretary
 The role of chair of the Clinical Quality & Performance Committee will
be undertaken by a clinically qualified member of the CCG Governing
Body
 The role of deputy chair of the Clinical Quality & Performance
Committee will be undertaken by a clinically qualified member of the
CCG Governing Body
 The Quality & Performance Manager will be responsible for providing
the meeting with relevant reports and documentation
 The administration of the meeting will be by a member of the CCG
Administration team, who will be responsible for supporting the Chair in
the preparation and circulation of agendas, papers and minutes
3.

Declarations of Interest

3.1.

Individuals contracted to work with or appointed to the group’s committees
will comply with the group’s standard of business conduct policy including
the requirements for declaring conflicts of interest.

3.2.

In order to facilitate this process, “Declarations of Interests” will be a
standing item on all agendas and copies of the minutes will be sent to the
Governance Manager for the purposes of maintaining the register of
interests.

3.3.

All new declarations of interest must be notified to the “Accountable
Officer” within 28 days of a member of taking office of any interests
requiring registrations, or within 28 days of a change to a member’s
registered interests. Copies of these notifications should be sent to the
Governance Manager.

4.

Quorum
Three voting members of the committee membership must be present for
the meeting to be quorate.

5.

Frequency and Notice of Meeting
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5.1.

Meetings will be held monthly, Minutes will be approved by the Chair and
circulated to Members within ten working days.

5.2.

Members to be sent relevant papers and agenda 5 working days prior to
meeting.

5.3.

All reports are required to be submitted 7 working days in advance of the
meeting.

6.

Assurance Framework

6.1.

The Governing Body gains assurance that the organisation is operating
within its defined parameters through the Governing Body Assurance
Framework. This provides information on significant strategic risks that
may affect the organisation and information on how those risks are being
managed.

6.2.

In order to facilitate this process, the “Risk Register” will be a standing
item on the committee agenda, where risks are identified within the
committee and evaluated and where appropriate, recorded or amended
on the committees risk register.

6.3.

An updated copy of the risk register will be sent to the PMO within 10
working days of a committee meeting having been held. This will then be
added to the “Corporate Risk Register” and form part of the Governing
Body Assurance Framework process.

7.

Remit and responsibilities of the committee

7.1.

To assure the NHS Eastern Cheshire Clinical Commissioning Group
Governing Body (CCG) that there is effective scrutiny relating to areas of
concern and achievement that affect patient safety by reviewing the
following areas by provider directly commissioned by NHS Eastern
Cheshire Clinical Commissioning Group:









patient experience
patient safety incidents or serious untoward incidents
complaints, PALs and professional concerns trends
mortality and morbidity data
progress against CQUIN
key national targets
Adult and Children’s Safeguarding
other issues will be raised as necessary
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7.2.

To approve the annual quality improvement priorities, and objectives,
contained within the Operational Plan and to agree the key information
requirements to monitor progress to meet these objectives.

7.3.

To provide assurance that patient safety and quality outcomes and
benefits are being realised and recommend action if the safety and quality
of commissioned services is compromised.

7.4.

To review national reports relating to matters of clinical quality, patient
safety and patient experience and approve local action plans and monitor
implementation on behalf of the Eastern Cheshire Clinical Commissioning
Group Governing Body.

8.

Relationship with the Governing Body

8.1.

The minutes of each meeting will go to the NHS Eastern Cheshire Clinical
Commissioning Group Governing Body. This will include a summary
performance against the agreed objectives in the CCG operational plan.

8.2.

Any issues that need escalation will be discussed at the relevant Provider
Quality and Performance meetings

9.

Policy and Best Practice

9.1.

The members of the Committee will make their contributions concisely
and keep focused on the desired outcomes applying best practice in their
decision making.

9.2.

The Committee will request any reports or surveys they deem necessary
to fulfil their obligations.

9.3.

Individuals contracted to work with the groups committees will comply with
the group’ standard of business conduct policy including the requirements
for declaring conflicts of interest. In order to facilitate this process,
“Declaration of interests” will be a standing item on all committee and subcommittee agendas.

10.

Conduct of the Committee

10.1.

All Group Members will conduct their business in accordance with the
Nolan seven principles of public life. (Selflessness, Integrity, Objectivity,
Accountability, Openness, Honesty and Leadership)


Be open in making their contributions



Be honest and open with comments and criticism



Listen to advice and comments
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10.2.

Terms of Reference will be reviewed annually

Date Agreed – 1 October 2014.
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APPENDIX I
PRIME FINANCIAL POLICIES
1.

INTRODUCTION

1.1.

General
a) These prime financial policies and supporting detailed financial
policies shall have effect as if incorporated into the group’s
constitution.
b) The prime financial policies are part of the group’s control
environment for managing the organisation’s financial affairs. They
contribute to good corporate governance, internal control and
managing risks. They enable sound administration; lessen the risk of
irregularities and support commissioning and delivery of effective,
efficient and economical services. They also help the Accountable
Officer and Chief Finance Officer to effectively perform their
responsibilities. They should be used in conjunction with the scheme
of reservation and delegation found at Appendix E.
c) In support of these prime financial policies, the group has prepared
more detailed policies, approved by the Chief Finance Officer, known
as detailed financial policies. The group refers to these prime and
detailed financial policies together as the clinical commissioning
group’s financial policies.
d) These prime financial policies identify the financial responsibilities
which apply to everyone working for the group and its constituent
organisations. They do not provide detailed procedural advice and
should be read in conjunction with the detailed financial policies. The
Chief Finance Officer is responsible for approving all detailed financial
policies.
e) A list of the group’s detailed financial policies will be published and
maintained on the group’s website.
f)

Should any difficulties arise regarding the interpretation or application
of any of the prime financial policies then the advice of the Chief
Finance Officer must be sought before acting. The user of these
prime financial policies should also be familiar with and comply with
the provisions of the group’s constitution, standing orders and scheme
of reservation and delegation.

g) Failure to comply with prime financial policies and standing orders can
in certain circumstances be regarded as a disciplinary matter that
could result in dismissal.
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1.2.

Overriding Prime Financial Policies
a) If for any reason these prime financial policies are not complied with,
full details of the non-compliance and any justification for noncompliance and the circumstances around the non-compliance shall
be reported to the next formal meeting of the Governing Body’s audit
committee for referring action or ratification. All of the group’s
members and employees have a duty to disclose any non-compliance
with these prime financial policies to the Chief Finance Officer as
soon as possible.

1.3.

Responsibilities and delegation
a) The roles and responsibilities of group’s members, employees,
members of the Governing Body, members of the Governing Body’s
committees and sub-committees, members of the group’s committee
and sub-committee (if any) and persons working on behalf of the
group are set out in chapters 6 and 7 of this constitution.
b) The financial decisions delegated by members of the group are set
out in the group’s scheme of reservation and delegation (see
Appendix E).

1.4.

Contractors and their employees
a) Any contractor or employee of a contractor who is empowered by the
group to commit the group to expenditure or who is authorised to
obtain income shall be covered by these instructions. It is the
responsibility of the Accountable Officer to ensure that such persons
are made aware of this.

1.5.

Amendment of Prime Financial Policies
a) To ensure that these prime financial policies remain up-to-date and
relevant, the Chief Finance Officer will review them at least annually.
Following consultation with the Accountable Officer and scrutiny by
the Governing Body’s governance & audit committee, the Chief
Finance Officer will recommend amendments, as fitting, to the
Governing Body for approval. As these prime financial policies are an
integral part of the group’s constitution, any amendment will not come
into force until the group applies to NHS England and that application
is granted.

2.

INTERNAL CONTROL
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POLICY – the group will put in place a suitable control environment and
effective internal controls that provide reasonable assurance of effective
and efficient operations, financial stewardship, probity and compliance
with laws and policies
2.1.

The Governing Body is required to establish a governance and audit
committee with terms of reference agreed by the Governing Body (see
paragraph 6.6.3(a) of the group’s constitution for further information).

2.2.

The Accountable Officer has overall responsibility for the group’s systems
of internal control.

2.3.

The Chief Finance Officer will ensure that:
a) financial policies are considered for review and update at least
annually
b) a system is in place for proper checking and reporting of all breaches
of financial policies
c)

3.

a proper procedure is in place for regular checking of the adequacy
and effectiveness of the control environment

AUDIT
POLICY – the group will keep an effective and independent internal audit
function and fully comply with the requirements of external audit and other
statutory reviews

3.1.

In line with the terms of reference for the Governing Body’s governance &
audit committee], the person appointed by the group to be responsible for
internal audit and the Audit Commission appointed external auditor will
have direct and unrestricted access to audit committee members and the
Chair of the Governing Body, Accountable Officer and Chief Finance
Officer for any significant issues arising from audit work that management
cannot resolve, and for all cases of fraud or serious irregularity.

3.2.

The person appointed by the group to be responsible for internal audit and
the external auditor will have access to the audit committee and the
Accountable Officer to review audit issues as appropriate. All audit
committee members, the Chair of the Governing Body and the
Accountable Officer will have direct and unrestricted access to the head of
internal audit and external auditors.

3.3.

The Chief Finance Officer will ensure that:
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a) the group has a professional and technically competent internal audit
process that is designed to address on a weighted basis all aspects of
corporate risk
b) the Governing Body approves any changes to the provision or
delivery of assurance services to the group
4.

FRAUD AND CORRUPTION
POLICY – the group requires all staff to always act honestly and with
integrity to safeguard the public resources they are responsible for. The
group will not tolerate any fraud perpetrated against it and will actively
chase any loss suffered

60

4.1.

The Governing Body’s governance & audit committee will satisfy itself that
the group has adequate arrangements in place for countering fraud and
shall review the outcomes of counter fraud work. It shall also approve the
counter fraud work programme, including communication and training.

4.2.

The Governing Body’s governance & audit committee will ensure that the
group has arrangements in place to work effectively with NHS Protect.
http://www.nhsbsa.nhs.uk/protect.aspx

5.

EXPENDITURE CONTROL

5.1.

The group is required by statutory provisions60 to ensure that its
expenditure does not exceed the aggregate of allotments from NHS
England and any other sums it has received and is legally allowed to
spend.

5.2.

The Accountable Officer has overall executive responsibility for ensuring
that the group complies with certain of its statutory obligations, including
its financial and accounting obligations, and that it exercises its functions
effectively, efficiently and economically and in a way which provides good
value for money.

5.3.

The Chief Finance Officer will:
a)

provide reports in the form required by NHS England

b)

ensure money drawn from NHS England is required for approved
expenditure only is drawn down only at the time of need and follows
best practice

See section 223H of the 2006 Act, inserted by section 27 of the 2012 Act
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c)

be responsible for ensuring that an adequate system of monitoring
financial performance is in place to enable the group to fulfil its
statutory responsibility not to exceed its expenditure limits, as set by
direction of NHS England

d)

adequately plan future expenditure so that it meets the needs of the
organisation and take timely corrective action where such future plans
do not meet the objectives of the organisation.

6.

ALLOTMENTS61

6.1.

The group’s Chief Finance Officer will:
a) periodically review the basis and assumptions used by NHS England
for distributing allotments and ensure that these are reasonable and
realistic and secure the group’s entitlement to funds

7.

b)

prior to the start of each financial year submit to the Governing Body
for approval a report showing the total allocations received and their
proposed distribution including any sums to be held in reserve

c)

regularly update the Governing Body on significant changes to the
initial allocation and the uses of such funds

COMMISSIONING STRATEGY, BUDGETS, BUDGETARY CONTROL
AND MONITORING
POLICY – the group will produce and publish an annual commissioning
plan62 that explains how it proposes to discharge its financial duties. The
group will support this with comprehensive medium term financial plans
and annual budgets

61
62

7.1.

The Accountable Officer will compile and submit to the Governing Body a
commissioning strategy which takes into account financial targets and
forecast limits of available resources.

7.2.

Prior to the start of the financial year the Chief Finance Officer will, on
behalf of the Accountable Officer, prepare and submit budgets for
approval by the Governing Body.

7.3.

The Chief Finance Officer shall monitor financial performance against
budget and plan, periodically review them, and report to the Governing

See section 223(G) of the 2006 Act, inserted by section 27 of the 2012 Act.
See section 14Z11 of the 2006 Act, inserted by section 26 of the 2012 Act.
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Body. This report should include explanations for variances. These
variances must be based on any significant departures from agreed
financial plans or budgets.

7.4.

The Accountable Officer is responsible for ensuring that information
relating to the group’s accounts or to its income or expenditure, or its use
of resources is provided to NHS England as requested.

7.5.

The Governing Body will approve consultation arrangements for the
group’s commissioning plan.63

8.

ANNUAL ACCOUNTS AND REPORTS
POLICY – the group will produce and submit to NHS England accounts
and reports in accordance with all statutory obligations64, relevant
accounting standards and accounting best practice in the form and
content and at the time required by NHS England

8.1.

9.

The Chief Finance Officer will ensure the group:
a)

prepares a timetable for producing the annual report and accounts
and agrees it with external auditors and the Governance & Audit
Committee

b)

prepares the accounts according to the timetable approved by the
Governing Body

c)

complies with statutory requirements and relevant directions for the
publication of annual report

d)

considers the external auditor’s management letter and fully address
all issues within agreed timescales

e)

publishes the external auditor’s management letter on the group’s
website

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
POLICY – the group will ensure the accuracy and security of the group’s
computerised financial data

63
64

See section 14Z13 of the 2006 Act, inserted by section 26 of the 2012 Act
See paragraph 17 of Schedule 1A of the 2006 Act, as inserted by Schedule 2 of the 2012 Act.
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9.1.

The Chief Finance Officer is responsible for the accuracy and security of
the group’s computerised financial data and shall
a)

devise and implement any necessary procedures to ensure adequate
(reasonable) protection of the group's data, programs and computer
hardware from accidental or intentional disclosure to unauthorised
persons, deletion or modification, theft or damage, having due regard
for the Data Protection Act 1998

b)

ensure that adequate (reasonable) controls exist over data entry,
processing, storage, transmission and output to ensure security,
privacy, accuracy, completeness, and timeliness of the data, as well
as the efficient and effective operation of the system

c)

ensure that adequate controls exist such that the computer operation
is separated from development, maintenance and amendment

d) ensure that an adequate management (audit) trail exists through the
computerised system and that such computer audit reviews as the
Chief Finance Officer may consider necessary are being carried out
e)

ensure appropriate controls and monitoring are in place to avoid the
misuse
of
computers,
software
and
data

f)

ensure that all aspects of IT comply with known best practice

9.2.

In addition the Chief Finance Officer shall ensure that new financial
systems and amendments to current financial systems are developed in a
controlled manner and thoroughly tested prior to implementation. Where
this is undertaken by another organization, assurances of adequacy must
be obtained from them prior to implementation.

10.

ACCOUNTING SYSTEMS
POLICY – the group will run an accounting system that creates
management and financial accounts

10.1.

The Chief Finance Officer will ensure:
a) the group has suitable financial and other software to enable it to
comply with these policies and any consolidation requirements of
NHS England
b)

that contracts for computer services for financial applications with
another health organisation or any other agency shall clearly define
the responsibility of all parties for the security, privacy, accuracy,
completeness, and timeliness of data during processing, transmission
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and storage. The contract should also ensure rights of access for
audit purposes
10.2.

Where another health organisation or any other agency provides a
computer service for financial applications, the Chief Finance Officer shall
periodically seek assurances that adequate controls are in operation.

11.

BANK ACCOUNTS
POLICY – the group will keep enough liquidity to meet its current
commitments

11.1.

The Chief Finance Officer will:
a) review the banking arrangements of the group at regular intervals to
ensure they are in accordance with Secretary of State directions65,
best practice and represent best value for money
b) manage the group's banking arrangements and advise the group on
the provision of banking services and operation of accounts
c)

prepare detailed instructions on the operation of bank accounts

d)

ensure that surplus cash is invested effectively.

11.2.

The Governing Body shall approve the banking arrangements.

12.

INCOME, FEES AND CHARGES AND SECURITY
CHEQUES AND OTHER NEGOTIABLE INSTRUMENTS.

OF

CASH,

POLICY – the group will
 operate a sound system for prompt recording, invoicing and
collection of all monies due
 seek to maximise its potential to raise additional income only to the
extent that it does not interfere with the performance of the group
or its functions66
 ensure its power to make grants and loans is used to discharge its
functions effectively67
12.1.

65
66
67

The Chief Finance Officer is responsible for:

See section 223H(3) of the NHS Act 2006, inserted by section 27 of the 2012 Act
See section 14Z5 of the 2006 Act, inserted by section 26 of the 2012 Act.
See section 14Z6 of the 2006 Act, inserted by section 26 of the 2012 Act.
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a) designing, maintaining and ensuring compliance with systems for the
proper recording, invoicing, and collection and coding of all monies
due
b) establishing and maintaining systems and procedures for the secure
handling of cash and other negotiable instruments

13.

c)

approving and regularly reviewing the level of all fees and charges
other than those determined by NHS England or by statute.
Independent professional advice on matters of valuation shall be
taken as necessary

d)

for developing effective arrangements for making grants or loans

TENDERING AND CONTRACTING PROCEDURE
POLICY – the group:
 will ensure proper competition that is legally compliant within all
purchasing to ensure we incur only budgeted, approved and
necessary spending
 will seek value for money for all goods and services
 shall ensure that competitive tenders are invited for
o the supply of goods, materials and manufactured articles;
o the rendering of services including all forms of management
consultancy services (other than specialised services sought
from or provided by the Department of Health); and
o for the design, construction and maintenance of building and
engineering works (including construction and maintenance of
grounds and gardens) for disposals

13.1.

The group shall ensure that the firms / individuals invited to tender (and
where appropriate, quote) are among those on approved lists or where
necessary a framework agreement. Where in the opinion of the Chief
Finance Officer it is desirable to seek tenders from firms not on the
approved lists, the reason shall be recorded in writing to the Accountable
Officer or the group’s governance and audit committee. Where contracts
are awarded outside the normal process this should be approved by the
Audit Committee

13.2.

Contracts may only be negotiated on behalf of the group by those
committees or individuals authorised to do so in the groups scheme of
reservation and delegation and the group may also enter into contracts,
within the statutory framework set up by the 2006 Act, as amended by the
2012 act. Such contracts shall comply with::
a) the group’s standing orders
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b) the Public Contracts Regulation 2006, any successor legislation and
any other applicable law
c)

take into account as appropriate any applicable NHS England or the
Independent Regulator of NHS Foundation Trusts (Monitor) guidance
that does not conflict with (b) above

13.3.

In all contracts entered into, the group shall endeavour to obtain best
value for money. The Accountable Officer shall nominate an individual
who shall oversee and manage each contract on behalf of the group.

14.

COMMISSIONING
POLICY – working in partnership with relevant national and local
stakeholders, the group will commission certain health services to meet
the reasonable requirements of the persons for whom it has responsibility

14.1.

The group will coordinate its work with NHS England, other clinical
commissioning groups, local providers of services, local authority(ies),
including through Health & Wellbeing Boards, patients and their carers
and the voluntary sector and others as appropriate to develop robust
commissioning plans.

14.2.

The Accountable Officer will establish arrangements to ensure that regular
reports are provided to the Governing Body detailing actual and forecast
expenditure and activity for each contract.

14.3.

The Chief Finance Officer will maintain a system of financial monitoring to
ensure the effective accounting of expenditure under contracts. This
should provide a suitable audit trail for all payments made under the
contracts whilst maintaining patient confidentiality.

15.

RISK MANAGEMENT AND INSURANCE
POLICY – the group will put arrangements in place for evaluation and
management of its risks. Where available and appropriate, insurance
arrangements will support evaluated key risks.

15.1.

The Chief Finance Officer will ensure that the groups have a robust and
effective risk management policy, which has been approved by the
group’s Governing Body. This will include:
a) a procedure for identifying and quantifying risks and potential
liabilities throughout the group
b)

suitable management procedures to mitigate all significant risks and
potential liabilities
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c)

arrangements to review risk management periodically

d) an assurance framework will also be maintained to provide details of
the assurances that will be provided to the Governing Body regarding
the achievement of the organisation’s annual objectives
15.2.

The group’s Chief Finance Officer will report to the governance & audit
committee at least biannually on the key risks and the procedures for
managing them.

15.3.

The governance and audit committee must approve any significant
changes to insurance arrangements that increase the risk of the group.
annual objectives

16.

PAYROLL
POLICY – the group will put arrangements in place for an effective payroll
service

16.1.

The Chief Finance Officer will ensure that the payroll service selected:
a)

is supported by appropriate (i.e. contracted) terms and conditions

b)

has adequate internal controls and audit review processes

c)

has suitable arrangements for the collection of payroll deductions and
payment of these to appropriate bodies

d) adequately addresses the issues of employees who are not paid
through the payroll system
16.2.

In addition the chief finance office shall set out comprehensive procedures
for the effective processing of payroll

17.

NON-PAY EXPENDITURE
POLICY – the group will seek to obtain the best value for money goods
and services received

17.1.

The Governing Body will approve the level of non-pay expenditure on an
annual basis and the Accountable Officer will determine the level of
delegation to budget managers

17.2.

The Accountable Officer shall set out procedures on the seeking of
professional advice regarding the supply of goods and services.

17.3.

The Chief Finance Officer will:
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a) advise the Governance & Audit Committee on the setting of
thresholds above which quotations (competitive or otherwise) or
formal tenders must be obtained; and, once approved, the thresholds
should be incorporated in the scheme of reservation and delegation

18.

b)

be responsible for the prompt payment of all properly authorised
accounts and claims

c)

be responsible for designing and maintaining a system of verification,
recording and payment of all amounts payable

CAPITAL INVESTMENT, FIXED ASSET REGISTERS AND SECURITY
OF ASSETS
POLICY – the group will put arrangements in place to manage capital
investment, maintain an asset register recording fixed assets and put in
place polices to secure the safe storage of the group’s fixed assets

18.1.

The Accountable Officer will
a) ensure that there is an adequate appraisal and approval process in
place for determining capital expenditure priorities and the effect of
each proposal upon plans
b) be responsible for the management of all stages of capital schemes
and for ensuring that schemes are delivered on time and to cost
c)

shall ensure that the capital investment is not undertaken without
confirmation of purchaser(s) support and the availability of resources
to finance all revenue consequences, including capital charges

d)

be responsible for the maintenance of registers of assets, taking
account of the advice of the Chief Finance Officer concerning the
form of any register and the method of updating, and arranging for a
physical check of assets against the asset register to be conducted
once a year

18.2.

The Chief Finance Officer will prepare detailed procedures for the
disposals of assets.

19.

RETENTION OF RECORDS
POLICY – the group will put arrangements in place to retain all records in
accordance with NHS Code of Practice Records Management 2006 and
other relevant notified guidance

19.1.

The Accountable Officer shall:
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a) be responsible for maintaining all records required to be retained in
accordance with NHS Code of Practice Records Management 2006
and other relevant notified guidance, including statutory and best
practice.

20.

b)

ensure that arrangements are in place for effective responses to
Freedom of Information requests

c)

publish and maintain a Freedom of Information Publication Scheme

TRUST FUNDS AND TRUSTEES
POLICY – the group will put arrangements in place to provide for the
appointment of trustees if the group holds property on trust

20.1.

The Chief Finance Officer shall ensure that each trust fund which the
group is responsible for managing is managed appropriately with regard
to its purpose and to its requirements.
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APPENDIX J
DEFINITIONS OF
CONSTITUTION

KEY

DESCRIPTIONS

USED

IN

THIS

2006 Act

National Health Service Act 2006

2012 Act

Health and Social Care Act 2012 (this Act amends the 2006 Act)

Accountable
Officer

an individual, as defined under paragraph 12 of Schedule 1A of the 2006
Act (as inserted by Schedule 2 of the 2012 Act), appointed by NHS
England, with responsibility for ensuring the group:
 complies with its obligations under:
o sections 14Q and 14R of the 2006 Act (as inserted by section 26
of the 2012 Act),
o sections 223H to 223J of the 2006 Act (as inserted by section 27
of the 2012 Act),
o paragraphs 17 to 19 of Schedule 1A of the NHS Act 2006 (as
inserted by Schedule 2 of the 2012 Act), and
o any other provision of the 2006 Act (as amended by the 2012 Act)
specified in a document published by the Governing Body for that
purpose;
 exercises its functions in a way which provides good value for money.

Area

the geographical area that the group has responsibility for, as defined in
Chapter 2 of this constitution

Chair of the
Governing Body

the individual appointed by the group to act as Chair of the Governing
Body

Chief Finance
Officer

the qualified accountant employed by the group with responsibility for
financial strategy, financial management and financial governance

Chief Finance
Officer

is the Governing Body‘s professional expert on finance and
ensure through robust systems and processes the regularity
and propriety of expenditure is fully discharged.

Clinical
commissioning
group

a body corporate established by NHS England in accordance with
Chapter A2 of Part 2 of the 2006 Act (as inserted by section 10 of the
2012 Act)

Committee

a committee or sub-committee created and appointed by:
 the membership of the group
 a committee / sub-committee created by a committee created /
appointed by the membership of the group
 a committee / sub-committee created / appointed by the
Governing Body

Equality Delivery
System

The Equality Delivery System (EDS) is a performance
monitoring tool developed by the Department of Health. EDS
is designed to ensure CCGs and providers are meeting their
Equality Duty to ensure that Equality is embedded into all the
work of NHS organisations. EDS is designed to support NHS
commissioners to deliver better outcomes for patients and
communities and better working environments for staff. CCGs
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and providers will all be required to complete the EDS
monitoring template. EDS will help organisations to achieve
compliance with the Public Sector Duty.
Financial year

this usually runs from 1 April to 31 March, but under paragraph 17 of
Schedule 1A of the 2006 Act (inserted by Schedule 2 of the 2012 Act), it
can for the purposes of audit and accounts run from when a clinical
commissioning group is established until the following 31 March

Group

NHS Eastern Cheshire
constitution this is

Governing Body

the body appointed under section 14L of the NHS Act 2006 (as inserted
by section 25 of the 2012 Act), with the main function of ensuring that a
clinical commissioning group has made appropriate arrangements for
ensuring that it complies with:
 its obligations under section 14Q under the NHS Act 2006 (as
inserted by section 26 of the 2012 Act), and
 such generally accepted principles of good governance as are
relevant to it.

Governing Body
member

Clinical

Commissioning

Group,

whose

any member appointed to the Governing Body of the group

Lay member

a lay member of the Governing Body, appointed by the group. A lay
member is an individual who is not a member of the group or a healthcare
professional
(i.e. an individual who is a member of a profession regulated by a body
mentioned in section 25(3) of the National Health Service Reform and
Health Care Professions Act 2002) or as otherwise defined in regulations

Member

a provider of primary medical services to a registered patient list, who is a
members of this group (see tables in Chapter 3 and Appendix B)

Practice
representatives

an individual appointed by a practice (who is a member of the group) to
act on its behalf in the dealings between it and the group, under
regulations made under section 89 or 94 of the 2006 Act (as amended by
section 28 of the 2012 Act) or directions under section 98A of the 2006
Act (as inserted by section 49 of the 2012 Act)

Registers of
interests

registers a group is required to maintain and make publicly available
under section 14O of the 2006 Act (as inserted by section 25 of the 2012
Act), of the interests of:
 the members of the group
 the members of its Governing Body
 the members of its committees or sub-committees and committees or
sub-committees of its Governing Body
 its employees
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APPENDIX K
AMENDMENTS TO THE CONSTITUTION

Amendments to the constitution included in Version 1.3 Dated XXth XXXX 2014 and
ratified by NHS England on XX XXXX 2014.
Deletions are formatted as follows: deletion
Insertions are formatted as follows: Insertion
Ref.
All
3.1.1
Page
10

Page
17
Page
32

Change
Changed incorrect title from Quality and Performance Committee to Clinical
Quality and Performance Committee
Changed incorrect address for Priorisleigh to:
Priorsleigh Medical Centre,
Civic Centre
Poynton
Stockport
SK12 1GP
5.1.2 Removal of bullet point (C)
Chairing the East Cheshire Partnership Board
Amendments to Joint Arrangements
6.6
Joint arrangements
6.6.1 Employment and delivery. The group has entered into joint employment
and delivery arrangements with the following clinical commissioning group(s)
and or other bodies:
e) Joint arrangements for the Provision of Medicines Management with
NHS Vale Royal and NHS South Cheshire CCGs
b) Joint arrangements for the Provision of Continuing Healthcare and
Complex Care with NHS Vale Royal CCG, NHS South Cheshire
CCG, NHS Western Cheshire CCG and NHS Wirral CCG.
6.6.2 Joint Commissioning with other Clinical Commissioning Groups.
The clinical commissioning group may wish to work together with other
CCGs in the exercise of its commissioning functions
6.6.2.1 The CCG may make arrangements with one or more CCG in respect of:
d) delegating any of the CCG’s commissioning functions to another
CCG;
e) exercising any of the commissioning functions of another CCG; or
f) exercising jointly the commissioning functions of the CCG and
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another CCG
6.6.2.2 For the purposes of the arrangements described at paragraph 6.6.2.1,
the CCG may:

make payments to another CCG;

receive payments from another CCG;

make the services of its employees or any other resources
available to another CCG; or

receive the services of the employees or the resources available to
another CCG.
6.6.2.3 Where the CCG makes arrangements which involve all the CCGs
exercising any of their commissioning functions jointly, a joint committee
may be established to exercise those functions.
6.6.2.4 For the purposes of the arrangements described at paragraph 6.6.2.1,
the CCG may establish and maintain a pooled fund made up of
contributions by any of the CCGs working together pursuant to paragraph
6.6.2.1 (c). Any such pooled fund may be used to make payments
towards expenditure incurred in the discharge of any of the
commissioning functions in respect of which the arrangements are made.
6.6.2.5 Where the CCG makes arrangements with another CCG as described at
paragraph 6.6.2.1, the CCG shall develop and agree with that CCG an
agreement setting out the arrangements for joint working, including
details of:






how the parties will work together to carry out their commissioning
functions;
the duties and responsibilities of the parties;
how risk will be managed and apportioned between the parties;
financial arrangements, including, if applicable, payments towards a
pooled fund and management of that fund;
contributions from the parties, including details around assets,
employees and equipment to be used under the joint working
arrangements.

6.6.2.6 The liability of the CCG to carry out its functions will not be affected
where the CCG enters into arrangements pursuant to paragraph 6.6.2.1.
6.6.2.7 The CCG will act in accordance with any further guidance issued by
NHS England on co-commissioning.
6.6.2.8 Only arrangements that are safe and in the interests of patients
registered with member practices will be approved by the governing body.
6.6.2.9 The governing body of the CCG shall require, in all joint commissioning
arrangements, that the lead clinician and lead manager of the lead CCG
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make a quarterly written report to the governing body and hold at least
annual engagement events to review aims, objectives, strategy and
progress and publish an annual report on progress made against
objectives.
6.6.2.10 Should a joint commissioning arrangement prove to be unsatisfactory
the governing body of the CCG can decide to withdraw from the
arrangement, but has to give six months’ notice to partners, with new
arrangements starting from the beginning of the next new financial year.
6.6.3 Joint commissioning arrangements with NHS England for the
exercise of CCG functions
6.6.3.1 The CCG may wish to work together with NHS England in the exercise
of its commissioning functions.
6.6.3.2 The CCG and NHS England may make arrangements to exercise any of
the CCG’s commissioning functions jointly.
6.6.3.3 The arrangements referred to in paragraph 6.6.3.2 may include other
CCGs.
6.6.3.4 Where joint commissioning arrangements pursuant to 6.6.3.2 are
entered into, the parties may establish a joint committee to exercise the
commissioning functions in question.
6.6.3.5 Arrangements made pursuant to 6.6.3.2 may be on such terms and
conditions (including terms as to payment) as may be agreed between
NHS England and the CCG.
6.6.3.6 Where the CCG makes arrangements with NHS England (and another
CCG if relevant) as described at paragraph 6.6.3.2, the CCG shall
develop and agree with NHS England a framework setting out the
arrangements for joint working, including details of:
 How the parties will work together to carry out their commissioning
functions;
 The duties and responsibilities of the parties;
 How risk will be managed and apportioned between the parties;
 Financial arrangements, including, if applicable, payments towards a
pooled fund and management of that fund;
 Contributions from the parties, including details around assets,
employees and equipment to be used under the joint working
arrangements; and
6.6.3.7 The liability of the CCG to carry out its functions will not be affected
where the CCG enters into arrangements pursuant to paragraph 6.6.3.2.
6.6.3.8 The CCG will act in accordance with any further guidance issued by
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NHS England on co-commissioning.
6.6.3.9 Only arrangements that are safe and in the interests of patients
registered with member practices will be approved by the governing body.
6.6.3.10 The governing body of the CCG shall require, in all joint commissioning
arrangements that Accountable Officer of the CCG make a quarterly
written report to the governing body and hold at least annual engagement
events to review aims, objectives, strategy and progress and publish an
annual report on progress made against objectives.
6.6.3.11 Should a joint commissioning arrangement prove to be unsatisfactory
the governing body of the CCG can decide to withdraw from the
arrangement, but has to give six months’ notice to partners, with new
arrangements starting from the beginning of the next new financial year
after the expiration of the six months’ notice period.
6.6.4 Joint commissioning arrangements with NHS England for the
exercise of NHS England’s functions
6.6.4.1 The CCG may wish to work with NHS England and, where applicable,
other CCGs, to exercise specified NHS England functions.
6.6.4.2 The CCG may enter into arrangements with NHS England and, where
applicable, other CCGs to:
 Exercise such functions as specified by NHS England under
delegated arrangements;
 Jointly exercise such functions as specified with NHS England.
6.6.4.3 Where arrangements are made for the CCG and, where applicable,
other CCGs to exercise functions jointly with NHS England a joint
committee may be established to exercise the functions in question.
6.6.4.4 Arrangements made between NHS England and the CCG may be on
such terms and conditions (including terms as to payment) as may be
agreed between the parties.
6.6.4.5 For the purposes of the arrangements described at paragraph 6.6.4.2,
NHS England and the CCG may establish and maintain a pooled fund
made up of contributions by the parties working together. Any such
pooled fund may be used to make payments towards expenditure
incurred in the discharge of any of the commissioning functions in respect
of which the arrangements are made.
6.6.4.6 Where the CCG enters into arrangements with NHS England as
described at paragraph 6.6.4.2, the parties will develop and agree a
framework setting out the arrangements for joint working, including details
of:
 How the parties will work together to carry out their commissioning
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functions;
The duties and responsibilities of the parties;
How risk will be managed and apportioned between the parties;
Financial arrangements, including payments towards a pooled fund
and management of that fund;
Contributions from the parties, including details around assets,
employees and equipment to be used under the joint working
arrangements.

6.6.4.7 The liability of NHS England to carry out its functions will not be affected
where it and the CCG enter into arrangements pursuant to paragraph
6.6.4.2.
6.6.4.8 The CCG will act in accordance with any further guidance issued by
NHS England on co-commissioning.
6.6.4.9 Only arrangements that are safe and in the interests of patients
registered with member practices will be approved by the governing body.
6.6.4.10The governing body of the CCG shall require, in all joint commissioning
arrangements that the Accountable Officer of the CCG make a quarterly
written report to the governing body and hold at least annual engagement
events to review aims, objectives, strategy and progress and publish an
annual report on progress made against objectives.
6.6.4.11 Should a joint commissioning arrangement prove to be unsatisfactory
the governing body of the CCG can decide to withdraw from the
arrangement, but has to give six months’ notice to partners, with new
arrangements starting from the beginning of the next new financial year
after the expiration of the six months’ notice period.
Page
37

6.7.2 Removed bullet point (c)
c) General Practice Representative (Leadership Role). A maximum of two
additional General Practice representatives working in a leadership capacity
for the CCG can be asked to sit on the Governing
and reordered the remaining bullet points in 6.7.3
Added
6.7.2.1

6.7.2.2

The Governing Body may invite such other person(s) to attend all or
any of its meetings, or part(s) of a meeting, in order to assist it in its
decision-making and in its discharge of its functions as it sees fit. Any
such person may speak and participate in debate, but may not vote.
The Governing Body will invite the following individuals to attend any or
all of its meetings and participate in the way described in paragraph
6.7.2.1:
a) One Senior Public Health representative from Cheshire East
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Council
a) General Practice Representative (Leadership Role). A
maximum of two additional General Practice representatives
working in a leadership capacity for the CCG can be asked to
sit on the Governing Body
b) Executive Directors. A maximum of two additional CCG Executive
Directors can be asked to sit on the Governing Body

Page
55

The Scheme of Reservation and Delegation requires a complete review and
update. In order to facilitiate this, it has been removed from the constitution and
held as a separate document, which can be ratified by the governing body and
membership without submitting it as a constitutional change.
10.2

Standing Orders

10.2.1 This constitution is also informed by a number of documents which
provide further details on how the group will operate. These are
ratified by the Governing Body and published on the NHS Eastern
Cheshire CCG public facing website. They are the group’s:
a) Standing orders (Appendix E)(Appendix F) – which sets out the
arrangements for meetings and the appointment processes to
elect the group’s representatives and appoint to the group’s
committees, including the Governing Body
b) Scheme of reservation and delegation (published on the CCG
website) (Appendix E) – which sets out those decisions that are
reserved for the membership as a whole and those decisions that
are the responsibilities of the group’s Governing Body, the
Governing Body’s committees and sub-committees, the group’s
committees and sub-committees, individual members and
employees
c) Prime financial policies (Appendix I) (Appendix I)(Appendix J)
– which sets out the arrangements for managing the group’s
financial affairs
Page
67
Page
77

Appendix C: Revised the Seven Key Principles of the NHS Constitution to reflect
the updated 2013 NHS Constitution
Inserted new bullet point
2.2.14 T)
In exceptional circumstances where a peer group area is unable to identify a
candidate who is able/willing to take up a three year tenure, and/or where a
candidate from one of the other peer groups areas has also not been identified
and/or approved to take on the role of Peer Group Lead for the area in question,
the Chair of the Governing Body can authorise the Accountable Officer to
investigate and offer alternative arrangements to secure Locality Peer Group
representation on the Governing Body. This could include, but not limited to,
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Page
83

reducing the tenure of appointment, increasing number of candidates appointed
on a rotating/role share arrangement for the three year tenure or other such
arrangement as identified. Candidates would still be subject to the terms
outlined in 2.2.14 paragraphs r) and s)
Inserted
The Senior Public Health Representative as listed in paragraph 6.7.2 of the
group’s constitution, is subject to the following appointment process:

Page
84

Inserted
2.2.23 The roles and responsibilities of each of these key roles are set out either
in paragraph 6.7.2 or 6.7.2.2 or Chapter 7 of the group’s constitution.

Page
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3.3
Petitions
Removed
3.3.1 Where a petition has been received by the group, the Chair of the
Governing Body shall include the petition as an item for the agenda of the
next meeting of the Governing Body.
Inserted
3.3.1 NHS Eastern Cheshire CCG welcomes petitions and recognises that
petitions are one way in which the citizens of Eastern Cheshire can let us know
of their concerns.
3.3.2 The CCG will treat as a petition any communication which is signed by or
sent to us on behalf of a number of people. For practical purposes, the
CCG sets the following requirements before considering a petition:
Category

Brief Description

Ordinary petition
Petition requiring
response

A petition requesting action by the CCG
Any petition above a set threshold which
requests an action or response by the
Executive Team of the CCG
Any petition above a set threshold which
will require the petition to be considered
as an agenda item at the next meeting
of the Governing Body

Petition requiring
debate

3.3.3

Pages
91,99
and 105
Pages:
97,104

Signatory
Threshold
Minimum of 10
1,000

2,000

Written petitions can be sent to the Corporate Services Manager,
Corporate Services, NHS Eastern Cheshire CCG, Floor 1, West Wing,
New Alderley House, Victoria Road, Macclesfield, Cheshire, SK10 3BL
or email ecccg.easterncheshirecommunications@nhs.net

Inserted new ECCCG structure diagram as at September 2014 and updated
individual committee diagrams.
Added 3 paragraphs re Assurance framework , to Terms of Reference for
Clinical Quality & Performance, Remuneration and Governance and Audit
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and 108 Committees
Assurance Framework
The Governing Body gains assurance that the organisation is operating within its
defined parameters through the Governing Body Assurance Framework. This
provides information on significant strategic risks that may affect the
organisation and information on how those risks are being managed..
In order to facilitate this process, the “Risk Register” will be a standing item on
the committee agenda, where risks are identified within the committee and
evaluated and where appropriate, recorded or amended on the committees risk
register.
An updated copy of the risk register will be sent to the PMO or equivalent within
10 working days of a committee meeting having been held. This will then be
added to the “Corporate Risk Register” and form part of the Governing Body
Assurance Framework

Page
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Governance & Audit Committee
Added in the following:
2.1 Remit and Responsibilities. The duties of the Governance and Audit
Committee will be driven by the priorities, strategic aims and objectives
identified by the NHS Eastern Cheshire Clinical Commissioning Group
Governing Body.

Page
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2.11 Annual Accounts. The committee will review and approve the annual
accounts on behalf of the Governing Body.

Page
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Amended 4.3 as agreed at the 10th September 2014 Governance and Audit
meeting:
4.3 A quorum necessary for the Governance and Audit Committee to undertake
its business is defined as:
Chair (or nominated Deputy Chair)
 One of the following in addition to the Chair/Deputy Chair
 Lay Member or General Practice Representative from the Governing
Body

Page
97

Amended paragraph title from Meeting Frequency to 5.0 Meeting Frequency &
Reporting Arrangements
Added in
5.4 The minutes of each meeting will go to the NHS Eastern Cheshire Clinical
Commissioning Group Governing Body.

Page
99

Remuneration Committee: Note these changes to the Remuneration
Committee Terms of Reference were ratified by the Remuneration Committee
on 4th August 2014
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Introduction
1.1

The Remuneration Committee (the committee Committee) is
established in accordance with NHS Eastern Cheshire Clinical
Commissioning Group’s(CCG) constitution.
These terms of
reference set out the membership, remit, responsibilities and
reporting arrangements of the committee and shall have effect as if
incorporated upon incorporation into the constitution. CCGs
Constitution and Standing Orders.
The Committee is a Non-Executive formal Sub Committee of the
Clinical Commissioning Group CCG Governing Body and has no
delegated
executive powers other than those specifically
delegated in as specified within these Terms of Reference.

The purpose/role of the Committee will be to make have the
responsibility of reviewing and monitoring those risks within the
Governing Body Assurance Framework appropriate to the remit of
Committee, ensuring that any identified risks allocated to the
Committee are actioned appropriately and that assurances are
sought. It will also be responsible for providing assurance to the
Governing Body that all corporate duties in relation to this agenda are
compliant and in line with corporate aims and objectives.

The Remuneration Committee will also be responsible for making
recommendations to the Clinical Commissioning Group Governing
Body on determinations about the remuneration matters and
determinations about pay, fees, other allowances and terms
remuneration of service for CCG employees of the Clinical
Commissioning Group and people who provide services to the
Clinical Commissioning Group and determination about
allowances under any pension scheme it might establish as an
alternative to the NHS pension scheme. These recommendations
on Agenda for Change (AFC) and non AFC contracts This will
include:




All aspects of salary (including any performance-related
elements/ bonuses)
Provisions for other benefits, including pensions and cars
Arrangements for termination of employment and other
contractual arrangements

2.0 Remit and Responsibilities of the Committee
2.1

In order to fulfil its role effectively, the Committee will:
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Ensure that its staff are fairly rewarded having proper regard to
the organisation’s circumstances and performance and to the
provisions of any national arrangements or guidance where
appropriate.
Determine the remuneration packages of each governing body
member including, where appropriate, bonuses and incentive
payments; having regard as required to any national policy or
guidance.
Determine the policy for and scope of termination/redundancy
payments whilst ensuring they are in accordance with national
guidelines.
Determine any major changes in remuneration structures within
the Clinical Commissioning Group.
Determine policy on Clinical Commissioning Group specific
terms and conditions of service.
Determine expenses policy for the Clinical Commissioning
Group.
Determine relocation policy for the Clinical Commissioning
Group.

2.0 Membership
2.1

The committee Committee shall be appointed by NHS Eastern
Cheshire Clinical Commissioning Group as set out in its
constitution and may include individuals who are not on the
governing body, but must exclude the Chair of the Clinical
Commissioning Group.

2.2

The membership will be made up of the following the CCG from
amongst its Governing Body members of the governing body, plus
any other representatives that are required to attend as
determined by the committee Committee. The Committee
membership will consist of:

Member
Lay Member (Governance & Audit)Representative – Chair
Lay MembersMember Representatives
General Practice Locality Peer Group Representatives (Max of 2)
Registered Nurse on the Governing Body
Secondary Care Doctor on the Governing Body
By Standing Invitation
Chief Officer (CCG Accountable Officer (Chief Officer))
Director of Finance & Governance CCG Corporate Services
Manager
Human Resources HR Advisor
CCG Administrative (Secreterial) Support
NHS Eastern Cheshire Clinical Commissioning Group - Constitution

Voting
Right
Yes
Yes

No
No
No
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Appropriate HR advice will be invited as required.
Other senior managers No voting member will hold a contract of employment
with the CCG other than that for their duties and commitments as a member of
the Governing Body.
2.2

The total number of voting members cannot exceed 50% of the voting
members of the Governing Body membership
2.3 Relevant Managers / Officers and external advisers will be invited to
attend when they have papers to present. External advisers may be
invited to attend for all or part of any meeting in line with agenda items as
and when appropriate.
2.5 No committee attendee shall participate in any discussion or decision on
their own remuneration without having first submitted a Declaration of
Interest.
2.6 Members of the Committee will be listed in the CCG annual report and
accounts
3.0 Remit and Responsibililities of the Committee
3.1

In order to fulfil its role effectively, the Committee will:
 review and approve the application of national guidance related to
remuneration and conditions of service for the CCG workforce
under AfC and non-AfC terms and conditions (T&C’s)
 to ratify any amendments or variations to the CCG Governing
Body recruitment and appointment policy as set out in the CCG
Constitution
 to ratify the appointment process for any CCG employees onto the
Governing Body, including job description, remuneration and
T&Cs, where not covered in the CCG Constitution
 determine allowances under any pension scheme the CCG might
establish as an alternative to the NHS pension scheme
 review and consider evidence collected regarding the performance
of the Accountable Officer and other senior team members on
VSM or other non AfC Contracts when determining annual salary
awards
 approve the severance payments of the GP Chair, Accountable
Officer, Chief Finance Officer and of other senior staff on VSM or
other non AfC Contracts
 have the responsibility of reviewing and monitoring those risks
within the Governing Body Assurance Framework appropriate to
the remit of Committee, and to ensure that any identified risks
allocated to the Committee are actioned appropriately and that
assurances are sought.
 Receive for information the minutes of the CCG Workforce
Committee
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3.2 In making its recommendations and decsisions the Committee will take into
account:
 provisions of any national guidance arrangements
 relevant legislation (in particular anti-discrimination and equal pay
legislation)
 best practice and affordability
 employee relations and relevant staffing matters within the CCG
 remuneration levels elsewhere in the NHS and other relevant
labour markets
 trends and developments in non-pay benefits and terms and
conditions
 organisational performance
 auditor requirements
 existing terms and conditions of service
 statutory health and safety legislation and best practice
 CCG values and principals.

4.0

Meeting Arrangements
4.1

The position of Chair of the Remuneration Committee will be held
by an appointed Lay Member of the NHS Eastern Cheshire Clinical
Commissioning Group CCG Governing Body and will can only be
deputised by another lay member. Both Lay Member of the NHS
Eastern Cheshire CCG Governing Body. In the position of Chair,
the postholder will:
 Encourage
encourage
contributions
from
all
members/attendees
 Promote promote a culture of openness, transparency,
constructive challenge and honesty
 Facilitate facilitate discussion to ensure the outcomes are
concise and focused and that the meetings run to time.

4.2

An appointed secretary will be responsible for supporting the Chair
in the preparation and circulation of agendas, papers and minutes.
The secretary will take minutes

4.3

Quorate: A quorum necessary for the Remuneration Committee to
undertake its business is defined as:




CommitteeChair ( or nominated Deputy Chair )
At least One Lay Member
One other Committee members, one of which must either be a:
o Lay Member
o General Practice Locality Peer Group Representative
o Registered Nurse on the following: Governing Body
 Lay Member
 Secondary Care Doctor on the Governing Body
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4.4

The Remuneration Committee should (at least annually) review its
own performance, membership and Terms of Reference to ensure
it has discharged its functions as intended. Any changes to the
Terms of Reference should be approved by the Governing Body.

4.5

The minutes of the Committee shall be formally recorded by the
Committee Secretary and submitted to the Governing Body. The
Chair of the Committee shall draw to the attention of the Governing
Body any issues that require disclosure or require executive
action.

4.5

The Committee is authorised by the Governing Body to investigate
any activity within its terms of reference. It is authorised to seek
any information it requires from any employee.

4.6

The Committee is authorised by the Governing Body to obtain
outside legal or other independent professional advice and to
secure the attendance of advisers with relevant experience and
expertise if it considers this necessary.

4.7

Matters for consideration by the Committee may be nominated by
any member of the Committee or the Chief Officer (Accountable
Officer) or appropriate Human Resource HR representative.

4.8

The committee Committee shall have the delegated authority to
commission, review and authorise policies that are linked to its key
duties and where specifically delegated by the Governing Body.

4.9

Reporting. Following a Committee meeting the draft minutes will
be sent to all Committee members within ten working days of the
meeting and ratified by a quorate number of Committee members
within five working days of the draft minutes being sent out. No
decisions or actions will be enacted until the Chair signals
approval of the ratified minutes to the Accountable Officer and HR
Advisor.
 Ratified copies of the minutes will be submitted to the
Governing Body.

Meeting Frequency
5.1

The meeting frequency Committee shall be held meet as a
minimum on four occasions during the financial year. When as
required but not less than twice a year. Additional additional
meetings may be called if required. All meetings will set a date
which will enable the collection and production of reports in a
timely manner. by the Chair of the Committee and Accountable
Officer.
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5.2

All agenda items will be subject to the approval by the
Remuneration Committee Chair and Accountable Officer and will
be required at least ten working days prior to the meeting date.

5.3

Agenda: Members shall be notified at least ten working days in
advance that a meeting is due to take place.
5.4 Agendas and papers will be issued electronically one week
prior to reports shall be distributed to members five working days
in advance of the meeting (paper copies will be date. However, in
exceptional circumstances, to ensure confidentiality of
proceedings, it may be necessary for reports to only be made
available by request) on the day of the meeting. This will be at the
determination of the Committee Chair.

6.0

Declarations of Interest Conduct

6.1

Individuals contracted to work with or appointed to the group’s
committees will comply with the group’s standard of business
conduct policy including the requirements for declaring conflicts of
interest. All members are required to make open and honest
declarations of the interest at the commencement of each meeting
or to notify the Committee Chair of any actual, potential or
perceived conflict of interest in advance of the meeting.

6.2

In order to facilitate this process, “Declaration of interests” will be a
standing item on all agendas and copies of the ratified minutes will
be sent to the Governance Manager for the purposes of
maintaining the register of interests.

6.3

All new declarations of interest must be notified to the
“Accountable Officer” within 28 days of a member taking office of
any interests requiring registrations, or within 28 days of a change
to a member’s registered interests. Copies of these notifications
should be sent to the Corporate Programmes & Governance
Manager. All members are required to uphold the Nolan Principles
and all other relevant NHS Code of Conduct requirements.
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Page
105

Clinical Quality and Performance Committee – the changes are outlined in
this section

Member

Voting Right

GP Lead for Clinical Quality

Yes

GP Member fo Clinical Leadership Team

Yes

Executive GP for Business Management Team

Yes

Executive GP for Clinical Leadership Team

Yes

Quality & Performance Manager or Commissioning
Director Head of Business Management as deputy

Yes

Registered Nurse Governing Body Member

Yes

Secondary Care Doctor Governing Body Member

Yes

Lay Member (s) of Governing Body

Yes

Head of Clinical Developments and Health Outcomes

Yes

Relevant members of the Executive Team Governing
Body, Commissioning Managers and other personnel will
be invited to attend meetings as appropriate

No

Corporate Risk Manager CWW CSS NWCSUr

No

Quality and Perfomance Analysts

No

3. Chair & Secretary





The role of Chair of the Clinical Quality and Performance Committee will be
undertaken by a clinically qualified member of the CCG Governing Body
Executive GP/Registered Nurse
The role of deputy Chair of the Clinical Quality and Performance Committee
will be undertaken by a clinically qualified member of the CCG Governing
Body Executive GP/Registered Nurse
The Quality and Performance Manager will be responsible for providing the
meeting with relevant reports and documentation
The administration of the meeting will be by the CCG Corporate
Administration team, who will be responsible for supporting the Chair in the
preparation and circulation of agendas, papers and minutes.

7. Remit and responsibilities of the committee
7.1To assure the NHS Eastern Cheshire Clinical Commissioning Group Board
Governing Body (CCG) that there is effective scrutiny relating to areas of
NHS Eastern Cheshire Clinical Commissioning Group - Constitution
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concern and achievement that affect patient safety by reviewing the following
areas by provider directly commissioned by NHS Eastern Cheshire Clinical
Commissioning Group:









patient experience
patient safety incidents or serious untoward incidents
complaints, PALs and professional concerns trends
mortality and morbidity data
progress against CQUIN
key national targets
Adult and Children’s Safeguarding
other issues will be raised as necessary

7.2
To approve the annual quality improvement priorities, and objectives,
contained within the Operational Plan and to agree the key information
requirements to monitor progress to meet these objectives.
8

Relationship with the Governing Body

8.1 The minutes of each meeting will go to the NHS Eastern Cheshire Clinical
Commissioning Group Governing Body. This will include a summary
performance against the agreed objectives in the CCG operational plan.
9

Policy and Best Practice
9.1 The members of the Committee will make their contributions
concisely and keep focused on the desired outcomes applying best
practice in their decision making.
9.2 The Committee will request any reports or surveys they deem
necessary to fulfil their obligations.
9.3 The committee shall have the delegated authority to commission,
review and authorise policies that are linked to its key duties and where
specifically delegated by the Governing Body.
9.3 Individuals contracted to work with the groups committees will
comply with the group’ standard of business conduct policy including
the requirements for declaring conflicts of interest. In order to
facilitate this process, “Declaration of interests” will be a standing
item on all committee and sub-committee agendas

Date Agreed – 1 October 2014 25th April 2012. Reviewed 27th June in line
with National Template.

End
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Appendix D

NHS Eastern Cheshire CCG Constitution Changes – Impact
Assessment

The National Health Service (Clinical Commissioning Groups) Regulations 2012 (the
Regulations) set out the factors which NHS England must consider when considering an
application under this procedure. They are:
Impact Assessment Factors to be
considered by NHS England
That the constitution meets the requirements
of legislation and is otherwise appropriate,
That each of the members is a provider of
primary medical services
That the area is appropriate (i.e. that there are
no overlapping CCGs and no gaps)
That the Accountable Officer is appropriate
That the CCG has made appropriate
arrangements to ensure it is able to discharge
its functions
That is has made arrangements to ensure
that its Governing Body is correctly
constituted and otherwise appropriate
The likely impact of the requested variation on
the persons for whom the CCG has
responsibility – so the registered and resident
population of the CCG
The likely impact on financial allocations of
the CCG and any other CCG affected for the
financial year in which the variation would
take effect:
The likely impact on NHS England’s functions
The extent to which the CCG has sought the
views of the following, what those views are,
and how the CCG has taken them into
account:
 any unitary authority and/ or upper-tier
county council whose area covers the
whole or any part of the CCGs area;



CCG Self- Assessed
Impact Assessment
Yes
Yes
The CCG area is appropriate and there are no
overlapping CCGs and no gaps
Yes
Yes

Yes

None/Limited

None

None

Unitary authority – no views sought as
requested variation has no impact on the
Local Authority whose area covers the CCG
(Cheshire East)
any other CCG which would be Other CCG - no views sought as requested
variation has no impact on other CCGs
affected
any other person or body which in the The CCG has submitted the proposed
CCGs view might be affected by the changes to its GP Practice Membership for
discussion and agreement
variation requested
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GOVERNING BODY MEETING
26 November 2014
Paper Title

Agenda Item 2.5

Providing best practice stroke care in Eastern
Cheshire

Purpose of paper / report
To update the Governing Body on progress on implementation of the Greater
Manchester centralisation of Hyper Acute Stroke Services. This report highlights the
significant improvement in health outcomes this will achieve, and the approach being
taken in Eastern Cheshire including: transport provision, rehabilitation and the
financial impact associated with delivering this improved clinical model.

Key points
 Phase one of this project went live in December 2013 with time witnessed FAST positive
patients (Face -Arms – Speech - Timely) within 4 hours, being conveyed to a Specialist
Stroke Centre for assessment and treatment
 Evaluation of the stroke models in Manchester and London provides compelling evidence
that access to specialist centres for all stroke patients improves the clinical outcomes
achieved, and reduces overall length of stay in hospital
 The next phase of the Greater Manchester model development is to provide specialist
care for all suspected stroke patients irrespective of the time of onset of symptoms. This
phase will be completed by March 2015
 Local Health and Social Care partners will develop a business case for an integrated
stroke rehabilitation service. This will include bed and community based services to
enable people, once medically stable, to return to local services for recovery and
rehabilitation
 The CCG’s patient and public representative group, Eastern Cheshire Community
HealthVoice and the Cheshire East Health and Adult Social Care Overview and Scrutiny
Committee have been consulted on the proposal. The CCG will be returning to the Health
and Adult Social Care Overview and Scrutiny Committee to seek formal support for the
proposal on 4th December 2014.
 The recurrent financial impact of the proposal is £188k for hospital based services and
recurrent tariff cost of £66k for additional ambulance journeys. There remains a
financial risk associated with providing additional investment in capacity for North West
Ambulance Service (NWAS). Discussions are ongoing with NWAS to mitigate this risk by
reviewing existing performance and exploring alternative delivery models to mitigate this
wider risk affecting all services.
 The CCG intends seeking opportunities to pilot alternative transport support for
relatives/carers visiting patients admitted to one of the specialist centres during the acute
phase of care.
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The Governing Body is asked to:
Approve


Decide

Ratify
Endorse

Benefits / value to our population / communities
The clinical outcomes of the proposed model are evidenced to improve reductions in
mortality, hospital length of stay and enabling people to recover following a stroke.

Report Author
Jacki Wilkes
Associate Director of Commissioning

Contributors
Neil Evans
Commissioning Director

Andy Wilson
Quality and Performance Analyst
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Providing best practice stroke care in Eastern Cheshire
1.

Executive Summary

1.1

NHS Eastern Cheshire Clinical Commissioning Group (CCG) is working with the
Association of Greater Manchester CCGs to commission best practice stroke care for
the people of Eastern Cheshire in accordance with National policy and guidelines

1.2

In November 2013 the Governing Body agreed to a phased development of stroke
services for the residents of Eastern Cheshire, based on the Greater Manchester
model of care.

1.3

Phase one is now complete with all patients with witnessed onset of stroke symptoms
within 4 hours, (hyper acute) now able to access a range of care in specialist centres
at North Staffordshire, Stockport and Salford. Since the start of phase one the rates of
thrombolysis provided to Eastern Cheshire residents have risen from around half the
national average to just above this national average rate (from 5.8% to 12.3%).

1.4

Evaluation from models across the country provides compelling evidence that access
to specialist centres for all stroke patients, rather than only those in their hyper acute
stage, improves survival rates and recovery from stroke.

1.5

The next phase of the Greater Manchester development therefore is to provide
specialist care for all suspected stroke patients irrespective of the time of onset of
symptoms. This phase will be completed by March 2015.

1.6

NHS Eastern Cheshire CCG, working with Cheshire East Council, Cheshire and Wirral
Partnership NHS Foundation Trust and East Cheshire NHS Trust will develop an
integrated stroke rehabilitation service. This will include bed-based and integrated
health and social care services to enable people, once medically stable, to return to
local services for recovery and rehabilitation.

1.7

Proposals have been well received by both the CCG’s patient and public
representative group, Eastern Cheshire Community HealthVoice and the Cheshire
East Health and Adult Social Care Overview and Scrutiny Committee. The CCG will
be returning to the Health and Adult Social Care Overview and Scrutiny Committee to
seek formal support for the proposal on 4th December 2014.

1.8

There is a recurrent financial impact of the proposal of £188k for hospital based
services and a recurrent tariff cost of £66k for additional ambulance journeys.

1.9

There is a financial risk associated with providing additional capacity for North West
Ambulance Service (NWAS) to support the conveyance of people to specialist
centres. Discussions are ongoing with NWAS to mitigate a potential cost pressure,
which relates to emergency ambulance provision more widely. This includes a review
of existing performance and exploring alternative delivery models.

1.10

Feedback from several residents highlights concerns in relation to transport for
relatives/carers of patients admitted to specialist centres during the acute phase of
care. The CCG is exploring solutions to this issue including the potential to work with
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the voluntary sector to provide short term support.

2.

Recommendation(s)

2.1

The Governing Body is asked to:
 Approve the decision for accessing specialist services for all people suspected of
having a stroke
 Approve the additional hospital costs which have been modelled to a recurrent
value of £188k
 Approve the known recurrent costs of £66k associated with this roll out in terms of
transport
 Note the further work taking place to improve existing ambulance performance
and mitigate the impact of the additional journey time/investment costs associated
with this initiative.
 Support further work to pilot options to support relatives and carers travelling to
specialist centres during the acute stage
 Support the development of plans for an integrated stroke rehabilitation service
and note that a business plan for the integrated stroke rehabilitation service by
March 2015

3.

Reasons for recommendation(s)

3.1

The CCG has worked alongside our Peer CCGs in Greater Manchester to assess the
evidence available showing improved outcomes for patients which can be achieved by
this development of stroke services.

3.2

This evidence includes reductions in mortality and hospital length of stay as well as
broader improvements in the rehabilitation of stroke survivors.

4.

Peer Group Area / Town Area Affected

4.1

All

5.

Population affected

5.1

All members of the population who have a stroke, or are suspected to have had a
stroke.

6.

Context

6.1

In December 2013 NHS Eastern Cheshire CCG re-commissioned hyper acute stroke
services at three major specialist centres; Salford, Stockport and North Staffordshire,
as phase one of the development of stroke services, to reflect national best practice.
Those patients who suffered a stroke and had their onset of symptoms witnessed
within a four hour time frame (hyper acute) were to be transferred to the nearest
specialist acute centre.

6.2

A recent study in the British Medical Journal built on previous reviews of Hyper Acute
Stroke Care to show the benefits of centralisation. This study reviewed the impact of
the centralisation of Acute Stroke Services in Greater Manchester and London and
demonstrated significant reductions in both mortality (at 3, 30 and 90 days) and
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hospital length of stay following centralisation. In London the reduction in Stroke
Mortality was 1.1%. The average length of stay in hospital was reduced by 2 days in
Manchester and 1.8 days in London.
6.2.1

Locally initial information supports the findings of reduced length of stay. Work is
underway, and ongoing, to assess mortality data.

6.3

The CCG has been working closely with the specialist centres, East Cheshire NHS
Trust, NWAS and the Local Authority to plan the next phase of improvement, to take
effect by March 2015

6.4
6.4.1

Model of Care:
Eastern Cheshire intends to commission future Stroke Services in accordance with the
Greater Manchester Integrated Stroke Services model. This model describes a
pathway of care provided through hub and spoke services. In addition to providing
thrombolysis the ‘Hub’ or Comprehensive Stroke Centre (CSC) has the following
characteristics:
 It should be open every day throughout the year for 24 hours per day
 It should have neurosurgical facilities available for the treatment of intracranial
haemorrhage.
 It should co-ordinate the neuro-radiological input for both the comprehensive stroke
centre and the two primary stroke centres.
 It should support the coordination of training, audit and clinical governance across
the comprehensive stroke centre, the primary stroke centres and the district centres

6.4.2

Salford Royal and University Hospital North Staffordshire are designated CSCs.

6.4.3

Offering the same level of service as the CSC, Primary Stroke Centres (PSC) - accept
patients every day but only within the hours of 7am and 11pm. Stepping Hill will be a
designated PSC, for our population, by March 2015.

6.4.4

East Cheshire NHS Trust is a District Stroke Centre (DSC) – the ‘spoke’ - and will
focus on the post-acute phase of the patient’s pathway providing access to:
 A stroke unit with the capacity and resource to receive patients from the
comprehensive and primary stroke centres as soon as the patient is ready for
transfer.
 A stroke service with the capacity and resource to manage inpatient strokes and
self-presenters either by transfer to the Comprehensive / Primary Stroke Centre or
onsite if transfer is clinically inappropriate.

6.4.5 East Cheshire NHS Trust will be required to receive patients back from specialist
centres once they have completed their acute phase of care. Capacity modelling within
specialist centres is based on a 72 hour length of stay and any delay in transfer will
compromise the flow of patients through the system. The specialist centres will give
prior warning to East Cheshire NHS Trust of patients requiring repatriation, allowing a
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bed or community placement to be protected in order to support the patient being
transferred back.
6.4.6 Figure 1 below shows the proposed pathway for future service provision via the Hub
and Spoke model of care:
Figure 1: Project scope and proposed stroke pathway
Dial 999 or
self-present to
hospital

Suspected
stroke

KEY
In-scope
Out of scope

YES
N
W
A
S

Presenting
7am - 11pm?

FAST
+VE?
Stroke?

YES

NO

Exit stroke pathway

Nearest C/PSC for
entire acute
bundle
Repatriation

Early supported
discharge

NO

To CSC for entire
acute bundle

District Stroke
Centre for postacute and inpatient
rehabilitation

Community for
ongoing
rehabilitation

District Stroke
Centre for postacute and inpatient
rehabilitation

6.4.7 The final phase of developing stroke services, which is highlighted in Figure 1 as ‘out of
scope’, relates to an aligned piece of work being undertaken by NHS Eastern Cheshire
CCG. In partnership with East Cheshire NHS Trust, Cheshire & Wirral Partnership NHS
Foundation Trust, Third Sector Partners and Cheshire East Council we will develop a
specification and business case for an integrated stroke rehabilitation service. There is
agreement for this to be one of the early schemes delivered through the nationally
mandated ‘Better Care Fund’ creating a unique opportunity for pump priming a new
service. The benefit of this approach will be the opportunty to transition safely into a
new service by allowing short term ‘double running’ of both hospital in patient and
supported early discharge. The aim is to provide sustainable funding of this service
through costs savings from reduced length of stay in hospital which will support bed
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closures.

7.

Finance

7.1

The development of the Hyper Acute model does have a financial consequence with
the modelling undertaken indicating an additional recurrent cost of £188k to implement
this model. This modelling uses a tariff developed by the Greater Manchester
Programme through working with the three “specialist” centres and the District Stroke
Centres. The additional quantum of cost supports investment on the infrastructure
required to deliver this enhanced clinical model.

7.2

There is a financial risk associated with providing additional capacity for North West
Ambulance Service (NWAS) to support the conveyance of people to specialist centres.
The confirmed impact of the modelling of additional journeys is a recurrent cost of £66k.
However, this figure does not reflect a wider challenge around the current levels of
performance of NWAS in meeting the national standards for Emergency Transport, with
the additional journeys created by implementing this new model. Discussions are
ongoing with NWAS to reduce the potential impact of addressing this risk.

7.3

The impact of stroke can be life changing and therefore effective treatment and
rehabilitation will mitigate these costs. For example an individual requiring continuing
health care and complex care packages resulting from a stroke is likely to cost over
£50k per annum.

8.

Quality and Patient Experience

8.1

The Association of Greater Manchester CCGs has been working with the Greater
Manchester and Cheshire Cardiac and Stroke Network to develop clinically led service
specifications for specialsit and District Stroke Centres.

8.2

The revised specifications will raise the standards expected within our local stroke
services, in line with national best practice.

8.3

The CCG is working to develop an enhanced “integrated” rehabilitation service with
local stakeholders which will significantly enhance the services available to our
population.

8.4

The development of an integrated Stroke rehabilitation service will optimise outcomes
for stroke survivors and reduce length of stay in hospital. It will also lead to improved
recovery which will reduce the need for complex care packages.

8.5

The commissioning of this service will demonstrate that there are a number of existing
gaps in service provision in Eastern Cheshire, such as community rehabilitation and
psychological therapies. A business case is being developed to demonstrate the longer
term return on investment, and the benefits of joint funding and risk sharing with the
local council.
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9.

Consultation and Engagement (Public/Patient/Carer/Clinical/Staff)

9.1

The CCG has discussed the proposals with HealthVoice, Cheshire East Health and
Adult Social Care Overview and Scrutiny Committee, our peer CCGs in Greater
Manchester as well as our local provider, East Cheshire NHS Trust.

9.2

Whilst proposals have been well received by both HealthVoice and the Cheshire East
Health and Adult Social Care Overview and Scrutiny Committee, feedback from several
residents highlight concerns in relation to transport for relatives/carers of patients taken
to specialist centres. The CCG is exploring solutions to this issue including the potential
to work with the voluntary sector to provide short term transport support to
relatives/carers.

9.3

The Manchester Programme Team has undertaken a wide range of consultation
activities in order to support development of the new service specifications. This
included a questionnaire earlier this calendar year which received a range of feedback
including the need to consider transport concerns and lack of rehabilitation in the
community.

10.

Equality

10.1

The Manchester Programme Team undertook a full equality impact assessment (EIA).
This EIA has had a mitigation plan developed to ensure that any opportunities to
develop the service model are taken as part of this roll out.

11.

Legal

11.1

There are no perceived legal implications of this change.
actively involved throughout the process.

12.

Communication

12.1

The changes have so far been discussed with HealthVoice, Health and Adult Social
Care Overview and Scrutiny Committee and our local providers. Subject to Governing
Body approval the CCG will work closely with the Manchester Programme Team to
implement a full communication plan in order to:

Stakeholders have been

 Raise awareness of the revised models with both the public and our service
providers
 Ensure the public are fully aware of approaches to support stroke prevention, what to
look for to identify a stroke, what to do if you suspect a stroke.
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13.

Access to further information

13.1

For further information relating to this report contact:

Name
Designation
Date
Telephone
Email

14.

Jacki Wilkes
Associate Director of Commissioning
17 November 2014
01625 663473
jackiwilkes@nhs.net

Glossary of Terms

CSC

DSC

ECT
EIA
HealthVoice
Hyper acute
NWAS
PSC

Comprehensive Stroke Centre
 open every day throughout the year for 24 hours per day
 neurosurgical facilities available for the treatment of
intracranial haemorrhage.
 co-ordinate the neuro-radiological input for both the
comprehensive stroke centre and the two primary stroke
centres.
 support the coordination of training, audit and clinical
governance across the comprehensive stroke centre, the
primary stroke centres and the district centres
District Stroke Centre (DSC) will focus on the post-acute phase of
the patients pathway providing access to:
 A stroke unit with the capacity and resource to receive
patients from the comprehensive and primary stroke
centres as soon as the patient is ready for transfer.
 A stroke service with the capacity and resource to manage
inpatient strokes and self-presenters either by transfer to
the Comprehensive / Primary Stroke Centre or onsite if
transfer is clinically inappropriate.
East Cheshire NHS Trust
Equality Impact Assessment
East Cheshire Community HealthVoice: the CCG’s patient and
public representative group
Within four hours
North West Ambulance Service
Primary Stroke Centres (PSC) accept patients every day but only
within the hours of 7am and 11pm
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Governance
Prior Committee Approval / Link to other Committees
CCG Five Year Strategic Plan programme of work this report is linked to
Caring Together

Quality Improvement

Mental Health & Alcohol

Other



CCG Five Year Strategic Plan ambitions addressed by this report
Increase the number of our citizens 
Increase the proportion of older people 
having a positive experience of care
Reduce the inequalities in health
and social care across Eastern
Cheshire



Ensure our citizens access care to
the highest standard and are
protected from avoidable harm



Ensure that all those living in
Eastern
Cheshire
should
be
supported by new, better integrated
community services



living independently at home and who
feel supported to manage their condition
Improve the health-related quality of life
of our citizens with one or more long
term conditions, including mental health
conditions
Secure additional years of life for the
citizens of Eastern Cheshire with
treatable mental and physical health
conditions





Key Implications of this report – please indicate
Strategic
Consultation & Engagement

Finance
Equality

Quality & Patient Experience
Legal

Staff / Workforce






CCG Values supported by this report – please indicate
Valuing People
Innovation

Working Together
Quality

Investing Responsibly





NHS Constitution Values supported by this report – please indicate
Working together for patients
Compassion

Respect and dignity
Improving lives

Commitment to quality of care
Everyone counts
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GOVERNING BODY MEETING
26 November 2014
Report/
Paper Title

Agenda Item 2.6

Terms of Reference for the Executive Committee

Purpose of paper / report
To seek the Governing Bodies approval for the Executive Committee’s
Terms of Reference as outlined within this report.
Key points
The Executive Committee (the Committee) is established in accordance with NHS Eastern
Cheshire Clinical Commissioning Group’s (ECCCG’s) Constitution. These Terms of
Reference (TORs) set out the membership, remit, responsibilities and reporting
arrangements of the Committee. The Committee is accountable to ECCCG’s Governing
Body via the Accountable Officers and has delegated executive powers as specified within
these TORs.
The Committee’s remit is summarised by the following points:
•

•

•

The purpose of the Executive Committee is to take a holistic view of the work of
ECCCG with a focus on ensuring an efficient and effective organisation and delivery of
its operational and strategic plans within agreed budgets.
The Committee will have the responsibility of reviewing and monitoring those risks
within the Governing Body Assurance Framework appropriate to the remit of the
Committee, ensuring that any identified risks allocated to the Committee are actioned
appropriately and that assurances are sought. It will also be responsible for providing
assurance to the Governing Body that all corporate duties in relation to this agenda
are compliant and in line with corporate aims and objectives.
The Executive Committee will also be responsible for making recommendations to the
Governing Body on:
•
•

Matters that may affect ECCCG’s Constitution and statutory duties.
Guidance, regulations and mandatory instructions that may be issued by NHS
England or the Department of Health.

The Governing Body is asked to:
Approve

Ratify
Endorse

Decide
Note for information
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Benefits / value to our population / communities
This provides assurance that ECCCG is discharging its duties in line with good governance
and is supporting the delivery of its visions and objectives.

Report Author
Alex Mitchell
Chief Finance Officer

Contributors
Matthew Cunningham
Corporate Services Manager

1.

Recommendation(s)

1.1

The Governing Body is asked to approve:
• Appendix One; Executive Committee Terms of Reference.

2.

Reasons for recommendation(s)

2.1

The Executive Committee is a sub-committee of the Governing Body and under its
Schemes of Delegation the Governing Body has to approve the creation of such sub
committees.

3.

Peer Group Area / Town Area Affected

3.1

Relates to all of NHS Eastern Cheshire geographical areas.

4.

Population affected

4.1

Relates to all of NHS Eastern Cheshire population.

5.

Context

5.1

The Executive Committee seeks to formalise the accountability for areas delegated
from the Governing Body.

6

Finance

6.1

Not applicable

7

Quality and Patient Experience

7.1

Related issues reviewed as part of the Assurance Framework.

8

Consultation and Engagement (Public/Patient/Carer/Clinical/Staff)

8.1

Not applicable
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9

Equality

9.1

Related issues reviewed as part of the Assurance Framework.

10

Legal

10.1

Not applicable

11

Communication

11.1 Via the Chief Officer’s Report and Assurance Framework.

12

Background and Options

12.1

Not Applicable

13

Access to further information

13.1

For further information relating to this report contact:

Name
Designation
Date
Telephone
Email

14

Glossary of Terms

ECCCG
GAC

15

Alex Mitchell
Chief Finance Officer
19 November 2014
01625 663456
Alex.mitchell@nhs.net

NHS Eastern Cheshire Clinical Commissioning Group
Governance and Audit Committee

Appendices

Appendix One

NHS Eastern Cheshire CCG Executive Committee Terms of Reference

Prior Committee Approval / Link to other Committees
Approval required from Governing Body

CCG Health Needs Priorities addressed by this report
To protect our citizens from harm
To make care more integrated & co- 

To prevent alcohol related harm



To prevent people dying
prematurely



ordinated
To ensure high quality and effective 
mental health services are available to 
all
To address inequalities across our 
towns and villages
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CCG 2014/15 Annual Plan programme of work this report is linked to
Caring Together
Quality Improvement

Mental Health & Alcohol
Other





Key Implications of this report
Strategic
Finance
Quality & Patient Experience
Staff / Workforce






Consultation & Engagement
Equality
Legal

CCG Values supported by this report – please indicate
Valuing People
Innovation

Working Together
Quality

Investing Responsibly

NHS Constitution Values supported by this report – please indicate
Working together for patients
Respect and dignity
Commitment to quality of care

Compassion
Improving lives
Everyone counts
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TERMS OF REFERENCE FOR THE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
NHS Eastern Cheshire Clinical Commissioning Group
Executive Committee
Terms of Reference
1.1 Introduction
1.2 The Executive Committee (the Committee) is established in accordance with
NHS Eastern Cheshire Clinical Commissioning Group’s (ECCCG’s)
Constitution. These Terms of Reference (TORs) set out the membership,
remit, responsibilities and reporting arrangements of the Committee and
shall take effect upon incorporation into the CCG’s Constitution and Standing
Orders.
1.3 The Committee is accountable to ECCCG’s Governing Body via the
Accountable Officers and has delegated executive powers as specified
within these TORs.
ECCCG Member Practices

Internal Directorate
Statutory Committee
Advisory Committee
Advisory Committee

Constitution
NHS England

Statutory

CCG Governing
Body

Democratic

Health &
Wellbeing Board

Executive Team

Finance
Committee

Programme
Management
Office

Clinical
Outcomes
Committee

Commissioning
Directorate

Clinical Quality
& performance
Committee

Caring Together
Executive Board

Joint
Commissioning

Transformation
Direcotrate

Governance &
Audit
Committee

Health Voice

Workforce
Committee

Corporate
Directorate

Remuneration
Committee

Locality group
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1.4

The purpose of the Committee is to take a holistic view of the work of
ECCCG with a focus on ensuring an efficient and effective organisation
and delivery of its operational and strategic plans within agreed budgets.

1.5

The Committee will have the responsibility of reviewing and monitoring
those risks within the Governing Body Assurance Framework appropriate
to the remit of Committee, ensuring that any identified risks allocated to
the Committee are actioned appropriately and that assurances are
sought. It will also be responsible for providing assurance to the
Governing Body that all corporate duties in relation to this agenda are
compliant and in line with corporate aims and objectives.

1.6

The Committee will also be responsible for making recommendations to
the Governing Body on:
• Matters that may affect ECCCG’s Constitution and statutory duties.
• Guidance, regulations and mandatory instructions that may be issued
by NHS England or the Department of Health.

2.0

Membership

2.1

The Committee shall be appointed by ECCCG from amongst its Executive
officers and senior managers plus any other employees that are required
to attend as determined by the Committee. The Committee membership
will consist of:
Member:
Chief Officer – Committee Chair
Executive Chair
Chief Finance Officer
Commissioning Director
Associate Director of Commissioning
Strategy & Transformation Director
By Invitation:
Senior Programme Manager
Corporate Services Manager
Lead Nurse Community & Safeguarding

2.2

The Committee will operate under the principle of agreement by
consensus, with any final decision/recommendation being made by the
Chief Officer.

2.3

Relevant managers/officers and external advisers will be invited to attend
in line with agenda items as and when appropriate.
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3.0

Quorum

3.1

A quorum necessary for the Committee to undertake its business is defined
as:
• Committee Chair (or nominated Deputy Chair)
• Two other members of the Committee

4.0

Meeting Arrangements

4.1

The position of Chair of the Committee will be held by the Chief
Officer/Accountable Officer of ECCCG and can only be deputised by another
Officer of ECCCG’s Governing Body. In the position of Chair, the post holder
will:
•
•
•

Encourage contributions from all members/attendees.
Promote a culture of openness, transparency, constructive challenge
and honesty.
Facilitate discussion to ensure the outcomes are concise and focused
and that the meetings run to time.

4.2

The Personal Assistant to the Chief Officer will provide administrative support
to the Committee and will be responsible for supporting the Chief Officer in
planning agendas, distributing papers in advance of the meeting, taking
minutes (when required) and following up meetings with a summary of
actions.

4.3

Meetings will be held weekly (except on days of the Governing Body
meeting). Minutes will be approved by the Chair and circulated to Members
within five working days.

4.4

Members will be sent relevant papers and an agenda two working days prior
to the meeting.

4.5

All reports are required to be submitted two working days in advance of the
meeting.

5.0

Declarations of Interests

5.1

All individuals appointed to the committee will comply with ECCCG’s
Standards of Business Conduct Policy, including the requirements for
declaring conflicts of interest.

5.2

In order to facilitate this process, “Declarations of Interests” will be a standing
item on all agendas and copies of the minutes will be sent to the Governance
Manager for the purposes of maintaining the register of interests.
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5.3

All new declarations of interest must be notified to the “Chief Finance Officer”
within 28 days of a member of taking office of any interests requiring
registration, or within 28 days of a change to a member’s registered interests.

6.0

Remit and Responsibilities of the Committee

6.1

The purpose of the Committee is to take a holistic view of the work of ECCCG
with a focus on ensuring an efficient and effective organisation and delivery of
its operational and strategic plans within agreed budgets.

6.2

The Committee has responsibility for:

6.2.1 Ensuring that ECCCG is on track to deliver against the 5 Year Strategic Plan,
2 Year Operational Plan (Operating Plan), financial allocations/budget plans,
QIPP Plans and all Transformation Programmes.

6.2.2 Taking operational decisions within ECCCG’s Schemes of Delegation which
enable effective and efficient delivery of the organisation’s Plans.
6.2.3 Ensuring that ECCCG has robust operational management arrangements to
ensure it is discharging its statutory duties as set out within ECCCG’s
Constitution, NHS Constitution and instructions issued by NHS England.
6.2.4 Providing executive leadership support to the Programme Management Office
in the delivery of all programmes of work established within the
Commissioning and Transformation Directorates.
6.2.5 Ensuring that appropriate information and assurance reports are provided in a
timely manner to enable ECCCG’s Governing Body and its sub-committees to
discharge their statutory duties.
6.2.6 Acting as the Committee for receiving, reviewing and approving reports on
ECCCG’s Corporate and Information Governance, including signing off
policies, corporate risks and incident reporting. Providing an escalation
process, for reporting on Governance issues to ECCCG’s Governing Body
where appropriate.
6.2.7 Providing executive leadership and direction to ECCCG’s employees,
ensuring ECCCG discharges its statutory and legal duties and that
organisational
structures
and
personal
development/performance
management arrangements are consistent with ECCCG’s vision, values and
plans.
6.2.8 Ensuring that ECCCG has a robust and inclusive approach to clinical
engagement and leadership.
6.2.9 Managing contractual arrangements with Commissioning Support Units.
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6.2.10 Ensuring that ECCCG complies with the NHS England CCG assurance
process.
6.3

6.4

In order to fulfil its role effectively, the Committee will receive for information
and ratification the minutes of committees designated as sub-committees of
the Committee.
•

Specifically,
o Workforce Committee
o Finance Committee
o Joint Commissioning Leadership Committee

•

Other committees established by the Executive Committee in
accordance with good operational management or as defined by NHS
England eg, System Resilience Group, North West Ambulance Service
(NWAS) Coordination Group.

In making its recommendations and decisions the Committee will take into
account:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Provisions of any national guidance arrangements.
Guidance and mandatory instructions issued by NHS England.
Relevant legislation.
ECCCG;s values and principles.
ECCCG’s Constitution, Standing Financial Instructions and Schemes of
Delegation.
National, regional and local best practice and affordability.
Organisational performance.

6.5

The Committee is responsible for resolving/recommending a course of action
for any items that are escalated from the formal sub committees, ie,
Remuneration, Governance & Audit and Clinical, Quality & Performance
Committees, as well as those highlighted under section 6.3 and 6.4.

7.0

Relationship with the Governing Body

7.1

The Committee reports to ECCCG’s Governing Body. It will provide a formal
written report on key developments and decisions taken to ECCCG’s
Governing Body meeting in public in the form of the Chief Officer Report and
on key corporate risks through the Assurance Framework.

7.2

Informal reporting will be provided to the Governing Body via the Chief Officer
Report.

8.0

Policy, Best Practice and Conduct of Meetings

8.1

The Committee should (at least annually) review its own performance,
membership and TORs to ensure it has discharged its functions as intended.
Any changes to the TORs should be approved by the Governing Body.
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8.2

8.3

The Committee is authorised by the Governing Body to investigate any
activity within its TORs. It is authorised to seek any information it requires
from any employee.
The Committee is authorised by the Governing Body to obtain outside legal or
other independent professional advice and to secure the attendance of
advisers with relevant experience and expertise if it considers this necessary.

8.4

Matters for consideration by the Committee may be nominated by any
member of the Committee.

8.5

The Committee shall have the delegated authority to commission, review and
authorise policies that are linked to its key duties and where specifically
delegated by the Governing Body

9.0

Conduct

9.1

All members are required to uphold the Nolan Principles and all other relevant
NHS Code of Conduct requirements.

10.0

Assurance Framework

10.1

The Governing Body gains assurance that the organisation is operating within
its defined parameters through the Governing Body Assurance Framework.
This provides information on significant strategic risks that may affect the
organisation and information on how those risks are being managed.

10.2

In order to facilitate this process, the “Risk Register” will be a standing item on
the Committee agenda, where risks are identified within the Committee and
evaluated and where appropriate, recorded or amended on the Committee’s
Risk Register.

10.3

An updated copy of the Risk Register will be sent to the Programme
Management Office or equivalent within 5 working days of a Committee
meeting having been held. This will then be added to the “Corporate Risk
Register” and form part of the Governing Body Assurance Framework.
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GOVERNING BODY MEETING
26 November 2014
Report
Paper Title

Agenda Item 3.1

/ Caring Together Programme update
Governance arrangements)

(including

Purpose of paper / report
To provide the Governing Body of NHS Eastern Cheshire CCG with an update on the
progress of the Caring Together Programme against its agreed plan and significant
milestones.

Key points
This report details updates on the following:






Caring Together 5 Year Strategic Plan;
Revised Caring Together Phase 2 (Implementation Planning);
Communications and Engagement update;
Highest scoring risks;
Checkpoint 4.

The Governing Body is asked to:
Approve
Ratify
Endorse

Decide
Note for information

Benefits / value to our population / communities
This programme benefits our population and communities by aiming to make care more
integrated and co-ordinated.

Report Author
Jerry Hawker
Chief Officer

Contributors
Hadleigh Stollar
Senior Programme Manager

Matthew Cunningham
Corporate Services Manager

Sarah Richardson
Transformation Programme Coordinator

Tori Greenhalgh
Transformation Programme Administrator
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Part A
Ca
aring To
ogetherr Progra
amme U
Update (includin
ng Gove
ernance
e
a
arrangem
ments)
1.

E
Executiv
ve Summ
mary

1.1

This reportt is intende
T
ed to provid
de the Govverning Bod
dy of NHS Eastern Cheshire
C
Clinical
C
Commissio
oning Grou
up (CCG) w
with an up
pdate on th
he progresss of the Caring
C
Together
P
Programm
e against its agreed
d plan and significantt milestone
es. It aimss to provide
e the
G
Governing
urance on the progress and delivery of
o the
Body witth the required assu
p
programme
e and the effective u
utilisation of the resou
urces that the CCG h
has allocatted to
i
it.
T
This
reportt details up
pdates on the followin
ng:






Cariing Together 5 Year Strategic
S
P
Plan;
Revvised Caring Together Phase 2 (Implemen
ntation Plan
nning);
Com
mmunicatio
ons and Engagement update;
High
hest scoring risks;
Che
eckpoint 4.

2.

Recomm
mendatio
on(s)

2.1

The Gove
erning Body is asked to:
 note
e the prog
gress of th
he Caring Together Programm
me (includiing the revised
Govvernance arrangemen
nts) againsst the agree
ed timelines and plan
ns

Part B - Key Implica
ations
3.

Peer Grroup Area / Town
n Area Afffected

3.1

All geogra
aphic areass of the CC
CG.

4.

Populattion affec
cted

4.1

The whole
e populatio
on of Easte
ern Cheshire.

5.

Contextt

5.1

This is a sstatus repo
ort of the C
Caring Toge
ether Progrramme and
d will includ
de an upda
ate
on the following:

P
Page
2 of 8
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Cariing Together 5 Year Strategic
S
P
Plan;
Revvised Caring Together Phase 2 (Implemen
ntation Plan
nning);
Com
mmunicatio
ons and Engagement update;
High
hest scoring risks;
Che
eckpoint 4.

6.

C
Caring T
Together 5 Year S
Strategic Plan

6.1

A
An easy-re
ead version
n of the Ca
aring Togetther 5 yearr plan was developed
d and prese
ented
a
at the Carin
ng Togethe
er Executivve Board in
n Septemb
ber 2014 wh
here it wass recomme
ended
ffor approva
al by CCG Governing
g Body. As
A part of itss developm
ment, it wass reviewed
d by a
R
Readers panel made
e up of individuals fro
om across all partnerr organisattions as we
ell as
m
members o
of the public. This do
ocument wiill be the primary eng
gagement resource
r
a
as the
p
programme
e moves in
nto its next phase.

6.2

IInfographiccs for each
h chapter within
w
the Caring To
ogether 5 yyear Plan h
have also been
d
developed and forme
ed part of tthe easy-re
ead docum
ment. These
e infograph
hics will alsso be
u
used in similar docu
uments an
nd publicattions in the future, w
which add
d to the ovverall
b
branding of the Carin
ng Togethe
er programm
me.

7.

R
Revised Caring Together
T
r Phase 2 (Implem
mentation
n Plannin
ng)

7.1

R
Rollout of the Carin
ng Togethe
er Phase 2 Impleme
entation Plan
P
(Phase 2) has been
sslowed ove
er the pastt two month
hs in orderr to allow th
he program
mme to entter into a period
p
o
of reflectio
on. Specificcally the way
w
the pro
ogramme was structtured and the teamss that
w
were supp
porting its delivery have been
n reviewed
d in detaiil to ensure the exxisting
sstructure w
was fit for p
purpose.

7.2

T
To this end
d, a new proposed G
Governance
e structure has been developed
d and prese
ented
tto the Caring Togeth
her Executtive Board,, who on 1
19th Novem
mber 2014 for suppo
ort for
ssupport fro
om the Exe
ecutives off partner orrganisation
ns. Final sign-off will be made b
by the
C
CCG and Local Autthority Govverning Bo
odies. The revised sstructure e
ensures a more
p
pragmatic approach to deliveryy is in placce and work is now underway to mobilise the
n
new structu
ure and to re-energisse the imple
ementation
n of Phase 2.

7.3

S
Significantlly, the new
w governa
ance struccture ensures a bala
ance of governance
e and
a
assurance alongside
e strong delivery and implementation
n mechan
nisms. This is
ssupported by a stron
ng ‘Commisssioning Alliance’
A
and ‘Program
mme Mana
agement G
Group’
w
which colle
ectively actt as the ce
entral pointts of mainttaining the
e correct pa
artner, fina
ancial
a
and clinical inputs alo
ongside strrong progra
amme man
nagement d
disciplines..

7.4

T
The revised structure
e is shown on figure o
one.

7.5

A revised implemen
ntation pack for Ph
hase 2 to reflect th
hese chan
nges has been
d
developed, which setts out clea
ar milestones and deliverables for the nexxt 6 month
hs, 12
m
months and 3 years.
P
Page
3 of 8
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‘GOVERNANCE AND ASSURANCE’

NHS England

Eastern Cheshirre
CCG

Cheshire East
E
Councill

He
ealth and Wellbeing
g
Board

Key
G
Governance
/ Assurance
eadership Forumss
Le
W
Working
/ Delivery T
Teams

Caring T
Together
Executiv
ve Board

Programme Management / Delivery
Advisory Groups

Commissioning A
Alliance
NH
HS England, Eastern Che
eshire CCG,
Ch
heshire East Council , Pu
ublic Health,

on Statutory accou
untability /
… No
de
ecision making

(Other CCGs?))

Eastern C
Cheshire
Proviiders

‘DELIVERY AND IMPLEMENTATION’

Cultural Transformattion

Business G
Group
(Finance, Inves
stments,
Contractts)

Prog
gramme Managem
ment Group
(PMG)

C
Care Professional Bo
oard
(CPB)
(Quality Standards
s,
Outcomes,
Interdependenciess)

Commun
nications and Enga
agement

Integrated C
Care
System
m

System Enab
blers

Direct Care Servic
ces

Figure One: Reviised Caring
g Togetherr Governan
nce and De
elivery Stru
ucture

8.

Commu
unication
ns and En
ngageme
ent Upda
ate

8.1

A draft, co-designed
d Commun
nications an
nd Engage
ement strattegy aligne
ed to the Caring
C
ategic plan
n was present to the Caring Tog
gether Exe
ecutive Boa
ard in
Together 5 year stra
or discussio
on; it is avvailable on request. Itt details ho
ow the Caring Together 5
August fo
year stra
ategic pla
an will b
be implem
mented an
nd dissem
minated th
hrough pa
artner
organisattions as we
ell as throughout the E
Eastern Ch
heshire com
mmunity.

8.2

o the prog
gramme of targeted sstakeholderr engagem
ment which took place
e over
A report on
Spring / S
Summer, a
as well as a
all of the engagemen
nt and com
mmunication
ns activitiess this
year, is avvailable on
n request.

8.3

On-going engagement with influential clinicians accross Easte
ern Cheshire continu
ues to
be a priority for the
e Caring To
ogether pro
ogramme a
and resourrces are being develloped
to supporrt this.
The Caring Togeth
her programme prod
duces a ne
ewsletter o
on a montthly basis.. The
newslette
er is distributed to colleague
es involved
d in the programm
me as we
ell as

8.4

P
Page
4 of 8
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stakehold
der memb
bers. It h
has also been disstributed throughou
ut the pa
artner
organisattions via the com
mmunicatio
ons and engagem
ment grou
up for fu
urther
dissemina
ation within
n their orga
anisations. Analysis o
of the num
mber of dow
wnloads etcc. will
be possible, althou
ugh this ccan be on
nly be don
ne through
h Caring T
Together direct
d
distributio
on database, and will be include
ed in future
e reports.
8.5

An increa
ased social media cam
mpaign across Faceb
book and Twitter
T
hass commencced in
Novembe
er aimed a
at targeting
g key audiiences and
d increasin
ng the num
mber of pe
eople
following the progra
amme and ssigning up to become
e champion
ns.

8.6

A second
d Caring To
ogether an
nimation is currently in productio
on with the
e script clo
ose to
agreemen
nt. This will be an in
nnovative animation containing
g both film
m and anim
mated
characterrization of a local GP,, health sta
aff and patients.

8.7

The Com
mmunicatio
on Manage
er and Public Engag
gement M
Manager off the CCG
G are
currently finalising a proposa
al with rega
ards to ou
utlining and
d securing the necesssary
nication a
and engag
gement ssupport to
o the Ca
aring Together
additional commun
me.
programm

9.

High Sc
coring Riisks

9.1

The Carin
ng Togethe
er Risk Re
egister has been exte
ensively revvised in lin
ne with the
e new
proposed
d governancce and imp
plementatio
on plan. Risks
R
are no
ow categorrised as:
mmissionerrs
 Com
 Dire
ect Care Se
ervices
 Integ
grated Carre System
 Ove
erarching
 Provviders

9.2

One new risk has b
been opene
ed on the Caring Tog
gether Risk Register; Six risks have
7, 704; and
d the Overrall Risk Score at the
e last
been clossed; 401+, 402, 501**, 515, 517
report wa
as 372 and this month
h it is 302.
+
Superrseded by 1101; *Con
nsolidated into 404

9.3

The highe
est scoring
g Commissioners riskss are:
R-406 Ap
ppropriate independe
ent review / validation
n of Caring
g Togetherr standardss and
outcomess.
Current s
score: 20
Mitigating actions:: The new CT standa
ards will be reviewed by a reform
med Care
onals Board
d.
Professio
There is a
an urgencyy to agree tthe approp
priate repre
esentation.
R-403 Ke
ey stakehollders do no
ot feel enga
aged
Current s
score: 16

P
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5 of 8
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Mitigating actions
s: A Comm
munications and Eng
gagement Strategy implementtation
ented to the Octobe
er CTEB. Significan
nt restructu
ure is ong
going.
plan wass not prese
Programm
me Manag
ger to ensure that a
an effective
e commun
nication an
nd engage
ement
strategy iss in place.
R-518 Ca
are Professsionals lead
ding worksstreams
Current s
score: 16
Mitigating Actions
s: When the gove
ernance an
nd worksttream arra
angementss are
d, Caring Together needs to rapidly ide
entify care
e professio
onal leade
ers to
confirmed
approach
h to underta
ake the role
es in Phase 2.
e engagem
ment
R-512 Priimary Care
Current s
score: 16
Mitigating Actions
s: At the October
O
EC
CCCG Govverning Bo
ody a pape
er was rece
eived
member pra
actices settting out su
upport for C
Caring Tog
gether and
d transform
mation
from all m
of Primarry Care. T
There is m
mixed opinio
on as whe
ether a tran
nsformation of contra
act is
mandatorry for the programme to continu
ue. Discusssions ongo
oing.
ack of claritty in goverrnance arra
angementss
R-508 La
Current s
score: 16
Mitigating Actions
s: Intensive
e work con
ntinues to develop g
governance
e arrangem
ments
ate for Ph
hase 2 off Caring T
Together. Propose
ed Govern
nance
that are appropria
ments and T
TORs will b
be presentted to the N
November board for approval.
a
Arrangem
9.4

The highe
est scoring
g Overarchiing risks arre:
R-511 Bu
uilding Emp
powered cu
ulture to acchieve self care / man
nagement
Current s
score: 16
Mitigating Actions: Develo
opment off robust implementtation plans, with clear
bilities for each pa
artner orga
anisation and regullar monito
oring / re
eview.
responsib
Commisssioners nee
ed to consider the pottential to develop a p
plan as parrt of the Pio
oneer
programm
me.

9.5

The highe
est scoring
g Provider rrisks are:
R-404 Wo
orkforce em
mpowerme
ent
Current s
score: 16
Mitigating Actions
s: New imp
plementatio
on plan to be develo
oped with key milesttones
ed by com
mmissionerrs for delivvery by prrovider org
ganisationss. Provide
ers to
establishe
ensure re
esponsibilityy for Cultural Transfo
ormation fo
or staff.

9.6

There are
e currently no Integrated Care System
S
riskks rated gre
eater than or equal to
o15.

9.7

There are
e currently no risks atttributed to Direct Carre Service..

10.

Checkp
point 4

10.1

W
Work is currently bein
ng underta
aken in prep
paration fo
or the Checckpoint 4 Event to be held
iin Decemb
ber.

P
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10.2

T
The propossed plan fo
or this even
nt is:
 Cariing Together governa
ance updatte;
 Rev
view of Carring Togeth
her to date;;
 How
w Caring To
ogether willl achieve tthe milesto
ones in the next phase
e;
 Working co
ollectively to make it happen.

11.

Access to furthe
er inform
mation

11.1

For furthe
er informatiion relating
g to this rep
port contacct:

Name
e
Desig
gnation
Date
Telephone
Email

Jerry Haw
wker
Chief Offiicer, NHS E
Eastern Ch
heshire CC
CG
th
13 Nove
ember 2014
4
01625 66
63764
jerry.hawker@nhs.n
net

12.

Glossarry of Term
ms

13.

Append
dices
None

Part C - Gov
vernance
e
Priorr Committtee Approval / Liink to oth
her Committees
eport is also provided
d to the Carring Togeth
her Executtive Board
Content of the re

CCG Health N
Needs Prriorities a
addresse
ed by this
s report – please
e indicate
e
To pro
otect our citizens from
m harm
To pre
event alcoh
hol related harm

To pre
event peop
ple dying
prema
aturely





To make care more
e integrate
ed & coordinated
To ensure
e high qu
uality and effective
mental health servicces are available to
all
To addre
ess inequa
alities acrross our
ttowns and villages





CCG 2013/14
4 Annual Plan prrogramm
me of work this rreport is linked to
t –
pleas
se indica
ate

P
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Caring
g Togetherr
Menta
al Health & Alcohol



Q
Quality Imp
provement
O
Other

Key IImplications of th
his reporrt – pleas
se indicate
Strategic
C
Consultatio
on & Engag
gement

Financce
E
Equality

Qualityy & Patientt Experiencce
L
Legal






Staff / Workforce
e

CCG Values s
supporte
ed by this
s report – please indicate
e
Valuin
ng People
IInnovation

Workin
ng Togethe
er
Q
Quality

Investting Responsibly





NHS Constitu
ution Values supp
ported by
y this rep
port – ple
ease indicate
Workin
ng togethe
er for patien
nts
Compassio
on

Respe
ect and dignity
Improving lives

Comm
mitment to q
quality of ccare
Everyone counts
c






P
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GOVERNING BODY MEETING
26 November 2014
Report /
Paper Title

Agenda Item 3.2

Finance & Performance Report,
Month 7, as at 31 October 2014

Purpose of paper / report
To provide the Governing Body with a summarised overview of NHS Eastern Cheshire
Clinical Commissioning Group’s (ECCCG’s) financial performance for the period
ending 31 October 2014.

Key points
•
•
•
•
•

ECCCG is reporting a cumulative deficit of £394,000 as at 31 October 14.
ECCCG is forecasting an improved year end position of a £673k deficit.
The progress against QIPP plans, noting the in year slippage.
Financial pressure arising from NHS Property Services due to the level of subsidy
needed across a number of buildings within ECCCG boundaries.
Receipt of £1.256m as the 2nd instalment of the System Resilience Funding from NHS
England.

The Governing Body is asked to:
Approve

Ratify
Endorse

Decide
Note for information



Benefits / value to our population / communities
The report outlines that ECCCG is discharging its statutory financial duties by
commissioning a range of services within its financial envelope.

Report Author
Alex Mitchell
Chief Finance Officer

Contributors
Elizabeth Insley

Niall O’Gara

Finance Manager

Technical Accountant
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Finance & Performance Report Month 7
as at 31 October 2014
1.

Executive Summary

1.1

This report outlines NHS Eastern Cheshire Clinical Commissioning Group’s (ECCCG’s)
financial performance to date and estimated year end outturn. As at 31 October 2014,
ECCCG is overspent by £394k with a forecast overspend of £673k.

1.2

The forecast outturn has improved throughout the year to a position which is indicative
of the year end outturn, ie, a financial deficit. This is based on existing information and
could vary should additional central guidance become available. As at October, all of
the known risks, including those external to ECCCG have been incorporated into the
forecast position as at October.

Table One: NHS Eastern Cheshire Clinical Commissioning Group's (ECCCG's) 2014/15
Financial Summary to 31 October 2014
Annual
Plan

Income
Expenditure
Programme costs
Running costs
QIPP
Caring Together
Sub Total
2014/15 Deficit/(Surplus)

Revised
Plan
(Budget)
£000's
£000's
(225,551) (228,984)
223,512
4,907
(3,168)
2,278
227,529
1,978

223,869
4,839
0
2,278
230,986
2,002

Budget
YTD

Actual
YTD

Variance
YTD

Forecast
for
Year
£000's
£000's
0 (228,984)

£000's
(133,573)

£000's
(133,573)

130,588
2,823

130,107
2,770

(482)
(53)

223,640
4,739

1,329
134,740
1,167

1,090
133,967
394

(239)
(774)
(774)

1,278
229,657
673

1.3

Cash Management. ECCCG is successfully managing within its cash allocations for
the year a closing bank balance of £20k as at 31 October 2014.

1.4

Better Practice Payment Code (BPPC). The BPPC is aimed at paying trade invoices
within 30 days of receipt of the goods or a valid invoice. The target level is 95% and is
measured against both the volume and value of invoices received.

1.5

ECCCG has achieved an average of 87% for invoice numbers and 92% for invoice
value for the accumulated position ending 31 October 2014.

1.6

Additional Allocations. ECCCG has received the following amendments to its
allocations from NHS England:
• Charge Exempt Overseas Visitors – Reduction of £174k
• Systems Resilience Funding – 2nd Instalment of £1.256m
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1.7

Quality, Innovation, Productivity & Prevention (QIPP). ECCCG remains on target to
deliver circa £2.3m of its QIPP schemes in year.

1.8

Given that overall the CCG is living within its planned annual expenditure, and indeed
reducing its deficit, it implies that a number of initiatives are taking effect. It is difficult to
evaluate the impact of the GP variations QIPP initiative from the overall Elective and
Non Elective performance. Work is ongoing to extract some indicators that will measure
the initiatives success.

1.9

Prescribing is forecasting an underspend of circa £0.756m for the year which has
surpassed the QIPP scheme expectations.

1.10 System Resilience Funding. ECCCG has been notified that it will receive a non
recurrent allocation of circa £1.256m to cover the 2nd instalment System Resilience (see
Section 10).
1.11 This report provides the Governing Body with an overview of the initial schemes agreed
by the Systems Resilience Group. It is recognised that further work is required to
match these schemes to the available funding, given the final allocation was greater
than expected. This is proposed to be delegated to the Executive Officers and
monitored via the Executive Committee.
1.12 NHS Property Services. ECCCG has been notified of its costs in relation to the
properties within its boundaries. The recharges build on agreements from NHS
England were CCGs are liable for any subsidies or voids around existing properties
(see Section 11). This has identified an additional financial pressure of £240k for
ECCCG.

2.

Recommendation(s)

2.1

The Governing Body is requested to note:
• ECCCG is reporting a cumulative deficit of £394,000 as at 31 October 14.
• ECCCG is forecasting an improved year end position of a £673k deficit.
• The progress against QIPP plans, noting the in year slippage.
• Financial pressure arising from NHS Property Services due to the level of subsidy
needed across a number of buildings within ECCCG boundaries.

2.2

The Governing Body is requested to approve:
• Delegate to the Executive Officers the responsibility for finalising the expenditure
plan relating to the 2nd Instalment of the Systems Resilience Funding of £1.256m.
This would also include the monitoring of its implementation.

3.

Reasons for Recommendation(s)

3.1

The recommendations highlight ECCCG’s performance against key financial indicators.
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4.

Peer Group Area / Town Area Affected

4.1

This relates to all of NHS Eastern Cheshire geographical areas.

5.

Population affected

5.1

This relates to all of NHS Eastern Cheshire population.

6.

Context

6.1

The Finance & Performance Report is prepared by the Chief Finance Officer to ensure
the Governing Body is informed and where necessary takes appropriate decisions
concerning ECCCG’s financial performance to ensure it discharges its financial duties.

7.

Finance

7.1

Not Applicable

8.

Quality and Patient Experience

8.1

Not applicable.

9.

Consultation and Engagement (Public/Patient/Carer/Clinical/Staff)

9.1

Not applicable.

10.

Equality

10.1

Not applicable.

11.

Legal

11.1

Not applicable.

12.

Communication

12.1

Communication with the public and other interested parties via the publication of the
Finance & Performance Report on ECCCG’s website.

13.

Background and Options

13.1

Not applicable.

14.

Access to further information

14.1

For further information relating to this report contact:

Name
Designation
Date
Telephone
Email

Alex Mitchell
Chief Finance Officer
19 November 2014
01625 663456
Alex.mitchell@nhs.net
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15.

Glossary of Terms

ADHD
BPPC
CAMHS
CEOV
CSU
CT
CWW
ECCCG
IAPT
LDIP
PbR
QIPP
RTT
STAIRRS

16.

Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder
Better Payment Practice Code
Child & Adult Mental Health Service
Charge Exempt Overseas Visitors
Cheshire and Merseyside Commissioning Support Unit
Caring Together
Cheshire Warrington and Wirral
NHS Eastern Cheshire Clinical Commissioning Group
Improved Access to Psychological Therapies
Local Delivery Improvement Plan
Payment by Results
Quality, Innovation, Productivity & Prevention
Referral to Treatment
Short Term Assessment and Intervention for Recovery and Rehabilitation
Services

Appendices

Appendix One

Finance & Performance Report Month 7 as at 31 October 2014

Prior Committee Approval / Link to other Committees
Not Applicable

CCG Health Needs Priorities addressed by this report – please indicate
To protect our citizens from harm
To prevent alcohol related harm

To prevent people dying
prematurely

To make care more integrated & coordinated
To ensure high quality and effective
mental health services are available to
all
To address inequalities across our
towns and villages

CCG 2013/14 Annual Plan programme of work this report is linked to –
please indicate
Caring Together
Mental Health & Alcohol

Quality Improvement
Other

Key Implications of this report – please indicate
Strategic
Consultation & Engagement

Finance
Equality

Quality & Patient Experience
Staff / Workforce

Legal
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CCG Values supported by this report – please indicate
Valuing People
Working Together
Investing Responsibly

Innovation
Quality



NHS Constitution Values supported by this report – please indicate

Working together for patients
Respect and dignity
Commitment to quality of care

Compassion
Improving lives
Everyone counts
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Appendix 1

Finance & Performance Report Month 7
as at 31 October 2014
1.

Financial Position

1.1

As at 31 October 2014 the cumulative position for NHS Eastern Cheshire Clinical
Commissioning Group (ECCCG) is an overspend of £394,000k against a planned level
of expenditure of circa £135m. Table One shows the current financial position by key
expenditure type.

Table One: NHS Eastern Cheshire Clinical Commissioning Group's (ECCCG's) 2014/15
Financial Summary to 31 October 2014
Annual
Plan

Income
Expenditure
Programme costs
Running costs
QIPP
Caring Together
Sub Total
2014/15 Deficit/(Surplus)

Revised
Plan
(Budget)
£000's
£000's
(225,551) (228,984)
223,512
4,907
(3,168)
2,278
227,529
1,978

223,869
4,839
0
2,278
230,986
2,002

Budget
YTD

Actual
YTD

Variance
YTD

Forecast
for
Year
£000's
£000's
0 (228,984)

£000's
(133,573)

£000's
(133,573)

130,588
2,823

130,107
2,770

(482)
(53)

223,640
4,739

1,329
134,740
1,167

1,090
133,967
394

(239)
(774)
(774)

1,278
229,657
673

2.

Forecast Outturn

2.1

As at 31 October 2014, ECCCG is forecasting an estimated deficit of £673,000
compared to an opening planned deficit of £1.978m. This is an improvement of circa
£1.35m against the original plan. Table Two shows the forecast outturn by key service
area.

2.2

The improved forecast is a result of reviewing the Caring Together (CT) Programme
Costs. When the original 2014/15 Plan was submitted, the initial estimate was an
annual Plan of circa £2.3m based on a variety of consultancy, staffing, public
consultation and engagement costs.

2.3

The Programme Costs have been reviewed so that they align to the next stages of the
Transformation Programme. This has resulted in the revised Plan for 2014/15 being
reduced to £1.3m which is a reduction of just over £1m.
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2.4

The forecast also reflects the latest information and forecast outturns across our
expenditure headings. In particular, two areas of uncertainty have been reviewed
around:

2.4.1 CHC Restitution Provisions: Clarification has been sought from NHS England around
the treatment of the 2012/13 closing provision should this value increase as a result of
latest information, ie, ECCCG provision of £1.8m increasing to £2.4m.
2.4.1.2 CCGs have been notified of their contributions to the restitution provisions (held by
NHS England) during a period of two years. For 2014/15, ECCCG’s contribution is
£862k with an estimated £650k for 2015/16. Should the provisions increase nationally
it is not expected that any further charge would be levied on ECCCG in the current
year; it is anticipated that this would change future year’s contributions. Therefore,
based on the discussion with NHS England, there is no financial risk arising from a
movement in the provisions value.
2.4.2

NHS Property Services: The cost associated with the proposed recharges (see
Section 11) have been quantified and included within the financial forecast.

Table Two: NHS Eastern Cheshire Clinical Commissioning Group's (ECCCG's) 2014/15 Financial Summary to 31 August 2014
Original
Plan

Revised
Plan
(Budget)

Budget
YTD

Actual
YTD

Variance
YTD

Forecast
for
Year

£000's

£000's

£000's

£000's

£000's

£000's

(220,441)
(4,907)
(203)
(225,551)

(223,874)
(4,907)
(203)
(228,984)

(132,296)
(1,227)
(51)
(133,573)

(132,296)
(1,227)
(51)
(133,573)

0
0
0
0

112,201
14,309
17,868
6,323
5,011
155,712

113,337
14,765
18,535
6,323
4,292
609
157,861

66,113
8,620
10,812
3,688
2,503
355
92,091

66,786
8,874
10,724
3,491
2,581
342
92,798

673
254
(88)
(197)
78
(13)
707

Other
Continuing Health Care
NHS Funded Care
Learning Disabilities Pool
Local Delivery Improvement Plan
Prescribing
Commissioning and investment reserves
Sub Total

8,458
8,977
5,251
4,729
1,000
31,015
8,370
67,800

9,813
12,254
5,251
2,081
920
32,071
3,618
66,008

5,724
7,148
3,063
1,214
530
18,708
2,110
38,497

5,801
7,892
3,045
1,255
196
18,529
591
37,309

Running Costs
Quality, Innovation, Productivity & Prevention (QIPP)
Caring Together (CT) Programme

4,907
(3,168)
2,278

Income
Programme
Running Costs
2013/14 Surplus b'f
Sub Total - Total Income
Expenditure
Acute Contracts
Mental Health Contracts
Community Contracts
Ambulance Contracts
Commercial Sector Contracts
Voluntary Sector

Sub Total - Total Expenditure
2014/15 Final Planned Position - Deficit/(Surplus)

227,529
1,978

4,839
0
2,278
230,986
2,002

2,823
0
1,329
134,740
1,167

2,770
0
1,090
133,967
394

77
744
(19)
41
(334)
(179)
(1,519)
(1,189)
(53)
0
(239)
(774)
(774)

Plan
Cost
Per
Head
£'s

(223,874) (£1,073)
(4,907)
(£24)
(203)
(£1)
(228,984) (£1,098)

Forecast
Cost
Per
Head
£'s
(£1,097)
(£24)
(£1)
(£1,122)

114,419
14,979
18,493
6,151
5,696
604
160,342

£556
£72
£91
£31
£21
£3
£774

£561
£73
£91
£30
£28
£3
£786

9,911
13,764
5,251
2,129
335
31,315
593
63,298

£48
£60
£26
£10
£5
£157
£18
£333

£49
£67
£26
£10
£2
£154
£3
£310

£24
£0
£11

£23
£0
£6

£1,132

£1,126

£10

£3

4,739
0
1,278
229,657
673
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2.5

Acute Contracts £1.1m Overspent.
Table Three highlights the summary
performance of ECCCG’s top five provider contracts by value. Tables Four to Eight
provide further analysis at an individual organisational level.

Table Three: NHS Eastern Cheshire Clinical Commissioning Group's (ECCCG's) Key Clinical Contracts

East Cheshire NHS Trust (Acute/Community)
University Hospital of South Manchester NHSFT
Stockport NHSFT
Central Manchester NHSFT
Mid Cheshire Hospitals NHSFT
Total

% of
Financial Forecast Forecast
Contract
Provider
Plan
Outturn Variance
Basis
Spend
£000's
£000's
£000's
57.5%
90,762
91,388
626 Tariff/Block
6.9%
10,874
11,784
910
Tariff
6.5%
10,289
9,901
(388)
Tariff
3.9%
6,124
5,955
(169)
Tariff
2.6%
4,148
4,251
103
Tariff
77.4%
122,197
123,279

2.5.1 East Cheshire Trust (ECT) £626k Forecast Overspend. Key points for the over
performance:
• Elective care includes the Referral to Treatment (RTT) initiative as funded by NHS
England.
• Increasing pressures arising from Gastroenterology, Rheumatology and High Cost
Drugs.
• Correction of recharges for maternity of £160k.
• Direct Access is over Plan by £380k due to increased GP referrals.
Table Four: NHS Eastern Cheshire Clinical Commissioning Group's (ECCCG's) Top Five Contracts by Value - East
Cheshire Trust (ECT)
Cumulative Activity to Sept 14
Budget
Actual
Variance
24,856
5,320
11,684
56,631
50,921
149,412

25,376
5,650
10,795
49,854
60,833
152,508

520
330
-889
-6,777
9,912
3,096

Cumulative Spend to Sept 14
Budget
Spend
Variance
(£)
(£)
(£)

Budget
(£)

3,040,739
5,661,963
12,922,543
5,013,604
18,677,532
45,316,381

5,931,432
11,189,991
25,865,186
10,159,425
37,615,786
90,761,819

3,135,622
5,764,352
12,509,336
4,943,304
19,242,409
45,595,023

94,883
102,389
-413,207
-70,300
564,877
278,642

Forecast Month 12
Spend
Variance
(£)
(£)
6,118,218
11,411,091
25,064,167
10,015,997
38,778,587
91,388,059

186,786
221,100
-801,019
-143,428
1,162,801
626,240

2.5.2 University Hospital of South Manchester £910k forecast overspend. Key points for
the over performance:
• Increased pressure arising from the coding review that was undertaken in 13/14,
resulting in a higher case mix (average cost) for a number of specialties (ENT,
Gastroenterology, Breast Surgery and Paediatrics)
• Increased expenditure on Pacemakers £60k and Plastic Surgery £60k.
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Table Five: NHS Eastern Cheshire Clinical Commissioning Group's (ECCCG's) Top Five Contracts by
Value - University Hospital of South Manchester (UHSM)
Cumulative Activity to Sept 14
Budget
Actual Variance
2,144
1,526
1,343
8,215
3,790
17,017

2,250
1,501
1,239
8,995
4,619
18,604

106
-25
-104
780
829
1,587

Cumulative Spend to Sept 14
Budget
Spend
Variance
(£)
(£)
(£)

Forecast Month 12
Budget
Spend
Variance
(£)
(£)
(£)

204,298
1,836,242
1,560,971
745,707
1,058,222
5,405,441

404,446
3,679,611
3,194,547
1,484,130
2,111,293
10,874,027

236,331
1,956,258
1,683,888
851,817
1,127,928
5,856,223

32,033
120,017
122,917
106,110
69,706
450,783

467,862
3,922,645
3,447,252
1,695,197
2,251,481
11,784,437

63,416
243,034
252,705
211,067
140,188
910,410

2.5.3 Stockport Foundation Trust (£386k 1 forecast underspend). Key points for the over
performance:
• No specific pressures, as overall contract is underperforming.
Table Six: NHS Eastern Cheshire Clinical Commissioning Group's (ECCCG's) Top Five Contracts by Value Stockport Foundation Trust
Cumulative Activity to Sept 14
Budget
Actual Variance
1,858
1,284
1,488
5,637
1,841
12,108

2,031
1,285
1,272
5,957
3,002
13,547

173
1
-216
320
1,161
1,439

Cumulative Spend to Sept 14
Budget
Spend
Variance
(£)
(£)
(£)

Budget
(£)

201,885
1,733,181
1,680,489
559,124
945,718
5,120,397

392,591
3,415,188
3,385,637
1,128,179
1,893,484
10,215,078

224,214
1,631,933
1,545,651
591,456
932,672
4,925,926

22,328
-101,248
-134,838
32,332
-13,046
-194,471

Forecast Month 12
Spend
Variance
(£)
(£)
436,011
3,216,246
3,115,725
1,193,405
1,867,462
9,828,849

43,420
-198,942
-269,912
65,227
-26,022
-386,229

2.5.4 Central Manchester NHS Foundation Trust (£169k) forecast underspend.
points for the over performance:
• No specific pressures, as overall contract is underperforming.

Key

Table Seven: NHS Eastern Cheshire Clinical Commissioning Group's (ECCCG's) Top Five Contracts by
Value - Central Manchester NHS Foundation Trust (CM)
Cumulative Activity to Sept 14
Budget
Actual Variance
1,104
879
501
5,166
1,691
9,340

1

1,211
732
432
5,230
5,157
12,762

107
-147
-69
64
3,466
3,422

Cumulative Spend to Sept 14
Budget
Spend
Variance
(£)
(£)
(£)
93,958
817,312
552,326
555,100
990,407
3,009,102

121,132
682,223
546,317
570,674
1,006,973
2,927,318

27,175
-135,089
-6,009
15,574
16,566
-81,784

Budget
(£)

Forecast Month 12
Spend
Variance
(£)
(£)

188,123
1,688,495
1,114,645
1,141,521
1,991,073
6,123,856

242,492
1,411,333
1,102,828
1,173,628
2,024,360
5,954,640

54,369
-277,162
-11,817
32,107
33,287
-169,216

Stockport Foundation Trust analysis excludes the Community costs which have a forecast outturn of £73k.
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2.5.5 Mid Cheshire NHS Foundation Trust £103k forecast overspend. Key points for the
over performance:
• Over performance on Ophthalmology due to increased activity and drug costs
(Eylea) following award of new AMD contract.
Table Eight: NHS Eastern Cheshire Clinical Commissioning Group's (ECCCG's) Top Five Contracts by
Value - Mid Cheshire NHS Foundation Trust (MCHFT)
Cumulative Activity to Sept 14
Budget Actual
Variance
1,223
301
421
4,543
1,675
8,162

2.6

1,345
475
436
4,811
1,635
8,702

122
174
15
268
-40
540

Cumulative Spend to Sept 14
Budget
Spend
Variance
(£)
(£)
(£)
121,826
336,144
659,505
598,023
328,805
2,044,302

121,721
356,828
638,293
584,817
383,174
2,084,832

-105
20,685
-21,213
-13,206
54,369
40,530

Forecast Month 12
Budget
Spend
Variance
(£)
(£)
(£)
237,278
699,027
1,321,031
1,196,353
694,537
4,148,226

237,067
740,858
1,278,541
1,170,987
823,277
4,250,729

-211
41,832
-42,491
-25,366
128,739
102,503

Tables Nine, Ten, Eleven and Twelve provide an initial view of the forecast and year
to date performance against key service areas and their component providers.

Table Nine: NHS Eastern Cheshire Clinical Commissioning Group's (ECCCG's) Acute Contracts
Acute Contracts

Annual
Contract

%

£000's
Aintree Hospital NHSFT
Alder Hey Childresn NHSFT
BMI
Central Manchester NHSFT
Countess of Chester Hospital NHSFT
East Cheshire NHS Trust
Liverpool Community Healthcare Trust
Mid Cheshire Hospitals NHSFT
Pennine Acute NHST
Robert Jones & Agnes Hunt NHSFT
Royal Liverpool Broadgreen NHST
Salford Royal NHSFT
Spire
Staffs & SOT Partnership NHST
St Helens & Knowsley NHST
Stockport NHSFT
University Hospital of North Staff NHST
University Hospital of South Manchester NHSFT
Warrington & Halton NHSFT
Wirral University Hospital NHSFT
Wrightington Wigan Leigh NHSFT
High cost drugs/exclusions and overperformance
Total

133
102
934
6,124
203
72,516

0.1%
0.1%
0.8%
5.5%
0.2%
64.6%

4,136
457
284
319
972
1,583
361
79
10,291
1,787
10,847
283
150
641

3.7%
0.4%
0.3%
0.3%
0.9%
1.4%
0.3%
0.1%
9.2%
1.6%
9.7%
0.3%
0.1%
0.6%

112,202

100%

Revised Budget
Annual
YTD
Budget
£000s
£000s
133
102
934
6,124
203
72,754
32
4,148
457
284
319
972
1,583
361
79
10,289
1,787
10,874
283
150
641
828
113,337

77
59
545
3,572
119
42,440
18
2,420
266
166
186
567
924
211
46
6,002
1,042
6,343
165
88
374
483
66,113

Actual Variance Forecast
YTD
YTD
Outturn
£000s
49
60
688
3,449
110
42,763
18
2,455
225
161
179
578
1,495
160
38
5,831
945
6,892
202
115
398
(25)
66,786

£000s
(28)
1
143
(123)
(8)
323
35
(42)
(5)
(7)
11
571
(50)
(8)
(171)
(97)
549
37
27
24
(508)
674

£000s
84
101
1,179
5,955
189
73,142
32
4,251
386
276
307
973
2,562
275
65
9,901
1,620
11,784
346
196
683
112
114,419
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Table Ten NHS Eastern Cheshire Clinical Commissioning Group's (ECCCG's) Mental Health Contracts
Mental Health Contracts

Annual
Contract

%

£000's
Cheshire & Wirral MH Partnership NHSFT
North Staffordshire Combined Healthcare NHST
Other
Total

12,524
75
1,711
14,310

87.5%
0.5%
12.0%
100%

Revised Budget
Annual
YTD
Budget
£000s
£000s
12,737
75
1,953
14,765

7,430
44
1,146
8,620

Actual Variance Forecast
YTD
YTD
Outturn
£000s
7,489
20
1,365
8,874

£000s
59
(24)
219
254

£000s
12,926
42
2,011
14,979

Table Eleven: NHS Eastern Cheshire Clinical Commissioning Group's (ECCCG's) Community Contracts
Community Contracts

Annual
Contract

%

£000's
Derbyshire Community
East Cheshire NHST
Other
Total

132
17,735
17,867

0.7%
99.3%
0.0%
100%

Revised Budget
Annual
YTD
Budget
£000s
£000s
132
18,008
395
18,535

77
10,504
230
10,811

Actual Variance Forecast
YTD
YTD
Outturn
£000s
77
10,644
3
10,724

£000s
140
(228)
(88)

£000s
131
18,246
116
18,493

Table Twelve: NHS Eastern Cheshire Clinical Commissioning Group's (ECCCG's) Ambulance Contracts
Ambulance Contracts

Annual
Contract
£000's

Northwest Ambulance Service NHST
Other incl ERS Medical Patient Transport
Total

6,288
35
6,323

%

99.4%
0.6%
100%

Revised Budget
Annual
YTD
Budget
£000s
£000s
6,288
35
6,323

3,668
20
3,688

Actual Variance Forecast
YTD
YTD
Outturn
£000s
3,569
(79)
3,490

£000s
(98)
(99)
(197)

£000s
6,118
35
6,153

3.

Financial Plan Amendments

3.1

The 2014/15 Financial Plan agreed at the May 2014 Governing Body was set against
ECCCG’s opening allocation of £225,551,000. Throughout the year, CCGs have their
allocations amended by directives from NHS England.

3.2

Table Thirteen outlines the updated allocation for ECCCG as at 31 October 2014 and
any associated impact on ECCCG’s planned deficit.
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Table Thirteen NHS Eastern Cheshire Clinical Commissioning Group's (ECCCG's) Reconciliation of
Allocation

Original Plan
GP IT Allocation
Funding for referral treatment improvement
System resilience (formerly winter pressures) - Instalment 1
Charge exempt overseas visitors
System resilience (formerly winter pressures) - Instalment 2
Total

Governing Allocation Revised Deficit
Body
Spend
Updated
Plan
(Financial
Report)
£000's
£000's £000's
225,551 227,551 (2,000)
Jun-14
Aug-14
Sep-14
Oct-14
Oct-14

516
516
637
637
1,198
1,198
(174)
(174)
1,256
1,256
228,984 230,984

(2,000)

3.3
Charge Exempt Overseas Visitors (CEOV) (£174,000)
3.3.1 A recent data collection exercise identified costs of circa £61m for payments for all nonelective and elective treatment provided to CEOVs covered under international bilateral
healthcare agreements. The actual costs have been compared to predicted costs
based on a weighted population average.
3.3.2 The initial analysis undertaken by NHS England shows that there is a minor financial
impact on CCGs that spend less than their weighted capitation share in this area as no
CCG will lose more than 0.1 per cent of their baseline CCG programme budget
allocation for 2014/15.
3.3.3 For ECCCG the impact is £174,000 and has been funded by reducing the available
balance contained within the Commissioning Reserves.
3.4
System Resilience Funding (2nd Instalment) £1,256,000
3.4.1 NHS England has written to all CCGs outlining additional funding to support operational
resilience during 2014/15 which covers both urgent and planned care (See Section 10).

4.

Cash Management

4.1

Part of ECCCG’S financial duty is to deliver a year end cash balance of less than
£250,000 as at 31 March 2015 and to manage its cash throughout the year to ensure
payments are made to suppliers and staff.

4.2

As at 31 October 2014, ECCCG had a cash balance of £20,000 held within its bank
account and is forecasting a year end balance of circa £150,000, see Table Fourteen.
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Table Fourteen: NHS Eastern Cheshire Clinical Commissioning Group's (ECCCG's) Cash Forecast 2014/15

Cash
Drawdown
Less
Payments
Balance

25,000

Apr
£000s

May
£000s

Jun
£000s

Jul
£000s

Aug
£000s

Sep
£000s

Oct
£000s

Nov
£000s

Dec
£000s

Jan
£000s

Feb
£000s

Mar
£000s

20,000

20,000

15,000

18,000

17,000

15,000

14,500

17,600

17,200

16,400

13,500

18,840

14,366

22,913

16,991

15,516

17,569

16,280

15,844

17,354

16,762

16,444

13,444

19,405

5,634

2,721

730

3,214

2,644

1,364

20

266

704

660

715

150

NHS Eastern Cheshire Clinical Commissioning Group's (ECCCG's)
Cash Forecast 2014/15

20,000

£
15,000
0
0
0
10,000
s
5,000

0
1

2

3

4

5

6

Months

Cash Drawdown

7

8

Less Payments

9

10

11

12

Balance

5.

Better Practice Payment Code (BPPC)

5.1

The BPPC is aimed at paying non disputed non NHS trade creditors within 30 days of
receipt of goods or a valid invoice, unless other payment terms have been agreed.

5.2

Compliance is measured by achieving 95% or more against the number of invoices
paid, calculated on both the number of invoices and the value of invoices.

5.3

Currently, ECCCG is achieving an average of 87% for invoice numbers and 92% for
invoice values as per Table Fifteen.

5.4

Whilst the value of invoice compliance remains high work is focusing on improving the
processing of the number of invoices. As an example, some invoices do not have
payment terms and as such are sent to ECCCG quoting payment on receipt of invoice.
This automatically becomes overdue as it takes between 3-5 days to enter the invoice
onto the electronic system in order for it to be approved.
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5.5

Whilst these are not high value items, they are high in terms of invoice numbers and we
are working through with suppliers to explore potential solutions.

Table Fifteen NHS Eastern Cheshire Clinical Commissioning Group's (ECCCG's)
Better Payment Practice Code (BPPC) Summary Analysis
No of Invoices
Months

Received

Apr-14
May-14
Jun-14
Jul-14
Aug-14
Sep-14
Oct-14
Total

509
949
820
950
713
966
949
5,856

Paid
474
827
735
855
637
744
815
5,087

Value of Invoices

Passed
93%
87%
90%
90%
89%
77%
86%
87%

Received
13,179,732
23,948,602
16,916,723
15,585,470
17,462,854
16,178,923
16,167,723
119,440,027

Paid
10,301,427
21,707,853
16,032,432
15,197,288
16,724,788
14,076,709
15,925,942
109,966,438

Passed
78%
91%
95%
98%
96%
87%
99%
92%

NHS Eastern Cheshire Clinical Commissioning Group's (ECCCG's) Better
Payment Practice Code (BPPC) Summary Analysis
120%

100%

Percentage

80%
No.
Passed
60%

Value
Passed

40%

Target

20%

0%
Apr-14

May-14

Jun-14

Jul-14

Aug-14

Months

Sep-14

Oct-14
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6.

Commissioning And Investment Reserves

6.1

Contained within the Financial Plan were a number of assumptions around planned
investment, increased activity, and business cases etc. Sections 6.2, 6.3 and 6.4
highlight the current position for each individual reserve.

6.2
Commissioning Reserve
6.2.1 Included within the 2014/15 Financial Plan were a range of estimates around future
costs which were consolidated within the Commissioning Reserves. In relation to the
Commissioning Reserves, Table Sixteen summarises the movements, outlining those
changes and pending commitments, leaving an estimated remaining balance of circa
£722k.
6.2.2 It is expected that this Reserve will be used to fund agreed minor contract variations
with Providers with the balance being used to offset future emerging pressures as well
as reducing ECCCG overall deficit.
Table Sixteen: NHS Eastern Cheshire Clinical Commissioning Group's
(ECCCG's) Analysis of 2014/15 Reserves/QIPP as at 31 October 2014

CCG Commissioning Reserve - Opening Budget from Sept 14

2014/15
Commitments
£'s
1,502,299

Budget Transfers in Month
Dementia Nurse - CWP
Overseas Visitors - permanent reduction in allocation
Closing Budget October 2014

(13,005)
(174,000)
1,315,294

Commitments Pending
NHS Property Services Charges
IAPT - Veterans
Mental Health Strategies Report
Nursing Home Doctor scheme additional funding
Salford MDT
Former Cardiac and Cancer Network Posts
IFR Budget
Big White Wall contract renewal
Pro-active Care Co-ordinator Posts
Mental Health Reablement
CCG Quality Premium - Income

(240,000)
(24,221)
(21,095)
(77,500)
(50,000)
(50,000)
(350,000)
(35,000)
(65,000)
(330,000)
650,000

Total Commitments Pending

(592,816)

Uncommitted Reserve 2014

722,478
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6.3
Local Delivery Improvement Plan (LDIP)
6.3.1 As part of ECCCG’s commitment to improving services a sum of circa £1m has been
set aside within its 2014/15 Financial Plan to fund various service initiatives both
recurrently and non recurrently (one off).
6.3.2 The use of this funding is driven by two primary routes:
• Schemes continuing from the previous financial year.
• Applications via business cases (30 June 14 deadline).
6.3.3 The business cases have been reviewed in line with ECCCG’s Commissioning Plan
and subsequently submitted for approval. ECCCG’s Governing Body has:
• Approved specific business cases.
• Asked for clarity around the LDIP approval limits so that it can be clear on what
business cases it needs to approve at a Governing Body meeting.
6.3.4 Table Seventeen summarises the in year values 2 against the LDIP reserves following
receipt of business cases with the remaining balance of circa £664k to be used for
merging pressures as well as reducing the ECCCG overall deficit.
Table Seventeen: NHS Eastern Cheshire Clinical Commissioning Group's (ECCCG's)
Analysis of 2014/15 LDIP Funding
Recurrent
£'s
LDIP Opening Budget

Approval Date

Contract Variations Completed
CAMHS (Visyon)
Remaining Budget

2014/15

Business Cases Approved
CAMHS
Autism/ADHD Waiting List
Primary Care Mental Health Improving Access to Pyschological
Therapies (IAPT)
Total Business Cases Submitted
Balance Uncommitted

2

1,000,000

1,000,000
2014/15
2013/14
August 2014

Non
Recurrent
£'s

(170,223)

(64,116)
(64,116)

Total
2014/15
£'s
1,000,000
(64,116)
935,884

(119,918)

42,556 (127,667)
(23,721) (23,721)
(119,918)

(290,141)

18,835 (271,306)

709,859

(45,281)

664,578

In year values reflect the costs due in 2014/15 arising from the approval of the business cases. This recognises
that the scheme will cover two financial years from the effective start date.
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6.4
Reablement
6.4.1 ECCCG, in line with national requirements, has set aside £1.053m associated with
schemes aimed at improving reablement and avoiding hospital admissions. The
process has been in place for a number of years and aims to use the fund to support
the investment in non recurrent schemes.
6.4.2 The use of this funding is driven by two primary routes:
• Schemes continuing from the previous financial year.
• New schemes identified jointly between ECCCG and Cheshire East Council.
6.4.3 These schemes proposed between ECCCG and Cheshire East Council are outlined in
Table Eighteen.
6.4.4 The remaining balance of circa £0.56m is to be used to partly fund the CT Programme
costs which is consistent with the previous year in its treatment.

Table Eighteen: NHS Eastern Cheshire Clinical Commissioning Group's
(ECCCG's) Analysis of 2014/15 Reablement Funding
Reablement Scheme

Provider

Telehealth
Belong Intermediate Care Beds
Night support A&E
Out of Hours A&E
Home Bed Based Care
Nursing Home Doctors Scheme Re-design Costs
Caring Together Programme Costs

East Cheshire Trust
East Cheshire Trust
East Cheshire Trust
East Cheshire Trust
East Cheshire Trust

Total Existing Commitments
Funding Available
Balance Uncommitted

Total
2014/15
£'s
(58,968)
(114,000)
(70,000)
(26,489)
(97,001)
(122,987)
(563,555)
1,053,000
1,053,000
0
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7.

System Resilience Funding (2nd Instalment)

7.1

NHS England has written to all CCGs outlining additional funding to support operational
resilience during 2014/15 which covers both urgent and planned care.

7.2

The funding moves beyond historical approaches to funding winter pressures
separately by combining this with planned care to produce a system wide approach.
This approach has been partly informed by recent pressures that have been seen in the
delivery of the referral to treatment standard, but is primarily driven by the principle of
good local commissioning being focused and resilient across planned and urgent care.

7.3

ECCCG, in conjunction with providers, submitted a range proposal which was
retrospectively prioritised to match available funding and was outlined in the September
Governing Body Meeting. The 2nd instalment of funding was announced recently with
allocations built on commissioners original submissions.

7.4

The funding available to support the successful delivery of our system resilience
schemes is detailed in Table Nineteen.
Table Nineteen: NHS Eastern Cheshire Clinical Commissioning
Group’s (ECCCG’s) System Resilience Funding
System Resilience Funding 1st Instalment (Sept GB)
Referral to Treatment (Sept GB)

£1,197,878
£631,000

System Resilience Funding 2nd Instalment

£1,256,000

Total

£3,084,878

7.5

The System Resilience Funding 2nd instalment is being used to fund the following
outline initiatives as detailed in Table Twenty. The plans are currently being reviewed
now that the funding has been confirmed, and exceeds the initial plans by circa £307k.

7.6

It is expected that these plans will include the wider system resilience initiatives linking
in Primary Care, Mental Health and Voluntary Services as well as existing
Acute/Community services.

7.7

It is proposed that the refinement of the plan is delegated to the Executive Officers to
implement following the Governing Body’s approval of the outline Plan.
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Table Twenty: NHS Eastern Cheshire Clinical Commissioning Group’s (ECCCG’s)
Additional System Resilience Funding (2nd Instalment)
Scheme

Detail

Additional Capacity for Primary Care

Acute Visiting Service (Medical Time).
Additional community matron and medical
time capacity for out-of-hours AVS

£65,797

Additional therapies to target patients
at the front door and link to expanded
community provision

OT, PT and Rehab Assistants Affiliated to
ED

£122,618

Expand, adapt and improve pathways
for ED (eg, frail/elderly, minors and
mental health crisis presentations)

Value

£30,000
SALT (to specifically target aspiration
pneumonia and dysphasia)
Liaison Psychiatry - extended hours to
deliver additional hours, 7/7

£35,000

RMN in ED 7/7
Additional equipment for lending

£35,000
£2,500

Additional stretcher transport – additional
transport over weekends to support
weekday initiatives (Home for Lunch
initiative)

£52,000

Rapid access to community
reablement packages

Increase community support packages

£11,429

Additional spot purchase beds

8 additional intermediate care beds and
staffing
Increase allocation for 3rd sector and agree
additional schemes

£397,131

To be confirmed

£307,140

Processes to minimise delayed
discharges

3rd Sector Schemes

To be confirmed
Total:

£167,385

£1,256,000

8.

NHS Property Services

8.1
81.1

Background
As part of the NHS reorganisation in 2013, NHS Property Services (a limited company
which is wholly owned by the Secretary of State for Health) was created to administer
the NHS estates portfolio. The company offers two main services:
• Estate and asset management (strategic planning of estates, acting as a landlord,
modernising facilities, buying and selling facilities).
• Dedicated provider of support and facilities services (health and safety,
maintenance, cleaning and catering).
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8.1.2 When launched, NHS Property Service’s mandate was to provide stability to the NHS
around its estates during the first 2 years of its operation, whilst it consolidated its
estates, upgraded documentation and recharged on a cost recovery basis. The
second, longer term stage was to review the individual lease arrangements and move
away from a historical recharge basis to one of a market rent methodology.
8.1.3 It has taken NHS Property Services over 1½ years to get to a level of understanding
that has enabled it to inform CCGs of their liabilities. A schedule, referred to as Version
6, was distributed at the beginning of November 14 and included a number of
significant changes compared to earlier versions.
8.1.4 Part of the commitment from the NHS to NHS Property Services was a principle of
stability during the first two years. This “stability” was achieved by the national
agreement for CCGs to underwrite any unrecovered costs. This is outlined in three key
areas:
• Tenant Costs – Cost for use of the building on a cost recovery basis.
• Subsidy – Difference between the cost of the building and the historical income
contributions.
• Void – Any part of the building that is currently empty.
8.1.5 Table Twenty One outlines ECCCG property schedule for the 2014/15 financial year.
Table Twenty One: NHS Eastern Cheshire Clinical Commissioning Group's (ECCCG's) Property
Schedule
Building

Tenant

Cost
£'s

Waters Green Medical Centre East Cheshire Trust

Subsidy
£'s
50,216

Holmes Chapel Health Centre East Cheshire Trust

39,246

39,246

Sanders Square Clinic

East Cheshire Trust

12,904

12,904

Weston Clinic (Earlsway)

East Cheshire Trust

29,535

29,535

Priorslegh Medical Centre

East Cheshire Trust

28,943

28,943

Handforth Health Centre

East Cheshire Trust

91,691

91,691

Wilmslow Health Centre

East Cheshire Trust

32,183

32,183

Land at Parkside Cricket Club n/a
New Alderley House

ECCCG/East Cheshire Trust*

Total
*Updated split of costs based on 1/3 floor usage

Void
£'s

447
182,000 156,640
182,000 441,359

Total
£'s
50,216

447
338,640

447

623,805
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8.2
Financial Impact
8.2.1 As outlined in Table Twenty One the schedule reflects the financial arrangements for
properties within ECCCG boundaries. The number of properties has increased since
the earlier version, which has ultimately increased the liability to ECCCG.
8.2.2 ECCCG had included within its forecast a costs of £385k based on earlier
correspondence from NHS Property Services, resulting in a pressure of circa £240k.
8.2.3 Table Twenty Two outlines the impact across the Cheshire, Warrington and Wirral
footprint.

Table Twenty Two: NHS Eastern Cheshire Clinical Commissioning
Group's (ECCCG's) Extract of 2014/15 Recharge Schedule for NHS
Cheshire, Warrington and Wirral (CWW) Footprint
Clinical
Commissioning
Groups
ECCCG
CCG 1
CCG 2
CCG 3
CCG 4
CCG 5
CWW
Total

Version 4

£
385,976
153,846
581,343
219,433
156,330
381,870
1,157,534
3,036,332

Version 6

£
623,805
740,878
773,108
220,198
47,598
331,681
435,915
3,173,183

Increase/
(Decrease)
£
237,829
587,032
191,765
765
(108,732)
(50,189)
(721,619)
136,851

8.3
Next Steps
8.3.1 The options around resolving the increased pressure are limited. Since receipt of the
proposed recharge schedule, ECCCG has met with NHS Property Services to gain a
better understanding of recharges and more importantly why there has been a
significant shift in costs across the CWW footprint.
8.3.2 NHS Property Services has confirmed that the impact on ECCCG is due to the
classification of costs within the baseline assessment; which was undertaken as part of
the reconfiguration in 2013. For 2013/14, these costs were recharged to CWW Area
Team which is supported by Table Twenty Two which highlights the change in costs
between the two years. This understanding has not yet been substantiated by the
CWW Area Team.
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8.3.3 There are a number of steps to resolve around dealing with the liability which are
outlined below:
• Continue discussion with CWW Area Team around the redistribution of funding.
• ECCCG pays the bill for its share of New Alderley House which represents its costs
associated with its office space.
• ECCCG engages with ECT around the subsidy of New Alderley House of £156k.
• ECCCG engages with ECT around the subsidy for the community based clinics.
This is complicated given the history of the property transfer linked to the Transfer of
Community Services (TCS). Whilst the goal would be for ECT to pay for these
buildings direct, it would require agreement on funding arrangements. Therefore,
for 2014/15 it is anticipated that ECCCG would fund these costs.

8.3.4 Given the above options, the assessment for ECCCG liability for the costs is assessed
as follows:
•

Worst Case £623,805

•

Most Likely

£545,585

(partial agreement reached on ECT occupation of
New Alderley House)

•

Best Case

£467,165

(full agreement reached on ECT occupation of New
Alderley House)

(factored into forecast)

9.

Quality, Innovation, Productivity & Prevention (QIPP)

9.1

Within the 2014/15 Financial Plan is the QIPP target of £3.168m that is required to
bring ECCCG’s finances in line with its Plan.

9.2

As at 31 October 2014, the overall forecast delivery of QIPP schemes remains constant
at a delivery of circa £2.3m in year which represents 72% of the planned level. As
stated previously, the shortfall is primarily due to the time taken to launch the schemes,
for the GP practices and ECCCG to embed the agreed schemes and for the results to
materialise.

9.3

Table Twenty Three highlights an assessment of the schemes and the level of savings
expected to be delivered in year. The forecast estimates that circa £2.3m of the £3.2m
Plan will be achieved in year.

9.4

To mitigate any slippage, Section 6 has highlighted the intended use of its
Commissioning and Investment Reserves. As at October the balance available is circa
£1.3m. This is on the understanding that all QIPP opportunities are maximised
throughout the year alongside the close monitoring of actual expenditure.
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Table Twenty Three: NHS Eastern Cheshire Clinical Commissioning Group's (ECCCG's) Analysis of 2014/15 QIPP Schemes
as at 31 October 2014
Area of Spend

Elective - Pathway
Re-design and
Re-procurement

Full Year
Revised
Progress to Date
Previous
Current
Estimated
Estimated
Risk
Risk
Saving 2014-15
Saving
Rating
Rating
£000
£000
0
0 Ophthalmology Pathway (cataracts/glaucoma)
Amber
Amber
progressing around the re-provision of services.
Wet Age-Related Macular Degeneration (AMD)
service is now in operation via an approved list
of Providers with new tariff due to commence in
December 14. Savings will have slipped in year.

Elective - Reduction in
Variation (Peer Review)

552

266 Work is ongoing to track the changes in GP
variations. Overall, Acute providers are
overspending by circa 1% compared to their
budget and is difficult to identify the exact
savings associated with the initiatives.

Total Elective Schemes
Urgent Care - Pathway
Re-design and
Re-procurement

552
0

266
0 Pathways affecting QIPP include Early
Amber
Supported Discharge for Stroke, AAU at ECT,
and Analysis of alcohol-related use of acute
services and re-signposting. Schemes are still in
very early stages of development.

Urgent Care - Pro-active
Care

1,317

780 Work is ongoing to track the changes in GP
variations. Overall, Acute providers are
overspending by circa 1% compared to there
budget and is difficult to identify the exact
savings associated with the initiatives. In
addition, work is underway around developing
the STAIRRS model, rolling out practice
coordinators.

Total Urgent Care
Schemes

1,317

780

Amber

Red

Amber

Amber

Amber

Prescribing

743

756 Latest forecast as at 31 October highlights an
underspend against the budget of £756k.

Amber

Green

Investment Phasing

396

364 Confirmed by balancer remaining in reserves
uncommitted of circa £1.3m.

Green

Green

68 Running Cost budget has been reduced by £68k Green
linked to the phasing of recruitment and other
smaller changes. The Running Costs are
forecast to live within its reduced budget.

Green

Running Costs Allowance

68

Total All QIPP Schemes

3,076

2,234
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GOVERNING BODY MEETING
26 November 2014
Report
Paper Title

Agenda Item 3.3

/ Governing Body Assurance Framework

Purpose of paper / report
The Assurance Framework is a summary of strategic risks that may have an impact
on the achievement of corporate objectives. The purpose of the paper is to present
those risks for review by the Governing Body and assure them that all risks are
represented, that suitable controls are in place and that risks are recorded
appropriately.

Key points
The attached Assurance Framework highlights for the Governing Body the updated key
strategic risks.
The highest assessed risks remain as:
• Mental Health Capacity
• Access to Dermatology
• Quality Assurance in Care Homes
The Governance and Audit Committee (GAC), on behalf of the Governing Body has sought
additional assurance around the Quality Assurance in Care Homes. This assurance is going
through a period of refinement and once finalised will be a methodology to be adopted via
the Governing Body in order to assure itself around the risks identified within the Assurance
Framework.

The Governing Body is asked to:
Approve
Ratify
Endorse

Decide
Note for information



Benefits / value to our population / communities
The Governing Body Assurance Framework is a mechanism to ensure that significant
strategic risks to the Group are recognised and managed appropriately, thus minimising any
impact to our population and communities.

Report Author
Michael Purdie
Corporate Programmes and Governance Manager
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Part A
Governing Body Assurance Framework
1. Executive Summary
1.1 The Governing Body Assurance Framework forms part of the NHS Eastern Cheshire
Clinical Commissioning Group (ECCCG) risk management strategy and policy and is the
framework for identification and management of strategic risks; both risks internal to
ECCCG and those in the wider system in which the CCG has a role.
1.2 The Assurance Framework is reviewed on a monthly basis by the Executive Team, who
finalise the list of strategic risks, confirm actions being undertaken and check assurances
on mitigation plans. These risks are then added to/amended on the Corporate Risk Log
which contains all operational and strategic risks.
1.3 The significant changes made to the Assurance Framework are:
• Mental Health Capacity: Monitoring of staffing levels introduced.
• Access to Dermatology: Recruitment of short term clinical capacity.
• Quality Assurance in Care Home: Note the new actions.
• Business Information Systems: The Commissioning Support Unit (CSU) has
delayed revising the SLA.
• QIPP Roles and Responsibilities: Note new actions.
• Delivery of the Operational Plan: Note action completion dates moved to December
2014
1.4 The Governance and Audit Committee (GAC), on behalf of the Governing Body has
sought additional assurance around the Quality Assurance in Care Homes. This
assurance is going through a period of refinement and once finalised will be a
methodology to be adopted via the Governing Body in order to assure itself around the
risks identified within the Assurance Framework.

2. Recommendation(s)
2.1 The Governing Body is asked to:
•

Endorse the risks identified in the Assurance Framework and the mitigating actions
being taken.

3. Reasons for recommendation(s)
3.1 The Governing Body Assurance Framework has been reviewed by the Executive Team.
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Part B - Key Implications
4. Peer Group Area / Town Area Affected
4.1 Affects all areas

5. Population affected
5.1 Whole population

6. Context
6.1 N/A

7. Finance
7.1 N/A

8. Quality and Patient Experience
8.1 N/A

9. Consultation and Engagement (Public/Patient/Carer/Clinical/Staff)
9.1 N/A

10. Equality
10.1

N/A

11. Legal
11.1

N/A

12. Communication
12.1 To ensure the risks are available to NSH ECCCG and are available to the public via its
website.

13. Background and Options
13.1 “The Assurance Framework is the key source of evidence that links strategic objectives
to risks, controls and assurances, and the main tool that the Board should use in
discharging its overall responsibility for internal control.” 1
13.2 The Governing Body and the GAC have different roles in supporting an Assurance
Framework: The Governing Body of the CCG has a responsibility to ensure that the
risks chosen and the assurances provided are robust and reflect the group’s current
position. Through its work the Governing Body can review whether:
• The risks presented are appropriate for the framework, should they be managed
within an existing programme, are they strategic, do they require scrutiny at a
governing body level?
1

NHS Audit Committee handbook 2011 - HFMA
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•
•
•
•

The risks are rated at an appropriate level, should the assurance of the current
controls mean that the remaining risk is reduced?
The assurances provided are sufficient to support the current level of risk, or are
further assurances required
The detail provided is sufficient, is there enough information to understand the risk?
There are any missing risks, have all significant strategic risks been presented?

13.3 The GAC has a role to ensure that the framework is valid and suitable for the Governing
Body’s requirements and has reviewed the current Assurance Framework format.
Through its work the GAC can review 2 whether:
• The format of the Assurance Framework is appropriate for the organisation
• The processes around the Framework are robust and relevant
• The objectives in the Framework are appropriate for the organisation
• The controls in place are sound and complete
• The assurances are reliable and of good quality
• The data the assurances are based on is reliable
13.4 The current Assurance Framework is based on guidance provided within the NHS Audit
Committee Handbook and examples of Assurance Frameworks used in other health
organisations and the work undertaken by NHS England. Further information on
ECCCG’s management of risk can be found in the publication “Integrated Risk
Management Strategy & Policy” on ECCCG’s Intranet.

14. Access to further information
14.1

For further information relating to this report contact:

Name
Designation
Date
Telephone
Email

Mike Purdie
Corporate Programmes and Governance Manager
19/11/2014
01625 663470
mike.purdie@nhs.net

15. Glossary of Terms
16. Appendices
Appendices Table
Appendix One

2
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Part C - Governance
Prior Committee Approval / Link to other Committees
The Governing Body Assurance Framework is reviewed and approved by the Executive
Team, prior to publication to the Governing Body.

CCG Health Needs Priorities addressed by this report – please indicate
To protect our citizens from harm
To make care more integrated & co- 

To prevent alcohol related harm



To
prevent
prematurely



people

dying

ordinated
To ensure high quality and effective
mental health services are available to 
all
To address inequalities across our 
towns and villages

CCG 2013/14 Annual Plan programme of work this report is linked to –
please indicate
Caring Together
Quality Improvement


Mental Health & Alcohol
Other


Key Implications of this report – please indicate
Strategic
Consultation & Engagement

Finance
Equality

Quality & Patient Experience
Legal

Staff / Workforce






CCG Values supported by this report – please indicate
Valuing People
Innovation

Working Together
Quality

Investing Responsibly





NHS Constitution Values supported by this report – please indicate
Working together for patients
Compassion

Respect and dignity
Improving lives

Commitment to quality of care
Everyone counts
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Governing Body Assurance Framework
November 2014
Strategic
Objective
/Aim

Sub Objectives

Valuing People

High Performing Staff,
Delivering Quality Outcomes

Working
Together

Foster and Maintain Quality
Partnerships with External
Bodies Staff and Groups to
Improve Quality

Innovation

Using Innovation as a Key to
Delivering Excellent
Outcomes.

Quality

Maintaining and Improving
quality in the services that we
commission.

Investing
Responsibly

Ensuring Excellent Outcomes,
Delivering Value for Money
Supporting Providers and
Meeting Financial Obligations

Delivering
Health Need
Priorities.

Delivering Excellent and
Timely Outcomes from Our
Programme of Work

Low to Medium Risk

#

Description of Risk

01

Caring Together Programme

02
03
04
05
06

Mental Health Capacity

07
08

Access to Dermatology
Quality Assurance in Care Homes
Business Information Systems
CCG Underlying Financial Deficit
QIPP Roles and Responsibilities and
Governance
Delivery of the Operational Plan

High Risk

Very High Risk

Residual
Risk
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Objective: Working Together

Owner: Jerry Hawker

Reviewed: 19/11/2014

Caring Together Programme Delivery
There is a risk that if we fail to deliver the Caring Together programme, we will be unable to
deliver the CCG 5 Year Plan. This would include our financial duties and our remit to improve
health outcomes for the people of Eastern Cheshire

Risk Rating:

Rationale for Current
SCORE :

Risk History:

L x C = Level

25

Initial:

4

5

20

20

Current:

3

5

15

15

Appetite
:

3

4

12

10

01-04-14
None

5

Open Date
Target Date
Closure Date

Initial
Current
Appetite

0
Apr
May
Jun
Jul
Aug
Sep
Oct
Nov
Dec
Jan
Feb
Mar

GBAF 01

Governing Body Assurance Framework

CONTROLS (What are we currently doing about the risk?)

 There is a Caring Together Risk Register which is
used to manage risks which relate to the delivery of
the Caring Together programme

Lack of support from
key stakeholders could
result in a failure of the
programme.
Rationale for RISK
APPETITE :

Standard risk appetite
has been set at 12 and
below

MITIGATING ACTIONS (What have we done/what more
should we do?

In addition to the controls:

 The Caring Together Risk Register has been
extensively revised in line with the new proposed
 On a monthly basis the Caring Together Executive
governance and implementation plan. Risks are now
Board reviews the top risks and discusses the score
categorised as:
and any further mitigating actions
• Commissioners
• Direct Care Services
 The Governance & Audit Committee review the
• Integrated Care System
Caring Together Risk Register on a bi-monthly
• Overarching
basis
• Providers
 A proposed governance structure has been presented
to the Caring Together Executive Board that provides
a revised approach to the implementation and delivery
of the Caring Together programme.
ASSURANCES (How do we know if things are
having a positive impact?)
 All partners in the Caring Together programme have
provided formal support to the Caring Together
Strategy.
 Public engagement campaigns have evidenced
positive feedback on the work completed so far

GAPS IN ASSURANCE (What additional assurances
should we seek?
 There is a need for the development of a Provider
Alliance to ensure that the development of provider
models to meet the expectations for integrated care
and to ensure that there are no delay to
commissioning of the system.
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ACTION PLAN

Assigned to

J Hawker

Action Detail
Agreed to raise at the
Caring Together Executive
Board to explore options
for partnership working
across Providers.

Progress-to-Date

Due Date

To be completed

19/11/2014
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GBAF 02

Objective: Quality

Owner: Neil Evans

Reviewed: 23/10/2014

Mental Health Capacity
Currently in a range of mental health services demand outstrips capacity significantly. There is a
risk that potential patients will not receive treatment and a solution for the lack of capacity may
result in a financial impact on the CCG. As an example, current recorded risks include CAMHS
16-19 service which lacks capacity to manage urgent requests for assessment and treatment.
There is a risk that future requests may be rejected.

Risk Rating:

Risk History:

Rationale for Current SCORE :

L x C=
Level
Initial:

5

5

25

Current:

4

4

16

Appetite:

4

3

12

Open Date
Target Date
Closure Date

20-05-14
None

25
20
15
10
5
0

Initial
Current

The actions within controls
have yet to be completed;
therefore the service
continues to operate at
risk.

Appetite
Rationale for RISK APPETITE :

Apr

Jun Aug Oct Dec Feb

CONTROLS (What are we currently doing about the risk?)

Standard risk appetite has
been set at 12 and below
MITGATING ACTIONS (What have we done/what more
should we do?

 The CCG has commissioned a GAP assessment to
identify the areas where a Mental Health service lacks
capacity. This will be used to develop a 5 year
strategy to fill the capacity gaps and improve quality in
the service as a whole.
 As part of the conditions around new investment, the
Governing Body have requested additional
reassurance around the key performance metrics and
assurance that both the CAHMS service and Third
sector support would be equitably available across the
whole of the CCG.

 In June a paper was presented to the Governing
Body with a proposal to address the problems of
limited capacity, and therefore access, to mental
health services for 16–19 year olds in Eastern
Cheshire. This was approved along with a recurrent
investment of £170,223 for CAMHS and to provide
12 months funding for a Third sector provider- run
community mental health service (Visyon) for mild to
moderate (category D and E) referrals. The service
is now up and running and CAMHs and Visyon are
working well together.
 Work is ongoing to assess the demand for Autism
and ADHD assessments within CAMHs and a new
service is to be designed based on the findings of
this assessment.
 Additional non-recurrent funding has been provided
to IAPT to reduce waiting times across all steps to 4
weeks.
 Additional memberships for Big White Wall have
been purchased as we were nearing our quota.

ASSURANCES (How do we know if things are having a
positive impact?)

GAPS IN ASSURANCE (What additional assurances
should we seek?
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 The current mitigating actions should reduce the risk
impact

ACTION PLAN

Assigned To

Action Detail

 None identified

Progress-to-Date

Due Date

V Bell

Agree revised KPI to assess
investment

Complete

-

V Bell

Post implementation review

To Be Completed

April
2015

Update – CWP have recruited to the
Band 7 and Band 6 post. Interviews
for the Band 3 admin post will
commence soon. Unfortunately CWP
were unsuccessful in recruiting to the
specialty Dr post. The decision has
been made to re-advertise for a nurse
prescriber. Until someone can be
appointed the Clinical lead for the
service can prescribe for the young
people being seen.

October
2014

V Bell

Monitor CWP implementation
of agreed staffing levels
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GBAF 03

Objective: Working Together Owner: Neil Evans

Reviewed: 26/10/2014

Access to Dermatology
East Cheshire Trust has had insufficient consultant capacity in Dermatology for some time. This
has been exacerbated by the resignation of the substantive dermatologist at the Trust. ECT have
attempted to recruit additional capacity but there is a national shortage of consultants in this
speciality.

Risk Rating:

Rationale for Current
SCORE :

Risk History:

L x C = Level
Initial:

5

2

10

Current:

5

4

20

Appetite
:

3

4

12

25

Initial

20

Current

15

Appetite

10
5

01-04-14
None

Rationale for RISK
APPETITE :

0
Apr
May
Jun
Jul
Aug
Sep
Oct
Nov
Dec
Jan
Feb
Mar

Open Date
Target Date
Closure Date

Limited capacity
may lead to delays
in treatment with a
risk of patient harm
and litigation.

Standard risk
appetite has been
set at 12 and below

CONTROLS (What are we currently doing about the risk?)

MITIGATING ACTIONS (What have we done/what more
should we do?

 The CCG has met with East Cheshire Trust,
Vernova and Salford Royal FT..

 East Cheshire Trust /Vernova have recruited
additional locum capacity.

ASSURANCES (How do we know if things are having
a positive impact?)

GAPS IN ASSURANCE (What additional assurances
should we seek?

 The process continues to seek an appropriate
consultant

 Salford have advised that they cannot give a
timescale due to service capacity pressures
 East Cheshire Trust have been in contact with other
local Secondary Care providers and have a meeting
scheduled with University Hospital N Staffs;
indications are not positive however

Assigned to

ACTION
PLAN

East
Cheshire
Trust
N Evans

Action Detail
Agreed to contact other
providers again to see if they
could support development of
model
Follow up meeting with
Salford to see if they can
enter into a formal process

Progress-to-Date

Due Date

In progress

30/09/2014

In progress

19/12/2014
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East Cheshire
Trust &
Vernova

Local Providers are recruiting
additional short term clinical
capacity to maintain access

This has taken place and the CCG is
monitoring access performance at
monthly meetings with ECT

Ongoing
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Objective: Quality

Owner: Neil Evans

Reviewed: 05/11/2014

GBAF 04

Quality Assurance in Care Homes
There are concerns over the care and welfare standards provided by some of the local care homes.
Currently some of our Care Homes are at risk of closure and admissions have been suspended in
10 homes following quality concerns. These are commissioned with the local council and quality
assured with a number of partners. There are a number of risks associated with the people who use
the service not receiving appropriate levels of care, these include:
• a potential negative impact on health including premature death
• a reduction in care standards,
• the moving of patients from one care setting to another leading to deterioration in health
• increase in delayed discharges at the acute trust
• inappropriate care environment leading to further risks, for example infections and falls
• reduced capacity
• negative emotional, psychological and physical impact on service users
• reputational risk to the NHS / Care Services

Risk Rating:

Risk History:

Rationale for Current SCORE :

L x C=
Level
Initial:

5

5

25

Current:

5

4

20

Appetite:

3

4

12

Open Date
Target Date
Closure Date

20-07-14
None

25
20
15
10
5
0

Initial

The risks are current and
the potential impact is high
where there is no mitigation

Current
Appetite
Apr

Rationale for RISK APPETITE :

Jun Aug Oct Dec Feb

CONTROLS (What are we currently doing about the risk?)

Standard risk appetite has
been set at 12 and below
MITGATING ACTIONS (What have we done/what more
should we do?

 The CCG is working jointly with the local authority
and CQC. This includes scrutiny of providers, action
planning, monitoring and implementation of penalties.
 The CCG is working with South Cheshire & Vale
Royal CCGs to improve quality in care homes, this
includes reviewing local teams, robustness of
contracts, developing a dashboard, inspections of
care homes by CCG and where possible joint quality
visits with CEC staff, engaging with carers,
development of quality initiatives, e.g. website and
improvement programmes

 The CCG has assigned additional resources to the
assessment and monitoring of care home quality.
 The CCG is working with the CSU/CEC to review the
current contractual / quality standards in relation to
Care Homes.
 The CCG are looking to bring CHC and FNC
services in house to gain a greater degree of control,
over the assessment, quality and monitoring of care
packages.

ASSURANCES (How do we know if things are having a
positive impact?)

GAPS IN ASSURANCE (What additional assurances
should we seek?
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Action Plan

 A number of Quality visits have been completed,
which have identified a issues including care and
safeguarding concerns
 These have generated action plans which have
already demonstrated improvements
 Weekly joint meetings are now in place between the
CCG, Local Authority and CQC, which will result in a
more coordinated approach and shared intelligence.
 There are also ongoing operational meetings
specifically around a particularly challenged provider.

 CSU cover has been limited due to vacancies,
annual leave and sickness.
 Lay person involvement in inspections.
 Lack of joined up approach across a range of health
services to maximise quality assurance and ensure
a greater depth of intelligence
 Complacency around standards and acceptance of
poor quality services by service providers, carers
and visiting health care teams

Assigned to

Action Detail

Progress-to-Date

Due Date

Sally Rogers

Development of revised quality
standards and contractual
levers in FNC/Local Authority
Contracts

Project Group Formed and scoping
commenced

31/03/2015

Julia
Curtis/Sally
Rogers

Management of quality issues
in Care Homes – working with
CHC Team (CSU)

Ongoing

CCG in sourcing of CHC

CSU have been notified of intention
and due diligence complete
Redesign of services being
undertaken
TUPE of staff being completed

Neil
Evans/Sally
Rogers

31/01/2015
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Owner: Alex Mitchell

Reviewed:06/11/2014

Business Information Systems
The development of a Business Information System is critical to support the CCG deliver against its financial
duties and responsibilities under contract management. The service is provided by the Commissioning Support
Unit and has been in development for some considerable time. There is little confidence in the information
flowing out from the CSU

Risk Rating:

Rationale for Current
SCORE :

Risk History:

L x C = Level

25

Initial:

4

4

16

20

Current:

4

3

12

15

Appetite
:

3

4

12

10

Open Date
Target Date
Closure Date

10-09-13
None

Initial
Current
Appetite

5

The CSU track record of
delivery has been poor. The
CCG has made progress but
the system is still not used in
full and requires a duplicate
process in place to provide
assurance.
The process currently in
place is meeting the needs
of the organisation and as
such should be maintained
at a score of 12.
Rationale for RISK
APPETITE :

0
Apr
May
Jun
Jul
Aug
Sep
Oct
Nov
Dec
Jan
Feb
Mar

GBAF 05

Objective: Investing Responsibly

Standard risk appetite has
been set at 12 and below

CONTROLS (What are we currently doing about the risk?)

MITGATING ACTIONS (What have we done/what more
should we do?

 The CCG has decided to bring some of the Business
Information processes in-house and as part of the
2014 contract discussions.
 Staff have been TUPE across on the 1st September
14.
 Alternative system has been introduced to provide
required information.

 ECCC has reviewed the SLA due to be signed off in
November 14 following delays form the CSU. This will
ensure the SLA reflects the service and outputs
required.
 Regular meetings with the CSU have improved the
information and will maintain until completed.
 Potential to enforce contractual levers around non
delivery following the issue of possible improvement
notices.

ASSURANCES (How do we know if things are having a
positive impact?)

GAPS IN ASSURANCE (What additional assurances should
we seek?
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ACTION PLAN

 Interim solution is in place and delivering information
that is accurate and timely. Is included within the
Financial Governing Body report around contract
performance.

 Gap is linked to the capacity to deliver the changes as
required and agreed. Will look to support this by
introducing contractual levers.

Assigned to

Action Detail

Progress-to-Date

Due Date

AM / NE

Withdraw from CSU elements of
service

Complete - Notice given on 01/04/2014

-

AM / NE

Staff TUPE to CCG

Complete - Effective 01/09/2014

-

L Davidson

Develop detailed list of reports to
include in contract

Complete

-

L Davidson

Agree list of contract validations

Complete

Revised SLA reflecting CCG
commissioning requirements
AM

Revised date as delay form CSU
in agreeing SLA for 14/15. Latest
date is end of November.

30/09/2014

30/11/2014
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GBAF 06

Objective: Investing Responsibly

Owner: Alex Mitchell

Reviewed: 06/11/2014

CCG Financial Deficit
The CCG agreed a planned deficit in 2014/15 of £2m for the delivery of its commissioned services
plus one off Caring Together programme costs. The key risk is that ECCCG will not meet its
statutory financial duties and is in breach of its constitution.

Risk Rating:

Rationale for Current SCORE
:

Risk History:
L x C = Level

Initial:

5

5

25

Current:

4

4

16

Appetite
:

3

4

12

Open Date
Target Date
Closure Date

20-01-14
None

25
20
15
10
5
0

Initial
Current
Appetite
Apr

Jun Aug Oct Dec Feb

CONTROLS (What are we currently doing about the risk?)

 2014/15 Financial Plan was approved by ECCCG
Governing Body
 NHS England have approved the planned deficit of
£2m for 2014/15
 Liaise with External Audit around our position and
impact on Section 19 referral.
 Continual review of expenditure and refinement of
forecast outturn.
 Implementation of the QIPP schemes to help control
costs in line with the agreed schemes.

The current score of 12
reflects ECCCG
improving position. Latest
forecast outturn as at
Month 7 is predicting an
overspend of circa £0.7m.
Rationale for RISK APPETITE
:

Standard risk appetite has
been set at 12 and below

MITGATING ACTIONS (What have we done/what more
should we do?

 Reviewed the costs associated with the Caring
Together programme compared to original plan and
reduced accordingly (Circa £1m).
 Refine ECCCG forecast across its expenditure
headings to provide best estimate re outturn, and
associated deficit.
 Reviewed reserves to freeze any remaining funds
which will help to offset any pressures being
experienced in other areas i.e. Continuing Health
Care

GAPS IN ASSURANCE (What additional assurances should
we seek?

 Financial reports to the governing body show an
improving position.

 Receipt of latest information from third parties
highlighting additional costs over and above current
forecast i.e. NHS Property Services. Have engaged
with third parties to clarify future intentions.

ACTION
PLAN

ASSURANCES (How do we know if things are having a
positive impact?)

Assigned to

Action Detail

AM

Establish new Finance Committee

AM

Section 19 Referral

Progress-to-Date
ToRs have been written and
awaiting formal sign off and
confirmation of its membership.
Updated External Audit in Sept 14
and agreed review in December 14

Due
Date
Dec 14
Dec 14
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Objective: Investing Responsibly

Owner: Alex Mitchell

Reviewed: 06/11/14

GBAF 07

QIPP Roles & Responsibilities & Governance Risk
MIAA identified risks: QIPP Roles & Responsibilities & Governance Risk: Collaboration is key to
the success of QIPP and it is important that the CCG is able to demonstrate how it works both
internally and with its partners to drive forward the QIPP challenge across the local health
economy. Specific Risk – Ownership, roles and responsibilities are not clearly understood and/or
working effectively. Membership buy-in to plans may not be evident or achieved. QIPP
Governance Risk: – The CCG does not currently have any overarching governance arrangements
for QIPP, there is no mechanism for regular monitoring and holding schemes to account for
delivery. As the CCG does not have a Finance Committee and QIPP does not form part of the
remit of the Clinical Quality and Performance Committee there is a reliance on QIPP delivery being
scrutinised and monitored at the Leadership Team and / or Governing Body meetings.
Recommendation – The CCG needs to develop a mechanism through which there can be more
regular scrutiny and holding to account for delivery of QIPP either within the current committee/
programme management arrangements or through the development of an Integrated Finance and
Performance Committee

Risk Rating:

Rationale for Current
SCORE :

Risk History:
L x C = Level

Initial:

5

5

25

Current:

4

4

16

Appetite
:

3

4

12

Open Date
Target Date
Closure Date

20-05-14
None

25
20
15
10
5
0

Initial

All but one of the
recommendations have
been implemented.

Current
Appetite
Apr

Jun Aug Oct Dec Feb

Rationale for RISK
APPETITE :

Standard risk appetite
has been set at 12 and
below

CONTROLS (What are we currently doing about the
risk?)

MITGATING ACTIONS (What have we done/what more should
we do?

 QIPP leads have been identified
 GP Practice packs have been initiated in July 14
outlining performance across a number of areas.
 Pathway redesign has commenced
 Specific services have been put out to tender i.e.
Wert AMD
 Reported routinely through the Finance Governing
Body report.
 The CCG has implemented a number of the
recommendations arising from the audit with the
exception of the Finance Committee

 QIPP monitoring has been implemented across each of
the schemes and reported to the Governing Body via the
Finance report.
 A balance has been retained within Reserves to offset
any potential slippage for 2014/15

ASSURANCES (How do we know if things are having a
positive impact?)

GAPS IN ASSURANCE (What additional assurances should we
seek?

 QIPP monitoring template has been developed

 Delivery success of QIPP is seen at a high level, but
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and is being shared with the Governing Body on a
monthly basis

ACTION PLAN

Assigned
to

further work required to try and quantify impact across
practices or specific area.

Action Detail

Progress-to-Date

Due Date

Partially Completed (see next tasks)

Complete

EI

Implement actions identified in
Audit
Roll out data packs to practices

Distributed July 14

Complete

AM

Create Finance Committee

December 14

EI

Refine reporting to chart progress
of QIPP

Draft ToR created and awaiting formal
approval.
Initial baseline report completed, further
detail required at practice level to chart
reductions in variation

AM

December 14
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Objective: Delivering Health Need

BAF 08

Priorities

Owner: Neil Evans

Reviewed: 23/10/2014

Delivery of the Operational Plan
There are some key performance related risks attached to the delivery of the operational plan. The
CCG has a range of indicators that it has committed to deliver through the Operational Plan - this
includes the NHS Constitution, "Everyone Counts" guidance and national and local priority
indicators.

Risk Rating:

Rationale for Current
SCORE :

Risk History:

L x C = Level
Initial:

5

5

25

Current:

5

3

15

Appetite
:

3

4

12

25

Initial

20

Current

15

Appetite

10
5

10-03-14
None

0
Apr
May
Jun
Jul
Aug
Sep
Oct
Nov
Dec
Jan
Feb
Mar

Open Date
Target Date
Closure Date

Ongoing performance
challenges relate to 18
week delivery, HCAI
rates through MRSA
and delivery of Access
to Primary Mental
Health Services and
Patients Feeling
Supported to Manage
their Long Term
Condition
Rationale for RISK
APPETITE :

Standard risk appetite
has been set at 12 and
below
CONTROLS (What are we currently doing about the risk?)

MITGATING ACTIONS (What have we done/what more
should we do?

 Contract Monitoring across all our main
providers. Recovery trajectories are negotiated
and contract notices used to enforce the
trajectories. CCG plans developed to deliver
Quality Premium Measures. Quality and
Performance Committee monitor progress on a
monthly basis.

 CCG has requested that East Cheshire Trust
maximises the use of the private sector to support
capacity required for 18 week and A&E achievement.
Investment in CWP IAPT and CAMHS services to
improve access for our population
 Update 20/07/2014: 18 weeks and Winter Pressures
monies now being managed as one resource to
alleviate overall system pressures. These resilience
monies amount to £1.2m for non-elective and £0.5m
elective.

ASSURANCES (How do we know if things are having
a positive impact?)

GAPS IN ASSURANCE (What additional assurances
should we seek?

 A&E Performance: Monthly figures: YTD 95.75,

 Recurrent lack of IAPT capacity against demand
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December 2013: 96.66: January 2014: 94.75
February 2014: 95.44
 18 weeks: Feb 14 current monitoring figures show
a reduced risk of breaching 18 weeks.
 IAPT waits are reducing (however the scale of the
gap between CCG commissioned activity means
quality premium levels will not be met during
2014-15

Assigned to

ACTION PLAN

IAPT – A. Binnie
and V. Bell

requires a long term solution developing. This is
being developed through 2014-15 Operational Plan

Action Detail
IAPT recovery is being
managed through two
approaches. The first is a
short term investment in
additional capacity. This
commenced in January
2014.
A commissioning plan for the
future capacity of
IAPT/Counselling services is
being developed as part of
2014-15 operational plan

Progress-to-Date
Complete – now being
implemented
Development of costings to
meet demand for current
service completed. An
options assessment is being
developed.

Due Date

December
2014
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GOVERNING BODY MEETING
26 November 2014
Report/
Paper Title

Agenda Item 3.4.1

Minutes of the Governance & Audit Committee
Meeting Held 10 September 2014

Purpose of paper / report
To provide an overview of the Governance & Audit Committee (GAC) by the reporting
of its minutes to the Governing Body.

Key points
• The GAC received assurance that the Information Governance resubmission was on
target to meet the March 2015 deadline.
• The GAC agreed the process around the reporting of the Caring Together (CT)
Programme Risks.
• The GAC received assurance from Mersey Internal Audit Agency (MIAA) Anti-Fraud
Services that NHS Eastern Cheshire Clinical Commissioning Group (ECCCG) had no
areas of concern, although CHC had been flagged nationally as a high risk and would be
the focus of future work.

The Governing Body is asked to:
Approve
Ratify
Endorse

Decide
Note for information



Benefits / value to our population / communities
This provides assurance that ECCCG is discharging its duties in line with good governance
and is supporting the delivery of its visions and objectives.

Report Author
Alex Mitchell
Chief Finance Officer

Contributors
Gerry Gray
Governing Body Lay Member (Governance)
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Minutes of the Governance & Audit Committee Meeting
Held 10 September 2014
1.

Executive Summary

1.1

The Governance & Audit Committee (GAC) meeting held on 10 September 14
discussed and reviewed a number of areas.

1.2

The GAC was presented with the internal audit tracker which highlighted the progress
around implementing actions that have arisen out of previous internal audits. The GAC
agreed that the tracker was a useful report on seeking assurance and that it should
form a regular report to the committee.

1.3

The Assurance Framework review on Care Homes was deferred to the next meeting
due to the time constraints of the individuals presenting, following a delay in starting.

1.4

The GAC was presented with an overview of the progress made around Information
Governance (IG). The GAC received the Asset Register and Data Flow mapping
returns. The GAC was assured that ECCCG was on track to comply with the next
submission due by March 2015.

1.5

The GAC noted the third party assurance report for 2013/14 from St Helens &
Knowsley Teaching Hospital NHS Trust.

1.6

The GAC was presented with the risks associated with CT and asked for its feedback
around the approach currently in place within the CT governance arrangements. The
GAC supported the approach around the risks being reviewed by the CT Programme
Management Board, signed off by the CT Executive Board and subsequently presented
to ECCCG’s Governing Body via a director’s report. The GAC requested that the CT
Risk Register be presented at alternate GAC meetings and that the CT Risks should
form part of the MIAA review.

1.7

An update was provided around ECCCG’s progress relating to Anti-Fraud Services.
Nationally, the CHC application process has been identified as high risk and would
therefore be an area of focus for the MIAA team. The GAC was also informed of the
National Fraud Initiative which cross references data across the whole of the public
sector to identify any issues.

1.8

The Medicines Management Team and lead GP presented a paper around the potential
use of Rebate Schemes. The GAC recommended further work should be undertaken
and submitted to a future GAC before any recommendations are made.
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2.

Recommendation(s)

2.1

The Governing Body is asked to note for information:
• Appendix One; minutes of the GAC meeting held on 10 September 14.

3.

Reasons for recommendation(s)

3.1

The GAC is a sub-committee of the Governing Body and under its Schemes of
Delegation the Governing Body receives the minutes of the sub-committee.

4.

Peer Group Area / Town Area Affected

4.1

Relates to all of NHS Eastern Cheshire geographical areas.

5.

Population affected

5.1

Relates to all of NHS Eastern Cheshire population.

6.

Context

6.1

The GAC seeks assurance that ECCCG is discharging its duties in line with good
governance and is supporting the delivery of its vision and objectives.

7

Finance

7.1

Not applicable

8

Quality and Patient Experience

8.1

Related issues reviewed as part of the Assurance Framework.

9

Consultation and Engagement (Public/Patient/Carer/Clinical/Staff)

9.1

Not applicable

10

Equality

10.1

Related issues reviewed as part of the Assurance Framework.

11

Legal

11.1

Not applicable

12

Communication

12.1 Minutes reported through to the Governing Body and made available via ECCCG’s
website.

13

Background and Options

13.1

Not Applicable
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14

Access to further information

14.1 For further information relating to this report contact:
Name
Alex Mitchell
Designation
Chief Finance Officer
Date
15 October 2014
Telephone
01625 663456
Email
Alex.mitchell@nhs.net

15

Glossary of Terms

ECCCG
GAC
IG
MIAA

16

NHS Eastern Cheshire Clinical Commissioning Group
Governance and Audit Committee
Information Governance
Mersey Internal Audit Agency

Appendices

Appendix One

Minutes of the ECCCG GAC Meeting held on 10 September 2014

Prior Committee Approval / Link to other Committees
Not Applicable

CCG Health Needs Priorities addressed by this report
To protect our citizens from harm

To make care more integrated & coordinated
To ensure high quality and effective
mental health services are available to
all
To address inequalities across our
towns and villages

To prevent alcohol related harm

To prevent people dying
prematurely

CCG 2013/14 Annual Plan programme of work this report is linked to
Caring Together
Mental Health & Alcohol

Quality Improvement
Other



Key Implications of this report
Strategic
Finance
Quality & Patient Experience
Staff / Workforce






Consultation & Engagement
Equality
Legal
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CCG Values supported by this report – please indicate
Valuing People
Working Together
Investing Responsibly

Innovation
Quality


NHS Constitution Values supported by this report – please indicate
Working together for patients
Respect and dignity
Commitment to quality of care

Compassion
Improving lives
Everyone counts
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Appendix One
MINUTES
Chair:

Gerry Gray

Date/Time: 10 September 2014 @ 10.00am – 12.30pm
Venue:

Meeting Room A, New Alderley House, Victoria Rd, Macclesfield, SK10 3BL

ECCCG Governance & Audit Committee Meeting
Attendees

Key

Title & Organisation

Present

Gerry Gray (Chair)

GG
GBo

ECCCG Governing Body Lay Member
(Governance)
ECCCG Governing Body Lay Member

 From
10.45am
Apols

Gill Boston
Melanie Lyman

ML

General Practice Representative, ECCCG

Bill Swann

BS

Lay Member, ECCCG Patient & Public Involvement

Robin Baker

RB

External Audit Representative

Roger Causer

RC

Counter Fraud

Suzanne Crutchley

SC

Information Governance

Matthew Elcock

ME

Counter Fraud

Anne-marie Harrop

AMH MIAA Internal Audit Representative

Jerry Hawker

JH

Chief Officer, ECCCG

Alex Mitchell

AM

Mike Purdie

MP

Helen Stevenson

HS

Chief Finance Officer, ECCCG
Corporate Programmes & Governance Manager,
ECCCG
External Audit Representative

Mark Dickinson

MD

Head of Prescribing and Medicines Optimisation

Graham Duce

GD

Executive GP

Emma Harrison

EH

Interim Caring Together Programme Coordinator

PP

PA to Chief Finance Officer, ECCCG


Apols

In Attendance
No
No
 For
AI3.3 Only

Yes
No
 For
AI3.5 Only


No
No

In Attendance
 For
AI3.7 Only
 For
AI3.7 Only
 For
AI3.5 Only

Minute Taker
Philippa Pearce

st

Location:

Meeting Room A, 1 Floor West Wing, New Alderley House, Macclesfield

Meeting Date:

10 September 2014

Meeting Title:

ECCCG Governance & Audit Committee

Time:

10.30am-12.30pm

1 of 9

Completed by:



1 of 9
Philippa Pearce
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Action
By
Gerry Gray was present from 10.45am and, as such, items that did
not require his presence were discussed first. All items have been
recorded in Agenda Item order for ease of reference.
1.0

STANDING ITEMS

1.1

Apologies for Absence
Apologies for absences were noted as above.

1.2

Declarations of Interest
There were no new declarations of interest.

1.3

Minutes of the Previous Meeting – 4 Aug 2014
The minutes were agreed as a true and accurate record of the
meeting.

1.4

Action Log of the Previous Meeting – 4 Aug 2014
The Action Log was discussed with the following updates made:
GAC49 NHS Audit Committees
This was on the Agenda, AI3.4, and was therefore removed from the
Action Log.
GAC53 AI3.7 External Audit Update
AM and RB had a meeting scheduled on 11 Sept 14 to discuss and
review the Section 19 referral. To remain on Action Log.
GAC54 AI2.1 NHS England Guidance Updates
AM to speak to AMH regarding MIAA internal updates that could be
shared with ECCCG. ML requested that the updates be circulated to
practice managers and raised awareness that some practices and
external staff had experienced difficulties accessing the Intranet.
GAC57a AI3.3 Draft Annual Governance Statement (AGS)
It had been confirmed that the Caring Together (CT) Executive Board
is an advisory committee to the Governing Body. Action completed
and to be removed from Action Log.
GAC60 AI3.3 NHS England Guidance Updates
Action completed and to be removed from Action Log.
GAC61a AI3.1 AOB Assurance Framework – GB Agenda Item
Action completed and to be removed from Action Log.
GAC61b AI3.1 AOB Assurance Framework – Quality Assurance in
Care Homes
Risk GBAF09 was deferred from 10 Sept 14 to the GAC meeting
st

Location:

Meeting Room A, 1 Floor West Wing, New Alderley House, Macclesfield

Meeting Date:

10 September 2014

Meeting Title:

ECCCG Governance & Audit Committee

Time:

10.30am – 12.30pm

Completed by:

2 of 9
Philippa Pearce
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scheduled for 12 Nov 14.
GAC61c AI3.1 AOB Assurance Framework – Mental Health
Capacity
Risk GBAF03 to be added to the GAC agenda on 25 Feb 15.
GAC61d AI3.1 AOB Assurance Framework – MIAA Support
AM had agreed for AMH, MIAA, to provide ECCCG with support
around the Assurance Framework. This had been scheduled for 29/30
Sept 14.
GAC62 AI3.4.1 IG Update Report
E-brief articles had been circulated to all ECCCG staff and added to
the Intranet. Action completed and to be removed from the Action Log.
GAC63 AI3.4.2-3.4.6 IG Policies
IG policies had been updated, circulated to all ECCCG staff and added
to the Intranet. Action completed and to be removed from the Action
Log.
GAC64 AI3.9 GAC Membership (AI3.9a) & Meeting Dates (AI3.9b)
GAC64a: GG to speak to Paul Bowen in order to extend an invitation
for other GB members to join the GAC.
GAC64b ML’s membership of the GAC had been confirmed (see
Agenda Item AI3.8 for further discussions). The GAC meeting
schedule had been revised and circulated to members. Action
completed and to be removed from the Action Log.
2.0

REGULAR ITEMS

2.1

NHS England Guidance Updates
Deferred to the next meeting.

3.0

ANY OTHER BUSINESS

3.1

MIAA Audit Tracker
AM tabled the Audit Tracker, explaining that MIAA undertake a number
of audits per year as listed in the report, some of which are mandatory,
some selected by ECCCG. Following completion of each audit, MIAA
produce a report with a number of recommendations to improve
systems or elements of systems. These are discussed with the area
lead prior to being finalised, with the list of recommendations agreed
and implementation dates set for completion of the actions.
The Audit Tracker provides a summary of the audits and a further
detailed section for each. The summary outlines the number of
recommendations per audit with three classifications; outstanding and
overdue, due in the future, resolved.
The report had been presented to the GAC to show ECCCG’s progress
st

Location:

Meeting Room A, 1 Floor West Wing, New Alderley House, Macclesfield

Meeting Date:

10 September 2014

Meeting Title:

ECCCG Governance & Audit Committee

Time:

10.30am – 12.30pm

Completed by:

3 of 9
Philippa Pearce
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in terms of the recommendations and to provide assurance that MIAA’s
recommendations are being implemented.
AM talked through a selection of the outstanding recommendations:
• QIPP Review (ref M002). This is recorded as a high risk. The
Finance Committee terms of reference had been created in draft
and work was ongoing to attract membership.
• Core Financial Systems (ref M003). Following an organisational
review within ECCCG, the associated budgets are being revised
which will result in a named lead being allocated for each budget.
• Data Quality Review (ref M004). ECCCG had pulled out of
elements of CSU’s services. As a result, work is ongoing to link the
outstanding actions to the revised SLA for 2014/15 which is due to
be signed at the end of Sept 14.
3.2

Assurance Framework Risks
• Risk GBAF09 Quality Assurance in Care Homes
This item was deferred to the next meeting due to the limited number
of members present and limited availability of colleagues presenting
the item.

3.3

Information Governance (IG) Report Sept 14
Suzanne Crutchley (SC) attended for this Agenda Item only.
SC asked the GAC to receive the 2014/15 Information Asset Register
return and the 2014/15 Data Flow Mapping return.
The Information Asset Register had been coordinated by MP and
independently checked by SC. There were 32 key assets declared,
with the risk score ranging between one and six, eg, network system
failure and no system access.
SC explained that all ECCCG staff members are required to complete
mandatory IG training on an annual basis. E-brief articles had been
circulated to all staff and were available on the Intranet. SC advised
that spot checks were carried out routinely, with some taking place on
today’s date.
SC advised that the Asset Register would continue to be reviewed,
updated and maintained throughout 2014/15.
The completed Data Flow Mapping template had been submitted and
independently checked by SC. There were minimal risks which posed
no significant IG concern for ECCCG. 16 key data flows had been
declared and all are being transferred appropriately. E-learning and
spot checks are carried out routinely.
SC advised that the Data Flow Mapping would continue to be
reviewed, updated and maintained throughout 2014/15.
st

Location:

Meeting Room A, 1 Floor West Wing, New Alderley House, Macclesfield

Meeting Date:

10 September 2014

Meeting Title:

ECCCG Governance & Audit Committee

Time:

10.30am – 12.30pm

Completed by:

4 of 9
Philippa Pearce
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SC asked the GAC to receive the returns and to continue to support
compliance ahead of the submission in March 2015. She advised that
all is on track with no issues to date.
The GAC received the returns.
Action: SC to forward Information Asset Register and Data Flow
Mapping template for circulation with the GAC minutes.
3.4

SC/PP

St Helens & Knowsley Teaching Hospitals NHS Trust (STHK) HR &
Payroll (ESR) Review Assignment Report 2013/14
AM informed the GAC that they had received the third party assurance
statement from STHK. The findings of the report were of significant
assurance with some recommendations for implementation. These
actions will be monitored through regular meetings with STHK.
AM confirmed that some minor payroll issues relating to
superannuation rates had occurred which affected 7-8 staff members
but had been resolved.
AM advised that it was good practice as part of the year end process to
receive the report. In response to a query, AM noted that any high
risks or concerns would be against STHK but the onus would be on
ECCCG to ensure that any recommendations are implemented.

3.5

Caring Together Risk Register
Jerry Hawker and Emma Harrison (EH) attended for this Agenda Item
only.
JH advised that the CT Risk Register was being presented to the GAC
to ensure that they were supportive of the approach with regard to CT
risks and to ask for feedback with how to reflect CT risks and translate
them onto ECCCG’s risk log.
JH explained that currently each CT programme area has a senior
officer responsible for the risks in their area. EH coordinates the risks
which are presented to the Programme Management Group, chaired
by JH. JH has executive responsibility to present to the CT Exec
Board the three highest level risks in order to provide an update and to
explain any mitigating actions being taken. New risks are presented to
determine if the CT Exec Board is in agreement with the assessment of
the risk level and mitigating actions. A paper is presented to the CT
Exec Board to summarise the risks and is then reflected in the CT
Directors Report to ECCCG’s Governing Body. The Assurance
Framework is a separate report that presents the risks in a different
way.
JH asked the GAC to consider if the reports should continue to be
presented in the same format or if any changes were required.
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Recognising the importance of CT, GG requested that a report be
presented to the GAC, at every other meeting, to highlight any
significant risks and to provide an opportunity to discuss and challenge
the risks.
JH noted that a key risk is Primary Care and the level of engagement
in the CT Programme, advising that it is a whole system risk if it cannot
be demonstrated that all 23 practices are engaged. A paper is due to
be presented at ECCCG’s Private Governing Body meeting in October
14 to address the risk in Primary Care. It had been agreed that
ECCCG representatives would be attending peer group meetings
during October in order to provide a clear steer at the Governing Body
meeting.
As previously noted, AM advised that MIAA was scheduled to provide
additional support regarding the Assurance Framework on 29/30 Sept
14. He advised that the CT Risk Register would need to be reviewed
at the same time.
Actions:
• CT Risk Register to be presented at alternate GAC meetings,
with the next but one meeting being scheduled for 25 February
2015. JH or member of CT Team to attend and present report.
• Updated version of CT Risk Register to be provided to MP for
29/30 Sept re MIAA additional support being provided.
3.6

PP

EH

MIAA Anti-Fraud Services Progress Report Sept 14
ME advised the GAC that the Anti-Fraud Services Progress Report
presented covered the period from April to August 2014 and highlights
activities and outcomes for consideration.
ME noted that RC had met with AM to review performance
management arrangements and the regular issue of newsletters and ealerts.
A local priority is to review Continuing Healthcare (CHC) to examine
areas of potential fraud risk, including, validating new claims before
they reach the CCG. This is an area that NHS Protect has flagged as
high risk for CCGs.
A briefing had been circulated regarding overpayment of salaries,
advising that this had been reclassified as theft rather than fraud and
would no longer be dealt with by MIAA. It was noted that any individual
being overpaid has a moral obligation to declare it and pay the amount
back in full.
ME advised that preparatory work had commenced with the National
Fraud Initiative (NFI) and a note had been issued in payslips and on
the Intranet to raise awareness that data may be used for the NFI.
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Work is to take place across the whole of the public sector looking at
payroll, NI numbers, tax details etc to provide assurance that robust
systems are in place.
ME confirmed that there had been no fraud investigations reported
during the reporting period.
AM noted that ME was leaving MIAA and this would be his last GAC
meeting. He extended his thanks on behalf of the GAC and wished
him all the very best in the future.
Action: AM to contact the National Fraud Office to register as
Chief Finance Officer for ECCCG.
3.7

AM

Rebate Schemes
Graham Duce (GD) and Mark Dickinson (MD) attended for this Agenda
Item only.
AM advised the GAC that there had been a lot of history regarding
whether to enter into rebate schemes with the national view trying to
discourage the practice. There are some financial savings but
consideration has to be given to the time and cost involved in support
costs and debate to be had regarding whether the risks are too high for
the value involved.
GD explained that the paper had been presented to provide an insight
into the rebate scheme and to look for a steer from the GAC as to
whether it is supportive or against the scheme. He provided a brief
summary of the proposal, explaining that if a drug had a rebate applied
to it then the monies would be returned to the CCG.
Appendix 3 was tabled, noting that the content was confidential. It was
a draft document issued by NHS England to a selection of Chief
Executives for their feedback.
GD noted the benefits of entering into the rebate scheme being
potential savings of circa £40k to the CCG. Potential pitfalls could
include destabilising the long term pricing strategy. The scheme is not
unlawful and can be agreed by CCGs as long as certain requirements
are met. It would require robust governance and transparency of the
formulary process. GD suggested that it might require legal sign off
from the Governing Body if it was decided to sign up to the scheme.
GG questioned why the decision had been left to individual CCGs
rather than being taken centrally by NHS England. He expressed
concern about the robustness of a process that requires a legal opinion
and noted that it was a comparatively low saving for the potential risks
involved.
MD explained that the pricing had been negotiated centrally but that
st
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small pharmaceutical companies were offering rebates as their way of
obtaining a market advantage. In response to a query from AM, MD
confirmed that the small pharmaceutical companies were included on
the framework and contribute to Primary Care Rebate Schemes
(PCRS). He noted that this is a short term arrangement for a period of
1-3 years.
MD advised that PrescQIPP will review the scheme in terms of legality,
appropriateness and regarding formula issues. He explained that
ECCCG is a member of PrescQIPP, an NHS Medicines Management
organisation set up by the Strategic Health Authority, which aims to
help CCGs looking at cost saving methods and benchmarking and is
considered to be a reputable organisation to say if the scheme is
approved. It is an external provider but works wholly within the NHS.
MD noted that an advantage with the rebate scheme is that it is
providing a rebate on money already spent, with the rebate being
provided to the CCG on a quarterly or annual basis as a percentage of
the annual spend. It would be for the CCG to determine how to utilise
the rebate, noting that it could not be given to practices as this would
be seen as an incentive.
GD pointed out that if the rebate scheme was taken up, it would only
entertain rebates on drugs approved by PrescQIPP using a legal
agreement.
GG asked GD and MD for their opinion, noting that it would be difficult
to support the scheme if it was not a joint recommendation. It was
noted that other CCGs are expressing caution in terms of the risk
involved and that there are other interventions that provide bigger
value interventions. AM expressed concerns about the possible
reputational risk and potential for coercion to use particular drugs. The
importance of ensuring robust transparent processes was discussed.
It was noted that the publication of the rebate scheme could attract
more freedom of information requests.
GD explained that, in view of the potential financial savings, they had
felt compelled to bring the scheme to the attention of the GAC.
GG requested that the scheme be reviewed, including administration
costs, to establish if it is worthwhile and a definite recommendation
returned to the GAC for consideration.
Action: Rebate Scheme to be reviewed to look at specific aspects,
checking the financial viability. Report to be resubmitted to the
GAC with clear recommendations from those presenting the
paper.
3.8

GD/MD

GAC Membership
Discussions took place regarding quoracy of the GAC, noting that the
st
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constitution currently states that this includes the Chair (or Nominated
Deputy) and one of the following, Lay Member or General Practice
Representative but does not specify if the second person needs to be a
Governing Body member. All present were in agreement that the
second person should be a Governing Body member.
ML was invited to remain as a member of the GAC, noting that a lot of
information relates to Primary Care and wider clinical services, where
previously it had related to governance of the CCG and policies. AM
noted that ML’s contribution was invaluable and were within the
mandate to continue to attend. ML confirmed that she was willing to
continue to attend the GAC meetings.
Action: GAC Terms of Reference to be updated to reflect that
quoracy is the Chair (or Nominated Deputy) and one of the
following, Lay member or General Practice Representative of the
Governing Body. ECCCG Constitution to be updated.
3.9

MP

GAC Agenda Items for Future Meetings
• Assurance Framework Risks (November 14)
o GBAF09 Quality Assurance in Care Homes
• Scheme of Delegated Authority (November 2014)
• Rebate Schemes (November 2014)
• CT Risk Register (February 2015)
DATE, TIME & VENUE OF NEXT MEETINGS
12 Nov 14

12.00pm-2.00pm
GAC Cte Mtg

Mtg Rm A, New Alderley House

12 Nov 14

2.30pm-4.00pm
Self-Assessment
Session

Mtg Rm A, New Alderley House

25 Feb 15

Time to be confirmed in line with Private GB meeting
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GOVERNING BODY MEETING
26 November 2014
Report Title

Agenda Item 3.4.3

Minutes of the Clinical Quality and Performance
Committee October and November 2014

Purpose of report
This paper seeks to provide the Governing Body with:
 the minutes and CCG Performance Dashboard (Appendix A) from the most recent
Quality and Performance Committee which in turn highlights any current concerns
in relation to the quality of services being delivered to our population.
 assurance with regards to action being taken in relation to these concerns

Key points














Terms of Reference to the Committee have been reviewed and updated. This includes
an amendment to the requirement for the Chair to be a “GP member of the Governing
Body” to a Clinically Qualified Member of the Governing Body”.
It has been proposed to the Governing Body that Gill Boston will become Chair of the
Committee and Duncan Matheson will be the Deputy Chair. During an agreed handover
period Dr James Milligan is continuing as interim Chair.
The Committee was concerned about the ongoing poor performance of North West
Ambulance Service (NWAS). The group was updated that a positive discussion has now
taken place with NWAS and detailed data provided to the CCG. A workshop is being
arranged to use this data to identify improvement opportunities.
The group discussed the current quality issues in relation to a small number of individual
care homes, and the action being taken by the CCG and Cheshire East Council. The
Group also asked for the work with Cheshire East Council on development of a revised
Care Home Contract/Quality Standards to be progressed more rapidly.
An update was provided in relation to the “insourcing” of Commissioning Support Unit
(CSU) administrative/clinical services in relation to Continuing Health Care/Complex Care
and Governance (complaints, incidents, professional concerns and Freedom of
Information)
Whilst the CCG has invested further money into both Child and Adolescent Mental Health
Services (CAMHS) and IAPT (Improving Access to Psychological Therapies) it was
recognised that access was not yet showing the level of improvement we would hope for.
An update and assurance was received in relation to the action plans agreed with
Cheshire and Wirral NHS Partnership Foundation Trust (CWP)
An update was received around some positive service improvement work underway to
reduce “delayed transfers or care” leading to delayed hospital discharge. The CCG and
Cheshire East Council have jointly been facilitating this work. A detailed update will be
provided in December
In October members of the Committee volunteered to assist East Cheshire NHS Trust in
a “mock” inspection. This was to provide an early learning opportunity for the Trust in
advance of a formal CQC inspection in December.
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Minutes of ECCCG Clinical Quality and Performance
Committee held 1st October 2014
Name

Initials

Dr James Milligan

KM

Executive GP for Business Management Team –
ECCCG - Chair

Gill Boston

GB

Lay Board member (PPI), ECCCG Governing Body





Registered Nurse Board member, ECCCG Governing
Body
Head of Clinical Developments and Health Outcomes
ECCCG









Present

Apologies



Sally Rogers

SR

Jacki Wilkes

JW

Louise Conway

LC

Quality and Improvements Manager, ECCCG

Neil Evans

NE

Head of Business Management, ECCCG

Anita Mottershead

AM

Quality and Performance Analyst, ECCCG

Moira McGrath

MM

Designated Nurse for Safeguarding Children South
Cheshire CCG





Andy Wilson

AW

Quality and Performance Analyst ECCCG



Debbie Lowe

DL

Locality Lead, Cheshire and Merseyside CSU

Lindsay Ratapana

LR

Adult Safeguarding Clinical Manager, ECCCG





Duncan Matheson

DM

Secondary Care Doctor ECCCG Governing Body

Julia Huddart

JH

Executive GP for Clinical Team, ECCCG

Andrew Binnie

AB

Jo Hughes

JHu

Mary Barlow

MB

Emma Hardy

EH

Quality and Performance Manager, ECCCG
PA to Head of Clinical Development and Health
Outcomes (Note taker)
Clinical Quality, Safeguarding and Performance Lead
Continuing Health Care/Complex Care Services
Student Placement, Manchester MU

In
Attendance






















Action/Date
1
1.1

Welcome, Apologies, Declarations of Interest
Apologies as noted above.

1.2

Declarations of Interest. None were declared.

2
2.1

Minutes of Previous Meeting and Matters Arising
The minutes of the September meeting were accepted as an accurate
record. The action log was reviewed with the following noted.

2.2

1.2 (July) – Chair of the CQ&P Meeting.
NE has changed the wording of the ToR to reflect the Chair of the
group would need to be a clinically qualified member of the Governing
Body. A discussion took place further in the meeting around the ToR.

2.3

2.4

SUI
The policy is now finalised and will be taken to the SUI Group for sign
off.
3.2 (June) End of Life Plan presented to Healthvoice.
Ann-Marie Challinor to present at the next Healthvoice meeting.

st
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2.5

5.1 (July) NWAS Outstanding Data
NE is due to meet with Debbie Mallett, Service Development Manager
(NWAS) and AM to discuss this outstanding issue. Further data will
also be needed with regards to the Hyperacute Stroke work that is due
to begin.

Ongoing

4.1 (Aug) Constitution Measures
NWAS additional funding from NHS England
NE has spoken with Jim Britt. NE to speak further with Jerry Hawker
around the outcome of this discussion.
JM 01.10.14

Additional action from September 2014 meeting re: ongoing Datix
issue/NWAS.
Action: JM to write to Amanda Doyle.
2.6

Further discussion took place regarding a letter that some Practices
had received regarding the transporting of non-emergency patients to
hospital. It was felt that this issue and some others would be noted
down and recorded as part of the CQC Inspection that is due to take
place on NWAS.
Action: NE to log those points.

NE 05.11.14

2.7

10.1 (Aug) Primary Care Quality
This item is due on the November Locality agenda. It was felt that
Primary Care Quality will fall into the Co-commissioning work and that
it may be more beneficial to wait until this piece of work is complete
and a discussion has taken place at Governing Body before presenting
at Locality.

Ongoing

2.8

12.1 (Aug) CCG Quality & Safeguarding Strategy
This is now complete and comments added. Following a brief meeting
with GB this will be bought back next month for ratification.

Ongoing
Nov agenda

2.9

13.1 (Aug) Audit on Sepsis
AB has not seen sight of the audit findings. This will be raised at the
ECT Quality meeting.

2.10

3.1 (Sept) Infection Control
Complete.

2.11

4.1 (Sept) Nursing Home Update on Performance Issues. Sutton Oaks
refurbishment and re-opening to different cohort of patients
Complete.
The new home in Disley was discussed, which will shortly be opening
and is a school for emotionally disturbed children. NE felt it may be
appropriate to introduce the CCG to the school. Sutton Oaks was also
mentioned due to the home closing to elderly residents and re-opening
as a similar place as Disley.

2.12

Terms of Reference for Annual Review
This is noted on the agenda as item 2.2.

Ongoing
November
agenda

Complete

The ToR has been changed to reflect that the Chair of this group
st
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should be a clinically qualified member of Governing Body and the
organisational structure needs further updating. Otherwise accepted.
GB kindly accepted the role as Interim Chair for 6 months and the role
of Deputy Chair would fall to SR.
Action: NE to draft an email to the Chairman of ECCCG to
acknowledge the change of Chair and the appointment of a
Deputy Chair as well.
3
3.1

NE 05.11.14

ECT Mock Inspection
Following a discussion with Julie Green, Director of Governance at
ECT the Trust will be carrying out a mock inspection and have invited
senior staff from ECCCG to assist in this exercise on Friday 17th
October. The briefing session to take place the evening prior to the
inspection.
The following members volunteered to take part:
 NE full day – Community side
 MM – morning only.
 SR – to check diary and advise. Would like to look at Dementia
services
 DM – ok – Hospital preferably general surgery.

4
4.1

Nursing Home Update on Performance Issues
The latest report was presented to the group. In November further
dialogue will be included.
Chapel Brook – 1 resident remains who is LA funded. The CCG have
agreed funding until the end of October 2014.
Sutton Oaks – All residents placed.

4.2

AB presented an update report on the Four Seasons Care Home
organisation. There is a single home in Macclesfield which is Weston
Park.

5.

Dashboard

5.1

NE updated the group around recent correspondence received from
NHS England with regards to the Quality Premium.
NHSE have applied the wrong methodology to some key parts. This
has caused some confusion around whether the CCG has achieved
set targets.
Potential Years of Lost Life
 Due to NHSE error there will be no re-base lining.
 CCG achieve 20.7% reduction against a target of 3.2%.
 13/14 element of Quality Premium achieved.
 CCG now has the 2nd lowest rate nationally.
st
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Improving Access to Psychological Therapies
 Further funding provided to bring down waiting times
 It will reduce the wait to 4 weeks but will not increase the
number of people entering treatment.
Avoidable admissions
 Reduction in the number of avoidable admissions in the first 2
months of 20124/15 from 2013/14.
Friends and Family Test
 August data not yet available.
 Slight increase in July.
 The next CQUIN return should have an action place in place
Medicated Related Safety Incidents
 As of June 2014 there has been a reduction in the number of
incidents.
Local Measures: Re-admissions
 The CCG is comfortably achieving the reduction target of 5%.
 Currently stands at 13.8%
NHS Constitution Measures
There has been an agreed amnesty on the 18 week target.
 A&E waits are slightly down in July
 ECT achieved Q2 and this was the best performance in the
area.
 No concern around Cancer 2 week waits.
 A slight breech on a breast screening appointment out of 14.
 Mental Health CPA, did not achieve Q1.
Infection Prevention
 Just on target for July
 There was a recorded C-diff case in ECT w/c 22nd September.
 9 C-diff cases in total.
 There is an MRSA case within the Trust but this belongs to
Stockport.
Proposed Industrial Action
The Trust has confirmed that there is a committee in place looking at
this proposed action and what steps need to be taken to safeguard
patients etc. AB has requested to see those emergency plans.
18 Weeks RTT Summary
There is no more funding available and although the RTT amnesty
has been carried forward into October and November. Any additional
activity must be funded from existing monies. A new plan has been
submitted to NHSE
5.2

CIP QIA ECT
st
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The Plan for CWP was noted and due to time restraints it was agreed
that this item would be carried forward to the next meeting
5.3

CWP Joint Quality & contract Meeting
CWP-CIP
Ian Hulme to meet with CWP to discuss further.
CWP – Patient Safety Metrics
This now has dialogue included and it was noted that the
performance had improved.

6

NWAS Deep Dive

6.1

Discussed earlier within 2.1 Action Log update.

7
7.1

IAPT and CAMHS Update
All new staff should now be in post.
Action: AB to provide an update at the next meeting.

8
8.1

Escalations and Reviews from Monitoring Committees/Meetings
SUI Group
None noted

8.2

Complaints & Concerns
A member of the Healthwatch team is to attend a C&C meeting to
discuss Datix.

8.3
9
9.1

10
10.1

AB 05.11.14

CQUIN Update
Updates for quarter 2 are still outstanding from ECT. AB has not
seen enough evidence and therefore will not sign off.
 Spire – good
 CWP – ok
 Proactive Care – Update due in October. Report back at
November meeting.
Datix
It was agreed that the discussion around role, scope and process
should initially happen at the Complaints and Concerns Meeting.
Action: AB to put onto C&C Agenda for October.

11
11.1

CCG Quality and Safeguarding Strategy
Discuss earlier within 2.1 Action log update.

12
12.1

Sepsis Audit
This item is still outstanding.

13
13.1

Safeguarding Children
MM went through the report that had been attached previously.

st
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 LSCB Thematic review of Young People taking their own lives
in Cheshire East was published in Late August. The
recommendations have been issued to all GP practices.
 Rotherham LSCB have published their review into child sexual
exploitation.
 The Safeguarding training of 80% has now been met by staff.
New guidelines have been outlined for level 6 training of GB
members; arranged for October.
 Training figures for ECT are now over 80%
Tina Marinaki has accepted the position of designated doctor for ECT.
She will have a more strategic role.
Naomi is the named GP for the practices. She will carry out this role
for 2 days per week, conducting training etc. Her induction
programme has been arranged and she will meet a number of CCG
staff as part of that process.
14
14.1

Any other business
None noted.

15

Dates for Future Meetings
05.11.14
Meeting room A NAH
03.12.14
Meeting room A NAH
07.01.15
Meeting room B NAH

Circulation List
James Milligan (JM)
Julia Huddart (JH
Sally Rogers (SR)
Gillian Boston (GB)
Andrew Binnie (AB)

Lindsay Ratapana (LR)
Neil Evans (NE)
Louise Conway (LC)
Anita Mottershead (AM)
Andy Wilson (AW)

st
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Cc: Debbie Lowe (DL) minutes
Jacki Wilkes (JW)
Duncan Matheson (DM)
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ON-GOING ACTIONS

Please Note: No actions will be allocated to non-attendees
Item
5.1
(July)

4.1
(Aug)

Agreed Actions
NWAS outstanding data
NE to raise with Jerry Hawker at the strategic meeting

Actions by whom
and when required
NE 03.09.14

04/09/14 – NE has spoken with Jerry Hawker but no further
update available.

Ongoing

01/10/14 NE is due to meet with Debbie Mallett, Service
Development Manager (NWAS) and AM to discuss this. Further
data will be needed with regards to the Hyperacute Stroke work
that is also due.

NE 01.11.14

Constitution Measures
NWAS additional funding from NHS England
NE to speak with Jim Britt around Blackpool CCG and how they
intend to use the additional funding.
04/09/14 no update available due to NE’s absence at September
meeting

NE 03.09.14

Ongoing

Additional action from September 14 meeting
It is to be noted that an outstanding issue remains around the
Datix report submitted around NWAS. Blackpool CCG
confirmed they would investigate back in April 14 and still no
response received.
01.10.14 It was felt that a further letter is to be issued to Amanda
Doyle, Blackpool CCG.
2.6
(Sept)
10.1
(Aug)

12.1
(Aug)

CQC Inspection – NWAS
Key points discussed at September’s meeting to be given to the
CQC
Primary Care Quality
JHu to add to September Locality agenda the need to practices
to work together around improvements to the above.

JM 01.10.14

NE 01.10.14

JHu asap

04/09/14 further work has been done to be able to present this
at Locality. On agenda for Nov.

November

AB to email this out to the group.

01.10.14

01.10.14. It was felt that Primary Care Quality will fall into the
Co-commissioning work and that it may be more beneficial to
wait to present this to practices until this piece of work is
complete and a discussion has taken place at Governing Body.

Ongoing

CCG Quality & Safeguarding Strategy
Feedback/comments from the group to be emailed to AB by 15th
August.

ALL

AB to email out updated strategy document to the group.

01.10.14

st
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01.10.14. This is now complete and comments added.
Following a brief meeting with GB this will be bought back next
month for ratification.
13.1
(Aug)

2.12
(Sept)

7.1
(Sept)
10.1
(Sept)

Audit on Sepsis
AB to report back to the group in September following response
from ECT.

November agenda

On agenda for
September

04/09/14 – AB still to meet with ECT. Audit findings still
outstanding

Ongoing

01.10.14 – Audit findings still outstanding. This will be raised at
the ECT Quality meeting.

November agenda

ToR for annual review
NE to draft an email to the Chairman outlining GBs acceptance
as the new temporary Chair and the Deputy Chairman to be
Sally Rogers.
IAPT & CAMHS Update
AB to provide an update at the next meeting.
Datix
Discussion around role, scope and process to initially happen at
Complaints & Concerns meeting.

st
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Minutes of ECCCG Clinical Quality and Performance
Committee held 5th November 2014
Name

Initials

Dr James Milligan

KM

Executive GP for Business Management Team –
ECCCG - Chair

Gill Boston

GB

Lay Board member (PPI), ECCCG Governing Body

Present

Registered Nurse Board member, ECCCG Governing
Body
Head of Clinical Developments and Health Outcomes
ECCCG










SR

Jacki Wilkes

JW

Louise Conway

LC

Quality & Improvement Manager, ECCCG



Neil Evans

NE

Head of Business Management, ECCCG



Anita Mottershead

AM

Quality and Performance Analyst, ECCCG

Moira McGrath

MM

Designated Nurse for Safeguarding Children South
Cheshire CCG

Andy Wilson

AW

Quality and Performance Analyst ECCCG

Debbie Lowe

DL

Locality Lead, Cheshire and Merseyside CSU

Lindsay Ratapana

LR

Adult Safeguarding Clinical Manager, ECCCG

Duncan Matheson

DM

Secondary Care Doctor ECCCG Governing Body

Julia Huddart

JH

Executive GP for Clinical Team, ECCCG

Andrew Binnie

AB

Quality and Performance Manager, ECCCG

In
Attendance



Sally Rogers

PA to Head of Clinical Development and Health
Outcomes (Note taker)
Clinical Quality, Safeguarding and Performance Lead
Continuing Health Care/Complex Care Services

Apologies














 




Jo Hughes

JHu

Mary Barlow

MB

Emma Hardy

EH

Student Placement, Manchester MU



Amanda Bell

AB

Nurse Practitioner, Priorsleigh (Secondment)







Action/Date
1
1.1

Welcome, Apologies, Declarations of Interest
Apologies as noted above.

1.2

Declarations of Interest. None were declared.

2
2.1

Minutes of Previous Meeting and Matters Arising
The minutes of the October meeting were accepted as an accurate
record. The action log was reviewed with the following noted.

2.2

5.1 (July) – NWAS outstanding data
Data has been received and work will start shortly on analysing this.

Closed

2.3

4.1 (Aug) Constitution Measures NWAS additional funding from NHS
England

Closed

2.4

2.6 (Sept) CQC Inspection – NWAS
The audit was carried out in August - .

Closed

2.5

The additional letter that was to be issued to Amanda Doyle, Blackpool
CCG is now closed as East Cheshire Trust confirmed to Blackpool that
no further action was required.

Closed

th
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2.5

10.1 (Aug) Primary Care Quality.
This action is closed until the co-commissioning work is complete.

Closed

2.6

12.1 (Aug) CCG Quality & Safeguarding Strategy
AB is waiting for GB to provide the Foreword.

Ongoing

2.7

13.1 (Aug) Audit on Sepsis
ECT are still carrying out the audit and will share the details when
completed, this will then go to the next ECT Service Quality meeting.

Closed

Closed
2.7

2.12 (Sept) ToR for annual review
DM should be the Deputy Chair not SR as noted. See also 2.10

2.8

7.1 (Sept) IAPT & CAMHS Update
On agenda.

2.9

10.1 (Sept) Datix
This should be discussed at Complaints and Concerns meeting.

2.10

Terms of Reference for approval – item 2.3 on the agenda
Amendment to be made to show Duncan Matheson as the Deputy
Chair and not Sally Rogers. Otherwise accepted by the group. To be
passed to Mike Purdie.

2.11

Review of Committee Effectiveness Audit – Item 2.4 on the agenda
Due to GB not being present this will be deferred until December’s
meeting.

3
3.1

Care Homes Update on Performance Issues

Closed

Closed.

 Chapel Brook has closed.
 Sutton Oaks is in the process of closing which was their
decision. The unit will be changing to support young people with
LD
 Issues at a number of homes were discussed, including:
 One with have restricted admissions (1 per week).
 One has a number of environmental issues. Some areas of the
home need repair work plus other issues.
 A further home however has improved and is now open to
admissions.
The CCG are working with the local authority and are planning on
creating a traffic light system for monitoring quality..
The CCG have not been providing intelligence to ECT due to them
being a provider but it is apparent that more transparency is required.
A nursing home section is due to go live shortly on the ECCCG
website.

SR 03.12.14

An issue was raised around GP to GP records being available to all
practices where appropriate when a patient re-registers. Action: SR
th
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to ask at the next Practice Manager’s meeting why practices
would not/would have this enabled in EMIS.
3.2

A question was raised around where the CCG/CEC were up to in terms
of the contract and quality standards. Meetings are currently taking
place but progress has not been as quick as hoped. SR is progressing
this with JC.
A meeting took place on the 4th November to look at workstreams and
finalising those. A company who have worked in over 70 areas gave a
presentation and it may may be asked to come in on a consultancy
basis to work with the 3 CCGs.
CSU CHC Staff will be TUPE transferred over by January 2015
although there is further work to finalise the list of staff.

4
4.1

Dashboard
 IAPT – Further monies have been invested and from September
it can be seen that the number of ‘in month’ activations have
increased. Following feedback from GPs that the outcomes of
IAPT did not tend to lead to resolution of their issues a local
study was suggested.
NE 03.12.14
Action: NE to speak with Tori Bell around the possibility of
producing a local study around the success of IAPT as an
intervention in conjunction with the Academic Health & Science
Network.
 Avoidable Emergency Admissions – There has been positive
work, including; an increased use of the Primary Care Urgent
Response Service which has deflected patients from A&E.
 FFT – methodology has now changed on the headline measure
from net promoter score to a % calculation from the 1st October.
CCG is currently achieving but will need to revisit the FFT
headline figures for clarity.
 Medication related Safety Incidents – On course.
 Re-admissions – The CCG is achieving the 5% reduction.
NHS Constitution Measures
 RTT amnesty is still ongoing until the end of November 14.
 A&E Q2 was achieved by ECT.
Stockport failed Q1 but achieved Q2
 NWAS is still an ongoing issue with them currently failing
Category A this will have an impact on the quality premium
potentially losing 25%.
Once AM has completed her analysis of the data the CCG will run a
session on how to improve NWAS’ performance and to look at how
more efficiencies can be achieved.
 CWP achieved Q2 CQUIN.

4.2

Infection prevention
There was a reported MRSA case at ECT in September. This will not
th
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affect the quality premium this year as it is no longer a measure.
4.3

Assurance of provider Cost Improvement Plans (CIP)
The CCG have spoken with Kath Senior at ECT and a further meeting
is to be scheduled to discuss the Cost Improvement Plans.
The ECT Quality data has not yet been received for October.

4.4

Community Services
No real concerns highlighted.

4.5

Diabetes Contract Query
The view of the clinical members of the Group, following feedback
from member practices, was that ECT had consistently failed to deliver
this service adequately and it should be re-tendered. This would look
at Caring Together Model in determining best way forward.
Action: NE to ensure on commissioning intentions for 2015-16

4.6

18 weeks RTT Update
Amnesty still in place until the end of November 2014. Number of
patients waiting has slightly increased to 145, although there were 263
prior to the beginning of July. With 3 weeks left there is a projected
123 in the back log.

4.7

SRG Update and SRG expenditure
Last meeting was held in October. There was a slight improvement in
the A&E performance. It was confirmed that there had been further
monies received; now totalling £2.4m. £700K for ECT and £500k for
community.
A bid has also recently been submitted to the value of £1m for mental
health SRG funding.

4.8

DTOCs
A brown paper exercise had recently taken place with ECT and other
key organisations; a further one is to run shortly. This was to map the
whole discharge process. An update will be provided to the SRG
group in November.
It was also noted that a company, Fusion 48 had recently met with
Jacki Wilkes. They are an organisation that inspect and review
discharge/intermediate care models and the data within it and to help
inform in the future for the CCGs commissioning intentions.
Action: AB to share with the group in November.

4.9

CWP Joint Quality & Contract Meeting
This is held monthly and the main issues to report are:

4.10

CWP – Patient Safety metrics
th
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No further update provided.
4.11

Visit to Saddlebridge
SR updated the group on her recent visit to Saddlebridge following the
refurbishment. A further visit will take place once patients are in place.

4.12

IAPT/CAMHS Update
IAPT are well under way with the waiting list initiative. We do not yet
have October’s data to see if there has been an improvement in
waiting times.
Both Visyon and CAMHS are up and running with the extended 16-19
service. Visyon will be sending in their quarterly monitoring information
shortly. CAMHS have recruited to all but one of the posts required.
They have had difficulty hiring a staff grade Dr and have now gone out
to advert for a nurse prescriber instead. Despite this the service is still
currently able to operate. Both teams are working well together and
the referral process is in place.

5.

Other Providers

5.1

Update on NWAS Deep Dive
Discussed earlier in item 2.2.

5.2

UHSM Areas to highlight
There is an issue around their A&E performance which has improved
up in Q2.

5.3

Stockport areas to highlight
Stockport show the lowest mortality rates in Manchester in most
recent data.

5.4

CMFT areas to highlight
No issues to note.

5.5

Other Providers areas to highlight
The issue with the Regency which has been noted in previous
meetings re colposcopy is still ongoing.

5.6

The item below was to be discussed under AOB.
Around accreditation for a service that is provided through a historic
GP funding route. The CCG and NHS England have been trying to
support the provider develop their service whilst trying to gain CQC
accreditation. As this is now been ongoing for some time the CCG are
considering re-commissioning the service. The committee supported
the approach being taken.
Action: NE to update committee at next meeting on the action
taken.

6

Mortality Data

6.1

AM presented the latest data.

NE 03.12.14

 No real concerns
th
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7
7.1

7.2
8
8.1

 ECT is below the baseline
 Mid Cheshire performance has improved significantly.
Escalations and Reviews from Monitoring Committees/Meetings
SUI Group
No escalations to note
Complaints & Concerns
No escalations to note.
CQUIN Update
Most returns have been received for Q2. Trust payment to date is
£202,153.09 YTD.

8.2

A workshop will run in December with ECT and S&VR CCG and other
key providers to look at more close working and sharing a set of
outcomes and CQUINs.

9
9.1

Incident Reporting
JM and AB attended incident reporting workshop for Primary Care
and fedback to the group about future plans for more collaborative
working.

9.2

10
10.1

Redesign of in-house Complaints, SUI and incident reporting is under
way and JC is leading on this. The service is due to transfer in
January 2015
CCG Quality and Safeguarding Strategy
This was covered in item 2.6 earlier.

11
11.1

Safeguarding Audit
SR updated the group with the latest report.
 Care Act is due for staged implementation from 2015 and
further revised guidance is due out mid October 2014.
CEDAP
 Agreement was supported at board regarding the governance
arrangements for DA and sexual violence will sit within the
Community Safety Partnership, but recognize that this area is
cross cutting and needs to be highlighted within all boards such
as LSAB/LSCB/H&WB etc.
Domestic Homicide Reviews
 There are currently 2 open DHR’s for South Cheshire; however
recommendations will have a Cheshire wide impact.
 Work has taken place with contacts and safeguarding leads
within the CCG to ensure the commissioning standards
document is included (where necessary) with the Contracts for
2014/15 to provider services.
 Adult safeguarding training is at 96% now at East Cheshire
Trust, which is much improved.
th
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12
12.1
13
13.1
14

Primary Care Quality
A brief discussion took place around how to monitor and manage
variations in quality within Primary Care.
AOB
None noted.
Dates for Future Meetings
03.12.14
Meeting room A NAH
07.01.15
Meeting room B NAH

Circulation List
James Milligan (JM)
Julia Huddart (JH
Sally Rogers (SR)
Gillian Boston (GB)
Andrew Binnie (AB)

Lindsay Ratapana (LR)
Neil Evans (NE)
Louise Conway (LC)
Anita Mottershead (AM)
Andy Wilson (AW)

th
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Moira McGrath (MM)
Cc: Debbie Lowe (DL) minutes
Jacki Wilkes (JW)
Duncan Matheson (DM)
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ON-GOING ACTIONS

Please Note: No actions will be allocated to non-attendees
Item
12.1
(Aug)

3.1
(Nov)

4.1
(Nov)

4.7

4.8
(Nov)
5.6

Agreed Actions
CCG Quality & Safeguarding Strategy
Feedback/comments from the group to be emailed to AB by 15th
August.

Actions by whom
and when required
ALL

AB to email out updated strategy document to the group.

01.10.14

01.10.14. This is now complete and comments added.
Following a brief meeting with GB this will be bought back next
month for ratification.

November agenda

05.11.14 AB waiting for Foreword from GB before completing

AB

Nursing home update on performance issues: GP to GP
records
SR to raise at the next Practice Managers meeting.
Dashboard – IAPT
NE to speak with Tori Bell around the possibility of producing a
local study around the success of IAPT in conjunction with the
Academy of Health Science.
Diabetes
NE to ensure on commissioning intentions for 2015-16
Dashboard – DTOCs
AB to share findings from the brown paper exercise with the
group.
Local Colposcopy Service
NE to update committee at next meeting on the action taken.

th
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SR 03.12.14
NE 03.12.14

NE 03.12.14

AB 03.12.14

NE 03.12.14
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2014‐15 Eastern Cheshire CCG
Performance Dashboard

Down is improvement
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Up is improvement
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Down is improvement
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Up is improvement
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Up is improvement
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Down is improvement
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NHS Constitution Measures
Referral to Treatment waiting
Times

Target

CCG ‐
August

CCG ‐
YTD

Trend

Admitted patients to start
treatment within a maximum of 18
weeks from referral

90%

86.2%

91.3%

Down

84.4%

87.4% Down Amnesty on RTT

Non‐admitted patients to start
treatment within a maximum of 18
weeks from referral

95%

96.8%

96.7%

Same

97.0%

96.6%

Up

Patients on incomplete non‐
emergency pathways (yet to start
treatment) should have been
waiting no more than 18 weeks
from referral

92%

95.5%

95.3%

Up

96.5%

95.4%

Up

Diagnostic Test Waiting Times
Patients waiting for a diagnostic test
should have been waiting less than
6 weeks from referral

A&E Waits
Patients should be admitted,
transferred or discharged within 4
hours of their arrival at an A&E
department

Target
99%

Target
95%

CCG ‐
CCG ‐
September YTD
98.5%

99.0%

Trend
Down

ECT ‐
ECT ‐
Trend
September YTD

ECT ‐
ECT ‐
Trend
September YTD
99.1%

99.3%

ECT ‐
ECT ‐
September YTD
95.92%

Comments

Performance achieved for
incomplete pathway.

Comments

Up

Trend

Comments

Q1 and Q2 achieved at ECT.
95.37% Down Improved performance in Q2 at
UHSM and Stockport.
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NHS Constitution Measures
Cancer Waits ‐ 2 Week Wait
Maximum two‐week wait for first
outpatient appointment for
patients referred urgently with
suspected cancer
by a GP
Maximum two‐week wait for first
outpatient appointment for
patients referred urgently with
breast symptoms (where cancer
was not initially suspected)

Cancer Waits ‐ 31 days
Maximum one month (31‐day) wait
from diagnosis to first definitive
treatment for all cancers
Maximum 31‐day wait for
subsequent treatment where that
treatment is surgery
Maximum 31‐day wait for
subsequent treatment where that
treatment is an anti‐cancer drug
regimen
Maximum 31‐day wait for
subsequent treatment where the
treatment is a course of
radiotherapy

CCG ‐
YTD

Trend

93% 96.9%

97.6%

Down

98.5%

98.4%

Down

93% 93.9%

94.6%

Down

86.4%

92.6%

Down

CCG ‐
YTD

Trend

ECT ‐
ECT ‐
September YTD

Trend

96% 97.7%

98.9%

Down

96.5%

98.6%

Up

94% 100.0%

97.5%

Same

100.0%

98.3%

Same

98% 100.0%

100.0%

Same

100.0%

100.0%

Same

94% 100.0%

100.0%

Same

N/A

N/A

N/A

Target

Target

CCG ‐
August

CCG ‐
August

ECT ‐
ECT ‐
September YTD

Trend

Comments

Comments
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NHS Constitution Measures
Cancer Waits ‐ 62 days

All cancer two month urgent
referral to first treatment wait
Maximum 62‐day wait from referral
from an NHS screening service to
first definitive treatment for all
cancers

Target

CCG ‐
ECT ‐
Trend
YTD
September

ECT ‐
YTD

Trend

85%

87.0%

89.7%

Down

92.0%

90.6%

Up

90%

100.0%

97.5%

Up

100.0%

97.8%

Same

Maximum 62‐day wait for first
No
definitive treatment following a
standard
consultant’s decision to upgrade the set
priority of the patient (all cancers)

Category A Ambulance Calls

CCG –
August

Target

50.0%

86.7%

Down

N/A

N/A

N/A

CCG –
CCG ‐
NWAS ‐ NWAS ‐
Trend
Trend
September YTD
September YTD

Category A calls resulting in an
emergency response arriving within
8 minutes ‐ Red 1

75%

63.0%

60.8%

Same

71.5%

72.2%

Category A calls resulting in an
emergency response arriving within
8 minutes ‐ Red 2

75%

63.8%

63.0%

Up

73.3%

73.1%

Up

95%

95.3%

94.7%

Up

95.1%

95.3%

Up

Category A calls resulting in an
ambulance arriving at the scene
within 19 minutes

Comments

2 Upgrade breaches one at UHSM
and one at Clatterbridge. One
complex patient other breach due
to patient choice.

Comments

Same Note NWAS performance measured
at North West level contractually.
CCG currently involved in deep dive
of NWAS data to understand
pressure points at post code level.
CCG currently involved in deep dive
of NWAS data to understand
pressure points at post code level.
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NHS Constitution Measures
Mixed Sex Accommodation
Breaches

Target

Minimise Breaches

CCG ‐
September
0

Cancelled Operations

Target

CCG ‐ July

All patients who have operations
cancelled, on or after the day of
admission (including the day of
surgery), for non‐clinical reasons to
be offered another binding date
within 28 days, or the patient’s
treatment to be funded at the time
and hospital of the patient’s choice.

0

0

Mental Health

Target

Q2

Care Programme Approach (CPA):
The proportion of people under
adult mental illness specialties on
CPA who were followed up within 7
days of discharge from psychiatric
in‐patient care during the period

95%

95.83%

YTD Trend
0

Same

YTD Trend

0

Same

YTD Trend

95.54%

Up

ECT ‐
ECT ‐
September YTD
0

0

ECT ‐
ECT ‐
September YTD

0

0

Trend

Comments

Same

Trend

Comments

Same

Comments
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GOVERNING BODY MEETING
26 November 2014
Report Title

Agenda Item 3.5.1

Locality Management Meeting 7th November 2014

Purpose of report
To provide an overview of the November 2014 Locality Management Meeting by the
reporting of its minutes to the Governing Body.

Key points
The focus of the September meeting was around primary care delivering the Caring
Together ambition.

The Governing Body is asked to:
Approve
Ratify
Endorse

Decide
Note for information



Benefits / value to our population / communities
This regular meeting provides an opportunity for member practices to inform the Clinical
Commissioning Group of local issues relating to their patients and for the Clinical
Commissioning Group to inform its member practices of issues (local/national) pertinent
to their practice and patients.

Report Author
Matthew Cunningham
Corporate Services Manager

Contributors
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NHS ECCCG G
Governing Bo
ody Meeting 2
26 November 2014

Ag
genda Item 3.5.1

NHS Easte
ern Cheshire Clinical Commis
C
ssioning
g Group
p Localitty
th
M
Manage
ement M
Meeting – 7 No
ovembe
er 2014
1.

E
Executiv
ve Summ
mary

1.1

NHS Easttern Chesh
hire Clinical Commisssioning Group
G
(CC
CG) Localitty Manage
ement
Group me
eetings take
es place bi-monthly. Attendeess are the G
GP leads frrom each o
of the
23 GP Pra
actices, Pra
actices Ma
anagers, th
he Executivve Team and Senior Manager o
of the
CCG.

1.2

Updates were
w
given regarding:
 Challeng
ges and su
uccesses within
w
each peer group area
 The rece
ent publica
ation of the NHS Englland Five Y
Year Forwa
ard View
 CCG Fin
nance upda
ate
 Approva
al of commissioning p
policies at tthe Septem
mber Goverrning Bodyy meeting
 System resilience funding
 Stroke sservice redesign
 Wet AMD servicess procurem
ment update
e
 Neighbo
ourhood Inttegrated M
Medicines O
Optimisation Service
 Special Educationa
al Needs a
and Disability vision of
o the CCG

1.3

T
The worksshop focusssed on th
he co-comm
missioning of primarry medical care servvices.
P
Peer group
ps were ta
asked with
h identifyin
ng key cha
allenges and opportu
unities tha
at coccommissioning could bring.

2.

R
Recomm
mendation
n(s)

2.1

T
The Goverrning Body is asked to
o:
 Note ffor informa
ation Appe
endix One
e – the m
minutes of the 7th N
November 2014
Localityy Managem
ment Meeting of the C
CCG

3.

R
Reasons
s for reco
ommenda
ation(s)

3.1

T
The Localiity Manage
ement Mee
eting is a formal advisory com
mmittee of the Gove
erning
B
Body of the
e CCG and
d under itss scheme of
o delegatio
on the Govverning Bo
ody receive
es the
m
minutes of its advisorry committe
ees.

4.

P
Peer Gro
oup Area / Town A
Area Affe
ected

4.1

A
All

5.

P
Populatio
on affectted

5.1

A
All

6.

A
Access tto furtherr informa
ation

6.1
F
For further informatio
on relating to
t this repo
ort contact::
Name
e
Matthew Cunningha
am
Desig
gnation
Corporate
e Services Manager
Date
17 Novem
mber 2014
Telephone
01625 66
63339
Email
matthew.cunningha
am@nhs.ne
et
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NHS ECCCG G
Governing Bo
ody Meeting 2
26 November 2014

Ag
genda Item 3.5.1

7.

A
Appendice
es

Appendices Tab
ble
ndix One
Appen

ber 2014 Lo
ocality Man
nagement Meeting
Minuttes of the 7th Novemb

Goverrnance
Prior Committee Approva
al / Link to
o other Co
ommittees
Not Ap
pplicable
CCG F
Five Year Strategic Plan prog
gramme off work this
s report is linked to
Caring
g Togetherr
Q
Quality Imp
provement
Menta
al Health & Alcohol

O
Other

CCG F
Five Year Strategic Plan ambitions add
dressed by
y this repo
ort
Increa
ase the num
mber of ou
ur citizens 
IIncrease th
he proportion of olde
er people
having
g a positive
e experiencce of care
living independently at home and who
ffeel supporrted to man
nage their condition
Reducce the ine
equalities in health 
IImprove th
he health-re
elated qua
ality of life
and ssocial carre acrosss Eastern
o
of our citizzens with one or m
more long
Chesh
hire
tterm conditions, inclu
uding mental health
cconditions
Ensure our citizzens accesss care to 
S
Secure ad
dditional ye
ears of life
e for the
h
s
standard
ccitizens o
of Easterrn Chesh
hire with
the highest
and are
proteccted from a
avoidable h
harm
ttreatable m
mental an
nd physica
al health
cconditions
Ensure that a
all those living in 
Chesshire
sho
ould
be
Easterrn
suppo
orted by ne
ew, better integrated
comm
munity services








Key Im
mplication
ns of this report
r
– pllease indic
cate

Strategic
C
Consultatio
on & Engag
gement
Financce
E
Equality
Qualityy & Patientt Experiencce
L
Legal
Staff / Workforce
e
CCG V
Values supported by this repo
ort – pleas
se indicate
e
Valuin
ng People
IInnovation

Workin
ng Togethe
er
Q
Quality
Investting Responsibly
NHS Constitutio
C
on Values supporte
ed by this rreport – pllease indic
cate

Workin
ng togethe
er for patien
nts
Compassio
on

Respe
ect and dignity
Improving lives

Comm
mitment to q
quality of ccare
Everyone counts
c
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LOCALITY MANAGEMENT MEETING
Friday 07th November 2014
Marthall Hall, Chelford

NOTES

Practice

GP / Exec

Alderley Edge, George St Practice

Practice Manager /
other practice rep
M. Martin

Annandale Medical Centre

Dr G Allen

Helen Hodgson

Bollington Medical Centre

-

-

Broken Cross Surgery, Macclesfield

Dr Ian Collyer

-

Chelford Surgery

Dr Helen Thomas

Janet Tildsley

Cumberland House, Macclesfield

Dr Jeff Hodgson

Helen Bianchi

Handforth Health Centre

Dr James Milligan

-

High Street Surgery, Macclesfield

Dr Mike Clark

Holmes Chapel Health Centre

Dr Rob Thornburn

Kenmore Health Centre, Wilmslow

Dr J Huddart

Dean Grice
Julie Sercombe
Lynne Garner

Lawton House Surgery, Congleton

Dr T Rigby

Melanie Lyman

McIlvride Medical Centre, Poynton

Dr A Coley

Helen Coley

Dr A Albert

-

Manchester Rd Medical Centre,
Knutsford
Meadowside Medical Centre,
Congleton
Park Green Surgery, Macclesfield

Dr Ian Hulme

Apols received

Dr Graham Duce

Isobel Chetwood

Park Lane Surgery, Macclesfield

Dr Louise Hastings

-

Priorslegh Medical Centre, Poynton

Dr David Ward-

L. Ryecroft

Readesmoor Group Practice

-

Schoolhouse Surgery, Disley

-

South Park Surgery, Macclesfield

Dr D Cragg

-

Toft Road Surgery, Knutsford

Apols received

Margaret Thornborrow

Vernova CIC

-
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Dr Amar Ahmed
Dr A Keel

Wilmslow Health Centre

-

IN ATTENDANCE
Whole Meeting
Whole Meeting
Whole Meeting
Part meeting
Whole Meeting
Whole Meeting
Whole Meeting
Whole meeting
Whole Meeting
Part Meeting
Part Meeting

Dr Paul Bowen
Jerry Hawker
Elizabeth Insley
Jacki Wilkes
Neil Evans
Jane Miller
Joanne Hughes
Karen Burton
Sally Larvin
Hadleigh Stoller
Marie Ward

Chairman, ECCCG
Chief Officer, ECCCG
Finance Manager
Associate Director of Commissioning
Director of Commissioning
Transformation Manager
PA (Minute taker)
Clinical Project Manager
Contract Manager
Caring Together Programme Manager
Transformation Project Manager

COPIES TO
EC CCG Management Team

1

MEETING BUSINESS

1.1 Apologies for Absence
Alex Mitchell, Angela Wales and also noted above.

1.2

1.3

Declaration of interests
None noted.

Matters arising from Previous meeting
Nursing Home service is now up and running.

2

Updates
Peer Group Updates:
CHAW
Nothing noted.
Poynton/Bollington/Disley
Beginning to have conversations about collaborative working.
Congleton & Holmes Chapel
Care administrator role is working well. The surgery is holding a coffee morning and the
theme is ‘home alone’.

2
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Knutsford
Funding for a Pro-active Care Administrator is ongoing. Regularly holding
Neighbourhood meetings.
Macclesfield
Pro-active administrator role working through. The peer group has been split the MMT
meetings are now separate and sub groups are now being created.
Chief Officer Update
JH provided an update on the 2015/16 NHS England Forward View. (Slides attached).
As this was discussed further in the meeting it led into the Workshop.

Locality
meeting.pptx

CCG Directorate Update
Finance
Since the September meeting a lot of work has been done around the CCGs financial
position the original forecast was a £2m overspend this is now down to just under £1m.






There is an under spend within Prescribing.
CHC costs have gone up and the risks have been allowed for.
SRG winter monies in to help pump prime the entire system.
Not all the SRG money will be going to the Trust, the majority will go out to the
community and 3rd sector providers.
Some money will be for 18 weeks.

Commissioning Update
Copies of policies were provided to the group both of these have been ratified at
Governing Body. Any further queries please email Julia Curtis at the CCG.


The fertility policy now reflects NICE guidance.

SRG Monies
 This must be spent by 31st March 2015.
 3 returns have now been completed
 All schemes will be heavily monitored and will need to demonstrate activity.
 A further £500K is to go directly to the Trust and we do not have any influence
over that.
 £700K using to invest in community service, 7-day working and further
equipment and access to mental health services.
A bid has been entered for a further £1m to increase services for mental health, 16-19
service and dementia advisors.

3
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If any of the practices have initiatives that would benefit Primary Care they should
contact JW in the first instance.
There has been a dip in temperature recently and post 10-days JW asked the practices
to be more aware of cardiac and respiratory cases as she would be interested to know
what the triggers would be and she would like to gather more intelligence. It was also
felt that self-care should be encouraged more.
A STAIRRS event is to be run this afternoon it is to bring together social care and
health. It is about a single point of access, quicker assessments. The CCG also have a
company called Fusion 48 coming in to carry out an audit on the current process and
how this can be streamlined. Practices will be consulted on a 1:1 basis to help capture
key information.
Work around Stroke rehabilitation is underway. Currently FAST positive patients are
sent to specialist centres but the work will look at all patients now going through that
pathway, it is felt that the outcomes are more positive if patients receive specialist
intervention. This is likely to begin March 2015.
Action: JW to provide a draft outline at the next Locality.
Funding has been provided through winter monies for a local radio message about
making the right choices. It was felt that expanding this to more stations and more
messages and to include self-care, pharmacy etc. would be beneficial. JW agreed and
would look into this.
It was also agreed that JW would provide the practices with a bullet point list of where
the winter monies have been allocated to.
Wet AMD – Andy Needham was historically the sole provider for this service. There will
now be 4 providers starting Mid November 14, subject to contract:
 Andy Needham
 ECT
 BMI Alexander
 Mid-Cheshire Hospitals
Ultrasound there will be 4 providers with a further 2 signing shortly, so 6 in total and all
will be available through choose and book.
There has been an ongoing debate around Community Diabetes service at present it is
a very limited service. It was felt as a whole to re-write the spec and advertise for a new
provider. It was also felt however that some practices employ a specialist nurse and
these skills should not be ignored.
Transformation
No update was provided

4
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3

Topic Updates

3.1 MMT
A recent audit has taken place with the localities practices contributing 5% to this.
Neighbourhood Integrated Medicines Optimisation Service
A new service (NIMO) has been funded through winter monies. John Rushton went on to present
to the group around this new service. (slides attached).

NIMO – Presentation
for locality meeting oc

GD highlighted to the group around a recent significant event where a GP has prescribed
controlled drugs over the telephone. It was to be noted that this should always be face to face
review.
DATIX
An update was provided on Datix. The target for the year is 600 and presently 300 have been
logged.
Issues were discussed around the way to log data in the right categories which the team are
currently looking into. Data will be collected over the year and visited with the Trust.
SEND Update
The group were updated on the new Special Education Needs vision for the CCG. (Slides
attached).

Karen Burton
presentation.pptx

4

Workshop
Co-commissioning primary medical care services. Peer groups were tasked with identify key
challenges and opportunities that co-commissioning could bring.

5
5.1

6
6.1

Any Other Business
None noted

Next Meeting
The next meeting will be held on Friday 9th January 2015 at Marthall Hall, Chelford.

5
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GOVERNING BODY MEETING
26 November 2014
Report
Paper Title

Agenda Item 3.5.2

/ Eastern Cheshire Community HealthVoice

Purpose of paper / report
This report provides the Governing Body with an overview of discussions that have taken
place at the patient and carer advisory committee “Eastern Cheshire Community
HealthVoice”.

Key points
Since the last report to the Governing Body, the group has met in September 2014
and key discussions focused on the following:






Development of HealthVoice including the setting up of task and finish groups to
tackle themes such as communications and marketing, care homes and seldom
heard groups
The CCG’s approach to stroke services in Eastern Cheshire
An overview of the issues that carers face in Eastern Cheshire
Primary Care and HealthVoice
The new CCG campaign across pharmacies called “Think Pharmacy”

Future Meeting Date:
Tuesday 20th January 2015, 6.00pm – 8.00pm at Macclesfield Library

The Governing Body is asked to:
Approve
Ratify
Endorse

Decide
Note for information



Benefits / value to our population / communities
Eastern Cheshire Community HealthVoice provides members of our population with a
formalised approach to raising concerns, issues or suggestions in how the CCG can
continue to ensure that the commissioning decisions we make, involve our population.

Report Author
Rebecca Patel
Public Engagement Manager
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1.

Access to furthe
er inform
mation

1.1

For furthe
er informatiion relating
g to this rep
port contacct:

Name
e
Desig
gnation
Date
Telephone
Email

2.

Rebecca Patel
Public En
ngagementt Manager
th
13 Nove
ember 2014
4
01625 66
63 864
rebeccap
patel@nhs.net

Append
dices

ble
Appendices Tab
ndix One
Appen

HealthVoice Septemb
ber 2014 meeting
m
Minuttes of the H
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Part C - Gov
vernance
e
Priorr Committtee Approval / Liink to oth
her Committees
al needed b
but link to tthe Govern
ning Body
No prior approva

CCG Health N
Needs Prriorities a
addresse
ed by this
s report – please
e indicate
e
To pro
otect our citizens from
m harm
To make care more
e integrate
ed & co- 

To pre
event alcoh
hol related harm

To
prevent
aturely
prema

people



dying

ordinated
To ensure
e high qu
uality and effective
mental health servicces are available to 
all
To addre
ess inequa
alities acrross our
ttowns and villages

CCG 2013/14
4 Annual Plan prrogramm
me of work this rreport is linked tto –
pleas
se indica
ate
Caring
g Togetherr
Q
Quality Imp
provement

Menta
al Health & Alcohol
O
Other

Key IImplications of th
his reporrt – pleas
se indicate
Strategic
Financce
Qualityy & Patientt Experiencce
Staff / Workforce
e



C
Consultatio
on & Engag
gement
E
Equality
L
Legal



CCG Values s
supporte
ed by this
s report – please indicate
e
Valuin
ng People
IInnovation

Workin
ng Togethe
er
Q
Quality

Investting Responsibly




NHS Constitu
ution Values supp
ported by
y this rep
port – ple
ease indicate
Workin
ng togethe
er for patien
nts
Compassio
on

Respe
ect and dignity
Improving
lives

Comm
mitment to q
quality of ccare
Everyone counts
c
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Appendix One

Eaastern C
CheshirreComm
munityy Health
hVoice

Minutes 19

Naame

Tre
evor Lerman
An
ndrew Blain
Arrchie Watt
Ba
arrie Towse
Billl Swann
Brrian Taylor
Ch
harlotte Pete
ers-Rock
Ch
hris Campbe
ell-Kelly
Ch
hris Godfreyy
Cyyril Towse
Da
avid Jary
Dia
ane Walton
Do
ominic Ande
erson
Eilleen Talbot
Gill Barber
Ian
n Boyes
Ja
acquie Grinh
ham
Jo
o Hawkins
Jo
ohn Adams
Jo
o Rose
Ke
en Singer
La
aura Perkin
Lin
nda Gill
Lo
oreen Chickw
wira
Ma
abel Taylor
Milka Podsied
dlik
Pa
atrick Heywo
ood
Tim
m Barlow
To
ony Firth
Yvvonne Singe
er
We
endy Jackso
on
Nin
na Helgason
Julia Jary
In a
attendance
e
Aliison Elleray (note takerr)
Pa
aul Bowen
Re
ebecca Pate
el
Ma
atthew Cunningham

Present:

TL
AB
AW
BT
BS
BT
CP
CC
CG
CT
DJ
DW
DA
ET
GB
IB
JG
JHa
JA
JR
KS
LP
LG
LC
MT
MP
PH
TB
TF
YS
WJ
NH
JJ
AE
PB
RP
MC

Chair and H
Handforth Health Centrre PPG
Kenmore PPG
Chelford PP
PG
Lay Membe
er ECCCG Governing Body
KAFKA
Deputy Cha
air and Chesshire Area ffor Cheshire
e Action
Practice Ma
anager Parkk Lane Surg
gery
Toft Road Surgery
S
Pattient Particip
pation Group
Toft Road PPG
P
Knutsfo
ord
V
VISYON
Deputy Chief Executive
e, Age UK
Senior Voicce for Macclesfield
Senior Voicce for Macclesfield
Readesmoo
or PPG
Citizens Ad
dvice Bureau (CAB)
The Alzheim
mer’s Society Support Service
S
Man
nager
A
Action for Sick
S
Children
n
A
Annandale PPG
38o
Making Spa
ace
Deafness S
Support Netw
work
Pathways C
CIC
KAFKA
Pathways C
CIC
Chair Toft R
Road PPG
C
Chelford PP
PG
Holmes Chapel Patient Panel Cha
air
Bollington PPG
P
Cumberland
d House, W
Waters Green
n Medical C
Centre

NHS Eastern Cheshire
e Clinical Commissioning
NHS EC Clinical Comm
missioning G
Group GP C
Chair
NHS Eastern Cheshire
e Clinical Commissioning
NHS Eastern Cheshire
e Clinical Commissioning

√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
Ap
pologies
√
√
√
√
√

√


A
Apologies
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Ne
eil Evans
Em
mma Hardy
Je
erry Hawker
Ch
harles Makin
n
Ja
acki Wilkes
Judy Collins
Item

NE
EH
SN
CM
JW
JC

Commissio
oning Directtor
Business T
Team Studen
nt
Chief Office
er
H/O Clinica
al Developm
ment & Healtth Outcome
es


√



Action
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We
elcome and
d introduc
ctions
The Chair (T
TL) welcom
med the group. He suggested Apologies were unne
ecessary as
me
embers of th
he group atttended by choice.
c
TL had severa
al items he w
wished to ra
aise at the sstart of the meeting.
m
He
e welcomed
d Judy Colllins (JC), w
who gave a brief intro
oduction to Healthier Together, a
pro
ogramme tto reconfigure healthccare servicces acrosss Greater Manchester. A public
con
nsultation iss currently taking place and JC a
asked the g
group to loo
ok at the do
ocuments as
Ea
astern Cheshire residen
nts may be a
affected.
JC
C also mentiioned the 111 phone sservice that was introduced earlier this year for
f advice in
urg
gent but non
n emergenccy situationss. A 111 con
nsultation meeting
m
was taking placce in Cheste
er
tod
day and Jaccki Wilkes ((JW) told th
he group tha
at John Ada
ams was attending it a
and sent his
apo
ologies to th
his meeting. An update
e will be givven at the ne
ext meeting
TL told the gro
oup the prottocol he would like to in
ntroduce forr future Hea
althVoice me
eetings. Two
o
we
eeks before each meeting a requesst for agend
da items would be sent out. The ag
genda would
d
the
en be circulated one week
w
beforre each me
eeting. He would
w
like the group members to
o
adhere to thiss timetable. Items thatt were not o
on the agen
nda could b
be raised un
nder AOB a
at
the
e end of eacch meeting and
a this item
m would be given more
e time at futu
ure meeting
gs.
Ma
abel Taylor (MT) raise
ed a concern about th
he disparityy between Clinical
C
Com
mmissioning
g
Gro
oups (CCGs) and the sservices the
ey commissioned. TL asked
a
Jerry Hawker to respond
r
and
d
h
he told the gro
oup that fun
nding to CC
CGs was bassed on population facto
ors such ass age, health
outtcomes and
d levels of deprivation
n and thereffore did va
ary because
e the range
e of services
being commisssioned wo
ould differ e.g
e Eastern
n Cheshire had one of the fasttest growing
g
population of o
over 65 yea
ar olds so itss healthcare
e services needed
n
to re
eflect this de
emographicc.
MT
T further ra
aised a con
ncern over where the healthcare
e services in Knutsforrd would be
e
pro
ovided. JH
H gave a b
brief verbal update an
nd promised to also rrespond in writing. He
e
exp
plained the CCG had n
no legal ressponsibility or
o budgetarry responsib
bility for buildings. This
layy with the prrovider orga
anisations – in this case
e, the three practices an
nd East Che
eshire Trustt,
botth of whom
m were keen
n to move matters forw
rward on the proposed
d Health an
nd Wellbeing
g
Ce
entre for Kn
nutsford. MT
T also aske
ed about Kn
nutsford Pro
ogramme Board – who
o attended it
and
d when wass it held. JH promised to
t respond o
on this pointt in writing.
Ac
ction: JH to
o write to MT regard
ding the p
proposed K
Knutsford H
Health and
d Wellbeing
g
Ce
entre and th
he Knutsford Program
mme Board.

Minutes of the last meetting
The minutes of the last meeting w
were acceptted as an accurate re
ecord thoug
gh Charlotte
e
Pe
eters- Rock (CP) asked
d that the a
attendance record be amended tto include B
Brian Taylorr.
Re
ebecca Pate
el (RP) responded tha
at this alrea
ady been amended
a
this on the w
website, and
d
apo
ologised forr the inconvvenience.
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Implementation of HealtthVoice Dev
velopment
TL went throu
ugh his implementation plans for th
he developm
ment of Hea
althvoice. H
He was keen
to promote He
ealthVoice both interna
ally within the CCG an
nd externallyy. He wanted to move
e
aw
way from the
e idea of He
ealthvoice being
b
just a six weeklyy meeting an
nd attempt to make it a
fulll time entityy. From time
e to time – a
and for speccific issues, he propose
ed setting up a series o
of
sub
b-groups co
omprised off 3 – 5 peop
ple, who wo
ould addresss various to
opics and re
eport back to
o
the
e HealthVoicce main me
eeting. He asked
a
Matt Cunningham
m (MC) for a structure of the CCG
G
so the HealthV
Voice group
ps could tryy and ‘mirro
or’ the CCG
G. JH obse
erved that itt would be a
possitive contribution to have
h
repressentation fro
om Healthvvoice includ
ded in the C
CCG annua
al
pla
anning proce
ess.
Ac
ction: HealthVoice re
epresentattives to be
e included
d in the CCG
C
annua
al planning
g
prrocess. MC to provide
e TL with a CCG struc
cture chart.

Sttroke Servic
ces in Easttern Chesh
hire
JW
W and Neil Evans
E
(NE) spoke to th
he group abo
out the CCG
G’s approacch to stroke services
an
nd new prop
posals to adopt the Greater Manch
hester mode
el of treatme
ent.

W described
d the stagess of the currrent treatm
ment of strokkes. The first stage (from 0 – two
o
JW
da
ays after the
e stroke) iss called the hyper-acutte stage an
nd the more
e highly spe
ecialized the
e
ca
are given at this stage, the better outcomes a
are. In the n
next or acutte stage, up
p to 10 dayys
aftter the strokke, the patie
ent is still in
n need of m
medical interrvention. Th
he third or rrehabilitation
ph
hase can takke up to 6 m
months and varies with
h each indivvidual. Given
n that the best scenario
o
forr patients iss to be taken to a speccialist centre
e within four hours of a stroke for hyper-acute
e
inttervention ((clot-busting
g drugs), th
he new pro
oposals currently bein
ng studied are that all
a
pa
atients with stroke sym
mptoms should be take
en straight to
t a specia
alist stroke ccentre. The
e
ce
entres are either North Staffordshire Hospital (for patientts in Congle
eton) or Ste
epping Hill o
or
Sa
alford Roya
al Hospitalss for all oth
her stroke patients fro
om Eastern
n Cheshire. The new
w
tre
eatment pro
oposals alsso include Early Supported Diischarge, where
w
the majority o
of
reh
habilitation is done at h
home and th
he CCG will work with tthe local au
uthority on a
an integrated
d
se
ervice to stro
oke patientss.

NE
E ran throug
gh the statisstics about strokes in Eastern
E
Cheshire. Annually 500 people have
e
strrokes or dissplay stroke
e symptomss. Of these, 300 are currently
c
tre
eated by Ea
ast Cheshire
e
Trust. Some patients takken straightt to a speciialist centre
e and throm
mbolysed are
e able to go
o
ho
ome the nexxt day and 3
30-40% of patients wou
uld benefit frrom Early Supported Discharge.
Th
he costs of the new sservice are not yet kn
nown and N
NE is still llooking at the
t
issue o
of
tra
ansport. He felt the bigg
gest challen
nge to be th
he potential impact on the ambula
ance service
e.
JH
H added a comment around cossts, pointing
g out the potential sa
avings beca
ause of the
e
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red
duction in time spent in
n hospital th
hat would go
o towards o
offsetting the
e investmen
nt in the new
w
se
ervice. Aske
ed if the CC
CG was co
onsidering ssimilar servvices in other areas, JH
J gave the
e
exxample of ccardiology, w
where there
e is a new intervention
n for people
e having he
eart attackss,
alo
ong similar lines to the new stroke service pro
oposals.

Ca
arers in Eas
stern Ches
shire
CP
P addressed
d the group
p on the ma
any difficultie
es facing ca
arers, the la
ack of help and supporrt
an
nd disregard
d of their righ
hts. Her pre
esentation iis attached.

19Sept 2
HealthVoice

TL
L thanked he
er for her ve
ery detailed description
n of the prob
blems facing
g carers. He suggested
d
tha
at she workk in a small g
group to com
me up with some propo
osals to put to the CCG
G.

JW
W thanked C
Charlotte fo
or raising th
he subject o
of carers. As
A CCG lead
d for Health
h and Socia
al
Ca
are, she hass been workking closelyy with the ca
arers reference group, but felt it was
w too sma
all
e
an
nd needed to
o get more people invo
olved, particcularly young
g carers. JW
W hoped the
ere would be
tim
me at a futurre meeting tto discuss ccarers furthe
er and TL ag
greed.
Ac
ction: A discussion a
about Care
ers to be brrought back
k to a futurre meeting.

TL/JW

Prrimary Care
e
TL
L introduced
d the item on
n Primary C
Care by saying he was d
dismayed Primary
P
Care
e had neverr
be
een discusse
ed at Health
hVoice befo
ore because
e, after all, it was the firsst point of contact we
all have with h
healthcare. Ideally he would
w
like to
o see all of tthe 23 practtices Patient
Pa
articipation G
Groups (PP
PGs) represe
ented at He
ealthVoice. T
The key pro
oblem facing
g practices
wa
as access –there
–
were too many delays
d
in pattients getting appointments. TL assked if all
the
e group werre aware of the Doctor First initiativve that McIlvride Practiice has trialled.
JH
H applauded
d that Health
hVoice was discussing Primary Ca
are. 90% of intervention
ns take
pla
ace outside hospital an
nd Primary Care
C
is the m
most challen
nged area. In the CCG
G we have
go
ood practice
es, although some need
ded investm
ment.
TL
L had attempted to have
e meetings of all the 23
3 Practices PPG repressentatives / chairs.
Th
here had been 2 meetin
ngs so far. Thus
T
far it iss proving a challenge
c
to
o get them a
all to
en
ngage in thiss process. H
He felt that is was impo
ortant to mee
et – say twicce a year – to discuss
be
est practice and try and achieve co
onsistency o
of approach. He explain
ned that there is also a
wide variation
n of involvem
ment of GP partners thrroughout the region.
Ch
hris Campbe
ell-Kelly, Prractice Mana
ager at Parkk Lane Surg
gery in Maccclesfield , ag
greed with
the
e commentss about pracctices. TL asked to atte
end a Practice Managers meeting and she
ag
greed to arra
ange this. C
Chris Godfre
ey (CG), who
o had been a member of a PPG fo
or 8 years,

CCK /
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fellt many werre too parocchial and needed guidelines in bein
ng more effe
ective.
Th
hink Pharm
macy
RP
P drew the group’s atttention to th
he Think Ph
harmacy ca
alendars pro
oduced to p
publicise the
e
Th
hink Pharma
acy campaig
gn implemented by Easstern Chesh
hire, South a
and Vale Ro
oyal CCGs.

An
ny Other Bu
usiness
T
TL noted the
e future me
eeting agend
da items dettailed in the
e AOB sectio
on of the ag
genda.
MT reminde
ed the group about the
e Healthier T
Together me
eeting in Wiilmslow Librrary on
Tuesday 23
3 Septembe
er at 1800 – 2000.

Da
ate and time of next m
meeting
F
Friday 21 No
ovember at 10.00.

TL

